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ACOUSTIC SCENE CLASSIFICATION BY COMBINING AUTOENCODER-BASED
DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION AND CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Jakob Abeßer, Stylianos Ioannis Mimilakis, Robert Gra¨fe, Hanna Lukashevich
Fraunhofer IDMT, Ilmenau, Germany
ABSTRACT
Motivated by the recent success of deep learning techniques
in various audio analysis tasks, this work presents a distributed
sensor-server system for acoustic scene classification in urban en-
vironments based on deep convolutional neural networks (CNN).
Stacked autoencoders are used to compress extracted spectrogram
patches on the sensor side before being transmitted to and classified
on the server side. In our experiments, we compare two state-of-the-
art CNN architectures subject to their classification accuracy under
the presence of environmental noise, the dimensionality reduction
in the encoding stage, as well as a reduced number of filters in the
convolution layers. Our results show that the best model configura-
tion leads to a classification accuracy of 75% for 5 acoustic scenes.
We furthermore discuss which confusions among particular classes
can be ascribed to particular sound event types, which are present
in multiple acoustic scene classes.
Index Terms— Acoustic Scene Classification, Convolutional
Neural Networks, Stacked Denoising Autoencoder, Smart City Net-
works
1. INTRODUCTION
Particularly in urban environments, various acoustic scenes such as
road traffic and railway transport, construction sites, open air con-
certs, or sport events often cause noise pollution and lead to resident
complaints. Following the idea of a smart city network, a distributed
system for intelligent acoustic analysis allows to objectively iden-
tify causes of noise pollution to the local city administration. A
more effective processing of the incoming noise complaints allows
to better plan future events in the residential area(s) of the city. As
part of the StadtLa¨rm [1] (City noise) research project, we first fo-
cus on identifying the acoustic scene that causes a potential noise
exposure. In the given application scenario, the classification mod-
els furthermore need to be robust towards unwanted background
noises such as wind and rain. Secondly, we aim to measure the ex-
posure of citizens to noise in different parts of the city based on the
German technical guidelines for noise reduction (TA La¨rm [2]).
In this paper, we present a distributed system for automatic
scene classification, which consists of two units: i) the acoustic sen-
sor units with microphones placed around the city and ii) the cen-
tral server application unit, where the audio scene analysis is per-
formed. On the acoustic sensor side, non-negative time-frequency
patches are extracted from a continuously audio input stream. Due
to mobile communication bandwidth restrictions, we reduce the di-
mensionality of the aforementioned patches using a deep denoising
auto-encoder (DAE) [3]. The encoded information is transmitted
to the central server unit, where the patches are reconstructed us-
ing the decoder part of the DAE. The reconstructed time-frequency
patches are then used for the acoustic scene classification. Due to
project constraints, we focus on the five acoustic scene classes: i)
music event, ii) sport event, iii) traffic, iv) roadworks, and v) public
place. We compare two state-of-the-art systems based on Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN), recently proposed by Salamon and
Bello [4] (SB) and Takahashi et al. [5] (TAK).
2. RELATEDWORK
Several research projects investigated how to integrate intelligent
audio analysis algorithms into smart city application scenarios. For
instance, the LIFE+ project DYNAMAP focuses on noise measure-
ment in road infrastructures [6], the EU FP7 EAR-IT project [7] in-
vestigated large-scale indoor and outdoor acoustic sensor networks,
and the SONYC research project developed algorithms and devices
for monitoring noise pollution in the urban environment of New
York City[8, 4].
The application of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) led
to state-of-the-art results in various image processing tasks. Con-
sequently, CNNs were successfully adopted to audio recognition
tasks such as speech recognition [9], music transcription [10], and
environmental sound classification [11]. Most methods for acous-
tic scene classification apply CNNs to learn characteristic spectro-
temporal patterns for different sound classes from the audio sig-
nal. Commonly used spectrogram representations are either per-
ceptually or musically motivated. In [12] for example, Lidy and
Schindler propose to apply the constant-Q transform as input to
the network as it allows to analyze low and mid-low frequencies
with a better time resolution compared to the commonly used mel-
frequency spectrogram [4]. Similarly to image recognition tasks
where the RGB channels of an image control the depth of the con-
volutional filters of the CNN, researchers in acoustic scene classifi-
cation have proposed to incorporate additional features to that aim.
More specifically, Piszak [11] has proposed to use the first-order
derivative of the magnitude spectrogram as an additional depth di-
mension, while Takahashi et al. [5] proposed to use the first and the
second order derivatives as input to the CNN.
The abovementioned methods vary regarding hyper-parameters
such as the filter size, the stride of the pooling layers, the number
of convolutional and fully-connected layers, as well as regulariza-
tion techniques such as dropout or weight regularization. Takahashi
et al. followed the idea of the VGG CNN architecture [13] and re-
placed larger convolution kernels (e.g. 5 x 5) by stacking pairs of
layers with 3 x 3 kernels without intermediate pooling [5]. This ap-
proach leads to a reduction of the number of model parameters but
at the same time to more expressive features due to the additional
non-linearity. Lidy and Schindler proposed two parallel convolu-
tional layers to separately capture relevant patterns in audio signals
along frequency and time [12]. Other approaches, such as the two
compared architectures SB and TAK, and the recently proposed
stacked CNNs and recurrent neural networks (RNN) [14, 15] use
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Figure 1: Examples of time-frequency patches of length three seconds, sorted row wise as follows: i) sports event, ii) roadworks, iii) public
place, iv) music event, and v) traffic. The vertical and horizontal axes correspond to frequency and time, respectively.
successive layers instead. In [16], the authors combined deep de-
noising autoencoder architectures for feature learning in the context
of acoustic event detection.
3. PROPOSED METHOD
3.1. System Overview
The proposed system architecture comprises of 25 distributed sen-
sor units and one server unit as illustrated in Figure 3. On each
sensor unit, the incoming audio stream is recorded at a sample rate
of fs = 44.1 kHz and processed with a short-time Fourier Trans-
form (STFT) using a hop size of 882 (20 ms), a window size of
1024 (23.2 ms), and a zero-padding of factor 4. Then, the STFT
magnitude spectrogram is logarithmically compressed and mapped
to a logarithmically-spaced frequency axis of 49 bins (between 50
Hz and 15 kHz with a resolution of 6 bins per octave) using a trian-
gular shaped filter-bank.
Spectrogram patches of size 49×50 (1 s duration) are reshaped
to the dimensionality of 2450 and forwarded to the encoder part of
the DAE described in Section 3.4. Then, the encoded patches are
transmitted to the server unit where the decoder part of the DAE
reconstructs the spectrogram patches and stores them in a buffer of
size 3 seconds. Therefore, three consecutive patches are concate-
nated and forwarded to the classifier.
3.2. Dataset
Based on the given application scenario described in Section 1,
we focus on the five acoustic scenes sport event (soccer games in
stadium), roadworks (jackhammer, construction site), public place
(conversations, walking), music event (busking, open air concerts),
and traffic (car, train, tram). Therefore, we compiled a new dataset
from the TUT Sound Events (real audio) 2016 development set [17],
the Urban Sound Dataset [8], and the IEEE AASP public & private
datasets [18], as well as various Youtube videos (particularly for
soccer game recordings in the sport event class). Table 1 summa-
rizes the number of files and total duration of files in hours for each
class in the our dataset.
Class Short name # Files Total Duration (h)
Sport event SE 34 2.37
Roadworks RW 35 1.29
Public place PP 127 3.10
Music event ME 72 3.67
Traffic TR 97 1.56
Table 1: Compiled dataset—number of files and total duration in
hours per class.
3.3. Data Augmentation
We apply a two-step data augmentation procedure to enrich our
data set. Firstly, each audio file is processed using pitch shifting
(± 1 semitone), time stretching (stretch factors of 0.93 and 1.07),
and dynamic range compression using the sox library [19]. In ad-
dition to this “clean” version of the dataset, we created a second
“noisy” version of the dataset by mixing each file with environmen-
tal background noise using a random signal to noise ratio (SNR)
spanning between -14 and -10 dB. This was done in order to sim-
ulate the recording conditions in the targeted urban areas. For this
purpose, we randomly select segments from five long-term record-
ings (total length of 135 min) of rain, thunderstorms, and wind
(including microphone pop sounds), which were extracted from
Youtube videos. Finally, for both datasets, we select 20 random ex-
cerpts of three second duration from each file. In total, the datasets
each comprise of 43800 time frequency patches.
Figure 1 illustrates 10 randomly selected time-frequency
patches for each of the acoustic scene classes. Sport event patches
show both transient structures that result e. g. from hand claps as
well as harmonic structures that are caused by screaming, speak-
ing, and singing of fans and athletes. Patches from the roadworks
class exhibit mostly repetitive structures from machine-like sounds
such as drilling or jackhammer. Recordings from the public place
class are more sparse with vehicle sounds (e. g. cars, motorbikes)
in the background and often harmonic sounds (e. g. people talk-
ing, bird singing) in the foreground. The music event class shows
clear harmonic structures that result from different musical instru-
ments. Finally, in the traffic class, we observe noise-like structures
8
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Figure 2: Flowchart of compared CNN architectures SB and TAK. Number of filters is given below the convolutional layers in brackets.
Figure 3: System architecture—distributed sensors and a central
server applications.
from moving vehicles and harmonic structures from car honking
(constant pitch) and sirens (continuously increasing and decreasing
pitch).
3.4. Dimensionality Reduction via Denoising Autoencoders
Due to restrictions of the available mobile communication trans-
mission bandwidth in the targeted area, the data packages from each
sensor unit have to be reduced before being transmitted to the server
unit. For that purpose, we train a deep neural network (DNN) that
performs dimensionality reduction on the time-frequency patches,
using a greedy layer-wise training process and the DAE as proposed
by Vincent et al in [3]. Each layer is trained to denoise input features
which are corrupted by masking noise. The masking noise is drawn
from a zero mean and unit variance normal distribution and has a
probability of 20 % to corrupt an input neuron. We iteratively train
all layers for 30 epochs per layer using the adadelta algorithm [20].
The outcome of the above procedure is the trained DNN, denoted
as DAE, consisting of an encoder and a decoder part. The encoder
and the decoder parts incorporate 4 trained layers each. Through
the encoding layers the dimensionality is linearly decreased until
the last hidden layer produces the desired reduced dimensionality.
On the other hand, the dimensionality in the decoder is increased
accordingly such that its output matches the input data dimension-
ality. The encoder is encapsulated in the acoustic sensors unit, while
the decoder is a part of the central server unit.
We compare four scenarios with different ratios of dimensional-
ity reduction. The first scenario does not incorporate the DAE. This
means that the non-negative time-frequency patches are transmitted
to the server side directly. The second scenario assumes a dimen-
sionality reduction by 25 % using the DAE denoted as DAE0.75
in order to encode the time-frequency patches and transmit the en-
coded representation. Finally, the third and fourth scenarios employ
the same idea but using they reduce the dimensionality by 50 % and
75 %, denoted as DAE0.5 and DAE0.25, respectively. In the future,
we plan to test other image compression techniques such as JPEG or
GIF or dictionary learning methods as alternatives for compressing
the spectrogram representation.
3.5. Acoustic Scene Classification
As discussed in Section 1, we compare two model architectures SB
and TAK, which are illustrated in Figure 2. Both models consist
of multiple convolutional layers combined with maximum pooling
layers, which learn suitable feature representations from the input
time-frequency patches, and multiple feedforward neural networks
for supervised classification. While SB has three layers consisting
of convolutional filters of size 5×5, the TAKmodel has three layers
of pairs of smaller convolutional filters of size 3×3. Concerning the
max pooling, the SB employs larger downsampling over time than
over frequency while the TAK model first performs pooling over
frequency, then over time and frequency, and finally only over time.
Another main difference is that while the SB model takes spectro-
gram patches as input, the TAK model also takes the first two time
derivatives of the spectrogram as additional depth dimensions. In
contrast to the original papers, we used a constant number of 64
filters per convolutional layer for the TAK model, and used 512 as
the dimensionality of the fully connected layers in both models to
have comparable parameter values. Apart from that, we adopt the
hyper-parameter settings for both models from original papers.
For model training, we use 100 training epochs with early stop-
ping, the adam algorithm [21] with a learning rate of 0.001, and
a batch size of 200. All experiments were performed using the
Keras python package [22]. For training and testing the TAK ar-
chitecture, we concatenated the spectrogram patches in the dataset
with their first-order and second-order derivatives as proposed in
[5]. The final tensor XTAK that contains the data is of the shape
XTAK ∈ R
43800×3×150×49. It is then split into training set (80 %),
development set (10 %), and test set (10 %) based on unique source
files. For the SB architecture, we only use the first depth dimension
(magnitude spectrogram) leading toXSB ∈ R
43800×1×150×49.
4. EVALUATION & RESULTS
4.1. Model Comparison
In the evaluation experiment, we compared several configurations
of the TAK and SB models. Firstly, we investigate the influence of
the number of filters in the convolutional layers (compare Figure 2).
Here, we try the original number of filters (indicated by the fraction
γ = 1), as well as 50 % (γ = 0.5) and 25 % (γ = 0.25) of the orig-
inal number of filters. The corresponding models are indicated as
TAKγ and SBγ . Secondly, we investigate the models’ performance
on two datasets—with and without additional environmental noise
(compare Section 3.3). Thirdly, we analyze the influence of the
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Figure 4: Evaluation results for SB and TAKmodels with and with-
out environmental noise, different numbers of filters and different
DAE dimensionality reduction ratios.
ME SE TR RW PP
Music Event 0.73 0.02 0.02 0.09 0.14
Sport Event 0.12 0.50 0.07 0.00 0.31
Traffic 0.26 0.00 0.71 0.02 0.02
Roadworks 0.06 0.00 0.17 0.74 0.03
Public Place 0.01 0.22 0.28 0.02 0.46
Table 2: Confusion matrix for the model TAK1.00 (no DAE dimen-
sionality reduction, with environmental noise).
DAE dimensionality reduction step described in Section 3.4. We
test the following dimensionality reduction ratios 1 (implying no
dimensionality reduction), 0.75, 0.5, and 0.25, as described in Sec-
tion 3.4. As a reference, we train and test the DCASE 2017 baseline
system, which is based on a multilayer perceptron (MLP), using our
given dataset [23]. Here, we do not apply the DAE-based compres-
sion. Figure 4 illustrates the test set accuracy values obtained with
the different model configurations. For the dataset without environ-
mental noise (left figure) and with additional environmental noise
(right figure). Several observations can be made.
All CNN models (both TAK and SB) clearly outperform the
baseline system for the case without DAE dimensionality reduction.
If the DAE is used for data dimensionality reduction, we observe
lower accuracy values for additional environmental noise, which is
somewhat intuitive as the recognition task becomes harder. The SB
model slightly outperforms the TAK model for the “clean” dataset
without additional noise. In contrast, in case of additional noise,
the TAK model with the full number of filters (TAK1.00) shows the
best performance thoughout all DAE dimensionality reduction ra-
tios. Interestingly, in both noise settings, the SB model performs
best with half the number of the originally proposed number filters
[4] for our dataset (compare SB0.50 vs. SB1.00). In contrast, the
TAK model shows the best performance for the full number of fil-
ters (TAK1.00).
4.2. Class-wise Performance
In order to get further insights into the models’ performance, we
show as an example the confusion matrix obtained from the best-
performing model TAK1.00 without DAE dimensionality reduction,
full number of filters, and with environmental noise in Table 2. It
becomes apparent that the classes music event, traffic, and road-
works can be classified with good classification scores above 0.7
while the classes sport event and public place show significantly
lower scores. As discussed already in Section 3.3, car honking,
which is a prominent sound event in the traffic class, shows similar
(horizontal) harmonic structures in the time-frequency patches as
music instruments in the music event classes. This is confirmed by
a confusion of 0.26 from traffic to music event patches. As both the
public place and the sport event class include recordings of people
speaking, we observe confusions of 0.22 and 0.31 between pub-
lic place and sports event and vice versa. A third observation is
the high confusion of 0.28 between public place and traffic, which
is most likely due to passing vehicles in the background. Finally,
the confusion of 0.17 from roadworks to traffic is also interesting,
as the confusion from traffic to roadworks roadworks is only 0.02.
This might be due to the fact that any roadwork scene is much likely
to overlap with traffic, but not the other way around.
4.3. Reference Experiment - DCASE 2017 Task 1
We performed an additional baseline classification experiment us-
ing the development dataset from the task 1 of the DCASE 2017
challenge (“Acoustic scene classification”), which includes 4680
10 second long excerpts from 15 acoustic scene classes as well as
a predefined partition for a 4-fold cross-validation [24]. We ran-
domly sampled 10 one second long time frequency patches from
each recording to enlarge the dataset. For the model SB1.00, we
obtain mean accuracy values of 0.91 (standard deviation 0.01) for
the development set and 0.64 (0.02) for the test set. The TAK1.00
shows slightly higher values of 0.93 (0.001) and 0.67 (0.02) for de-
velopment and test set, respectively. It must be noted that we do not
exploit the full length of the clips e.g. by late fusion techniques like
model averaging but instead classify only short excerpts (1 s).
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a distributed system for acoustic scene
classification in urban environments. Spectrogram patches, which
are extracted on the sensor side, are compressed using a deep de-
noising autoencoder and transmitted to a central server unit, where
they are forwarded to a CNN-based classification model. We com-
pared two state-of-the-art network architectures for the task at hand
and evaluate their performance depending on additional environ-
mental background noise, the comression rate of the autoencoder,
as well as the number of filters in the convolutional layers. Our re-
sults show that good classification scores can be achieved despite
challenging class partitions with partially shared sound event types.
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SOUND EVENT DETECTION USING WEAKLY LABELED DATASET WITH
STACKED CONVOLUTIONAL AND RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK
Sharath Adavanne, Tuomas Virtanen
Department of Signal Processing , Tampere University of Technology
ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a neural network architecture and training
scheme to learn the start and end time of sound events (strong la-
bels) in an audio recording given just the list of sound events exist-
ing in the audio without time information (weak labels). We achieve
this by using a stacked convolutional and recurrent neural network
with two prediction layers in sequence one for the strong followed
by the weak label. The network is trained using frame-wise log mel-
band energy as the input audio feature, and weak labels provided in
the dataset as labels for the weak label prediction layer. Strong la-
bels are generated by replicating the weak labels as many number
of times as the frames in the input audio feature, and used for strong
label layer during training. We propose to control what the network
learns from the weak and strong labels by different weighting for the
loss computed in the two prediction layers. The proposed method is
evaluated on a publicly available dataset of 155 hours with 17 sound
event classes. The method achieves the best error rate of 0.84 for
strong labels and F-score of 43.3% for weak labels on the unseen
test split.
Index Terms— sound event detection, weak labels, deep neural
network, CNN, GRU
1. INTRODUCTION
Sound event detection (SED) is the task of recognizing sound events
and its respective start and end timings in an audio recording. Rec-
ognizing such sound events and its temporal information can be use-
ful in different applications such as surveillance [1, 2], biodiversity
monitoring [3, 4] and query based multimedia retrieval [5]. Tra-
ditionally, SED has been tackled with datasets that have temporal
information for each of the sound event present [6, 7]. We refer to
such temporal information of sound events as strong labels in this
paper.
The internet has a vast collection of audio data. Many collab-
orative and social websites like Freesound 1 and YouTube 2 allow
users to upload multimedia with metadata like captions and tags.
We can potentially automate the collection of audio data associated
with a given tag from these online sources in considerably less time
and manual effort. Recently, Gemekke et al. [8] carried out this
with 632 sound event tags on YouTube and collected nearly two
The research leading to these results has received funding from the Eu-
ropean Research Council under the European Unions H2020 Framework
Programme through ERC Grant Agreement 637422 EVERYSOUND. The
authors also wish to acknowledge CSC-IT Center for Science, Finland, for
computational resources.
1https://freesound.org/
2https://www.youtube.com/
million 10 second audio recordings. While these tags indicate that
the sound event is present in the audio recording, the tags do not
contain the information as to how many times they occur or at what
time they occur. In this paper, we call such tags without any tempo-
ral information as weak labels. The task of identifying weak labels
of an audio is also referred as audio tagging in literature [9, 10].
Collecting and annotating data with strong labels to train SED
methods is a time-consuming task involving a lot of manual labor.
On the other hand, collecting weakly labeled data takes much less
time to annotate manually, since the annotator has to mark only the
active sound event classes and not its exact time boundaries. If we
can build SED methods which can learn strong labels from such
weakly labeled data, then the methods can learn on a large amount
of data. In this paper, we propose to implement such a strong label
learning SED method using weakly labeled training data.
Similar research of using weakly labeled data to learn strong
labels has been done in neighboring audio domains such as mu-
sic [11, 12], and bird classification [13, 14]. Liu et al. [11] used
a fully convolutional neural network (FCN) to recognize instru-
ments and tempo for each time frame of an audio clip given only
the clip level information. They further extended this network to
sound event detection [15] and experimented on publicly available
datasets. The advantage of using an FCN is it can handle audio input
of any length. On the other hand, the limitation is that the frame-
wise strong labels are obtained by an upscaling layer which repli-
cates segment-wise output to as many number of frames required.
Similar FCN as [15] was proposed in [16] without the upscaling
layer, thereby estimating labels for short segments of length 1.5 s
instead of frame wise labels. The study compares the performance
of this FCN with a VGG-like network [17] like network which out-
puts sound event labels in segments of 1.5 s. The FCN network is
trained using the entire audio, and its respective weak label. On the
other hand, the VGG network is trained on sub-segments of the en-
tire audio, assuming that the recording level weak label annotation
remains the same in all its sub-segments. The study showed that
using an FCN performs better SED than using the VGG method.
Kumar et al. [18] proposed a multiple instance learning (MIL) ap-
proach [19] for this task, though the results were promising the ap-
proach was claimed to be not scalable to large datasets by the same
authors in [16].
Sound events in real life most often overlap each other. A SED
method which can recognize such overlapping sound events is re-
ferred as polyphonic SED method. The state of the art for poly-
phonic SED, trained using strong labels, was proposed recently
in [20], where log mel-band energy feature was used along with
a stacked convolutional and recurrent neural network and evaluated
on multiple datasets. Similar stacked convolutional and recurrent
neural network has also been shown to outperform state of the art
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methods in audio tagging tasks [9, 10]. Motivated by the perfor-
mance of this method in SED and audio tagging, in this paper, we
propose to extend the method to perform both SED and audio tag-
ging together, given only the audio and its respective weak labels.
In particular, we use the log mel-band audio feature extracted from
the audio and extend the stacked convolutional and recurrent neural
network to predict two outputs sequentially, the strong followed by
the weak labels. To train the proposed network we generate dummy
strong labels by replicating the weak labels as many times as the
number of frames in the audio input feature. We further propose to
control the information that the network learns by separately scaling
the loss calculated in the weak and strong prediction layers.
Networks similar to the proposed stacked convolutional and
neural network are the current state of the arts for audio tag-
ging [9, 10]. This shows that the architecture is capable of learn-
ing the relevant information in temporal domain and mapping it to
active classes. In this paper, we show that the proposed training
scheme can extract this temporal information that the network is
learning in the intermediate layers and can be used as strong labels.
In comparison to previous works [15, 16], the proposed method sup-
ports higher time resolution for strong labels by its inherent design.
The feature extraction and the proposed network is described in
Section 2. The dataset, metric and evaluation procedure is discussed
in Section 3. Finally, the results and discussions of the evaluation
performed are presented in Section 4.
2. METHOD
Figure 1 shows the overall block diagram of the proposed method.
The log mel-band energy feature extracted from the audio is fed to a
stacked convolutional and recurrent neural network, which sequen-
tially produces the strong labels followed by the weak labels.
Audio features are calculated using overlapping windows on the
input audio of length 10-seconds, resulting in T frames of the fea-
ture. The proposed neural network maps these features into strong
labels first, and further, the strong labels are mapped to weak labels.
For an input of T frames, and a total number of sound classes C in
the dataset, the network predicts C for each of the T time frames as
strong label output and just C as weak label output. The predicted
outputs for each of the sound class is in the continuous range of [0,
1], where one signifies the presence of the sound class and zero the
absence. The details of the feature extraction and the network are
presented below.
2.1. Feature extraction
Log mel-band energy (mbe) is extracted in 40 ms Hamming win-
dows with 50% overlap. In total 40 mel bands are used in the 0-
22050 Hz range. For a given 10 second audio input, the feature
extraction block produces a 500×40 output (T = 500).
2.2. Neural network
The input to the proposed network is the T × 40 mbe feature as
shown in Figure 1. The local shift-invariant features of this input are
learned using CNN layers in the beginning. We use a 3×3 receptive
field and pad the output with zeros to keep the size same as input in
all our CNN layers. The max-pooling operation is performed along
the frequency axis after every layer of CNN to reduce the dimension
to T × 1×N , where N is equal to the number of filters in the last
CNN layer. We do not perform max-pooling along the time axis
to preserve the input time resolution. The CNN layers activation
64 filters, 3x3, 2D CNN, ReLUs
 1x5 max pool 
64 filters, 3x3, 2D CNN, ReLUs
 1x4 max pool 
64 filters, 3x3, 2D CNN, ReLUs
 1x2 max pool 
500x1x64
128 units, Bidirectional GRU, tanh
128 units, Bidirectional GRU, tanh
32 units, dense, Linear
17 units, dense, Sigmoid
17 units, time distributed dense, ReLU
17 units, time distributed dense, Sigmoid
Flatten
1 unit, time distributed 
dense, Linear
500x128
500x17
500x1
500
17
DOG
DOG
CAT
CAR
CAR
T
frame t
CAR DOG CAT…...
WEAK LABELS
STRONG LABELS
     Log mel-band energy  (500x40)
t
T
500x17
Figure 1: Stacked convolutional and recurrent neural network for
learning strong labels from weak labels.
is further fed to a bi-directional gated recurrent units (GRU) with
tanh activation to learn the long-term temporal structure of sound
events, followed by time distributed fully-connected (dense) layers
to reduce the feature-length dimensionality. The time resolution of
T frames is unaltered in both the GRU and dense layers. Since
we have to predict multiple labels simultaneously, we use sigmoid
activation in the last dense layer. This prediction layer outputs the
strong labels present in the input audio, and we refer to this as strong
output in future. The dimensions of the strong labels are T ×C. We
calculate the strong label loss on this output. Further, we reduce the
activation dimensionality and remove the framing information using
dense layers and map it to the C weak labels present in the audio.
We refer to this weak label prediction layer as weak output in future
and calculate the weak label loss on its output. The total loss of the
network is then calculated as the weighted sum of strong and weak
losses.
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During the training, the loss at weak and strong outputs was
weighed differently to facilitate learning from one output more than
the other. In other words, during training, the weak labels along
with the weighting scheme help control the learning of strong labels.
On the other hand, during testing, the weak labels are obtained from
the predicted strong labels.
Batch normalization [21] is performed on the activations of ev-
ery CNN layer. We train the network for 1000 epochs using binary
cross-entropy loss function for both the strong and weak outputs,
and Adam [22] optimizer. Early stopping was used to reduce the
overfitting of the network to training data. The training was stopped
if the sum of the error rate of strong labels and F-score of weak la-
bels (see Section 3.2) referred as the training metric in future did not
improve for more than 100 epochs. We used dropout[23] after ev-
ery layer of the network as a regularizer to make the training generic
and work on unseen data. The implementation of the network was
done using Keras [24] with Theano [25] as backend.
3. EVALUATION
3.1. Dataset
The method is evaluated using a subset of the recently released Au-
dioset data by Google [8]. This subset was organized as part of
a challenge in the Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes
and Events (DCASE) [26].
The dataset consists of a training, testing and evaluation split.
The training split consists of 51,172 recordings, and the testing split
consists of 488 recordings. All recordings are of 10-second length,
monochannel and sampled at 44100 Hz. All these recordings have
been collected from publicly uploaded Youtube videos as explained
in [8]. Different methods trained on this training and testing split
were benchmarked using the unseen evaluation split of 1103 record-
ings at the DCASE 2017 challenge [26].
The dataset contains 17 labels in total and each recording can
have more than one label. Strong labels are provided only for the
testing split, while weak labels are provided for both the splits. In
order to train our network, we need strong labels in the training data
as well. We generate this by replicating the weak labels for every
time frame of the audio and use them as strong labels.
3.2. Metric
We evaluate our method in a similar fashion as the challenge [26].
Evaluation are performed individually on the weak and strong label
predictions.
The weak labels are evaluated by calculating the total num-
ber of recalls (R), its respective precision (P ) and the F-score as
R = TP / (TP + FN), P = TP / (TP + FP ) and F =
2 · P ·R/ (P +R) respectively. Where, true positives (TP ) is the
number of times the method correctly predicted the ground-truth
label. False positives (FP ) is the number of times the method pre-
dicted incorrectly the ground-truth labels. False negative (FN ) is
the number of times the method did not predict a ground-truth label.
The strong labels are evaluated using a segment based F-score
and error rate (ER) as proposed in [27]. According to which the
F-score is calculated as
F =
2 ·
∑
K
k=1
TP (k)
2 ·
∑
K
k=1
TP (k) +
∑
K
k=1
FP (k) +
∑
K
k=1
FN(k)
, (1)
where TP (k), FP (k) and FN(k) are the true positives, false pos-
itives and false negatives respectively calculated for each of the K
segments. The ER is calculated as
ER =
∑
K
k=1
S(k) +
∑
K
k=1
D(k) +
∑
K
k=1
I(k)
∑
K
k=1
N(k)
, (2)
where N(k) is the total number of labels active in a given segment
k. S(k), D(k) and I(k) are the substitutions, deletions and inser-
tions respectively measured for each of the K segments as S(k) =
min(FN(k), FP (k)), D(k) = max(0, FN(k) − FP (k)) and
I(k) = max(0, FP (k)− FN(k)).
We use a segment length of one second for our strong label
metrics. The ideal F-score is 100 and ER is zero.
3.3. Baseline
The baseline method for the dataset is provided by [26]. It is a basic
method to provide a comparison point for other methods using the
dataset. This baseline method uses mbe as the audio feature. The
network used is a fully-connected one with two hidden layers, each
with 50 units and 20% dropout, followed by a prediction layer with
as many sigmoid units as the number of classes in the dataset. A
context of five frames of the audio feature is used for training the
network along with binary cross-entropy loss and Adam optimizer.
The evaluation metric scores for the baseline method are shown in
Table 1. The network is trained by replicating the weak labels as
many number of times as the number of frames in the input audio
feature. During testing, the weak labels are obtained outside the
network by identifying the sound events active in the strong labels.
3.4. Evaluation procedure
The stacked convolutional and recurrent neural network is trained
with mbe as input, the weak labels provided in the dataset as weak
output and the strong labels generated by replicating weak labels
for each time frame as strong output.
Given that the data is huge and the hardware has memory con-
straints, the training time can be long (about 1800 s/epoch on our
hardware). We cannot perform an extensive hyperparameter search
in the limited time, hence we start with a similar network configura-
tion as in [7], and perform a random search [28] by varying the num-
ber of units/filters in each of the layers until no under or over-fitting
is observed while having a strong training metric. Since the dataset
is large and is uploaded by different users, we assume that there will
be enough variability and hence do not use any regularizer. The best
configuration with highest training metric is as shown in Figure 1.
This configuration has around 218,000 parameters. Other configu-
rations with higher number of parameters, up to 2,000,000, did not
show any substantial improvement over the chosen configuration.
On finalizing the network, in order to be sure of our assump-
tion that the high variability in data will not result in an over-fitting
model, we experiment using dropout for each layer in our network
as a regularizer and vary it in the set of {0.05, 0.15, 0.25, 0.5 and
0.75}. We use the same dropout for all layers in this study.
The weights for the two prediction layers were experimented
with different combinations in the logarithmic set of {0.002, 0.02,
0.2, 1}. The number 0.002 is motivated from the ratio of the to-
tal number of time frames for the weak label (1) to the number of
frames for the strong label (500).
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Weak labels Strong labels
Dropout P R F ER F
Baseline [26] 12.2 14.1 13.1 1.02 13.8
0.05 44.6 37.8 40.9 0.86 38.6
0.15 47.5 39.7 43.3 0.84 38.8
0.25 43.0 35.0 38.6 0.86 33.8
0.5 21.5 17.3 19.2 0.99 8.6
0.75 12.3 9.9 11.0 1.15 8.0
Table 1: Evaluation metric scores for weak and strong labels for
different dropout values.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The evaluation metric scores for weak and strong labels for different
dropout values tried are compared in Table 1. The best training
metric of 43.3% F-score for weak labels and 0.84 ER for strong
labels was achieved with 0.15 dropout for the proposed network.
This study was performed by having the same weight of one for
weak and strong outputs during training. In comparison with the
baseline [26] score of 1.02 ER for strong labels and 13.1% F-score
for weak labels, this is a significant improvement.
We used the above-estimated dropout of 0.15 and studied how
the network learns when provided with different weights for weak
and strong outputs and present the results in Table 2. For example,
from the first row of the table, the loss at strong output was scaled
with 0.002 while the loss at weak output was unscaled. Since the
strong labels for training were generated by replicating the weak
labels, they are not the actual true labels, hence by intuition, we
assumed higher weighting for weak labels will give better training
metric. From experimentation, it was seen that the best training
metric was actually obtained by using the same weight of one for
both the weak and strong outputs. Another interesting observation
is that the ER and F-score for strong labels improve when strong
output is given more weight than the weak output, even though the
strong labels used while training is ‘weak’ in the sense of correct-
ness. On the other hand, this also results in poor metric for weak
labels.
We analyzed the predicted labels of our configuration with an
equal weight of one for weak and strong outputs which achieved the
best training metric. Among the weak labels, the vehicular sound
events - train and skateboard, warning events - fire engine siren and
civil defense siren were seen to have the highest F-scores of over
60%. On the other hand, sound events - ambulance siren, car alarm,
car passing, reverse beeps, train horn had zero F-score. The same
sound events and the trend were observed for strong labels.
In order to understand what our method is learning, we visual-
ized the activations in the first convolutional layer of the network for
a given output class. The visualizations are done using the saliency
map [29] approach implementation in keras-vis [30]. The saliency
map is the gradient of output class with respect to the input fea-
ture. An example of such visualization is shown in Figure 2 for the
recording ‘–jc0NAxK8M 30.000 40.000’ in the test dataset. The
top and center sub-plots are the activations of the first convolutional
layer for the strong and weak output of sound class ‘car’. The bot-
tom subplot shows the ground truth marked in red dotted line over
the input mbe feature. We see from the activation map of both
strong and weak heat maps that the network is actually learning
the sound event from a relevant time period in thembe feature.
Strong
Weight
Weak
Weight
Weak labels Strong labels
P R F Fch ER F ERch Fch
0.002 1 44.9 37.0 40.5 1.38 10.9
0.02 1 44.2 36.5 40.0 1.13 17.0
0.2 1 47.5 39.6 43.2 46.6 0.84 38.1 0.80 48.3
1 1 47.5 39.7 43.3 45.5 0.84 38.8 0.81 47.9
1 0.2 47.3 39.5 43.0 44.5 0.84 38.6 0.82 48.9
1 0.02 25.5 20.6 22.8 0.81 41.1
1 0.002 20.5 16.5 18.3 26.3 0.81 42.4 0.79 49.0
Table 2: Evaluation metric scores for different combinations of
weights for strong and weak label loss. The scores with subscript ch
represents the challenge results.
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Figure 2: Visualization of the activations in the first layer of CNN
for strong (top) and weak (center) prediction of sound event class
‘car’ in ‘–jc0NAxK8M 30.000 40.000’ recording. The bottom
plot shows the input to the network, the log mel-band feature of
the recording, where the sound event class is active in the region
bounded by the red dotted line.
4.1. DCASE 2017 challenge results
The results of the proposed method on the evaluation split of
DCASE 2017 challenge [26] is presented in Table 2. Four systems
with different strong and weak output weighting were chosen based
on their performance on test split. Similar trend of better strong
label score when strong output is weighed more was observed on
evaluation data (ERch = 0.79) as well. In comparison, [31] obtained
the best weak label F-score of 55.6% and [32] obtained the best
strong label error rate of 0.66.
5. CONCLUSION
The task of learning temporal information of sound events in an
audio recording, given only the sound events existing in the audio
without the time information is tackled in this paper. A stacked
convolutional and recurrent neural network architecture with two
prediction layer outputs and a training scheme was proposed in this
regard. This network was trained using different weights for the
loss calculated in the two prediction layers. Even though the strong
labels used for training were just repeated weak labels, it was ob-
served that the network learned the relevant strong labels correctly
when the weighting for the two prediction layers was equal. This
evaluation was carried out on a publicly available dataset of 155
hours duration. An error rate of 0.84 for strong labels and F-score
of 43.3% for weak labels was achieved on the test data.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes our contribution to the Acoustic Scene Classi-
fication task of the IEEE AASP Challenge on Detection and Clas-
sification of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE 2017). We pro-
pose a system for this task using a recurrent sequence to sequence
autoencoder for unsupervised representation learning from raw au-
dio files. First, we extract mel-spectrograms from the raw audio
files. Second, we train a recurrent sequence to sequence autoen-
coder on these spectrograms, that are considered as time-dependent
frequency vectors. Then, we extract, from a fully connected layer
between the decoder and encoder units, the learnt representations
of spectrograms as the feature vectors for the corresponding audio
instances. Finally, we train a multilayer perceptron neural network
on these feature vectors to predict the class labels. In comparison
to the baseline, the accuracy is increased from 74.8% to 88.0% on
the development set, and from 61.0% to 67.5% on the test set.
Index Terms— deep feature learning, sequence to sequence
learning, recurrent autoencoders, audio processing acoustic scene
classification
1. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning algorithms for audio processing typically operate
on expert-designed feature sets extracted from the raw audio sig-
nals. Arguably among the most widely used features are Mel-band
energies and features derived from them, such as Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs). Both feature spaces are widely
used in acoustic scene classification [1–3], with the former being
employed in the DCASE 2017 Challenge baseline system [4], and
the later being the low level feature space used by the winners of
the DCASE 2016 acoustic scene classification challenge [5].
It takes considerable effort and human intervention to manu-
ally engineer such features for a specific purpose, which then may
not perform well on unrelated tasks. Further, many feature spaces
such as MFCCs are non-task specific and are equally adept in a
range of audio and speech-based classification tasks [6–8]. For
these reasons, among others, unsupervised representation learning
has recently gained considerable popularity as a highly effective
substitute for using conventional feature sets [9, 10]. Representa-
tion learning with deep neural networks (DNNs), in particular, has
been shown to be superior to feature engineering for a wide variety
of tasks, including speech recognition [6, 11] and music transcrip-
tion [11,12]. However, the advantages of deep representation learn-
ing are yet to be fully established for acoustic scene classification.
Audio sequences are typically varying length signals; this
presents a drawback for deep representation learning using archi-
tectures such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) which typ-
ically require inputs of fixed dimensionality. Furthermore, typical
DNN architectures used for representation learning, such as stacked
autoencoders or Restricted Boltzmann Machines, do not explicitly
account for the inherent sequential nature of acoustic data [9]. For
the learning of fixed-length representations of variable-length se-
quential data, sequence to sequence learning with recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) has been proposed in machine translation [13,14].
Moreover, RNNs have been successfully used in a range of audio-
based classification tasks such as novelty detection [15], scene
classification [16], and speech recognition [17].
In this paper, we extend the RNN encoder-decoder model pro-
posed by Cho et. al. [13] to develop a recurrent sequence to se-
quence autoencoder for deep unsupervised representation learning
suitable for use with acoustic data. Sequence to sequence autoen-
coders have been employed for unsupervised pretraining of RNNs,
with promising results on text classification and image recognition
tasks [18], as well as machine translation [19]. Variational sequence
to sequence autoencoders have been used to learn representations of
sentences, and to generate new sentences from the latent space [20].
Furthermore, de-noising recurrent autoencoders have been used for
reverberated speech recognition [21], moreover, in this approach,
variable-length representations of audio are learnt. Despite this suc-
cess in a range of applications, to the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge, there is no previous work on extracting the learnt representa-
tions from sequence to sequence autoencoders for further process-
ing, such as audio classification.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, we describe our proposed recurrent sequence to sequence
autoencoder approach in detail. Subsequently, we outline our exper-
imental evaluation and results thereof for the DCASE 2017 Acous-
tic Scene Classification challenge in Section 3. Finally, concluding
remarks and our future work plans are given in Section 4.
2. APPROACH
A high-level overview of our system is given in Figure 1. First, mel-
spectrograms are extracted from the raw audio files (cf. Figure 1a).
Subsequently, a recurrent sequence to sequence autoencoder is
trained on these spectra (cf. Figure 1b), which are viewed as time-
dependent sequences of frequency vectors. The learnt represen-
tations of the spectrograms are then extracted for use as feature
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Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed representation learning and classification approach. Except for the final classification, the approach is
entirely unsupervised. A detailed account of the procedure is given in Section 2.
vectors for the corresponding instances (cf. Figure 1c). This step
is repeated for the different spectral representations made possible
by the stereo recordings provided in the challenge dataset, with the
resulting set of learnt representation – per audio instance – being
concatenated together (cf. Figure 1d). Finally, we train a multilayer
perceptron (MLP) (cf. Figure 1e) on the fused feature vectors to
predict the labels of instances.
2.1. Spectrogram Extraction
First, the power spectra of audio samples are extracted using peri-
odic Hann windows with width w and overlap 0.5w. From these,
we then compute a given number Nm of log-scaled Mel frequency
bands. Finally, the mel-spectra are normalised to have values in
[−1; 1], since the outputs of the recurrent sequence to sequence au-
toencoder are constrained to this interval.
The challenge corpus contains audio samples which have been
recorded in stereo [4]. In such data sets, there may be instances
in which important information related to the class label has been
captured in only one of the two channels. Following the winners
of the DCASE 2016 acoustic scene classification challenge [5], we
thus extract mel-spectrograms from each individual channel, as well
as from the mean and difference of the two channels.
We extract separate sets of mel-spectrograms for different pa-
rameter combinations, each containing one mel-spectrogram per au-
dio sample. As illustrated in Figure 1, representations are learnt
independently on different sets of mel-spectrograms, and we inves-
tigate feature-level fusion of these representations.
2.2. Recurrent Sequence to Sequence Autoencoders
We use recurrent sequence to sequence autoencoders to learn rep-
resentations of the extracted mel-spectra in an unsupervised man-
ner [13,14]. An illustration of the structure of these autoencoders is
shown in Figure 2. Mel-spectra are viewed as a time-dependant se-
quence of frequency vectors in [−1; 1]Nm , each of which describes
the amplitudes of the Nm Mel frequency bands within one audio
frame. This sequence is fed to a multilayered encoder RNN, which
updates its hidden state in each time step based on the input fre-
quency vector. Therefore, the final hidden state of the encoder RNN
contains information about the whole input sequence. This final
hidden state is transformed using a fully-connected layer, and an-
other multilayered decoder RNN is used to reconstruct the original
input sequence from the transformed representation.
The encoder RNN consists of Nl layers, each containing Nu
Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [13]. During our initial system
design phase we conducted experiments using Long Short-Term
Memory cells instead of GRUs. However, we observed that this
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Figure 2: An overview of the implemented recurrent autoencoder.
did not lead to improvements in system performance. The hidden
states of the encoder GRUs are initialised to zero for each input
sequence, and their final hidden states in each layer are concate-
nated into a one-dimensional vector. This vector can be viewed as
a fixed-length representation of a variable-length input sequence,
with dimensionality Nl ·Nu, if the encoder RNN is unidirectional,
and dimensionality 2 ·Nl ·Nu if it is bidirectional.
The representation vector is then passed through a fully con-
nected layer with hyperbolic tangent activation. The output dimen-
sionality of this layer is chosen in such a way that it can be used to
initialise the hidden states of the decoder RNN.
The decoder RNN contains the same number of layers and units
as the encoder RNN. Its task is the frame-by-frame reconstruction
of the input mel-spectrogram, based on the representation which
was used to initialise the hidden states of the decoder RNN. At the
first time step, a zero input is fed to the decoder RNN. During subse-
quent time steps t, the expected decoder output at time t−1 is fed as
input to the decoder RNN [14]. Stronger representations could po-
tentially be obtained by using the actual decoder output instead of
the expected output, since this reduces the amount of information
available to the decoder. However, during initial experiments we
observed that our approach greatly accelerates model convergence
with negligible effects on representation quality.
The outputs of the decoder RNN are passed through a single
linear projection layer with hyperbolic tangent activation at each
time step in order to map the decoder RNN output dimensionality to
the target dimensionalityNm. The weights of this output projection
are shared across time steps. In order to introduce greater short-term
dependencies between the encoder and the decoder, our decoder
RNN reconstructs the reversed input sequence [14, 22].
Autoencoder training is performed using the root mean square
error (RMSE) between the decoder output and the target sequence
as the objective function. Dropout is applied to the inputs and out-
puts of the recurrent layers, but not to the hidden states. Once train-
ing is complete, the activations of the fully connected layer are ex-
tracted as the learnt representations of spectrograms.
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2.3. Multilayer Perceptron Classifier
A multilayer perceptron, similar to the one used in the challenge
baseline system [4], is employed for classification. Our MLP con-
tains two hidden fully-connected layers with rectified linear acti-
vation, and a softmax output layer. The hidden layers contain 150
units each, and the output layer contains one unit for each class la-
bel. Training is performed using cross entropy between the ground
truth and the network output as the objective function, with dropout
applied to all layers except the output layer. A range of different
classifiers were tested during our initial experimentation. However,
we observed that more sophisticated classification paradigms did
not aid our overall system performance.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS AND RESULTS
3.1. Database
The DCASE 2017 acoustic scene classification challengeis carried
out on the TUT Acoustic Scenes 2017 data set [4]. This data set
contains binaural audio samples of 15 acoustic scenes recorded at
distinct geographic locations. For each location, between 3 and 5
minutes of audio were initially recorded and then split into 10 sec-
ond segments. The development set for the challenge contains 4 680
instances, with 312 instances per class, and the evaluation set con-
tains 1 620 instances with unknown labels.
A four-fold cross-validation setup is provided by the challenge
organisers for the development set. In each fold, roughly 75% of
the samples are used as the training split, and the remaining samples
are used as the evaluation split. Samples from the same original
recording are always included in the same split. For further detail on
the challenge data and the cross fold validation set-up, the interested
reader is referred to [4].
3.2. Common Experimental Settings
We have implemented the representation learning approach outlined
above as part of the AUDEEP toolkit1 for deep representation learn-
ing from audio. AUDEEP is implemented in Python, and relies on
TENSORFLOW2 for the core sequence to sequence autoencoder and
MLP implementations.
Both the autoencoders and MLPs are trained using the Adam
optimiser with a fixed learning rate of 0.001 [23]. Autoencoders
are trained for 50 epochs in batches of 64 samples, and we apply
20% dropout to the outputs of each recurrent layer. Furthermore,
we clip gradients with absolute value above 2 [14]. The MLPs used
for classification are trained for 400 epochs without batching or gra-
dient clipping, and 40% dropout is applied to the hidden layers.
Features are standardised to have zero mean and unit variance dur-
ing MLP training, and the corresponding coefficients are used to
transform the validation data.
3.3. Hyperparameter Optimisation
Our proposed approach contains a large number of adjustable hy-
perparameters, which prohibits an exhaustive exploration of the pa-
rameter space. Instead, we select suitable values for the hyperpa-
rameters in stages, using the results of our preliminary experiments
to bootstrap the process. During these experiments, we observed
1https://github.com/auDeep/auDeep
2https://www.tensorflow.org/
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Figure 3: Classification accuracy on the development set for differ-
ent FFT windowwidths (a), and different numbers of Mel frequency
bands (b). A detailed account of the experiments leading to these
results is given in Section 3.3.
that very similar parameter choices lead to comparable performance
on spectrograms extracted from different combinations of the audio
channels (mean, difference, left and right). We therefore performed
hyperparameter optimisation on the mean-spectrograms only, and
used the resulting parameters for the other spectrogram types.
In the first stage, we selected a suitable autoencoder configu-
ration, i. e. the optimal number of recurrent layers Nl, the number
of units per layer Nu, and either unidirectional or bidirectional en-
coder and decoder RNNs. In this stage, autoencoders are trained on
mel-spectrograms extracted with window width w = 0.16 seconds,
window overlap 0.5w = 0.08 seconds, and Nm = 320 Mel fre-
quency bands, without amplitude clipping. These choices proved
to be reasonable during our preliminary evaluation. We exhaus-
tively evaluated Nl ∈ {1, 2, 3}, Nu ∈ {16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512}
and all combinations of uni- or bidirectional encoder and decoder
RNNs. The highest classification accuracy was achieved when us-
ing Nl = 2 layers with Nu = 256 units, a unidirectional encoder
RNN, and a bidirectional decoder RNN.
Our second development stage served to optimise the window
width w used for spectrogram extraction. We use the autoencoder
configuration determined in the previous stage, and once again set
Nm = 320. The window width w is evaluated between 0.04 and
0.36 seconds in steps of 0.04 seconds. For each value of w, the
window overlap is chosen to be 0.5w. As shown in Figure 3a, clas-
sification accuracy quickly rises above 84% for w > 0.10 seconds,
and peaks at 85.0% for w = 0.20 seconds and w = 0.28 seconds.
For larger values ofw, classification accuracy decreases again. As a
larger window width may blur some of the short-term dynamics of
the audio signals, we choose w = 0.20 seconds. Correspondingly,
the window overlap is chosen to be 0.5w = 0.10 seconds.
In the final optimisation stage, we evaluated different numbers
of Mel frequency bands Nm ∈ {40, 80, 160, 320, 640}, the results
of which are shown in Figure 3b. Classification accuracy rises with
larger values ofNm until it reaches 85.0% forNm = 320. Increas-
ing Nm beyond 320 does not improve performance further, so we
choose Nm = 320 to minimise the amount of data the system has
to process.
3.4. Fusion Experiments
Given the supplied stereo audio tracks [4], we extract separate sets
of spectrograms from the mean and difference of channels, and
from the left and right channels individually (cf. Section 2.1). On
each set of spectrograms, an autoencoder is trained, and the learnt
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Table 1: Comparison of the classification accuracies of the different
variants of our proposed system with the challenge baseline. We
extract four different feature sets of spectrograms from the mean
(M) and difference (D) of channels, and from the left (L) and right
(R) channels separately. We obtain the highest accuracy after fusing
the features generated from all channels.
Accuracy [%]
System Features Devel. Eval.
Baseline 200 (per frame) 74.8 61.0
Proposed: Individual Feature Sets
Mean (M) 1 024 85.0 –
Left (L) 1 024 84.6 –
Right (R) 1 024 83.8 –
Difference (D) 1 024 82.0 –
Proposed: Fused Feature Sets
Mean, Left 2 048 86.2 –
Mean, Left, Right 3 072 86.9 –
All (M + L + R + D) 4 096 88.0 67.5
representations are extracted as features for the instances. This
results in four feature sets herein identified by the spectrogram type
from which they have been extracted (i. e. ‘mean’, ‘difference’,
‘left’, and ‘right’). On the development set, the ‘mean’ feature set
achieves the highest classification accuracy with 85.0%, followed
by ‘left’ with 84.6%, ‘right’ with 83.8%, and ‘difference’ with
82.0% (cf. Table 1). In order to determine if the different spectral
representations contain complementary information, we perform
feature-level fusion. We perform a weighted fusion, in which the
weights are proportional to performance of the individual systems.
Fusing the ‘mean’ and ‘left’ feature sets improves classification ac-
curacy to 86.2% on the development set. Adding the ‘right’ feature
set further increases classification accuracy to 86.9%, and fusing
all four feature sets results in 88.0% accuracy (cf. Table 1). The
latter constitutes our best result on the development set, with an
improvement of 13.2% over the baseline [4]. A confusion matrix
for this result is given in Figure 4.
Besides fusion between different channels, we also investigated
fusion between different window sizes w and numbers of Mel fre-
quency bands Nm. We also trialled fusion with various conven-
tional acoustic feature sets which we extracted from the raw audio
samples using the openSMILE toolkit [24]. However, we did not
identify a combination of these options which resulted in increased
performance on the development set.
3.5. Challenge Submission and Evaluation Set Results
For our submission to the DCASE 2017 Acoustic Scene Classifi-
cation Challenge, we select the four feature sets with the best per-
formance on the development partition, i. e. the ‘mean’ feature set
and all three fused feature sets. We extract spectrograms from au-
dio samples in the evaluation set using the same parameters that
we used for the development set. Subsequently, we extract the four
individual feature sets described above with the respective autoen-
coder that we trained on the development set. Finally, fusion of
these feature sets is performed as detailed above.
For prediction on the evaluation set, the MLP classifier is
trained using the entire development set as training data. As shown
Figure 4: Confusion Matrix of our strongest performing system on
the development partition of the TUT Acoustic Scenes 2017 data
set which achieved a classification accuracy of 88.0%.
in Table 1, our approach achieved classification accuracies of
00.0%, 00.0%, 00.0% and 00.0% on the evaluation set.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Despite representation learning with deep neural networks (DNNs)
has shown superior performance of hand-crafted feature sets in a
variety of machine learning recognition and classification tasks,
such approaches have not been widely explored with the domain
of acoustic scene classification. In this regard, our entry to the
2017 DCASE 2017 Acoustic Scene Classification challenge has
demonstrated the feasibility of using a recurrent sequence to se-
quence autoencoder for the unsupervised feature representation. A
major advantage of our approach is that it is able to learn a fixed
length representation from variable length audio signals while tak-
ing account of their time-dependent nature. A fused combination
of features learnt from our system was able to achieve an accuracy
of 88.0% on the challenge development data, an improvement of
17.65 percentage points over the official baseline.
In future work, we will be testing our system over a wide range
of different acoustic classification tasks. We also want to collect
further data from social multimedia using our purpose built soft-
ware [25] to train the autoencoder with more real life audio record-
ings. Finally we plan to investigate the potential of Generative Ad-
versarial Networks for acoustic based deep representation learning.
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces improvements to nonnegative feature
learning-based methods for acoustic scene classification. We start
by introducing modifications to the task-driven nonnegative ma-
trix factorization algorithm. The proposed adapted scaling algo-
rithm improves the generalization capability of task-driven nonneg-
ative matrix factorization for the task. We then propose to exploit
simple deep neural network architecture to classify both low level
time-frequency representations and unsupervised nonnegative ma-
trix factorization activation features independently. Moreover, we
also propose a deep neural network architecture that exploits jointly
unsupervised nonnegative matrix factorization activation features
and low-level time frequency representations as inputs. Finally, we
present a fusion of proposed systems in order to further improve
performance. The resulting systems are our submission for the task
1 of the DCASE 2017 challenge.
Index Terms— Feature learning, Nonnegative Matrix Factor-
ization, Deep Neural Networks,
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we deal with the acoustic scene classification (ASC)
problem [1], a subtask of the more general computational auditory
scene analysis area of research. The goal of ASC is to identify in
which type of environment a recording has been captured. ASC
is a particularity interesting machine learning application, as it has
been shown that computational methods tend to outperform humans
when asked to discriminate between sound scenes. Moreover, ASC
was the subtask of the 2016 edition of the DCASE challenge [2]
that attracted the most submissions, showing its rising increase in
popularity.
Most earlier ASC works relied on simple classifiers such as
support vector machines (SVM) to classify hand-crafted features
inspired from other audio classification tasks. Notable feature-
based systems include the use of Mel frequency or Gammatone
filter bank-based cepstral coefficients [3, 4] sometimes paired with
recurrent quantitative analysis to model the temporal evolution of
the scene [5]. Features inspired from image processing such as his-
tograms of oriented gradients [6] or local binary patterns [7] have
been proposed as well to describe the texture of time-frequency rep-
resentations of the scenes.
Nowadays, the trend is shifting towards feature learning or
deep learning-based techniques. First, unsupervised feature learn-
ing techniques such as K-means or nonnegative matrix factoriza-
tion (NMF) have shown to be competitive with best hand-crafted
features [8, 9]. Supervised extensions of NMF have also been pro-
posed to adapt the decomposition to the task at hand in order to
learn better features [10, 11]. The second dominant trend in ASC
is to find appropriate neural network structures for the task. One
way to address ASC with deep learning is to use deep neural net-
works (DNN) as a better classifiers than SVMs to interpret large
sets of hand-crafted features [12]. Many works have also proposed
more complex neural networks such as convolution neural networks
(CNN) [10, 13, 14] or recurrent neural networks (RNN) [15].
In this paper, while describing our submission for the 2017
DCASE challenge [16], we present two contributions by proposing
improvements to previous successful ASC techniques. Our main
contribution is an efficient modification to previous task-driven
nonnegative matrix factorization (TNMF) algorithm for ASC [8].
TNMF is a supervised variant of NMF which jointly learns a non-
negative dictionary and a classifier that has obtained very good re-
sults for the task [11]. The modified algorithm introduces a way
to take the scaling of NMF projections into account in the TNMF
framework. The proposed adaptive scaling strategy allows for bal-
ancing the contribution of each dictionary component when jointly
learning the dictionary and classifier. The system that we propose
also includes DNN trained by using unsupervised NMF features as
an input. While the most common approach is to train networks
on low-level time-frequency representations it has been shown that
NMF features can often be a better choice of representation to train
DNNs [17]. In this work, we intend to take advantage of both repre-
sentations by proposing a DNN architecture where two branches are
trained in parallel on the NMF features and time-frequency repre-
sentations separately before being merged by concatenation, deeper
in the network. Finally, we propose a simple fusion of both our
TNMF and DNN systems trained on both channels of the scene
stereo recordings in order to further improve the performance of
our systems.
The paper is organized as follows. The modified TNFM algo-
rithm is described in Section 2. The chosen DNN architectures are
introduced in Section 3. Experimental results and our final system
are presented in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and directions for
future work are exposed in Section 5.
2. IMPROVEMENTS TO SUPERVISED NMF
2.1. NMF and TNMF models
The ASC systems we propose in this paper all rely on variants of
NMF [18] to learn features from time-frequency representations.
Suppose we have a nonnegative data matrix V ∈ RF×N
+
such as the
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time-frequency representation of an audio recording, where F is the
number of frequency bands and N is the number of time frames.
The goal of NMF [18] is to find a decomposition that approximates
the data matrix V such as: V ≈ WH, with W ∈ RF×K
+
and H ∈
R
K×N
+
. NMF is obtained by solving the following optimization
problem:
minDβ(V|WH) s.t. W,H ≥ 0 ; (1)
where Dβ represents the β-divergence (Euclidean distance with
β = 2, generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence with β = 1).
In order to adapt our NMF decompositions to the task at hand,
we focus on TNMF [8], a supervised variant of NMF. TNMF ap-
proaches are nonnegative instantiations of the more general task-
driven dictionary learning framework [19] that were successfully
applied to speech enhancement and acoustic scene classification
[8, 20]. The motivation behind using TNMF is to learn discrimi-
native nonnegative dictionaries of spectral templates with the ob-
jective of minimizing a classification cost. In our case, the TNMF
model jointly learns a multinomial logistic regression and a nonneg-
ative dictionary.
Let each data frame v be associated with a label y in a fixed set
of labels Y . The TNMF problem is expressed as a nested optimiza-
tion problem as follows:
{
h⋆(v,W) = minh∈RK
+
Dβ(v|Wh) + λ1‖h‖1 +
λ2
2
‖h‖22
minW∈W,A Ey,v[ℓs(y,A, h
⋆(v,W))] + ν
2
‖A‖22.
(2)
Thus, the features for classification are computed as the out-
put of a function h⋆(v,W) of the data point v and the dictionary
W, solution of a nonnegative sparse coding problem with ℓ1 and
ℓ2-norm penalties. The objective is to minimize the expectation of
a classification loss ℓs(y,A, h
⋆(v,W)), a function of the optimal
projection h⋆(v,W), where A are the parameters of the classifier.
Therefore, the TNMF problem is a joint minimization of the ex-
pected classification cost overW and A. Here,W is defined as the
set of nonnegative dictionaries containing unit ℓ2-norm basis vec-
tors and ν is a regularization parameter on the classifier parameters
to prevent over-fitting.
In deep learning terminology the TNMF model can be seen as a
one hidden layer network, whereW are the parameters of the layer
and the output of the layer is computed by applying the function
h⋆(v,W) to the input v and parametersW. Then, the classification
layer is a fully connected layer with softmax activations acting as
multinomial regression. The parameters of both layers (W and A)
are jointly trained to minimize a categorical cross-entropy loss.
2.2. Adapted scaling algorithm for TNMF
As with any other features in general, when performing NMF for
feature learning it is often advised to scale the resulting activation
matrix H⋆ before classification in order for each feature dimension
(K in that case) to have unit variance. Especially in ASC, some
components of the dictionary might represent lower energy or dis-
tant background events that could be useful to discriminate between
different environments. By scaling the activation matrix, each ba-
sis event will have a more balanced contribution during the classi-
fier training phase. This problem has also been addressed for deep
neural networks with batch normalization [21]. Similarly to train-
ing DNN, during TNMF training, changes in the dictionary result
in changes in the distribution of the activations which can make it
more challenging to train the classifier.
We introduce a simple but efficient variant of our previous
TNMF algorithm [11] which takes the activation matrix scaling op-
eration into account for both the classifier and dictionary updates.
LetN be the number of examples in the training data, we divide the
data randomly intoB different mini-batch. The mini-batch are sub-
sets of the data of equal size where Vb is the mini-batch of index b.
We obtain the mini-batch of activationsHb by applying the function
h⋆ to each data point in Vb. We also define mb and σ
2
b the mean
and variance of the mini-batch projection matrix Hb. In the pro-
posed algorithm, we first compute the meanm and variance σ over
the optimal projection matrix H⋆ of the training data on the dictio-
nary W. These statistics are used to scale projections to have zero
mean and unit variance before updating the classifier parameters.
The next step is to update the dictionary with mini-batch
stochastic gradient descent as in [8]. The statistics of the activation
matrix indirectly depend on the dictionary so they would change af-
ter the dictionary update on each mini-batch. To take these changes
into account we slightly update the global statistics in the direc-
tion of the statistics of the mini batch’s projection. We modify the
mean in the direction of the batch mean proportionally to the size
of the mini-batch m = m − 1
B
(m − mb) and repeat the process
for updating the global variance. We then use the updated statis-
tics to scale the activation features to zero mean and unit variance.
The update of the statistics adds an additional operation between the
projections and the classifier which needs to be taken into account
when computing the gradient of the loss ∇Wls(y,A,Hb) with re-
spect to W. Here, we make the approximation that the statistics
are constant which makes the modifications to the expressions of
the gradients [19] straightforward. In practice, this approximation
seems justified as it does not prevent the loss from decreasing and
our adapted scaling algorithm shows improved performance over
the previous TNMF algorithms for ASC. The proposed modifica-
tions are presented in Algorithm 1, we will refer to TNMF trained
with the adaptive scaling algorithm as TNMF-AS. Here, the opera-
tionΠW used in the update step forW corresponds to the projection
on the setW . In practice, this projection is done by thresholding the
coefficients to 0 and normalizing each dictionary component to have
unit ℓ2 norm.
Algorithm 1 Adaptive scaling TNMF algorithm
Require: V,W ∈ W,A ∈ A, λ1, λ2, ν, I, ρ
for i = 1 to I do
//Update classifier
Compute H⋆ = h⋆(V,W)
Compute meanm and variance σ of H⋆
H
′
= 1
σ
(H⋆ −m)
Update classifier parameters A with LBFGS
//Update dictionary
for b = 1 to B do
Draw a batch Vb and its labels yb
Compute H⋆b = h
⋆(Vb,W)
Compute meanmb and variance σ
2
b of H
⋆
b
m = m− 1
B
(m−mb) and σ
2 = σ2 − 1
B
(σ2 − σ2b )
H
′
b =
1
σ
(Hb −m)
W← ΠW [W− ρ∇Wls(y,A,H
′
b)]
end for
end for
return W,A
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K dictionary elements F frequency bands
Fully connected layer 512 units
Merge by concatenation
Fully connected layer 512 units
Fully connected layer 512 units
Softmax layer 15 units
NMF features CQT representation
Output Class probabilities
×1 ×2
×3
Figure 1: Architecture of the DNN-M model learned on both repre-
sentations. All hidden layers have ReLU activations and a dropout
of 0.2.
3. DNN MODELS
3.1. Learning from different representations
The recent rise in popularity of deep learning approaches for ASC
allows for insightful comparison of the effectiveness of differ-
ent network configurations, especially after the 2016 edition of
the DCASE challenge [2]. The most successful neural network-
based approaches in ASC usually involve training simple DNN on
large sets of hand-crafted features [12] or CNN directly on time-
frequency representations [13,15]. Instead, in our recent work [17],
we have shown the usefulness of training simple DNN on features
learned from NMF decompositions. In fact, the unsupervised NMF
decomposition plays a better role at extracting suitable mid-level
representations from low-level time-frequency representations than
the first layer of DNN. While training DNN on NMF-based features
outperformed those trained on time-frequency representations, we
believe they can be complementary as the two approaches do not
have the same properties. Therefore we propose a simple architec-
ture where the network is trained jointly in the NMF features and
the time-frequency representations. The architecture of the model is
shown in Figure 1. The network is first composed of two branches
that are later merged by concatenation before getting into the final
layers of the network. The first branch has the activation matrix H
as input while the time-frequency data matrix V is the input of the
second branch. The first branch has less hidden layers, as the un-
supervised NMF plays the role of a pre-trained hidden layer [17].
The proposed DNN model using both representations as inputs will
be denoted as DNN-M in the remainder of the paper. For DNN-
M, as well as the other alternative DNN that are compared to ours,
all layers are simple fully-connected layers with rectified linear unit
activations and dropout between each layer.
3.2. Fusion of systems
Many of the better performing ASC methods include some form
a fusion between different systems [11, 13, 14]. In a similar way,
we propose a simple fusion of TNMF-AS introduced in Section
2.2 with the DNN-M architecture. Moreover, combining different
occurrences of the different models can help mitigating the uncer-
tainty inherent to the training of those models, both owing to the
data samples used and the non-uniqueness of the solutions obtained
for the non-convex problems solved during the training. Both the
TNMF and the DNN models rely on multinomial logistic regres-
TNMF methods
K = 256 K = 512 K = 1024
NMF (unsupervised) 82.3 84.3 84.0
TNMF [8] 86.6 86.8 86.3
TNMF-AS 87.6 88.2 87.7
DNN methods
Baseline system [16] 77.2
DNN-CQT 85.5
DNN-NMF 86.5 87.0 87.2
DNN-M 87.3 87.8 87.9
Fusion of final systems
TNMF-AS stereo 87.5 88.4 -
DNN-M stereo 88.0 88.8 89.2
TNMF-AS fusion 89.2
TNMF-AS + DNN-M 90.1
Table 1: Comparing performance of the proposed systems on the
development set of the DCASE 2017 dataset for different dictionary
sizesK.
sion for classification (as the output layer of the DNN is a softmax
layer), which can give us access to class-wise probability of each
example. Therefore we perform a simple fusion by averaging the
log-probabilities of different occurrences of each model in order to
take the final decision.
4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
4.1. Dataset
We use the 2017 version of the DCASE challenge dataset for acous-
tic scene classification [16]. It contains 13 hours of urban audio
scenes recorded with binaural microphones in 15 different environ-
ments split into 4680 10-s recordings. We use the same 4 training-
test splits provided by the challenge, where 25% of the examples
are kept for testing. The baseline for this dataset is DNN trained on
shingled Mel energy representations [16].
4.2. Time-frequency representation
In order to build the data matrix V, we average both channels of
the audio and rescale the resulting mono signals to [−1, 1]. Next,
we extract Constant-Q transforms with 24 bands per octave from
5 to 22050 Hz and with 30-ms non-overlapping windows using
YAAFE [22], resulting in 291 dimensional feature vectors. The
time frequency representations are then averaged by slices of 0.5
second resulting in 20 vectors per example. The length of the slices
have been selected during preliminary experiments by choosing the
value that maximized the performance of a simple unsupervised
NMF classification system. After concatenating all the averaged
slices for each example to build the data matrix, we apply a square
root compression to the data and scale each feature dimension to
unit variance.
4.3. Comparing the TNMF algorithm
The dictionary in the TNMF model is initialized with unsupervised
NMF using the GPU implementation [23]. The classifier is updated
using the LBFGS solver from logistic regression implementation of
scikit-learn [24]. We set the regularization parameter to ν = 10
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Figure 2: Normalized confusion matrix for the system fusion.
and the ℓ1 and ℓ2 regularization terms to λ1 = 0.2 and λ2 = 0.
After preliminary experiments, the gradient step is set to ρ = 0.001
for the original algorithm [11] and to ρ = 0.0005 for the modified
algorithm presented in Section 2.2. We follow the same decaying
strategy as described in [19]. Moreover, contrary to our previous
application of TNMF [8], we classify each slice individually and
average the log-probabilities to take a decision on the full examples.
The performance of our adapted scaling algorithm is compared
to the previously used TNMF algorithm for ASC in the first part
of Table 1. The results are shown for different values of dictionary
size K and are averaged over 10 initializations of the model. As a
baseline we also include the results for an unsupervised NMF-based
feature learning system classified with logistic regression. For both
dictionary sizes, the proposed modifications for the algorithm al-
low for a notable increase in performance. This confirms that the
introduced adaptive scaling strategy in the algorithm improves the
model generalization capacity. Moreover the proposed TNMF sys-
tem largely outperforms the dataset baseline as well as the unsuper-
vised NMF-based systems.
4.4. Comparing DNN architectures
When used to train DNNS, the unsupervised NMF features are ex-
tracted using the Kullback-Leibler divergence with a ℓ1 sparsity
constraint λ1 = 0.2. The DNNs are trained separately on the NMF
activations or the time-frequency representation, we keep the same
DNN architectures as proposed in our previous work on the same
dataset [17]. The networks have 2 hidden layers of 256 units when
having NMF features as an input and 3 hidden layers with 512 units
when trained on the CQT representations. All layers have recti-
fied linear unit (ReLU) [25] activations and dropout probability of
0.2 [26]. The models are trained with keras [27] using the stochastic
gradient descent algorithm with default settings on 50 epochs with-
out early stopping. The architecture of the merged CQT-NMF DNN
model is described in Figure 2 and is trained with the same settings
as just described.
The results of the compared DNN systems are reported in the
second part of Table 2. First, as it was found in [17], training DNN
directly on the NMF largely outperforms those trained directly on
time-frequency representation as well as unsupervised NMF trained
with a logistic regression. The proposed merged DNN architecture
helps slightly increasing the performance compared to DNN trained
only on NMF activations. Moreover it allows us to reach accuracies
similar to the best TNMF system. However, as the networks are
trained from unsupervised NMF features they require more compo-
nents to attain the best results. We can also note that the TNMF-
AS model still provides better results compared to the best DNN-M
model which further confirms its usefulness for the task.
4.5. Fusion for final system
In order to further improve the results of our final system we aug-
ment the data by using both channels of the stereo signal instead
of the mono mix used previously and apply late fusion to combine
the output of the systems described above. The systems trained on
both channels will be denoted as ”TNMF-AS stereo” and ”DNN-M
stereo” and are reported in the fourth part of Table 2. The results
are averaged over 10 different initializations of the models. Our fi-
nal system fusion is computed with the following process similar to
the one proposed in [11]:
• Train 4 initializations DNN-M-Stereo for K = 1024 on the 4
training sets and store the resulting 16 output log-probabilities
• Train 4 initializations TNMF-AS stereo K = 512 on the 4
training sets and store the resulting 16 output log-probabilities
• Average all log-probabilities in order to make the final predic-
tions
The log-probabilities of the models trained on each of the 4 avail-
able training sets in the development set. We also report and sub-
mitted the system using only the log-probabilities computed with
TNMF-AS which is denoted as TNMF-AS fusion. The accuracy
obtained for the separate systems with both channels and the fusion
systems are reported in the last row of Table 1. The accuracy scores
on the development set go from 88.4 and 89.2% for TNMF-AS and
DNN-M systems respectively to 90.1% with the fusion of both sys-
tems. The normalized confusion matrix for the last fusion system is
shown in Figure 2. The majority of confusions comes from labels
corresponding to similar scenes such as park and residential area,
library and office or restaurant and grocery store. In fact, such
pairs of acoustic environments tend to contain many event queues
in common that could make it difficult for the systems to discrimi-
nate between them.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described the system we submitted to the 2017
DCASE challenge for acoustic scene classification. We use two es-
tablished methods to learn nonnegative representations of acoustic
scenes, a supervised NMF method and DNN trained on unsuper-
vised NMF activation features. Moreover, we propose improve-
ments to both methods in order to improve classification perfor-
mance. We introduce a new adaptive scaling algorithm for TNMF
and DNN architecture that learns from both the time-frequency rep-
resentation and the NMF features. Finally we use a fusion of both
methods as our final system. For future work, we could investigate
in what respect NMF representation can be jointly learned with the
networks in the TNMF.
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ABSTRACT
Sound events possess certain temporal and spectral structure in their
time-frequency representations. The spectral content for the sam-
ples of the same sound event class may exhibit small shifts due to
intra-class acoustic variability. Convolutional layers can be used to
learn high-level, shift invariant features from time-frequency repre-
sentations of acoustic samples, while recurrent layers can be used to
learn the longer term temporal context from the extracted high-level
features. In this paper, we propose combining these two in a con-
volutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) for rare sound event
detection. The proposed method is evaluated over DCASE 2017
challenge dataset of individual sound event samples mixed with ev-
eryday acoustic scene samples. CRNN provides significant perfor-
mance improvement over two other deep learning based methods
mainly due to its capability of longer term temporal modeling.
Index Terms— Sound Event Detection, Convolutional Neural
Network, Recurrent Neural Network, Machine learning
1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of sound event detection (SED) is to temporally locate and
label the sound event class(es) present in an acoustic signal. For an
SED task, a set of target sound event classes should be determined.
For instance, an SED task can be defined as the detection of dog
barking, door bell, and baby crying sounds for any given acoustic
signal. Recently, SED has been utilized in application areas such
as wildlife bird audio monitoring [1, 2], audio surveillance [3], and
multimedia event detection [4].
Recently, the research on SED has been mainly shifted from
traditional classifier approaches such as Gaussian mixture mod-
els (GMM) - hidden Markov models (HMM) to deep learning
based methods such as feed-forward neural networks (FNN) [5, 6],
convolutional neural networks (CNN) [7], recurrent neural net-
works (RNN) [8], and convolutional recurrent neural networks
(CRNN) [2, 9]. Feed-forward neural networks have the benefit of
higher expressional capability over nonlinear functions compared
to GMM-HMMs. However, their drawback is the fixed connections
(each weight is connected to a fixed pair of neurons) which makes
them less robust to slight spectral shifts in the acoustic features of
the same sound event class. These slight shifts are a major factor in
the inherent acoustic variability of sound event classes. This prob-
lem has mainly been overcome with the introduction of CNNs for
SED, however the temporal context that can be modeled with CNNs
is rather short. CRNN combines the long-term modeling capabili-
ties of gated recurrent unit (GRU) [10] layers and the robustness of
CNN to small spectral shift variations.
There are several difficulties on developing SED systems to be
utilized in real-life environments. Some of these can be listed as the
inherent acoustic variability of the sounds belonging to the same
event class, overlapping (simultaneously occurring) sound events,
environmental noise, variability in the acoustic characteristics of the
background acoustic scene, and rarely occurring sound events.
The main problem encountered with the detection of the rare
sound events using neural networks is the data imbalance. To elab-
orate, in an SED task, the classifier is trained to learn the relation-
ship between the target class and its input representation, which is
composed of acoustic features extracted in short time frames of an
acoustic signal. During training, the classifier makes an estimation
for the class presence probabilities for each frame, and calculates
the error in the estimation through a loss function (which will be
used to update the classifier parameters). In a rare SED task, the
target class is not present in a significantly higher portion of time
frames of each signal. Unless the training procedure of the clas-
sifier is adjusted correspondingly, the classifier will be biased on
predicting ”non-present” for all the frames, because it will reach
low error even if it fails to detect the frames where the target class
is present. Data imbalance is a very common problem in machine
learning and methods such as data augmentation using time stretch-
ing and block mixing [8], oversampling [11] and synthesizing new
samples through generative methods [12] have been previously pro-
posed to limit the negative effect of data imbalance.
In this work, we propose to utilize CRNNs for combined single-
class, rare SED in the presence of a real-life acoustic scene in the
background. The convolutional layers of CRNN are used to ex-
tract shift invariant features from the input time-frequency repre-
sentation. The gated recurrent layers are especially effective in de-
tecting rare sound events, because they can reset and update their
hidden/cell state to distinguish the features from a small number
of consecutive time frames (corresponding to a rare target event)
which are noticeably different from the features from the rest of the
acoustic signal (corresponding to the background). The proposed
CRNN method has been previously shown to provide state-of-the-
art accuracy in both real-life and synthetic SED datasets [9] and
QMUL bird audio detection challenge 2017 [2]. We follow the sim-
ilar CRNN architecture and procedure as in [9], with the exception
that we train separate CRNNs for each class due to the combined
single-class approach. In addition, we slightly adjust the training
procedure according to the evaluation metric of the given SED task
(see Section 3.2). This work has a companion website at 1.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The acoustic fea-
tures and the proposed CRNN method is explained in Section 2.
In Section 3, the acoustic material, evaluation metric and the eval-
1www.cs.tut.fi/˜cakir/DCASE2017
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed CRNN. (1): Multiple convo-
lutional layers with max pooling in frequency axis, and stacking of
the features over frequency axis (2): Gated recurrent layers, (3):
feed-forward layer produces the event activity probabilities which
are then binarized in evaluation/usage case.
uation results of the proposed method compared with the baseline
methods is presented. Finally, our conclusions on this work are pre-
sented in Section 4.
2. METHOD
2.1. System Overview
The used SED approach consists of sound representation and frame-
wise classification stages. In the sound representation stage, frame-
level acoustic features are extracted for each time frame in the
acoustic signal to obtain a feature matrixX ∈ RF×T , where F ∈ N
is the number of features per frame and T ∈ N is the number of
frames in the acoustic signal. In the classification stage, the task
is to estimate the probabilities p(y | X,θ) for target output vec-
tor y ∈ RT , where y denotes the probability of the target event in
each frame and θ denotes the parameters of the classifier. Once the
method is to be evaluated or utilized in a usage case, the event ac-
tivity probabilities are typically binarized by thresholding, e.g. over
a constant, to obtain binary event activity predictions yˆ ∈ RT .
The classifier parameters θ are trained by supervised learning,
and the target outputs y are obtained from the onset-offset annota-
tions of the sound event class. If the sound event class is present
during frame t, then yt will be set to 1, and 0 otherwise.
In this work, SED is conducted in combined single-class man-
ner, so the stages below are repeated separately for each class.
2.2. Acoustic Features
The acoustic features used in this work are log mel-band energies,
as they have been shown to provide good performance on SED with
deep neural networks [2, 6, 9]. Each audio sample is divided into 40
ms frames with 50% overlap and 40 log mel-band energy features
are extracted from the magnitude spectrum of each frame. Each fea-
ture is then normalized independently to zero mean and unit stan-
dard deviation by using statistics calculated from the training data.
2.3. CRNN Architecture
The CRNN architecture used in this work consists of three main
blocks: (1) convolution block, (2) recurrent block, and (3) classi-
fication block. The illustration of the architecture is given in Fig-
ure 1. The input for the CRNN are the acoustic features (log mel-
band energies). In the convolution block, the input is fed to Lc
consecutive convolutional layers with linear activation functions.
Each convolutional layer is followed by batch normalization per
feature map [13], a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function,
a dropout layer [14], and a frequency domain max-pooling layer. At
the end of the convolutional block, the extracted features over the
CNN feature maps are stacked along the frequency axis.
Convolutional layers provide robustness to frequency shifts
in the input features due to shared weight connections and max-
pooling operation, and this is crucial to overcome the problem of
intra-class acoustic variability for SED. However, as it has been
shown previously in other works [9, 15], convolutional layers per-
form the the best when the filter size is small, and this means the
temporal context used in these layers is very short (typically less
than two hundred miliseconds).
In the recurrent block, these stacked features are fed to Lr GRU
layers where tanh and hard sigmoid activation functions are used for
update and reset gates, respectively. Each recurrent layer produces
outputs for each frame by using both the features extracted by the
convolutional layers (or the previous recurrent layers) and the pre-
vious frame activations as input. Dropout is applied on both the
inputs and the hidden state outputs of the recurrent layer [16].
GRU layers control the information flow through a gated unit
structure. For frame t, the total activation of GRU layer is a linear
interpolation of previous activation ht−1 and the candidate activa-
tion hˆt as
ht = ut · ht−1 + (1− ut) · hˆt (1)
where ut denotes the update gate. Candidate activation hˆt is a func-
tion of ht−1, the GRU layer’s input xt and the reset gate rt. GRU
activation is mainly controlled by reset gate when the GRU layer’s
input xt is significantly different than in previous frames. When
reset gate is closed (rt = 0), the candidate activation does not in-
clude any contribution from ht−1. Fast response to the changes in
the input and the previous activation information is crucial for high
performance in rare SED, where the task is to detect a small of con-
secutive time frames where target event is present.
In the classification block, a feed-forward layer of single unit
with sigmoid activation function is used as the classification layer.
While computing the output of the classification layer, the same
weight and bias values are used over the recurrent layer outputs for
each frame. The contributions of GRU’s previous and candidate
activations to the classification output, namely ct−1 and cˆt, can be
computed as
ct−1 = w ⊙ (ut · ht−1)
cˆt = w ⊙ ((1− ut) · hˆt)
(2)
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Table 1: CRNN hyper-parameters for each target class.
Hyper-parameters Baby cry Glass break Gun shot
Lc 3 3 3
pool size (5,4,2) (5,4,2) (5,4,2)
Lr 1 3 1
# filters/units 96 160 32
# Parameters 520K 1750K 59K
where w is the weight vector that connects GRU layer and the clas-
sification layer, and ⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication. The
outputs of the classification layer are regarded as the presence prob-
abilities of the target class in each frame of the audio sample.
If the model is to be evaluated or utilized in a usage case, the
presence probabilities are binarized with a constant threshold of 0.5
to get the binary presence predictions. These predictions are further
post-processed with a median filter of length 540 ms.
3. EVALUATION
3.1. Acoustic Material
For the acoustic material, DCASE2017 challenge dataset has been
used and detailed information on the dataset can be found in Sec-
tion 4 of [17]. The dataset consists of samples from 15 different
everyday acoustic scenes (park, home, street, cafe, train etc.), some
of which are mixed with isolated recordings from at most one of the
three different target sound event classes: baby crying, glass break-
ing and gun shot. The isolated recordings are divided into segments
based on the signal energy levels, and the segments relevant to the
target class are selected by a human annotator. Mixing is done by
adding a segment to the 30-second long background acoustic scene
sample with a random time offset. The mean duration of the iso-
lated target sound event recordings is below 2.25 seconds for all
three classes and each isolated event is present at most once for
each mixed sample, making them active for only a short period of
time (hence the task name rare sound event detection).
For the development set, 2973 training, 298 validation and 1496
test samples (4767 total) are generated through the code repository
provided as a part of the DCASE challenge [18]. Although the prob-
ability of including isolated recordings in each mixed sample is set
to 0.5 as default in the code provided by the challenge, we increase
the probability of including target events from default 0.5 to 0.99
for training and validation samples. This change increases the per-
centage of the frames labeled as including a target event from 5%
to 8% in the training data, which helps to ease the problem of data
imbalance. This probability is kept at 0.5 for the test samples, as
suggested by the challenge organizers, to be able to compare the
development set results over the same conditions with other partic-
ipants. In the evaluation set, the training and validation samples
of the development set are combined into a single training set, test
samples are used as the validation set, and the system is evaluated
against an unseen set of 1500 samples (500 for each target class).
3.2. Procedure and Final Configuration
The CRNN is trained using Adam method for gradient based opti-
mization [19]. Cross-entropy is used as the loss function. The net-
work is trained for a maximum of 200 epochs. After each epoch
of training, validation set is evaluated for the event-based error
rate (see Section 3.4) and the model at the epoch with the lowest
error rate is saved in the memory. This way, we aim to align the
training procedure with the evaluation metric of this work. If the
error rate does not decrease for 25 consecutive epochs, the training
is stopped and the last saved model is selected as the final model.
In order to decide the architecture to be used in the evaluation,
we run a hyper-parameter grid search and pick the architecture with
the lowest event-based error rate on the test set of the development
data. The fixed hyper-parameters for each experiment is as fol-
lows. We use 5-by-5 size feature maps in convolutional layers, and
dropout with probability 0.25 for both convolutional and recurrent
layers. The grid search covers the number of convolutional feature
maps (filters) / RNN hidden units (both are set to the same value)
{32, 96, 160}; the number of recurrent layers {1, 2, 3, 4}; and the
number of CNN layers {1, 2, 3 ,4} with the following frequency
max-pool sizes after each convolutional layer {(8), (4, 2), (2, 2, 2),
(5, 2, 2), (5, 4, 2), (5, 2, 2, 1), (5, 2, 2, 2)}. The best performing
CRNN hyper-parameters for each target class are listed in Table 1.
3.3. Baseline
In this work, we compare the performance of CRNN with two base-
line methods using deep learning with the same input features. The
first baseline method is a deep FNN with two hidden layers of 50
units, which is also the official baseline method for the challenge.
The input features differ slightly in the sense that the extracted 40
log mel-band energy features are concatenated for five consecutive
frames to gather temporal context, creating a feature vector with
200 entries. The second baseline method is the CNN. While select-
ing the CNN architectures to be used in evaluation, a very similar
grid search procedure has been applied as explained in Section 3.2,
the only difference being that the recurrent layers of the CRNN are
replaced with the feed-forward layers to obtain CNN architecture.
3.4. Evaluation Metric
The official evaluation metric used in DCASE2017 challenge task
2 is the event-based error rate (ER) with onset tolerance of 500 ms.
ER is the sum of insertion, deletion and substitution rates. ER is
calculated as explained in detail in [20].
3.5. Results
The models used in the evaluation (hence the challenge submission)
have been selected as the following. As a part of hyper-parameter
grid search, 84 experiments have been run on development data for
CNN and CRNN each. The evaluation models are then selected
based on ER on test set of development data. We present four dif-
ferent CRNNmethods for the rare SED challenge which are labeled
as:
• CRNN-1: the architecture with the lowest ER on average
over three classes. This model also happens to have the low-
est ER on the ”baby cry” class, and its parameters are given
in the corresponding column of Table 1.
• CRNN-2: the ensemble of the seven best architectures with
the lowest ER on average over three classes.
• CRNN-3: the architecture with the lowest ER for each of the
three classes. The parameters for each of the architectures
are given in Table 1.
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Table 2: Event-based error rate for the baseline FNN and CNN
methods and the proposed CRNN on the test set of evaluation data.
Method indices are explained in Section 3.5.
Evaluation
Method Baby cry Glass break Gun shot Average
FNN 0.80 0.38 0.73 0.64
CNN-1 0.46 0.13 0.58 0.39
CNN-2 0.38 0.15 0.53 0.35
CNN-3 0.46 0.14 0.55 0.39
CNN-4 0.42 0.14 0.53 0.36
CRNN-1 0.27 0.07 0.20 0.18
CRNN-2 0.18 0.10 0.23 0.17
CRNN-3 0.27 0.14 0.47 0.29
CRNN-4 0.21 0.11 0.24 0.19
• CRNN-4: the ensemble of seven best architectures with the
lowest ER for each class.
• CNN methods have been obtained in the same fashion to
CRNN methods as explained above.
The ensemble method is conducted as follows. Among the
seven selected architectures, if four or more predict that the target
class is not present in a given sample, then the final decision on the
sample is that the target class is not present. Otherwise, the onset
and offset values of the target class are selected as the median of
the predicted onset and offset values for the sample. This ensemble
method is used in order to get more reliable predictions over the on-
set and offset values and to filter the outlier predictions among the
architectures with lowest ER.
The event-based ER results for the proposed and baseline meth-
ods have been presented in Table 2. CRNNs clearly provide bet-
ter performance compared to both baseline methods for all target
classes. In addition, by utilizing ensemble methods for both CNN
and CRNN, the performance can be further improved, however this
comes with an increased computational cost due to running sev-
eral architectures in parallel. With the experiments for CRNN-1
method, we aimed to show if it is possible to find a single architec-
ture that performs well for all three classes. For the development
data, CRNN-1 provides comparable performance (0.16 vs 0.14 ER)
with CRNN-3, where the best architecture is selected for each tar-
get class. For the evaluation data, as presented in Table 2, CRNN-1
performs even better than CRNN-3.
Regardless of the method, highest performance is obtained for
glass break. Although the best performing architectures for each
class differ significantly in the number of parameters (see Table 1),
the median number of parameters among the seven best architec-
tures are 687K, 806K and 774K for baby cry, glass break and gun
shot, respectively. Therefore it is not possible to draw any direct
conclusions on the relationship between the target class and the best
performing architecture size.
3.6. An insight on GRU layer of CRNN
A case-study demonstration of the effect of GRU layers on the
CRNN outputs is given in Figure 2. The CRNN architecture used
to create this illustration consists of three convolutional layers and
one GRU layer with 32 filters/units each, followed by a single unit
classification layer. In panel (a), we can see that multiple GRU
units respond to the change of input features around 4.5 second
Figure 2: (a): contribution of current (candidate) activation cˆt,
(b): contribution of previous activation ct−1, (c): total contribu-
tion of GRU layer to the classification activation; (d): event ac-
tivity probabilities vs. time for the first eight seconds of sample
devtest babycry 001 1128b63726e9ed59ddc1bb944b3f22ce.wav.
mark and trigger the candidate activation, as the target event starts
to appear in the audio signal. After that, the GRU contribution is
mainly controlled by the previous activations while the target event
is still present, as shown in panels (b) and (c). Finally, the CRNN
produces almost perfect detection of onset and offset for the given
target event, as shown in panel (d).
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, CRNN has been proposed for rare SED. CRNN
has provided significantly improved performance over FNNs and
CNNs for every target sound event class in DCASE 2017 challenge
dataset. It is shown that the performance can further be improved
using ensemble methods. For future work, improved ways to in-
corporate the evaluation metric into training procedure as the objec-
tive function can be considered. For instance, instead of aiming to
directly match the target output and the predicted output for each
frame, the objective function can be calculated over a window of
frames, especially for the case when the onset and offset times can
be tolerated to a certain degree.
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ABSTRACT
There is a rising interest in monitoring and improving human well-
being at home using different types of sensors including micro-
phones. In the context of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) persons
are monitored, e.g. to support patients with a chronic illness and
older persons, by tracking their activities being performed at home.
When considering an acoustic sensing modality, a performed activ-
ity can be seen as an acoustic scene. Recently, acoustic detection
and classification of scenes and events has gained interest in the sci-
entific community and led to numerous public databases for a wide
range of applications. However, no public databases exist which
a) focus on daily activities in a home environment, b) contain ac-
tivities being performed in a spontaneous manner, c) make use of
an acoustic sensor network, and d) are recorded as a continuous
stream. In this paper we introduce a database recorded in one liv-
ing home, over a period of one week. The recording setup is an
acoustic sensor network containing thirteen sensor nodes, with four
low-cost microphones each, distributed over five rooms. Annota-
tion is available on an activity level. In this paper we present the
recording and annotation procedure, the database content and a dis-
cussion on a baseline detection benchmark. The baseline consists
of Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients, Support Vector Machine
and a majority vote late-fusion scheme. The database is publicly
released to provide a common ground for future research.
Index Terms— Database, Acoustic Scene Classification,
Acoustic Event Detection, Acoustic Sensor Networks
1. INTRODUCTION
There is a rising interest in smart environments to enhance the hu-
man experience and/or quality of life of its inhabitant. Such a sys-
tem aims to understand the home scene to provide smart function-
ality, e.g. security, health monitoring [2] and entertainment using
different types of sensors including microphones. In the context
of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) persons are monitored, e.g. to
support patients with a chronic illness and older persons, by track-
ing their activities being performed at home [3, 4, 5, 6].
In order to make a smart home capable to automatically anticipate to
forthcoming scenarios some form of sensing capabilities need to be
available. Numerous sensor modalities have been investigated rang-
ing from wearable [7] to contact-less sensors [8]. Existing research
∗Thanks to VLAIO-SBO project Sound INterfacing through the Swarm
(SINS) [1] for funding (contract 130006).
has been focussed either on a single modality or on the fusion of
multiple modalities [6]. Compared to other modalities, microphone
sensors are rarely used but contain highly informative data which
can be exploited for multiple tasks [5]. Over the past decades, inte-
grated components containing wireless radios and sensors are get-
ting smaller in size, while maintaining computational power. This
has led to using a network of sensors, which increases spatial sam-
pling resolution. Therefore, this work focusses on using an Acous-
tic Sensor Network (ASN).
Another vital part of a smart home are the models that translate the
data stream, acquired by the sensor(s), to information which can be
used for a certain task. The task considered here is to detect an ac-
tivity being performed, similar to the work in [3, 4, 5, 6]. When
considering an acoustic sensing modality, an activity can be seen as
an acoustic scene. The acoustic sensing literature has mainly cov-
ered the problems of Acoustic Event detection (AED) and Acoustic
Scene Classification (ASC). An acoustic event is defined as a sin-
gle consecutive event originated from a single sound source, e.g. a
hand clap or a door knock. The ensemble of multiple events cre-
ate a acoustic scenes describing a certain environment (e.g. a park
or a living room) or, relevant to this paper, an activity being per-
formed by a person (e.g. cooking or watching TV). Both the AED
and ASC problems target the interpretation of the acoustic data.
The rising interest in these problems has led to numerous public
databases for a wide range of applications. The NAR dataset con-
tains 41 sound events recorded by a humanoid robot Nao in a home
environment [9]. The data used for the CLEAR 2006 and 2007
evaluations contain meeting room events collected by multiple mi-
crophones [10]. The DARES-G1 database contains annotations of
sound events in different sound scenes, e.g. street and home [11].
The LITIS Rouen Audio Scene dataset [12], DCASE 2013 and 2016
databases [13, 14] consist of (binaural) recordings of events and/or
scenes in public areas, e.g. office and park. The Multimodal subset
of the SWEET-HOME database consists of recordings of daily ac-
tivities performed by 21 different users leading to 26 hours of data.
The recording setup consists of 7 microphone sensors, along with
other sensor modalities, deployed in a smart home [6].
However, current databases do not possess all characteristics needed
for our purposes: a) data collected in a home environment, b) activi-
ties being performed in a spontaneous manner, c) acquisition system
based on an ASN, d) continuously recorded, and e) containing the
activity when no person is present. Besides needing large databases
to obtain accurate models and for algorithm validation, reference
databases are important in algorithm development and comparison
between algorithms.
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The main contributions of this paper are a) introducing a database,
named ”SINS”, of real-life recordings in a home environment us-
ing an ASN and b) providing a baseline detection benchmark as a
reference to future work using this database. The paper is orga-
nized as follows: Section 2 introduces the recording environment
and sensing hardware. Sections 3 presents the database content and
recording procedure. This includes statistics about its content and
how the annotation was performed. Section 4 describes the baseline
detection benchmark and evaluation procedure. Section 5 shows the
performance of the baseline along with an analysis. Finally, Section
6 presents conclusions and future work.
2. RECORDING ENVIRONMENT AND SETUP
The database was collected in a vacation home with a floor area of
50 m2. The home consisted of five different rooms: a combined liv-
ing room and kitchen, bathroom, toilet, bedroom and hall. Thirteen
sensor nodes, each containing four microphones were distributed
uniformly over the five rooms as indicated by Fig. 1. Details of
the sensor’s exact locations and height can be found in [15]. The
sensor node has a modular design equipped with low-power audio
sensing, audio processing and wireless capabilities [16]. The sen-
sor node configuration used in this setup is a control board to-
gether with a linear microphone array. The control board con-
tains an EFM32 ARM cortex M4 microcontroller from Silicon Labs
(EFM32WG980) used for sampling the analog audio. The mi-
crophone array contains four Sonion N8AC03 MEMS low-power
(±17µW) microphones with an inter-microphone distance of 5 cm.
Although not used in this work, the setup can be used for sound
source localization [16]. The sampling for each audio channel is
done sequentially at a rate of 16 kHz with a bit depth of 12. The ac-
quired data is sent to a Raspberry Pi 3 for data storage. The data is
stored in chunks of one minute and timestamped. Timestamps were
obtained based on an NTP protocol for rough synchronization, be-
tween the sensor nodes, with a sample accuracy of ∼500 ms. For
algorithms demanding a more precise synchronization, an internal
counter value of the control board is stored. The value was reset-
ted every second by a GPS/Clock module. Using these counter
values, a more precise synchronization (sample accuracy approx-
imately ∼25 µs) could be obtained using interpolation techniques.
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Figure 1: Floor map of the recording environment.
Room Activity Nr. ex. duration (min.)
L
iv
in
g
ro
o
m
Phone call 22 8.17±13.73
Cooking 19 16.62±9.49
Dishwashing 15 6.37±1.49
Eating 19 7.78±4.27
Visit 9 13.3±12.11
Watching TV 13 155.38±93.28
Working 49 31.24±39.33
Vacuum cleaning 13 4.79±2.14
Other 200 0.75±0.95
Absence 72 66.37±130.30
B
at
h
ro
o
m
Drying with towel 10 1.67±0.28
Shaving 13 1.91±1.46
Showering 10 6.11±2.38
Toothbrushing 19 1.41±0.25
Vacuum cleaning 9 0.87±0.59
Other 75 0.42±0.4
Absence 35 248.56±263.62
H
al
l Vacuum cleaning 9 3.31±1.11
Other 164 0.36±0.22
Absence 175 50.17±102.52
T
o
il
et
Toilet visit 21 4.74±3.24
Vacuum cleaning 7 0.53±0.07
Absence 31 282.75±263.19
B
ed
ro
o
m
Dressing 28 1.53±1.10
Sleeping 7 348.43±130.73
Vacuum cleaning 7 1.04±0.27
Other 22 0.27±0.23
Absence 22 122.28±157.43
Table 1: Recorded activities for each room.
3. DATABASE CONTENT AND RECORDING
PROCEDURE
One person lived in the environment for a continuous duration of
one week. In order to have an as realistic as possible data record-
ing there was no predefined set of scenarios that were simulated
by some actor. Consequently, the recorded scenarios included be-
ing absent (e.g. getting groceries and going for a walk) or even
receiving visitors. Although there was no restriction on the activi-
ties being performed, the number of activities that were labeled was
limited as indicated in Table 1. In total 16 different activities were
annotated in five different rooms. Table 1 lists the different activi-
ties along with the amount of examples and the mean and standard
deviation of the duration of all examples for each room. Most of the
activities are self-explanatory, except for ”Working” and ”Other”.
”Working” contains recordings of the person doing work on a com-
puter. The activity ”Other” represents the presence of a person
when not doing any activity of the ones listed in Table 1. Examples
of recordings that are included in the ”Other” activity are transi-
tions between activities or the time between entering the room and
starting an activity. In case of the Living room also sitting on the
sofa or any other activity not listed in Table 1 was assigned to the
”Other” category. In the case of the Hall this refers to crossing be-
tween rooms. Overall the database is strongly unbalanced, which
indeed reflects the imbalance of different activities in daily life. In
the case of the Living room, ”Absence” and ”Watching TV” are a
factor 10 to 30 times larger in terms of total duration than the short-
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est activities ”Vacuum cleaning” and ”Other”. This ratio is even
larger for the other rooms.
The annotation was performed in two phases. First, during the data
collection a smartphone application was used to let the monitored
person annotate the activities while being recorded. The person
could only select activities listed in Table 1. The application was
easy to use and did not significantly influence the transition between
activities. Secondly, the start and stop timestamps of each activity
were refined by using our own annotation software. In [15] more
details are available on how these boundaries were chosen. During
data collection we noticed occasional sensor node failure on two
nodes. These were carefully annotated as well.
Postprocessing and sharing the database involves privacy-related as-
pects. Besides the person living there, multiple people visited the
home. Also during the activity ”Phone call”, one can partially hear
the person on the other end. A written informed consent was ob-
tained from all participants. The database and annotation are pub-
licly available [15].
4. DETECTION BENCHMARK
The provided baseline is adopted from earlier work on a similar
problem [4]. It consists of a Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC) feature extraction and a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
based classifier. Each sensor node performs feature extraction and
detection locally on the first out of four microphone signals. The
obtained class label is fused centrally using majority vote to obtain
a final class label. A decision is obtained for each room separately.
In case of the Living room and Bedroom, decisions from respec-
tively eight and two different sensor nodes are combined. In the
other rooms no fusion is needed.
First, in each sensor node, the audio stream is transformed by a
Short-Time Fourier Transform with a 30 ms hamming window and
a 10 ms step size. Then, a mel-scale filterbank is used of length
26 with a frequency range of 500 to 8000 Hz. The mel-features
are transformed to a lower dimension using Discrete Cosine Trans-
form. The first 14 coefficients were kept, including the 0th order
coefficient. Delta (∆) and acceleration (∆∆) coefficients were also
computed, based on a window length of 9 MFCC frames. Sub-
sequently, the MFCC∆/∆∆ feature vector stream was segmented
using a sliding window of 15 s and a step size of 10 s. The window
size is chosen based on the shortest average duration in Table 1. The
mean and standard deviation are calculated for each feature dimen-
sion in the entire segment of 15 s which results in a total feature
vector of length 84.
Finally, these features serve as an input to the model training and
prediction phase of a SVM. SVM is a binary classifier that con-
structs a separating hyperplane such that the margin between two
classes is maximized. For problems that are not linearly seper-
atable, a kernel maps the original space to a higher-dimensional
space to make the separation easier. The kernel used here is the
well-known radial basis function (RBF) kernel. To expand SVM to
multi-class classification a 1-vs-1 coding scheme is used. The SVM
hyper-parameters, kernel-bandwidth of the RBF and regularization
parameter were tuned based on the training set [17]. Due to class
imbalance, the contribution of each example in the model training
phase is weighted based on class size.
The label assigned to the final feature vector is the active class at
the middle of the segment window. Estimates of the current class
therefore are based on non-causal information which introduces a
delay of 7.5s in a practical setup. The feature vectors were grouped
based on which example (Table 1) it belongs to. These groups were
randomly assigned to a fold to be used for 4-fold cross-validation.
F1-score is used as a metric which does not take into account class
imbalance. F1-score’s are obtained for each class separately and
averaged to obtain the overall F1-score.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results are analysed using normalized confusion matrices (nCM).
For each room a confusion matrix is normalized by the marginals
of either the column or the row. This provides insights into the
precision and recall scores for each class and how the confusion is
distributed. The precision is interpreted as how often the system is
correct when it estimates a certain class, while recall provides in-
sight into how often the system is correct with respect to the ground
truth. In Fig. 2a classes are given on the y-axis. The precision (%)
of each class is shown on the diagonal. The off-diagonals show the
confusion with respect to a class on the diagonal in the same col-
umn. Therefore, the columns sum to 100%. For practical consider-
ations, the values are rounded to the nearest integer. For example, in
Fig. 2a, the class ”Working” has a precision of 59% and is mostly
confused with the class ”Absence”. The analysis is the same for the
recall, where confusion should also be looked up vertically in the
same column.
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82% 8% 1% 3% 1% 1% 5%
7% 71% 4% 1% 1% 2% 8%
2% 2% 76% 1% 2%
6% 1% 1% 53% 1% 1%
1% 98% 1%
1% 1% 2% 10% 1% 59% 15% 1%
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Phone call
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Vacuum cleaning
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Figure 2: Living room - (a) precision nCM - (b) recall nCM
Fig. 2 shows the output for the Living room. The averaged F1-
score over all classes is 82.3±2.2%. The worst performing class
is ”Other” which gets confused with ”Working” and ”Absence”.
This seems logical because these three classes contain a great
amount of silence. The class ”Absence” contains audio when ”Vac-
uum cleaning” is active in other rooms. The rooms in the vaca-
tion home were poorly acoustically isolated from each other and the
door between Hall and Living room was partially opened due to the
electricity cable of the vacuum cleaner. This, however, did not lead
to high confusion between the two classes. The best performing
classes are ”Absence”, ”Watching TV”, ”Vacuum cleaning” and
”Cooking” with F1-scores around 95%.
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Figure 3: F1-score versus amount of nodes used in the Living room
Fig. 3 shows the F1-score with respect to the amount of nodes used.
All possible sets of node combinations are tested. The best and
worst set is shown together with the averaged performance over all
sets. The gain in F1-score, between using a single sensor or eight
sensors, ranges between 3.4% and 17.3% depending on which sen-
sor node is selected. On average the gain is 8.5%.
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Figure 4: Bathroom - (a) precision nCM - (b) recall nCM
Fig. 4 shows the output for the Bathroom. averaged F1-score over
all classes is 84.8±2.0%. Similar trends are noticable here com-
pared to the Living room. The classes ”Shaving”, ”Showering”
and ”Absence” perform above 95%. The worst performing classes
are ”Drying with towel” and again ”Other”. Most of these classes
are, as expected, confused with ”Absence” and ”Other”.
99%
98% 1%
1% 2% 99%
Vacuum cleaning
Other
Absence
(a)
98%
1% 53%
2% 47%100%
Vacuum cleaning
Other
Absence
(b)
Figure 5: Hall - (a) precision nCM - (b) recall nCM
The output for Hall is shown in Fig. 5. The averaged F1-score
over all classes is 89.1±1.9%. The recall of class ”Other” (53%)
is considerably lower than the precision (98%). This shows that in
case the system detects the class ”Other” is active it is 98% correct,
while when it should be ”Other” is often confused with the class
”Absence”. This could be due to the relatively short duration of
the class ”Other”. The average duration is 21.6 s (Table 1), while
detections are based on segments of 15 s. In the case of Hall, the
class ”Other” only contains transitions between rooms.
78% 2%
77%
22% 23% 98%
Toilet visit
Vacuum cleaning
Absence
(a)
48%
94%
52% 6% 100%
Toilet visit
Vacuum cleaning
Absence
(b)
Figure 6: Toilet - (a) precision nCM - (b) recall nCM
Similar trends are observable for the results of Toilet in Fig. 6. The
score of ”Vacuum cleaning” is lower compared to other rooms due
the shorter duration (31.8 s on average). The precision of ”Toilet
visit” (78%) is much higher than the recall (48%). A toilet visit
is often without making any audible audio, causing the confusing
with ”Absence” for the recall nCM.When an event occurs however,
it shows that these events often are recognized correctly leading to
relatively high score. F1-score over all classes is 79.0±8.6%.
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Figure 7: Bedroom - precision and recall CM
The output for Bedroom is shown in Fig. 7. The overall F1-score
over all classes is 52.5±3.5%. This is the lowest overall F1-score
over all rooms, as expected due to the class ”Sleeping”. The classes
”Dressing”, ”Sleeping”, ”Other” and ”Absence” are often con-
fused between eachother. The only class performing above 90% is
”Vacuum cleaning”.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we a) introduced the ”SINS” database, a real-world
database for detection of daily activities in a multi-room home en-
vironment using an acoustic sensor network and b) provided a first
analysis on the detection performance using a benchmark system.
The best performing room was the Hall with an F1-score of 89.1%.
The worst performing room is the Bedroom with an F1-score of
52.5%. Both the database and annotation is available for download
[15]. Future work will focus on a) improving the benchmark system
and b) extending this database with isolated acoustic events and an-
notations on a sound event level using the acoustic scene database.
For both subsets it is foreseen to also provide a benchmark and make
the data public.
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ABSTRACT
This work describes our contribution to the acoustic scene classifi-
cation task of the DCASE 2017 challenge. We propose a system that
consists of the ensemble of two methods of different nature: a fea-
ture engineering approach, where a collection of hand-crafted fea-
tures is input to a Gradient BoostingMachine, and another approach
based on learning representations from data, where log-scaled mel-
spectrograms are input to a Convolutional Neural Network. This
CNN is designed with multiple filter shapes in the first layer. We use
a simple late fusion strategy to combine both methods. We report
classification accuracy of each method alone and the ensemble sys-
tem on the provided cross-validation setup of TUT Acoustic Scenes
2017 dataset. The proposed system outperforms each of its compo-
nent methods and improves the provided baseline system by 8.2%.
Index Terms— acoustic scene classification, gradient boosting
machine, convolutional neural networks, ensembling
1. INTRODUCTION
Humans have the ability to identify the environment where they
are (e.g., park or beach) and recognize acoustic events that occur
around them (e.g., a baby crying or a car passing by) from the in-
coming sounds they perceive. However, these tasks are not triv-
ial for machine listening systems that attempt to accomplish them.
The computational analysis of environmental sounds to automate
tasks like the ones mentioned has recently received growing atten-
tion from the research community. The consecutive editions of the
IEEE AASP Challenges Detection and Classification of Acoustic
Scenes and Events“ (DCASE) provide the scenario where to eval-
uate and benchmark different approaches for acoustic scene clas-
sification and acoustic event detection [1]. In particular, DCASE
2017 challenge comprises four tasks: acoustic scene classification
(task 1), detection of rare sound events (task 2), sound event detec-
tion in real life audio (task 3), and large-scale weakly supervised
sound event detection for smart cars (task 4) [2]. This work con-
cerns task 1, i.e., Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC), that can be
defined as the task of associating a label to an audio stream thereby
identifying the particular context or environment where the audio
stream was generated [1]. The acoustic scene hence consists of all
the acoustic information that is typically present in a given con-
text, including background noises and specific acoustic events. ASC
can trigger applications that range from audio collections manage-
ment [3] and intelligent wearable interfaces [4] to the development
of context-aware applications [5].
Traditionally, ASC systems have been based on a two-stage ap-
proach where i) pre-designed features or descriptors are extracted
from the audio signal and ii) they are utilized as input to a classifier.
This feature engineering based approach relies heavily on the ca-
pacity of the features to capture relevant information from the audio
signal for the task under consideration, which may require substan-
tial expertise and effort. One of the most popular hand-crafted fea-
tures in ASC are cepstral features, e.g., MFCCs, which have been
taken from the speech recognition field and have been widely uti-
lized for ASC [6, 7, 8]. Also, a number of low-level features com-
puted either from the time or frequency domain (e.g., zero-crossing
rate or spectral centroid) have been utilized [7]. Some typical exam-
ples of classifiers used for this task are GMM [6] and SVM [8], the
latter being used in the winning system for DCASE 2013 challenge.
As opposed to the previous approach that relies on hand-
crafting features, other techniques are based on learning represen-
tations from data. In particular, deep learning has recently become
a widespread approach among the audio research community. In
this case, the system is able to learn an internal representation from
a simpler one at the input (typically, a time-frequency representa-
tion, e.g., spectrogram), and hence the two stages described before
(feature engineering and classifier) are optimized jointly. Among
the various deep learning approaches available, Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNNs) have proved to be effective for several au-
dio related tasks, e.g., speech recognition [9], automatic music tag-
ging [10] or environmental sound classification [11]. In the spe-
cific case of ASC, several well-ranked submissions in the DCASE
2016 challenge were CNN-based, e.g., [12, 13]. Also in the con-
text of DCASE 2016 challenge, a number of highly ranked submis-
sions were based on the ensemble of different models, including
the winning system [14], where the scores of a feature engineer-
ing based method (MFCC & i-vectors) were fused with those of a
feature learning based method (CNN).
In this paper, we present a system for ASC that leverages both
of the approaches presented above. On the one hand, a number
of low-level time- and frequency-based audio features are extracted
and input to a classifier. We decided to use Gradient Boosting Ma-
chine (GBM) due to its high performance as the winning solution
in Kaggle challenges.1 On the other hand, a CNN learns features
from a log-scaled mel-spectrogram representation of the audio sig-
nal. By combining two methods of different nature, our intention is
to obtain a system that takes advantage of the complementary infor-
mation that they provide. The remainder of this work is organized
as follows. Section 2 describes the methods (GBM and CNN) that
compose our proposed system, as well as the late fusion strategy
utilized. In Section 3 we present the dataset used and the evaluation
setup that we follow. Results for the different methods (GBM, CNN
and esemble) are presented in Section 4 and we end this work with
the conclusions in Section 5.
1https://www.kaggle.com/
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2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
2.1. Gradient Boosting Machine
Gradient boosting machine [15] is a powerful technique for build-
ing predictive models. It selects a loss as the objective function, and
uses the additive model of many weak learners—typically regres-
sion trees—to minimize the loss. The parameters of added trees
are tuned by a gradient descent algorithm. There are two GBM
frameworks which are used widely in the data science community:
XGBoost [16] and LightGBM.2 The former is very popular among
Kaggle community where it has been used for many competitions.
The latter is a newcomer, which includes several improved features:
• It uses histogram based algorithms, which aggregate continu-
ous features into discrete bins, to speed up training and reduce
memory usage.
• It grows the tree by leaf-wise, which can reduce more loss than
the level-wise algorithm.
In our experiments, we also found that LightGBM is faster than
XGboost on training and achieves a slightly better overall classifica-
tion accuracy. In consequence, we choose LightGBM as the GBM
framework for the experiment.
2.1.1. Feature Extraction and Pre-processing
To consider the temporal characteristics, we segment each record-
ing of 10s into 10 equal length non-overlapped sequences. We then
extract features on each sequence using FreesoundExtractor,3 a fea-
ture extractor from Essentia open-source library for audio analy-
sis [17]. This extractor is originally used by Freesound4 in order to
provide sound analysis API and search by similar sounds function-
ality. It allows calculating hundreds of sound and music features.
However, we discard some music-related features in rhythm, key,
chords and tonal categories since we do not observe much musical
trait in the development dataset. We further discard some feature
statistics such as histogram and covariance matrix due to their high
dimensionality and sparsity. The selected features and their dimen-
sionality are listed in Table 1. The features are calculated on frame-
level by using a 4096 samples frame size and a 2048 samples hop
size. All other parameters are set to FreesoundExtractor default val-
ues. We then perform four statistical aggregations—mean, variance,
mean of the derivative and variance of the derivative—to the frame-
level feature vector of each sequence. Finally, a R820×1 (205×4)
feature vector is output for each sequence. In the cross-validation
experiment (Section 3), we fit a mean and variance standardization
scaler for each fold by using the features of the training dataset,
which is then used for scaling the training and test set. In the final
prediction step, we fit a standardization scaler for the whole devel-
opment dataset and then apply it to the evaluation dataset.
2.1.2. LightGBM Parameters
Since ASC is a multiclass classification problem, we use logarith-
mic loss as the objective function, which yields a R15×1 prediction
probability for each sequence (considering 15 acoustic scenes). The
three most important parameters are set as i) Learning rate: 0.05, ii)
2https://github.com/Microsoft/LightGBM
3http://essentia.upf.edu/documentation/
extractors_out_of_box.html
4https://freesound.org/
Table 1: Selected features extracted by FreesoundExtractor. Dim:
dimensionality.
Feature name Dim Feature name Dim
Bark bands energy 32 Tonal features 3
ERB bands energy 23 Pitch features 3
Mel bands energy 45 Silence rate 3
MFCC 13 Spectral features 32
HPCP 38 GFCC 13
Number of trees: 500, and iii) Number of leaves: 255. All other
parameters are default values. All parameters are held unchanged
through the 4-fold cross-validation experiment and the model for
the prediction of the evaluation dataset.
We keep all 820 dimensions features because according to our
pilot experiment, removing irrelevant features only affected the
training speed rather than improving the prediction accuracy. The
parameter tuning process has also been simplified because several
techniques in LightGBM such as weak learner, Taylor approxima-
tion of the loss function and bagging, make the system robust to
over-fitting [18].
2.2. Convolutional Neural Networks
CNNs appear to be a reasonable choice for this task for various
reasons. First, if they are presented with a time-frequency represen-
tation of audio, they are able, in theory, to capture spectro-temporal
modulation patterns that can be relevant to identify the different
acoustic scenes. Furthermore, when the input to the CNN is a time-
frequency representation, the width and height dimensions of the
convolutional filters can be related to the time and frequency axes,
respectively.
2.2.1. Input Representation and Pre-processing
We use log-scaled mel-spectrogram as the input representation to
the CNN. To compute it, first, the 2-channel wav files are down-
mixed to mono, and short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is applied
using Hamming windows of 40 ms with 50% overlap. After calcu-
lating its power, a mel filter bank is applied consisting of 128 bands
ranging from 0 to 22050 Hz (the sampling rate being 44.1 kHz) ac-
cording to Slaney’s formula [19]. Following results reported in [20],
we use a filter bank with triangular filters in the frequency domain
presenting a peak value of one. Finally, the resulting mel energy
values are logarithmically scaled. The whole procedure was carried
out using the Librosa library (v0.5.1) [21].
Resulting log-scaled mel-spectrograms are normalized to zero
mean and unit standard deviation for the training set of every fold
(see Section 3). Later on, the corresponding test set for every
fold is standardized with the values from the training set normal-
ization. Then, the spectrogram corresponding to every full 10s
recording (consisting of 501 frames) is split into non-overlapping
time-frequency patches (T-F patches) or sequences of 1.5s (i.e., 75
frames5). In this way, for every recording we obtain a total of 7 se-
quences (the last one being padded with the last original frame until
reaching the desired duration). Every sequence, i.e., a T-F patch
of R75×128, is the input to the CNN and the minimum classification
unit that will be aggregated to make decisions at the recording level.
5This duration is selected as the result of preliminary experiments,
among durations ranging from 1 to 3s in steps of 0.5s.
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2.2.2. Network Architecture
The proposed CNN architecture is depicted in Table 2.
Table 2: Proposed CNN architecture.
Input: 1 x (75,128)
Conv1: 48x (3,8)|32x (3,32)|16x (3,64)|16x (3,90) + BN + ReLU
Max-Pooling: (5,5)
Conv2: 224x (5,5) + BN + ReLU
Max-Pooling: (11,4)
Dense: 15 units + softmax
The architecture is comprised of two convolutional layers al-
ternated with max-pooling operations and a final fully connected
dense layer. For the design of the convolutional filters, we hypothe-
size that for the acoustic material of many of the scenes under con-
sideration, the spectro-temporal patterns are more relevant along
the frequency domain (e.g., spectral envelope shapes and back-
ground noises) rather than in the time domain (e.g., onsets/offsets
and attack-decay patterns of specific acoustic events). Most CNN
architectures proposed in the literature use squared filters and only
one filter shape in the first convolutional layer [11, 12, 14]. In con-
trast, some recent works suggest to employ, in the first layer, i)
filter shapes that are not squared but rectangular, and ii) different
co-existing filter shapes. This has shown to be effective for learn-
ing timbre representations in music audio classification tasks [22],
and for learning features at multiple time resolutions in acoustic
event recognition [23]. Motivated by those works and based on our
assumption above, we decided to experiment with several config-
urations of filters with multiple vertical shapes6 in the first layer
(results are reported in Section 4.2). By doing this, we intend to aid
the learning process towards what we intuitively assume as more
important for our task. To implement this, the first convolutional
layer is, in turn, an ensemble of several convolutional layers, each
one with filters of one shape, that are eventually merged. In order
to obtain feature maps of the same size, zero-padding is applied to
the network’s input.
Filter shapes are specified in Table 2 as number of filters x (time,
frequency). The number of filters are 112 and 224 for the first and
second convolutional layers, respectively. The proposed final archi-
tecture presents, in Conv1, four different sets of filters, each of them
presenting one different shape. For simplicity, and based on initial
experiments, it was decided to use a fixed time dimension of 3 for
all filters in this layer. In Conv2 filters are squared. All filters have
unitary stride in both dimensions. In both convolutional layers L2
regularization is applied with a parameter of 10−5.
After every convolutional layer, batch normalization (BN) is
applied [24] and the activation function is Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) [25]. We use max-pooling after the two convolutional lay-
ers, which provides downsampling of the feature maps while adding
some invariance along the time-frequency dimensions. More specif-
ically, after Conv1, max-pooling is applied over squares of dimen-
sion 5. After Conv2, the pooling operation is designed to be global
in the time domain so as to select only the most prominent feature,
and with a dimension of 4 in the frequency domain, following pre-
vious work [12]. After the last max-pooling operation, resulting
feature maps are flattened. Finally, the output layer is a dense layer,
6We denote vertical filters as those whose frequency dimension is much
larger than its time dimension.
followed by a softmax activation function with 15 output units cor-
responding to the 15 acoustic scenes.
Network weights are initialized with a uniform distribution.
The loss function is categorical cross-entropy and the optimizer is
Adam with a learning rate of 0.001. The training is stopped through
early stopping if the validation accuracy is not improved during 15
epochs, up to a maximum of 200 epochs. Training samples are
shuffled between epochs, so that the batches (of size 64) are formed
differently in order to increase data variability. The system is im-
plemented using the Keras library (v2.0.2) [26].
2.3. Late Fusion
We use arithmetic mean as the late fusion method, which combines
prediction probabilities from GBM and CNN systems by taking the
arithmetic mean of the probabilities for each recording:
pred
i
= argmax(
probaiGBM + proba
i
CNN
2
) (1)
where probaiGBM and proba
i
CNN are respectively the prediction
probabilities for the recording i from GBM and CNN systems;
predi is the predicted label. This strategy led to better results than
geometric mean.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Dataset
We use the TUT Acoustic Scenes 2017 dataset, which is split into
a development dataset and an evaluation dataset, of 4680 and 1620
audio recordings respectively. The development dataset is provided
at the beginning of the challenge, together with ground truth. It
includes 15 acoustic scenes7 each of them containing 312 record-
ings of 10s. A four-fold cross-validation setup is provided so as to
make results reported strictly comparable. Along with the dataset,
the challenge provides a two-layers multilayer perceptron (MLP)
baseline system. Its prediction accuracy is reported in Table 3.
3.2. Evaluation Setup
We use the development dataset for training and testing both GBM
and CNN models, according to the suggested four-fold cross-
validation setup. Since no parameter tuning is performed for GBM,
we use the entire training set in each fold to train the model. For the
CNN, a 15% validation set is randomly split from the training data
of every class in each fold to early-stop the training process. As ex-
plained in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.1, the output of the GBM and CNN
models for every input sequence is a R15×1 vector with the prob-
abilities of the sequence belonging to every label. The class pre-
diction at the recording level is computed by averaging class-wise
scores across sequences and finding the class with the maximum av-
erage score. For the final proposed ensemble system, we carry out
the late fusion as explained in Section 2.3. Figure 1 shows the eval-
uation process. The metric used is classification accuracy, i.e., the
number of correctly classified audio recordings divided by the total
amount of recordings and we report the average accuracy across the
four folds. The evaluation dataset is used to predict acoustic scenes
with our final proposed system for the challenge submission.
7A list of the scenes together with more details about the dataset
can be found in http://www.cs.tut.fi/sgn/arg/dcase2017/
challenge/task-acoustic-scene-classification.
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Figure 1: Evaluation diagram.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Gradient Boosting Machine
The four-fold mean prediction accuracy of our LightGBM system is
80.8%, which improves the MLP baseline by 6%. The simplicity of
this method—using an out-of-box feature extractor and no extensive
parameter tuning— shows the suitableness of the Essentia extracted
features for this task and the robustness of the LightGBM system.
4.2. Convolutional Neural Networks
We experimented with different filter configurations in the first con-
volutional layer. Accuracy results for the architectures using those
configurations are listed in Table 3, together with the accuracy of
the MLP-based baseline.
Table 3: ASC performance using the proposed CNN with various
filter configurations in the first layer.
System Filter configuration #params acc (%)
#filters x (t, f)
MLP - - 74.8
CNN Q=1 112x (5,5) 648k 77.8
CNN Q=1 112x (3,40) 659k 78.1
CNN Q=2 64x (3,20) | 48x (3,70) 660k 78.7
CNN Q=3 48x (3,10) | 32x (3,30) 656k 79.6
32x (3,60)
CNN Q=4 48x (3,8) | 32x (3,32) 657k 79.9
16x (3,64) | 16x (3,90)
We design filter configurations with Q sets of filters in the first
layer, every set presenting one filter shape. Therefore, Q refers to
the number of different filter shapes. Every set of filters can have a
different number of filters, as seen in the second column of Table 3,
but the total amount of filters is always 112. For every configu-
ration, the filters’ frequency dimensions were defined of different
lengths in order to cover spectral signatures of different nature, i.e.,
ranging from narrow patterns to patterns that are more spread in
frequency. By adjusting the number of filters for each set and the
filters’ dimensions, it was intended to keep the amount of network
parameters approximately constant (except for the case of squared
filters), so that results are comparable. Accuracies reported are the
outcome of averaging results of three runs of every experiment. Al-
though a more thorough study would be required to draw strong
conclusions on the specific effect of varying i) the number of filter
shapes, ii) the number of filters per shape, and iii) the dimensions of
the filters, it seems that the combination of vertical filters and dif-
ferent filter shapes in the first layer is beneficial for the task. Since
the case Q=4 provides the best results (a 5.1% improvement with
respect to the MLP baseline), we use it in the proposed architecture.
4.3. Late Fusion
As explained in Section 2.3, the scores from GBM and CNN for ev-
ery recording are averaged to produce the final system scores, from
which the acoustic scene label is predicted. After this late fusion,
the system provides a classification accuracy of 83.0% on the devel-
opment set, which means an improvement of 8.2% with respect to
the MLP baseline. Further, it implies an improvement of 2.2% and
3.1% when compared to the GBM and CNN approaches, respec-
tively.8 This demonstrates that both models provide complementary
information and their fusion is able to increase performance sub-
stantially, even with a very simple fusion method. We believe the
performance can be further improved by employing more sophisti-
cated fusion strategies, e.g., logistic regression. Figure 2 shows the
confusion matrix for the proposed ensemble system, where it can
be seen which acoustic scenes are misclassified the most. The worst
case occurs clearly between ’residential area’ and ’park’, which are
perceptually very similar. Also, the system often confuses ’tram’
and ’train’, ’grocery store’ and ’cafe/restaurant’, and ’library’ and
’home’. Confusion matrixes for the GBM and CNN along with ad-
ditional discussion and materials can be found in 9.
Figure 2: Confusion matrix for the proposed ensemble system eval-
uated on the development dataset.
5. CONCLUSION
This work proposes a system for ASC that consists of the ensemble
of two methods of different nature: one that inputs a collection of
hand-crafted features to a GBM, and a CNN that learns represen-
tations from log-scaled mel-spectrograms. We have shown how a
simple late fusion of them already brings substantial performance
improvement, which demonstrates that they provide complemen-
tary information beneficial for ASC. The proposed system achieves
a classification accuracy of 83.0% on the TUT Acoustic Scenes
2017 development dataset. We believe that the proposed approach
of combining two methods of different nature can be generalizable
to other audio processing tasks, and we intend to test its effective-
ness beyond ASC.
8Although the accuracy obtained by the GBM is higher than that of the
CNN, their comparison is not totally fair. The latter uses 15% of the training
data as validation set while the former uses the entire training set for training.
9https://edufonseca.github.io/
DCASE2017-Task1-ASC/
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ABSTRACT
Due to various factors, the vast majority of the research in the
field of Acoustic Scene Classification has used monaural or bin-
aural datasets. This paper introduces EigenScape - a new dataset
of 4th-order Ambisonic acoustic scene recordings - and presents
preliminary analysis of this dataset. The data is classified using a
standard Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient - Gaussian Mixture
Model system, and the performance of this system is compared to
that of a new system using spatial features extracted using Direc-
tional Audio Coding (DirAC) techniques. The DirAC features are
shown to perform well in scene classification, with some subsets
of these features outperforming the MFCC classification. The dif-
ferences in label confusion between the two systems are especially
interesting, as these suggest that certain scenes that are spectrally
similar might not necessarily be spatially similar.
Index Terms— Acoustic scene classification, MFCC, gaussian
mixture model, ambisonics, directional audio coding, multichannel,
eigenmike, soundscape
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the recent increase in research into Acoustic Scene Classifica-
tion (ASC) sparked by the DCASE challenges [1], the vast majority
of work has focused on identifying scenes based upon mono or, at
most, stereo recordings. The potential for utilising more detailed
spatial properties of acoustic scenes extracted from microphone ar-
ray recordings remains largely unexplored. This is partly due to
inheritance of techniques from the more mature fields of Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) andMusic Information Retrieval (MIR),
which often have a “perceptually motivated” approach [2] (partic-
ularly with ASR), and partly due to the common focus of ASC re-
search on applications including use in wearable technology, smart-
phones and robotics, [3] where utilisation of large microphone ar-
rays would not be practical.
Another potential application of ASC is in environmental sound
research, where the focus is not on human perception or portabil-
ity per se, but rather on obtaining a detailed understanding of the
acoustic environment itself. Such detailed analysis could assist in
urban planning and legislation surrounding environmental sound.
The LAeq metric currently in widespread use measures the average
Sound Pressure Level (SPL) over a given period of time [4], not
taking into account the content of the sound. Advanced machine
listening techniques could be used to provide more nuanced mea-
sures of sound to better inform acoustic surveyors and so augment
the LAeq measure. This content-focused approach to acoustic as-
sessment has been called the “soundscape approach”, as opposed to
the “environmental noise” approach of the majority of legislation
[5].
Given this application, the limitation to low-channel-count au-
dio is not necessary. This paper investigates the possibility of
classifying acoustic scenes based upon spatial features, comparing
this with the use of standard Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient
(MFCC) features, and is organised as follows: Section 2.1 briefly
introduces the EigenScape dataset, including justification of its ne-
cessity in context with previously-released acoustic scene record-
ings. Section 2.2 details the methods used to extract features from
the recordings, whilst Section 2.3 describes the system used to clas-
sify the data. Section 3 presents results from this study, with Section
4 providing brief additional discussion. Section 5 concludes the pa-
per by summarising the findings of this experiment.
2. METHOD
2.1. Dataset
In order to undertake this research, a large database of spatially-
recorded acoustic scenes was required, including many examples of
the same kinds of locations. This allows for separation of the dataset
into separate training and testing sets where there is no crossover
in recording locations between the two sets, avoiding the situation
that gave rise to artificially inflated results in [6] where training and
testing sets included segments from the same longer original record-
ings.
A set of 1st-order Ambisonic recordings was made as part of
the DCASE 2013 challenge [1], however these were recordings of
staged office environments only, and so did not provide the variety
of recording environments needed for this research. The DEMAND
dataset [7] contains sets of three multichannel recordings each of six
different acoustic scene classes, however this is still too small a cor-
pus for this project and their use of a nonstandard microphone grid
layout could potentially make calculation of spatial features more
difficult. The TUT database [8] used in DCASE challenges since
2016 features an appropriately broad range of examples of multiple
acoustic scene classes, but features two-channel recordings only. A
new set of recordings, the EigenScape dataset, was therefore created
for this project.
The EigenScape dataset was recorded using the mh Acoustics
EigenMike [9], a 32-channel spherical microphone array capable of
making recordings in 4th-order Ambisonic format. Eight 24-bit/48
kHz ten-minute recordings each of eight different classes of location
- Beach, Busy Street, Park, Pedestrian Zone, Quiet Street, Shopping
Centre, Train Station and Woodland - were made at locations across
the north of England, giving a total of 64 recordings. The location
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classes were inspired by the selections in the TUT dataset, but with
small indoor locations discarded, reflecting the focus of this work
on the acoustic scenes of public places. Only the 1st-order channels
from the 4th-order recordings were used in the present work.
Detailed information on the recording process for this dataset
will be published in a future paper and the data will be made pub-
licly available in due course. It is hoped that this data will prove
useful to research in both acoustic scene and event detection.
2.2. Feature Extraction
The librosa library [10] was used to extract MFCC values from the
omni channel (W) of the recordings. The audio was first resam-
pled to half the original sampling rate before 20 MFCC values were
extracted. These therefore covered the frequency range up to 12
kHz. The librosa standard frame length of 2048 samples with 25%
overlap was retained.
To extract spatial features, the audio was resampled as before
and filtered using a bank of FIR filters into 20 mel-spaced frequency
bands in order to maintain parity in terms of frequency bands with
the MFCC values. This enabled use of combined MFCC and spatial
audio features for each band. Directional Audio Coding (DirAC)
analysis [11, 12] was used in order to gain Direction of Arrival
(DOA) estimatesD for each frequency band as follows:
D = −PU (1)
where P is a matrix containing the 20 mel-filtered versions of the
W-channel of each audio file and U is a three-dimensional matrix
containing the 20 filtered versions of the X, Y and Z-channels. The
resultant matrix D was split into time-frames corresponding to the
frames used in the MFCC calculations, and mean values ofD were
calculated for each frame. Angular values for azimuth and elevation
in degrees for each frame were calculated based on this and used as
features.
Secondly, a figure for diffusenessψ in each frequency band was
calculated as follows [11]:
ψ = 1−
|| −D||
c{E}
(2)
where c is the speed of sound, {.} represents the mean-per-frame
values as described previously, and:
E =
1
2
ρ0
(
P
2
Z2
0
+ ||U||2
)
(3)
where ρ0 is the mean density of air and Z0 is the characteristic
acoustic impedance of air. Combining all of these features results
in a 60-dimensional feature vector output from the DirAC analysis.
2.3. Classification
For classification, each ten-minute recording was split into 30-
second segments. In order to facilitate cross-validation, the data was
split into four folds, whereby for each fold, six examples of each lo-
cation would be used for training, with the remaining two examples
used for testing. In this way, segments from the same recording
location could not feature in both training and testing sets.
A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) system was used as clas-
sifier. Each scene class was assigned a ten-component GMM,
which was trained using features extracted from the training fold
audio using the expectation-maximisation algorithm [13]. GMMs
with more components were tested but found to not substantially
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Figure 1: Mean and standard deviation classification accuracy using
various feature subsets across all folds.
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Figure 2: Accuracy of classifiers using various feature subsets
across each data fold.
outperform the ten-component versions. Models were trained us-
ing all of the extracted data - an 80-dimensional concatenation of
MFCC and DirAC features - and subsets thereof, including MFCCs
alone (20-dimensional feature vector), individual DirAC features
(20-dimension), and a combination of Elevation and Diffuseness
(40-dimension).
To classify the testing data, features from test fold frames were
given probability scores by each GMM and these scores were to-
talled across each 30-second segment. The segments were classi-
fied based on the GMM that had given its features the highest total
probability score across all frames. This is essentially identical to
the simple-minded audio classifier (smacpy) [14] system used as the
baseline in the DCASE 2013 challenge [1].
3. RESULTS
3.1. Overall Accuracies
Figure 1 shows the mean performance accuracy of the classifiers us-
ing MFCC features, DirAC features, a combination of all features
and subsets of the DirAC features. Using the MFCC features, the
classifier has an average accuracy of 58%. This is consistent with
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the performance of this type of classifier as reported in the literature,
with Lagrange et al reporting 48% accuracy [15], and the DCASE
2013 baseline system giving 55% accuracy [1]. The DCASE 2016
baseline performs markedly better, though this system uses addi-
tional delta and acceleration MFCC features [8].
The DirAC spatial features outperform the MFCC features on
average, at 64% accuracy as opposed to 58%. Figure 2 shows the
classification accuracy in individual folds of the data. The MFCCs
perform marginally better than DirAC in folds 1 and 2, but DirAC
outperforms MFCCs by a larger margin in folds 3 and 4. Combin-
ing both sets of features leads to markedly improved performance
relative to either alone in folds 1 and 2, with accuracies greater than
70% where each feature set alone gives accuracies closer to 60%.
In the 3rd and 4th folds, however, adding the MFCCs to the DirAC
features causes a decrease in accuracy of around 5% relative to us-
ing DirAC features alone.
Looking at the three sets of DirAC features individually, the
elevation values alone give similar performance to the MFCCs,
whereas diffuseness alone performs somewhat better than the
MFCCs, except in fold 2. Using the Azimuth values alone gives
the worst performance of any of the feature sets used here, averag-
ing just 42% accuracy across all folds, and performing as badly as
31% accuracy in fold 1, though in fold 3 the accuracy is compara-
ble to the MFCC performance. This is probably due to the fact that,
whilst there should be some consistency of azimuth DOA values in
similar acoustic scenes (indeed this is borne out by the fact that this
classifier still performs better than chance), these azimuth values
will be much more sensitive to the specific orientation of the micro-
phone array when the recordings of the sound scenes were made. If
one street scene, for instance, was recorded with the front of the mi-
crophone array facing the road, whereas another was recorded with
the front parallel to the road, this will result in inconsistent azimuth
values between the two scenes.
By contrast, elevation and diffuseness values should theoreti-
cally be independent of microphone rotation. This could account
for the relatively high accuracy results when using these features.
Because of the low accuracy results from the azimuth data, a new
DirAC classifier was trained excluding this data. The results from
this classifier are plotted in Figures 1 and 2 as ‘Elev/Diff’. This
combination of elevation and diffuseness data was the best perform-
ing feature set on average, at 69% accuracy. With fold 4, these fea-
tures give an accuracy of 76%, which was the maximum accuracy
achieved in this test. There is, however, once again a marked dif-
ference in accuracy - around 10% - between the performance of the
classifier in folds 1 and 2 (66%, 61%) relative to folds 3 and 4 (74%,
76%).
3.2. Classifier Confusion
Figures 3 and 4 show confusion matrices describing the classifi-
cations made by the MFCC and Elevation/Diffuseness (E/D) clas-
sifiers across all folds. Rows represent the correct classification,
where columns are the labels returned by the classifiers. The values
shown represent the percentages of 30-second segments classified.
From these plots, it can be seen that the E/D classifier exceeds
the accuracy of the MFCC classifier for all acoustic scene classes
except BusyStreet and Beach. The differences in accuracy between
the two classifiers for the BusyStreet class is small. For Beach,
however, the MFCC classifier classifies 36% of the samples cor-
rectly, whilst the E/D classifier classifies only 8% correctly. In fact,
the Beach class is the source of the majority of the incorrect classi-
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Figure 3: Confusion matrix of classifier trained using Elevation
and Diffuseness features. Figures indicate classification percent-
ages across all folds.
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Figure 4: Confusion matrix of classifier trained using MFCC fea-
tures. Figures indicate classification percentages across all folds.
fications from the E/D classifier. If the Beach class is excluded, the
overall classifier accuracy increases from 69% to 78%.
This poor performance is perhaps due to the fact that in a
seafront beach acoustic environment the dominant source of sound
is wave motion from the sea. This will appear to DirAC analysis
as a large spread of broadband noise. Looking at Figure 3, it can
be seen that the E/D classifier mislabels most of the Beach clips as
either BusyStreet or QuietStreet. Since one of the dominant sounds
of street scenes is the broadband noise from passing cars, it is con-
ceivable that the spatial features extracted from street environment
recordings could mirror those from a beach.
Further interesting observations may be made by comparing the
specific accuracies and differences in scene confusion between the
two classifiers. PedestrianZone, for instance, is classified with only
52% accuracy by the MFCC classifier, with many samples classi-
fied as either TrainStation or QuietStreet, whilst the E/D classifier
is 97% accurate for this class. This suggests that the spatial infor-
mation present in the acoustic scene of a pedestrian zone is more
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unique to that scene than the spectral information, which evidently
can be quite similar to that of a train station or quiet street.
It is also interesting to compare the two classifiers where there
is significant confusion in both for a certain class, as often the con-
fusion does not correspond. With ShoppingCentre, for instance,
the majority of the confusion in results in the MFCC classifier is
with PedestrianZone, perhaps owing to the prominent human sound
(speech and footsteps) common to both locations. The E/D clas-
sifier, on the other hand, does not confuse ShoppingCentre with
PedestrianZone at all, instead confusing it with TrainStation. This
could be due to the nature of the recorded train stations and shop-
ping centres as large reverberant indoor spaces, which could poten-
tially influence the calculated values for elevation and particularly
diffuseness.
4. DISCUSSION
The results of this experiment show that it is possible to classify
acoustic scenes with reasonable accuracy using information on the
spatial properties of the scenes as features with a basic GMM clas-
sifier. This is an important initial result as it confirms that spatial
information could be a valuable feature to utilise in future acoustic
scene analysis systems and is worthy of further study.
The results shown in Figure 2 indicate that the addition of
MFCC features to DirAC features improves classification accuracy
when the individual performance of the two feature sets is similar,
but is a hinderance when the individual DirAC feature performance
is better than the MFCCs alone. There is some indication of an in-
verse relationship between the MFCC performance and the perfor-
mance of the DirAC and E/D classifiers, with the spatial classifiers
performing much better when the MFCC performance is worse,
though there is not enough data here to establish a trend.
Looking at the classification confusion of the MFCC classifier
against the E/D classifier, it seems that in most cases spatial features
more uniquely characterise acoustic scenes than spectral features.
The differences in specific scene confusions between the two classi-
fiers indicates that spatial similarity and spectral similarity between
scenes are not necessarily the same.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a new system for the classification of
acoustic scenes using spatial features extracted with Directional Au-
dio Coding techniques. An extensive new dataset of Ambisonic
acoustic scene recordings - the EigenScape dataset - was created for
this research and introduced here. DirAC features extracted from
EigenScape were used to train GMM classifiers and the accuracy of
these classifiers was tested against classifiers trained using standard
MFCC features. The DirAC-trained classifiers were shown to have
comparable classification accuracy to the MFCC-trained classifiers
and a subset of the DirAC features excluding azimuth estimates was
shown to substantially outperform the MFCCs by over 10% on av-
erage.
Comparison of confusion matrices for the outputs of MFCC and
DirAC-trained classifiers reveal many differences in specific scene
confusions between the two. This indicates that acoustic scenes that
have similar spatial features might not necessarily also have similar
spectral features.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we demonstrate how we applied convolutional neural
network for DCASE 2017 task 1, acoustic scene classification. We
propose a variety of preprocessing methods that emphasise different
acoustic characteristics such as binaural representations, harmonic-
percussive source separation, and background subtraction. We also
present a network structure designed for paired input to make the
most of the spatial information contained in the stereo. The ex-
perimental results show that the proposed network structures and
the preprocessing methods effectively learn acoustic characteristics
from the audio recordings, and their ensemble model significantly
reduces the error rate further, exhibiting an accuracy of 0.917 for
4-fold cross-validation on the development. The proposed system
achieved second place in DCASE 2017 task 1 with an accuracy of
0.804 on the evaluation set.
Index Terms— DCASE 2017, acoustic scene classification,
convolutional neural network, binaural representations, harmonic-
percussive source separation, background subtraction
1. INTRODUCTION
Sounds contain a variety of information that humans use to under-
stand the surroundings, and our behaviours and thoughts are heavily
based on this auditory information along with information gathered
from different sensory registers. Even if visual information is not
given, humans can easily recognise the scene from the surrounding
sounds because our expectations are well trained from experience.
For instance, we know that bird chirping sound is likely recorded in
the park, and cutlery sound is recorded in the restaurant. In addi-
tion, it is also possible to guess the size of the space from the sound,
because cave-like environment such as metro station produce a lot
of reverberations while outdoor scenes do not. However, creating
an automated system that understands acoustic scenes is difficult,
because it is a fairly high level of information.
Although acoustic scene classification (ASC) is one of the main
objectives of machine listening research [1], the research commu-
nity has lacked benchmark dataset so far [2]. Arguably, Detection
and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) chal-
lenge organised by IEEE Audio and Acoustic Signal Processing
(AASP) Technical Committee is one of the first large-scale chal-
lenges for ASC research. A number of novel approaches have been
proposed in DCASE 2013 [3] and DCASE 2016 [4],and perfor-
mances of submitted systems are evaluated under the same exper-
imental conditions. In DCASE 2013, most of the submissions are
based on hand-made acoustic features along with classifier such as
in [5, 6]. Some techniques that widely used for image processing
such as a histogram of gradients (HOG) [7] and recurrence quantifi-
cation analysis (RQA) [8] features also achieved top places. There
was also an approach that utilises deep learning such as [9] using re-
stricted Boltzmann machine, but it showed moderate classification
accuracy, presumably due to small amounts of data.
DCASE 2016 task 1 is essentially an extended version of the
previous DCASE 2013 ASC task, providing a larger amount of
data for an increased number of scenes. Many of participants ap-
plied a deep learning approach such as a convolutional neural net-
work (ConvNet) [10, 11, 12] and recurrent neural network (RNN)
[13, 14]. Although deep learning approach has been successful,
top ranks were achieved by i-Vector [15] and non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) [16], which are rather conventional dictionary
learning methods. Also, about half of submitted algorithms in this
challenge used mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), one
of the most popular hand-made features. As can be seen from the
results of the DCASE task in the past, the deep learning approach
has shown promising results but clearly no better than the existing
methods.
Deep learning technology is rapidly evolving everyday. Al-
though DCASE 2017 [17] provides an increased amount of audio
data compare to 2013, it is still not sufficient to take full advantage
of the potential of deep learning approach. However, we believe
that finding an appropriate way to utilise deep learning is one of the
most important research topics in the audio processing field at the
moment. This paper demonstrates our approach on ASC task using
ConvNets and propose various audio domain specific preprocessing
methods that emphasise the different aspects of the acoustic scene.
The following sections describe the details of the proposed system
and the experimental results and conclusions.
2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
This section introduces the proposed audio preprocessing meth-
ods.It also describes the details of the proposed ConvNet architec-
ture and how we have configured the ensemble model from them.
2.1. Audio Preprocessing
In general, we used a full 44.1 kHz without downsampling and am-
plitude of audio clips was normalised first. Then, we extracted the
spectrograms with 128 bin mel-scale following [10] which is a suf-
ficient size to keep spectral characteristics while greatly reduce fea-
ture dimensions. The window size for short-time Fourier transform
was 2,048 samples (46 ms) with a hop size of 1,024 samples (23
ms). The resulting mel-spectrogram was converted into logarithmic
scale, and standardised by subtracting the mean value and dividing
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Figure 1: Extracted mel-spectrogram examples of proposed preprocessing methods applied to an audio clip for “cafe´/restaurant” scene. “BS”
is background subtraction method, and the numbers in the brackets are the median filtering kernel sizes for time and frequency axes.
by the standard deviation. Standardisation is performed feature-
wise and parameters are obtained only from training data to scale
both of training and testing data. Finally, we split 10 s audio clip
into 1 s audio chunks without overlap for both of training and test-
ing. We used multiple versions of mel-spectrogram which can be
largely divided into three methods which are binaural representa-
tions, source separation, and background subtraction (BS). A de-
tailed explanation of each method is presented below, and examples
of extracted mel-spectrograms are illustrated in Fig.1.
2.1.1. Binaural representations
Although it is common to record audios in stereo, it is usual to make
it monaural first by averaging signals prior to processing, as in our
previous work [10]. However, we decided to use left-right (LR)
and mid-side (MS) pairs in this work, because these contain richer
spatial information than mono. For instance, if a car passes in front
of a microphone, the sound moves from L to R or R to L, while it is
just amplitude change in mono. In addition, the MS representation
emphasises the time difference between the sounds reaching each
side of the stereo microphone. Use of binaural information have
shown superior results in the previous DCASE challenge as in [15]
as well. The Mid channel is defined as L+ R and the side channel
is defined as L − R which is a difference between two channels.
For LR and MS, we used 2-conv. model for the analysis explained
in the Section 2.2.
2.1.2. Harmonic-percussive source separation
Sound can be generally be divided into two types: harmonic and
percussive. In conventional research efforts, harmonic-percussive
sound separation (HPSS) algorithms were presented in the context
of music signal processing aimed to separate drum sounds from the
mixture as in [18]. Here, we separated the audio clips in the dataset
into two using the NMF-based HPSS algorithm [19] which enables
to separately exploit harmonic and percussive aspects of a sound.
Prior to the separation, the stereo sounds are converted to mono.
The experimental parameters used for the separation are 0.7, 1.05,
1.05, and 0.95 for α, β, γ, and δ, respectively, and frame size and
hop size are 4,096 and 1,024 samples, respectively. The total num-
ber of bases is set as 200, consisting of 100 flat-initialised percussive
bases and 100 randomly-initialized harmonic bases. Wiener filter-
ing was not used for the post-processing of NMF, however, we have
made the last 30 iterations out of 100 total iterations not to include
prior imposition to reduce any artifacts that may be generated in the
separation process.
2.1.3. Background subtraction
Typically, median filtering is used for removal of noise in scanned
images. Moore Jr. and Jorgenson [20] used this technique for object
extraction by subtracting median filtered data from original data.
Although this technique is more commonly used in the image pro-
cessing fields, we think that it can be useful to eliminate the “steady”
noise from the environment or recording devices. By doing so,
we expect the spectral characteristics of acoustic events in the mel-
spectrogram to be emphasised and to be more robust against over-
fitting. Similar to object detection technology, we applied median
filtering on the mel-spectrogram and subtracted it from the original
version. We first converted stereo audio into mono prior to the pro-
cess. The filter sizes used for median filtering are 21, 43, 87 for
the time axis (approximately 0.5 s, 1.0 s, and 2.0 s), and 1, 11 for
the frequency axis, which are chosen empirically by the experiment.
Note that using a kernel size of 1 for on the frequency axis is vir-
tually 1-D median filtering over time. As shown in the bottom row
of Fig.1, the background subtraction process emphasizes different
spectral characteristics from neighboring regions, which makes it
easier to detect acoustic events.
2.2. Network Architecture
We used ConvNet consisting of 8 convolution layers using 3 × 3
receptive fields inspired by VGGNet [21]. In recent years, it has be-
come common to use extremely deep (100 <) network and residual
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Figure 2: The overall architecture of the proposed system. Multiple ConvNet models are individually trained using a various preprocessing
methods and combined into an ensemble model. It then calculates the average probabilities for entire audio clip to detect the scene.
Figure 3: Details of the proposed convolution block, 1-conv. model, and 2-conv. model. The numbers in the brackets are the kernel size for
padding/convolution/pooling layers, the number of filters for convolution blocks, and the number of hidden units for dense layer.
connections such as in [22, 23] in the computer vision field. How-
ever, we found that it is not highly effective to increase the number
of layers or to use a residual connection, at least in our framework,
likely due to insufficient amount of data to extract full advantage
out of it. The overall architecture of the proposed system is illus-
trated in Fig.2 which uses two different network architectures: 1-
conv. model and 2-conv. model. The former is used for single mel-
spectrogram input such as BS, and the latter was used for paired in-
put such as LR, MS, and HPSS. 2-conv. model is similar to 1-conv.
model, but processes two channels individually and concatenated
before the last fully-connected layer. For both models, we used the
same convolution block as illustrated in Fig.3. We employed batch
normalization (BN) [24] and rectified linear unit (ReLU) which are
de facto standard for modern ConvNets. However, BN and activa-
tion function are located before the convolution layer in our pro-
posed network, unlike other networks, because we can get a steady
improvement in accuracy. This kind of pre-activation concept can
be found in recent residual network papers [22, 23]. We consider
that the improvement mainly comes from BN applied for the input
data and after max-pooling layers, prior to convolution process.
2.3. Network Ensemble
The results generated by using the same network may be slightly
different and model ensemble can generalize this problem [25].
Therefore, we repeated all experiment 3 times using the validation
set extracted with different random seeds for each model and took
an average probability for each class. In the final decision process,
we used two strategies the mean ensemble and ensemble selection
method proposed by Caruana et al. [26]. Ensemble selection algo-
rithm aims to find the optimal combination weights by iteratively
adding models that maximize the performance of the combination
set. We used the mean of test accuracy of all folds as a target value
and initialized the ensemble model using LR, MS, and HPSS prior
to adding other models. We used 200 iteration and optimal weight
we found was 36, 25, 21, 23, 29, 33, 17, 12, and 7 for LR, MS,
HPSS, and BS following the order listed in Table1, respectively.
Note that this ensemble selection makes use of label from test fold
of cross-validation as a hill-climbing set, thus it should not be di-
rectly compared to other results of cross-validation.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. DCASE 2017 ASC Dataset
The DCASE 2017 task 1 includes 15 scenes which are bus,
cafe´/restaurant, car, city center, forest path, grocery store, home,
lakeside beach, library, metro station, office, residential area, train,
tram, and urban park. A total 312 segments (52 minutes of audio),
recorded at 44.1 kHz with 24-bit resolution in stereo, were provided
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Algorithms Mean Acc. Algorithms Mean Acc.
Baseline 0.748 BS (2.0 s, 1) 0.816
Mono 0.844 BS (0.5 s, 11) 0.861
LR 0.871 BS (1.0 s, 11) 0.856
MS 0.879 BS (2.0 s, 11) 0.843
HPSS 0.869 Mean ensemble 0.917
BS (0.5s, 1) 0.801 Ensemble sel.* 0.919
BS (1.0s, 1) 0.805
Table 1: Mean accuracy for 4-fold cross-validation using proposed
ConvNet with various preprocessing and ensemble methods. Base-
line and mono are not used for ensemble models, but illustrated for
comparison purpose. Note that the result with * used test label,
hence it should not be directly compared to other results.
per scene and the length of the audio segments were 10 seconds.
The dataset size is increased compare to 2016, but the length of
each audio segment was shortened to 10 s from 30 s, so each audio
clip contains less information.
3.2. Experiment Settings
The experiment was carried out using 4-fold cross-validation set-
ting provided by the organizer. Network training was performed by
optimizing the categorical cross-entropy and stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD) with Nesterov momentum [27]. The learning rate, de-
cay, and mini-batch size were set to 0.02, 0.0001, and 128, respec-
tively. We trained the network with the NVIDIA GTX 970 and the
experiment took about 2 h per model. We used a randomly selected
15% of the training data for validation and the network training was
early-stopped if the validation loss did not decrease by more than
20 epochs. The number of examples for training was about 29,800.
Baseline system provided by the organizer used mel-spectrogram
with 40 mel with a frame size of 40 ms as an input feature for 2
layers x 50 hidden units multilayer perceptron (MLP).
4. RESULTS
4.1. Cross-validation Results
Accuracy is used as a performance metric and the 4-fold mean ac-
curacy of each preprocessing method and ensemble models are pre-
sented in Table 1. As a result, the accuracy of the 2.conv-models
was 0.87, and BS with various settings (1-conv. models) was gen-
erally not as good as 2-conv. models. By combining the results
from all the models, it was possible to improve the mean accuracy
to 0.917, and ensemble selection slightly pushed it up to 0.919. Be-
cause of page limitations, we could not present all class-specific
results. However, BS results showed quite different confusion be-
tween classes, depending on median filtering size, which is the main
reason for the performance improvement of the ensemble. For in-
stance, although the result of BS (0.5 s, 1) are relatively poor com-
pared to other methods, it showed about 16% higher accuracy than
the LR for “bus” scene. The confusion matrix of ensemble selec-
tion model result is presented in Fig. 4, and it can be observed that
the confusion is relatively focused in the home and office, park, and
residential area.
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Figure 4: 4-fold mean confusion matrix of the proposed ConvNet
with ensemble selection. X-axis indicates the predicted label and
Y-axis indicates the true label.
4.2. DCASE 2017 Submission
We used the same experiment settings from development set for the
evaluation set. For the final submission, we submitted four slightly
different results following the challenge rule. We used a mean prob-
ability of 4-fold cross-validation models for submission 1 and 2, and
used a newly trained model using a full development set for submis-
sion 3 and 4. Regarding ensemble method, we used ensemble se-
lection for submission 1 and 3, and mean ensemble for submission
2 and 4.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we illustrated how we applied ConvNet for identi-
fying the acoustic scene. The main contribution of this paper is
presenting a various preprocessing methods that are useful for Con-
vNet, also having a great synergy when combined together in an
ensemble model. As a result, we could obtain an accuracy of 0.917
for 4-fold cross validation on the development set and 0.804 on the
evaluation set. In the future, we plan to investigate the optimal ker-
nel size for BS and pre-activation convolution block further, which
are currently selected heuristically.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the model and training framework from our
submission for DCASE 2017 task 3: sound event detection in real
life audio. Extending the basic convolutional neural network archi-
tecture, we use both short- and long-term audio signal simultane-
ously as input data. In the training stage, we calculated validation
errors more frequently than one epoch with adaptive thresholds. We
also used class-wise early-stopping strategy to find the best model
for each class. The proposed model showed meaningful improve-
ments in cross-validation experiments compared to the baseline sys-
tem.
Index Terms— DCASE 2017, Sound event detection, Convo-
lutional neural networks
1. INTRODUCTION
Sound event detection (SED) is a research field that aims to detect
and identify events in audio signals. In addition to playing a signif-
icant role in understanding the audio of real-life sensing, it also has
a wide range of applications such as automatic driving, surveillance
systems, health care, and humanoid robots.
Detection and classification of acoustic scenes and events
(DCASE) 2017 is a challenge for a variety of audio recognition
tasks, and task 3: sound event detection in real life audio focuses
explicitly on SED [1]. The organizer chose six event classes related
to human presence and transportation, and participants were asked
to develop algorithms that automatically detect these events from
real-world recordings. It also has various sub-objectives which have
been dealt with conventional machine learning issues such as multi-
label classification, data imbalance, insufficient data, and unreliable
annotation problems.
There was a similar task about SED in DCASE 2016, and some
participants had tried various approaches [2]. Most of the submitted
models used deep neural networks (including recurrent neural net-
works [3] and convolutional neural networks (ConvNet) [4]), Gaus-
sian mixture model [5], or random forests [6]. Regarding feature ex-
traction method, mel-spectrogram [3, 4] or mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients [5, 6] were most frequently used methods. Although
it is not easy to determine the optimal approach for DCASE 2017
from these results, the ‘deep learning’ approaches seem to have bet-
ter performance than traditional approaches.
From the past approaches, our proposed model also follows
deep learning approach, especially the ConvNet architecture. We
also designed several techniques to overcome the existing limits and
maximize detection performance by taking two type input informa-
tion (short, long-term) and optimizing the learning process.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides a brief description of the data sets used in DCASE 2017 and
how we parsed it. Section 3 describes the proposed model archi-
tecture, and Section 4 explains how we trained the model, includ-
ing short- and long-term analysis, optimization strategy, and class-
wise early-stopping. Experimental results are presented in Section
5. Then directions for future work are discussed in Section 6, fol-
lowed by a conclusion in Section 7.
2. DATASET AND PARSING
2.1. TUT dataset
TUT sound events 2017 dataset was provided in task 3 of DCASE
2017 [7] . It consists of 24 stereo audio recordings with 3-5 min-
utes length and 44.1kHz sampling rate. Each recording has corre-
sponding annotations for six different sound event classes: breaks
squeaking, car, children, large vehicle, people speaking, and people
walking. Each annotation consists of an onset time, on offset time,
and an event class.
We parsed both audio recordings and annotations in a matrix
format. For each audio recording, it is represented as xˆ ∈ RH×N ,
where H and N denote the number of channels (2 for stereo) and
samples, respectively. On the other hand, the annotations are in the
form of tˆ = [tˆ1, · · · , tˆC ]
T and tˆc ∈ R
N , where C denotes the
number of classes (6 for this task). Here, tˆc(n) is 1 if c-th event is
active in n-th sample, and 0 if inactive.
2.2. Target setting
Our model was designed to detect events with 1 s time resolution,
that is, when an event occurs in±0.5 s range from the present point,
the expected output will be ‘active’ even if it does not in the target
point. In order to consider this in the training process, we set the
target output tc(n) as follows:
tc(n) = max{tˆc(n− 22050), · · · , tˆc(n+ 22050)} (1)
where tˆc(n) is the binary annotation of c-th event in the n-th sam-
ple. It is noted that ±22,050 sample range is about ±0.5 s time
range in the 44.1kHz sample rate.
2.3. Input data setting
To obtain the sufficient information from audio recordings, our
model takes two inputs with different time length as Fig. 1. For the
first one, which we call the short-term data, we took the samples in
the range of±88,573 samples from the present point thus the size of
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Figure 1: Framework for detecting events from the red dot point us-
ing short- and long-term data. W s denote the respective concatena-
tions of computational layers, including convolution, pooling, and
fully-connected layer.
a short-term signal isXshort ∈ R
2×177147, which is approximately
4 s stereo. We set this number of samples to be 3m with integer m
to be suitable for ConvNet architecture with 3 samples pooling. An-
other input is the long-term data, which is the entire audio recording
with 3-5 minutes. As described in Section 3, each input data is first
analyzed individually then merged for the deeper analysis.
3. MODEL
3.1. Mel-spectrogram
For the short-term data, we first extracted the logarithm of mel-
spectrogram (logMel) as the first layer. 40 mel bins were extracted
for each channel from 1,024 samples with a 729 sample shift. Here,
729 = 36 shift was chosen to be suitable for ConvNet architec-
ture with 3 sample pooling. This mel-spectrogram is followed by a
logarithm operation with small offset as
x = log(x+ 10−5). (2)
The output of logMel layer has the size of 80 (mel×channel)×243
(frame). Instead of preparing it for every offset samples in the train-
ing data, we computed it in real-time using kapre [8].
A similar approach was used for long-term data. A mel-
spectrogram is extracted from the whole audio file in mono, and
averaged over the time frame dimension, and taken a logarithm op-
eration as (2) (logAvgMel). The output has the size of 40×1. In-
stead of using kapre, we extracted it for every recording before
training to avoid redundant computations in every batch iterations.
3.2. ConvNet architecture
After the logMel or logAvgMel layer, we used layers that are widely
used in ConvNet-related models: convolution, pooling, dropout,
and fully-connected layer. Details are described in Table 1.
Table 1: Detailed model description. conv: convolution layer, pool:
max-pooling layer, repeat: layer repetition over frame dimension,
add: layer adding, fc: fully-connected layer. All conv and fc layer
is followed by ReLU activation, except the last fc layer, which has
sigmoid activation.
layer
(short-term)
output size
(filter×frame)
layer
long-term
output size
(filter×frame)
logMel
conv
pool
conv
pool
80×243
64×243
64×81
64×81
64×27
logAvgMel
conv
conv
repeat
40×1
64×1
64×1
64×27
ց ւ
layer
merged
output size
(filter×frame)
add
conv
pool
conv
pool
fc
dropout
fc
64×27
64×27
64×9
64×9
64×3
64×1
64×1
6×1
We used the 1-dimensional convolution layer (conv) with 64
filters for both logMel and logAvgMel inputs. In case of logMel,
we set kernel size of 3 and stride to 1, while these parameters are
not required for logAvgMel since it has the length of 1. Rectified
linear unit (ReLU) is used for the non-linearity of conv. On the
other hand, the max-pooling layers (pool) have a pooling size of
3, and the dropout layer has a probability of 0.5. Our model also
used two fully-connected layers (fc). The first fc layer has 64 filters
with ReLU activation, and the second one has 6 filters and sigmoid
activation to indicate event activity possibilities.
Features from short- and long-term data are merged after two
convolution layers. Because of the different output sizes, we used a
repeat layer for logAvgMel which reproduces the inputs to have the
specific size. Several merging methods were tried, and we empiri-
cally found that taking a sum of two layers (add) performs the best
detection performance.
4. LEARNING FRAMEWORKS
4.1. Optimization
We used an Adam optimizer [9] with 8 mini-batch size. For every
batch generation, we randomly picked a random audio recording
and an offset, and took±88, 573 stereo samples from the offset. As
data augmentation, we shuffled the left and right channel randomly
for every batch generation. The pre-computed logAvgMel of the
selected recording is also taken. Optimization procedure is done
with keras [10].
4.2. Validation and adaptive threshold
Since our model uses sample-level batches, one epoch means that
all the sample in training data is used as the offset. In our works, we
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Table 2: Results of 4-fold cross-validation. Each metric denotes error rate (ER) and F-score (F), respectively. ‘average’ denotes an arithmetic
mean of 4-fold results. ‘total’ denotes a micro-averaging over all classes and it might be different with an average of class-wise results due to
the different class distribution and substitutions (in case of ER). Also, it is noted that the results in CV may have some overfitting due to the
adaptive thresholding.
fold 1 2 3 4 average baseline
ER F ER F ER F ER F ER F ER F
brakes squeaking 1.00 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.97 11.8 0.93 32.4 0.98 11.1
car 0.66 63.8 0.45 80.0 0.37 79.4 0.54 69.9 0.51 73.3
children 1.00 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.99 2.7 0.25 85.7 0.81 22.1
large vehicle 0.78 56.8 0.71 65.7 0.27 85.4 0.65 61.0 0.60 67.2
people speaking 0.91 28.7 0.97 16.8 0.81 32.9 0.54 72.4 0.80 37.7
people walking 0.92 19.3 0.25 86.0 0.46 76.8 0.53 68.6 0.54 62.7
total 0.72 48.7 0.43 75.6 0.42 73.3 0.46 70.2 0.51 67.0 0.69 56.7
found that one epoch for validation might be too long. Therefore,
we validated the model after every fixed number of mini-batch itera-
tion which is much shorter than an epoch. In our works, we checked
in every 20 mini-batches learning, and the model was trained until
1,000 iterations at most.
Also, we empirically found that the default threshold of 0.5 is
not always the optimal setting. Two reasons can be given for this.
First, because the model is validated before an epoch is completed,
this portion of the data (20 mini-batches) would not have the same
class distribution as the entire data set. Second, when the class im-
balance is severe (e.g., 1% active and 99% inactive), then we found
that the predicted results tend to have more imbalanced distribution
(0% active and 100% inactive). To avoid this problem, the opti-
mal threshold was searched from 0 to 1 at 0.001 resolution for each
class in every validation stage. Although these selected thresholds
could cause the overfitting for the validation dataset, we believe that
it could be ignored if the class distribution in the validation and test
dataset is same or similar, especially when compared to the prob-
lems as mentioned above caused by not using it.
4.3. Class-wise early-stopping
Because each event class is individually detected using the sigmoid
activation in this model, it can be thought as a multi-tasked learning
that consists of a single event class detection model, but simultane-
ously learned. In this case, each class model would be trained at
different speeds, and some classes converge too much while others
do not. To solve this problem, we used the class-wise early-stopping
strategies for each class by calculating the class-specific validation
errors. In the test phase, each class event is detected using its re-
spective model.
5. EXPERIMENTS AND DCASE 2017 SUBMISSION
5.1. Experimental results
We evaluated our model following the settings and the metrics of
DCASE 2017 [11]. It first counts the number of false negatives
(FN ), false positives (FP ), and true positives (TP ) in the predic-
tion for every 1 s of data, and calculate substitutions (S), insertions
(I), and deletions (D) as follows:
S(k) = min(FN(k), FP (k)),
D(k) = max(0, FN(k)− FP (k)),
I(k) = max(0, FP (k)− FN(k)),
(3)
where k denotes the index of the 1 s segment. One of the evaluation
criteria, error rate (ER), is calculated as follows.
ER =
∑
k
S(k) +
∑
k
D(k) +
∑
k
I(k)
∑
k
N(k)
, (4)
where N(k) denotes the number of active events in the k-th seg-
ment. F-score, on the other hand, is used as another criterion by
calculating as follows:
Fscore =
2
∑
k
TP (k)
2
∑
k
TP (k) +
∑
k
FP (k) +
∑
k
FN(k)
, (5)
We evaluate our model by using 4-fold cross validation provided by
organizer.
Table 2 shows the experimental results for each metric and
fold. At first, it indicates that the proposed model shows the better
error rate and F-score in all the folds and the metrics. However, de-
tailed results are different for each fold and class. We expect this
difference is caused largely due to the two reasons. First, each fold
has different class distributions, and some may are more severely
imbalance, which can lead to the lack of training data for specific
classes. In case of the difference between class, the different acous-
tic characteristics of classes also could be another reason. Some
classes might have the acoustic nature that can be easily detected or
well-suited for the presented model.
5.2. Submission for DCASE 2017
In DCASE 2017, We submitted 4 models based on above frame-
works. We empirically applied the following post-processing steps.
- For submission 1, we took the ensemble of 4 folds CV model
using majority vote. 50% voting was considered as ‘active’.
- For submission 2, we took the ensemble of 4 folds CV model
using majority vote. 50% voting was considered as ‘inactive’.
- For submission 3, we took the ensemble of 3 models (fold 2,
3, and 4) from 4 folds CV using majority vote. We worried that
the exceedingly poor performance in fold 1 might means that this
model failed learning.
-For submission 4, we also took the ensemble of 4 fold CV
model, but used weighted vote based on those validation error rate.
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The ensemble output for c-th class in k-th segment, y¯c(k), is calcu-
lated as
y¯c(k) =
∑
f
(1− CERf,c)yf,c(k)
∑
f
(1− CERf,c)
(6)
where CERf,c and yf,c(k) denote the class-wise ER of c-th class
in f -th fold.
According to DCASE 2017 results [12], above submissions
scored ER of 0.9260, 0.8673, 0.8080, and 0.8985, respectively,
and F-score of 42.0%, 27.9%, 40.8%, and 43.6%, respectively. In
particular, submission 3 ranked third in ER. However, All the sub-
missions showed relatively low F-score, and it is needed to be im-
proved.
6. FUTURE WORK
Although the proposed model achieved meaningful results com-
pared to the baseline system, there still exists room for improve-
ment in future works. First, although we have tried various ap-
proaches to handle the class imbalance problems, such as class
weights, these were not included in the final submission models
except adaptive thresholding because they could not make any im-
provement. We have a plan to apply other techniques, including data
sampling methods [13, 14]. Also, in our experiments, we found that
the training and validation loss severely fluctuates over mini-batch
iteration. We conjecture that validating model more frequently than
one epoch might be one of the reasons, but we are still tried to avoid
or reduce this problem. Finally, we have an interest in finding the
proper preprocessing method for deep learning of audio. Although
log mel-spectrogram what we used is widely used in other studies,
it lost a substantial amount of information, and a better approach is
still required. We expect that proper deep learning model is capable
of replacing these preprocessing step and conducting an end-to-end
model which detects events from raw waveform [15].
7. CONCLUSION
This paper has described the model for sound event detection sub-
mitted to DCASE 2017: task 3. We presented a convolutional neu-
ral networks architecture using two input data, which are short-term
and long-term data. Several optimization strategies were also pre-
sented, including frequent validation with adaptive thresholds and
the class-wise early-stopping. The proposed framework showed
meaningful improvements compared to the baseline system.
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ABSTRACT
Acoustic scene recordings are represented by different types of
handcrafted or Neural Network features. These features, typically
of thousands of dimensions, are classified in state of the art ap-
proaches using kernel machines, such as the Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM). However, the complexity of training these methods
increases with the dimensionality of these input features and the size
of the dataset. A solution is to map the input features to a random-
ized low-dimensional feature space. The resulting random features
can approximate non-linear kernels with faster linear kernel com-
putation. In this work, we computed a set of 6,553 input features
and used them to compute random features to approximate three
types of kernels, Guassian, Laplacian and Cauchy. We compared
their performance using an SVM in the context of the DCASE Task
1 - Acoustic Scene Classification. Experiments show that both, in-
put and random features outperformed the DCASE baseline by an
absolute 4%. Moreover, the random features reduced the dimen-
sionality of the input by more than three times with minimal loss of
performance and by more than six times and still outperformed the
baseline. Hence, random features could be employed by state of the
art approaches to compute low-storage features and perform faster
kernel computations.
Index Terms— Acoustic Scene Classification, Laplacian Ker-
nel, Gaussian Kernel, Cauchy Kernel, Kernel Machines, Random
Features, DCASE Challenge
1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATEDWORK
The DCASE Task 1 - Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC) aims
to identify a recording as belonging to a predefined set of scene-
classes that characterizes an environment, for example park, home,
or office. Typically, ASC approaches capture the diverse char-
acteristics from the audio signal by computing different types of
features, either hand-crafted [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] or derived from Neu-
ral Networks [6, 7, 8]. These features are commonly of high-
dimensionality (up to ten of thousands) and state of the art ASC
approaches classified them using Support Vector Machines, the best
known member of kernel methods.
Kernel methods have the kernel trick property, which employs
a non-linear kernel function to operate in a high-dimensional space
by computing the inner products between the all pairs of trans-
formed input features. The inner products are computed and stored
in the Kernel or Gram matrix, which computing time and storage
complexity increases in the dimensionality and number of the in-
put features. A solution is to compute random features [9], which
have been well studied mainly for shift-invariant kernels because
of their closed form. The process maps the input features into a
low-dimensional random space. Then, the resulting random fea-
tures approximate non-linear kernels with linear kernel computa-
tions, hence speeding up the kernel matrix generation.
In this paper, we evaluated our random features in the context
the 2017 DCASE Task 1 - Acoustic Scene Classification [10]. First,
we computed input features with over six thousand dimensions,
then we computed random features to approximate three types of
shift-invariant kernels, Gaussian, Laplacian and Cauchy. Both type
of features, input and random, were classified using an SVM. Ex-
periments show that the baseline is outperformed by 4% by all fea-
tures. Moreover, random features reduced their dimensionality by
more than three times with minimal loss of performance and by six
times and still outperformed the baseline.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe
in detail the kernel functions used. In Section 3 we present exper-
iments and results for Task 1. Finally, in Section 4 we conclude
discussing the scope of the presented technique as well as future
directions.
2. METHODS: SHIFT-INVARIANT KERNELS AND
RANDOM FEATURES
In this section we describe the computation of random features
for three types of shift-invariant kernels in the context of SVM.
Acoustic Scene Classification has been explored by state of the art
approaches based on kernel methods, which find non-linear deci-
sion boundaries using a kernel function. The function takes input
features (extracted from the audio) in a space X and yield out-
put scene classes in Y . In this paper, we consider X = RN and
Y = {1, 2, ..., C}. Moreover, the kernel function can be expressed
asK : X ×X → R, which is positive-definite and yields the value
corresponding to the inner product between φ(x1) and φ(x2). The
function φ maps RN to some spaceH, which is generally of higher
dimensionality and has better class separability.
However, computing the kernel function could become a pro-
hibitive task if the dimensionality of the input, N , is large and
if the size of the training set n is large. This happens be-
cause in order to learn the decision boundary function f from
the input audio and the corresponding labels in the dataset
{(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yn)}, we need to compute the value
K(xi,xj) for every element i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}.
Therefore, our solution for this problem are random features,
which approximate a kernel function by finding a map Φ from RN
to a low-dimensional random space RM , such that
K(x1 ,x2) ≈ 〈Φ(x1) , Φ(x2)〉 (1)
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Although different random features mappings have been pro-
posed for different kernel functions [11] [12], we focused on ran-
dom features for shift-invariant kernels. We say that a kernel is
shift-invariant if for any x1, x2, z ∈ R
N
K(x1 + z , x2 + z) = K(x1 , x2) (2)
Which is equivalent to say that, for any x1 and x2
K(x1 , x2) = K(x1 − x2 , 0) (3)
Shift-invariant kernels have been proven to admit a closed form
of computing random features as stated by the use of the Bochner’s
theorem [9]. The function to compute random features Φ : RN →
R
M is given by
Φ(x) =
√
2
M
cos (Wx+ b) (4)
whereW is aM×N matrix, b is a vector withM components
and the cos function is element-wise. The randomness comes from
the generation of the components ofW and b, where bi comes from
a uniform distribution between 0 and 2π, and wij comes from the
Fourier Transform of the function g(δ) = K(δ,0). Therefore, the
approximation stated in equation 1, depends on the kernel function
involved and the distribution used to generate the matrixW.
In this paper, we focus on three well studied shift-invariant ker-
nel functions, Gaussian, Laplacian and Cauchy. Their definition
and corresponding distributions used to generate random features
are described below.
2.1. Gaussian Kernel and Random Features
The Gaussian kernel, also known as Radial Basis Kernel, is perhaps
the most popular after the Linear kernel. The Gaussian function
employs the ℓ2 norm and we define,
K(x1,x2) = exp
(
− γ‖x1 − x2‖
2
2
)
(5)
To compute the random features, we generate the components
of the matrixW according to a Gaussian distribution as follows,
wij ∼ N (0, 2γ)
2.2. Laplacian Kernel and Random Features
The Laplacian kernel is similar to the Gaussian, but the main differ-
ence is that it employs the ℓ1 norm, where ‖x‖1 =
∑
N
i=1
|xi|. In
this work, we consider the Laplacian kernel,
K(x1,x2) = exp
(
− γ‖x1 − x2‖1
)
(6)
To compute the random features, we generate the components
of the matrixW according to a Cauchy distribution as follows,
wij ∼ Cauchy(0, γ)
2.3. Cauchy Kernel and Random Features
The Cauchy kernel is less known in comparison to the previous two
and computing this kernel can be even a more expensive task with
high-dimensional vectors due to its mathematical form, hence ben-
efiting more from the speed of processing random features. We
define the kernel,
K(x1,x2) =
N∏
i=1
1
1 + γ2(x1i − x2i)2
(7)
To compute the random features, we generate the components
of the matrixW according to a Laplace distribution,
wij ∼ Laplace(0, γ)
2.4. Training SVMs with Random Features
An SVM is a kernel method that can perform non-linear classifica-
tion by solving the quadratic optimization of the dual form and tak-
ing advantage of the kernel trick [13]. The kernel trick uses a non-
linear function to map the input features into a high-dimensional
feature space by computing the kernel matrix.
An SVM using a non-linear shift-invariant kernel using the in-
put features could be approximated by a linear SVM using the ran-
dom features. The kernel matrix resulting from computing the in-
ner product between the random features correspond to an approx-
imation of the kernel matrix using the input features and the shift-
invariant kernel. The linear computation has an important implica-
tion because there are libraries optimized for these problems.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
Our two set of experiments addressed the DCASE Task 1 - Acous-
tic Scene Classification [10]. We evaluate and compare the perfor-
mance of the input features using SVMs with three non-linear shift-
invariant kernels against the random features corresponding to the
three kernel types using linear SVMs. Both pipelines are illustrated
in Figure 1.
Figure 1: The acoustic scene dataset is used to extract input features
for each recording. Then, the input features are used to train the
SVM in two different ways. One is to pass the features directly
to a non-linear shift-invariant kernel SVM, and the other is to first
compute the random features and then pass them to a linear kernel
SVM. Lastly, the trained SVM is used for multi-class classification
on the test recordings.
3.1. Acoustic Scene Dataset
For our experiments we used the development set of the “DCASE:
TUT Acoustic Scenes 2017” dataset [14]. It consists of recordings
from various acoustic scenes of 3-5 minutes long divided into 4
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cross-validation folds. The original recordings were then split into
segments with a length of 10 seconds. Recordings were made us-
ing a binaural microphone and a recorder using 44.1 kHz sampling
rate and 24 bit resolution. The 15 acoustic scenes are: Bus, Cafe
/ Restaurant, Car, City center, Forest path, Grocery store, Home,
Lakeside beach, Library, Metro station, Office, Residential area,
Train, Tram, Urban park.
3.2. Compute Input Features
We extracted a large set of audio features proposed in [3], which are
later used to compute the random features. The set include different
features to capture different information from the acoustic scenes,
which consist of multiple sound sources. The set is computed with
the open-source feature extraction toolkit openSMILE [15] using
the configuration file emolarge.conf. The features are divided in
four categories: cepstral, spectral, energy related and voicing and
are extracted every 10 ms from 25 ms frames. Moreover, included
are functionals, such as mean, standard deviation, percentiles and
quartiles, linear regression functionals, or local minima/maxima.
The total dimensionality of the feature vector is 6,553.
3.3. Input Features and Non-linear SVM
The first set of experiments aimed to evaluate our large set of input
features and non-linear SVMs in ASC. We used the input features
to train the three types of non-linear shift-invariant SVMs, also, we
included the linear kernel (without random features). The SVM pa-
rameterC was tuned using a search grid on the linear kernel and was
fixed in all cases to C = 100 and the performance was measured
using accuracy. The accuracy is the average classification accuracy
over the 4 validation folds provided for this challenge. Additionally,
we explored different values for γ, obtaining the best results with
γ = 2−18 for Gaussian Kernel, γ = 2−14 for Laplacian Kernel,
and γ = 2−8 for Cauchy Kernel. Before training the models, in
each fold we normalized the input features with respect to the train-
ing set. We computed the mean and the standard deviation using
each feature file and then subtracted the mean and divided by the
standard deviation every file in the training and the testing sets.
The classification performance for all kernel types was similar
as shown in Table 1. Generally, non-linear kernels tend to perform
better than linear kernels for ASC [1]. However, it’s not uncom-
mon to have a similar performance if the class separability given by
the features is not so complex, which could be our case. Among
our best classified scene-classes we have Bus, Cafe/Restaurant and
Grocery store with improvements of up to 25%.
3.4. Random Features and Linear SVM
The second set of experiments aimed to show that the use of ran-
dom features and linear SVM have a similar performance to the
non-linear SVMs. For this, we used the training and testing input
features to compute the random features corresponding to each of
the three shift-invariant kernels described in Section 2. Then, these
random features were used to train the SVM with linear kernel.
The performance of employing the random features indeed
compared to the one of the input features with non-linear SVM
as shown in Table 2. We can see that the results improve as M ,
the dimensionality of the random features increases, hence showing
minimal loss of performance compared to the previous non-linear
SVMs. Notice thatM is always lower than the original dimension-
ality of our input features. If we would have further increased the
value of M , we would have an improvement of performance until
convergence to the values from Table 1.
3.5. Acoustic Scene Classification
The reported DCASE baseline 1 was tailored to a multi-class sin-
gle label classification setup, with the network output layer consist-
ing of softmax type neurons representing the 15 classes and frame-
based decisions were combined using majority voting to obtain a
single label per classified segment. The classification resulted in
74.8% accuracy, which was outperformed by an absolute 4% using
the input features and the SVM with Laplacian Kernel.
In relation to random features, we can observed that already
with a reduction of dimensionality of M = 210 = 1024, we ob-
tained a similar performance to the DCASE baseline (74.8%) for the
Gaussian (75.3%) and the Cauchy (75.1%) kernels. Thus, reducing
the dimensionality up to one sixth from the original 6,553 dims.
Moreover, with a reduction of dimensionality ofM = 212 = 4096,
we obtained a minimal loss of an absolute 1% for the Gaussian and
Cauchy kernels. Note that for the DCASE challenge we submitted
a system using the input features and the Laplacian kernel SVM.
The overall classification was 60% in comparison to the reported
baseline of 61%.
The advantage of random features is that they can reduce sig-
nificantly the amount of the storage and the computational process-
ing by reducing the dimensionality and using linear inner products.
Unlike other dimensionality reduction methods, such as PCA, the
technique presented in this paper does not need heavy computa-
tion cost, like computing eigenvectors, but we just need to generate
random numbers with the appropriate kernel-related distribution.
Moreover, other machine learning algorithms that employ kernels
could be benefited.
Multiple applications can take advantage of random features.
For example, state of the art techniques are currently dealing with
features of over 10,000 dims and with hundreds of thousands of
segments [6, 7, 8], which are then passed to linear SVMs. Another
example is when the audio is recorded on local devices and sent to
the cloud, this technique helps to compress information by reduc-
ing the cost of transmission and preserve privacy. For instance, we
can compute the random features keeping the parameters W and b
private. Thus, we can still process the transformed data in the cloud
with linear models without revealing the actual data.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have addressed Task 1 - Acoustic Scene Classifi-
cation and have outperformed the baseline accuracy by 4% using
a large set of acoustic features and non-linear SVMs. Addition-
ally, we computed random features that approximated three types
of shift-invariant kernels, which were passed to a linear SVM. We
showed how the dimensionality can be decreased by one sixth with
a minimal degradation of performance of about 1%. The results
may have significant implications in the big data context, where
high dimensional features must be stored and quickly processed.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, we explored DNN-based audio scene classification
systems with dual input features. Dual input features take advan-
tage of simultaneously utilizing two features with different levels
of abstraction as inputs: a frame-level mel-filterbank feature and
segment-level identity vector. A new fine-tune cost that solves the
drawback of dual input features was developed, as well as a data
duplication method that enables DNN to clearly discriminate fre-
quently misclassified classes. Combining the proposed methods
with the latest DNN techniques such as residual learning achieved
a fold-wise accuracy of 95.9% for the validation set and 70.6% for
the evaluation set provided by the Detection and Classification of
Acoustic Scenes and Events community.
Index Terms— audio scene classification, DNN, dual input
feature, balancing cost, data duplication, residual learning
1. INTRODUCTION
Vast amounts of information can be acquired from an audio seg-
ment, including the surrounding environment. Audio scene classifi-
cation is a task of classifying the surrounding environment based on
a given audio segment. Various approaches have been explored for
successful audio scene classification. For example, non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) [1], Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
[2] were used in the 2016 Detection and Classification of Acoustic
Scenes and Events (DCASE) competition.
In this study, we concentrated on exploiting deep learning-
based systems. Recent advances in deep learning have made deep
neural networks (DNNs) a state-of-the-art system for many tasks
[3], [4]. We exploited approaches used in other tasks, such as image
recognition and speaker verification. For example, residual network
architecture [5] is a state-of-the-art system for image recognition.
The identity vector (i-vector) [6], which composes state-of-the-art
systems in speaker verification, is extracted from an audio segment
and used as one of the two input features for the DNN classifier.
The widely used mel-filterbank feature is also used simultaneously
as the other input feature.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the proposed techniques. Subsection 2.1 describes the
baseline, and the other subsections describe the methods that are
stacked to compose the systems submitted to the 2017 DCASE chal-
lenge. Section 3 describes the experimental settings and configura-
tions, along with the results and analysis.
The first and second author in this paper have the same contribution.
† Corresponding author
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The methods presented in this section were separately or simulta-
neously applied to our DNN baseline to compose four submitted
systems. System 1 with dual input features was our baseline. The
methods in each subsection were stacked to compose Systems 2 to
4. The newly defined balancing cost was applied to System 1 to
create System 2. Stochastic data duplication based on the classifi-
cation accuracy of the development set was added to System 2 to
create System 3. The DNN architecture of System 3 was changed
from multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to a residual network to create
System 4 [5].
2.1. Dual Input Features (System 1)
Two different features were utilized as inputs for the DNN: the mel-
filterbank feature (frame-level) and the i-vector (segment-level).
Description about the mel-filterbank feature is omitted because it
is a widely used method.
The i-vector (identity vector) [6], is an segment-level feature
and represents the core identity of an audio segment. Thus, a single
vector is extracted from each audio segment regardless of its length.
One i-vector and several mel-filterbank features extracted from one
audio segment were connected and used as the DNN input. In this
case, one i-vector is duplicated and connected to the mel-filterbank
features extracted in frame unit. Figure 1 shows an overview of
the dual feature-based system. Although i-vectors were originally
designed to represent the identity of a speaker, recent research has
shown that they can be used for tasks related to scene classification
[7]. Thus, we utilized i-vectors for audio scene classification.
Figure 1: Illustration of mel-filterbank features and i-vectors being
simultaneously used as input to the DNN.
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In this study, the mel-filterbank featurse and i-vectors were both
used as inputs for the DNN classifier with the expectation of syn-
ergy between two features with different levels of abstraction: frame
and segment, respectively. However, in our early experiments with
the DCASE 2016 challenge dataset, the classification accuracy of
the system using dual input features (84.1%) was almost the same
as that of a system trained only with i-vectors (83.8%).
A performance gain could be achieved by pre-training the DNN
classifier with only the mel-filterbank features and then fine-tuning
it with both input features. The mel-filterbank feature was pre-
trained by zero-masking the i-vector features and fine-tuning the
network a certain number of times while maintaining the DNN ar-
chitecture. It was possible to improve the scene classification accu-
racy of the DNN by applying the pre-training technique to System
1. However, applying the pre-training technique requires a large
amount of training time and knowledge of the characteristics of in-
put features.
2.2. Balancing Cost (System 2)
We discovered an unexpected characteristic of the DNN by visual-
izing the weight matrix between the input layer and the first hidden
layer. The DNN tended to utilize only the i-vector and neglect the
mel-filterbank features when the two features were input simulta-
neously. The absolute values for the weights of the network con-
necting the mel-filterbank features to the first hidden layer were al-
most zero. In contrast, the absolute value for the weight of the net-
work connecting the i-vector to the first hidden layer was relatively
high. We hypothesized that this phenomenon occurred because the
i-vector, which is an segment-level feature, was easier to utilize. In
contrast, the mel-filterbank feature is a frame-level feature and was
harder to utilize.
To solve the problem of the network neglecting the mel-
filterbank features, we added BF1 and BF2 to the network’s nega-
tive log likelihood (NLL) fine-tune cost in (1) with α and β as scale
factors. Equation (2) corresponds to the average effectiveness of
one node from the input feature to all nodes in the first hidden layer.
Here,Wx,y means the weight connections between x
th node in the
input layer and yth node in the first hidden layer where X , Y refer
to the number of nodes in the input layer and the first hidden layer,
respectively. Thus, BF1 in (3) represents the variance of influence
for each element in the input layer. A lower BF1 means that the
input feature’s elements are evenly utilized. By adding BF1 to the
objective function, each element of the input feature is forced to
have similar effectiveness on the next layer.
cost = NLL+ α ∗BF1(W ) + β ∗BF2(W ) (1)
f1(Wx) =
1
Y
Y∑
y=1
|Wx,y| (2)
BF1(W ) = V ar(f1(W1), f1(W2), ..., f1(WX)) (3)
However, the easiest way to make BF1 equal to zero is by con-
verging all weights to zero. To prevent this, BF2 in (5) was in-
troduced. For every mini-batch, the average scale of the weight
matrix ,W cur , is compared with the scale of initial weight matrix,
W init. By applying ReLU function, BF2 is active only if the scale
of weight matrix has decreased. Thus, BF2 prevents the weights
from converging to zero.
f2(W ) =
1
X
1
Y
X∑
x=1
Y∑
y=1
Wx,y (4)
BF2(W ) = ReLU(f2(W
init)− f2(W
cur)) (5)
With the added terms to balance mel-filterbank features and i-
vector, the two input features were evenly used judging by the ab-
solute value of the weight matrix.
2.3. Stochastic data duplication (System 3)
A confusion matrix was used to analyze the performance of the sub-
systems. A combination of three channels that we divided and four
cross-validation folds provided by the DCASE community gener-
ates 12 subsystems. Details regarding the channels are addressed
in subsection 2.5. Figure 2 shows the confusion matrix generated
by 12 subsystems from the classification experiment. Diagonal ele-
ments for the confusion matrix are omitted in Figure 2 for better vi-
sualization of misclassified audio segments. The results confirmed
that the misclassification of each subsystem was concentrated in
few classes unique to each subsystem. Thus, we devised a simple
method to emphasize specific audio scenes in the training phase.
The suggested method (i.e., stochastic data duplication) dupli-
cates each scene’s train dataset proportional to the number of mis-
classified audio segments. It was applied after every epoch during
the training phase based on class-wise accuracy with the validation
set. Equations (5) and (6) describes how stochastic data duplication
is conducted. C corresponds to the confusion matrix. Cj ,k is the
number of misclassified audio segments where scene k was clas-
sified as scene j. Ek refers to the number of misclassified audio
segments for scene k. In (6), Ak, between 0 and 1, is the proportion
of data from scene k that is duplicated where K refers to the set of
audio scenes.
Ek =
∑
j
Cj ,k − Ck,k (6)
Ak =
Ek
∑
K
i
Ei
(7)
Strictly speaking in terms of validation accuracy, this approach
may not be appropriate because validation result itself is exploited.
Thus, the classification accuracy derived from the validation set was
described only for reference. However, from the perspective of the
actual DCASE 2017 challenge, the validation set is part of the de-
velopment set. Therefore, the evaluation result with stochastic data
duplication applied is valid.
2.4. Residual learning (System 4)
The number of hidden layers has always been a core hyper-
parameter in deep learning with a major effect on system perfor-
mance. A residual network was proposed in [5] to resolve this prob-
lem. As illustrated on the right side of Figure 3, the residual network
is composed of several residual blocks. Each residual block has an
identity mapping connection. In identity mapping [8], an input x is
directly mapped to the output, and F (x,W ) calculate the residual
only, where W is the weight matrix. Based on the identity map-
ping connection, the input can easily be identically mapped to the
output by making the weight matrix into zeros. Thus, as far as the
hardware supports it, higher performance is expected with deeper
networks because unneeded residual blocks are trained for identity
mappings.
y = F (x,W ) + x (8)
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Figure 2: Confusion matrices for all channels and folds.
Figure 3: Network architectures. Left: DNN of 5 fully-connected
hidden layers. Right: Residual network of 42 hidden layers (20
blocks + 2 fully-connected).
In [8], a different residual block composition was proposed
where the sequence of weight operation, batch normalization, and
then the activation function is replaced by a sequential implemen-
tation of batch normalization, activation function and then weight
summation. The new form, which is called full pre-activation, can
preserve clean information paths and gives a performance gain.
This technique is adopted for System 4 by changing the network
of System 3 to a 42-layer MLP.
2.5. Score-level ensemble
Audio segments from the DCASE 2017 challenge were provided at
a 44.1kHz sampling rate and 24-bit resolution, in stereo. In many
other studies, stereo audio is normally converted to mono audio by
averaging two channels at the sample-level before processing. How-
ever based on former studies for the DCASE 2016 challenge [9], all
systems in this study, including System 1 (baseline), extracted three
different channels from one audio segment: the left and right chan-
nels of the stereo audio segment and the converted mono. Then,
feature extraction and DNN classifier training were conducted se-
quentially for each channel. During the verification and evaluation
stage, we use the ensemble of the decision scores of the three inde-
pendent systems to make the final decision for an audio segment.
The results showed that a performance gain was achieved when
ensemble was conducted on networks of different channels. Table 1
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shows the classification accuracy of individual channels and when
ensemble of the three channels is used.
Table 1: Classification accuracy(%) of individual channels and
score-level ensemble network using the dual input feature model
(System 1).
Channel Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3 Fold 4 Average
converted 84.8 81.8 80.9 83.7 82.8
left 82.2 81.9 81.4 82.7 82.0
right 83.5 81.6 82.3 79.8 81.8
Ensemble 86.2 86.1 84.3 85.2 85.5
3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The systems were implemented with Theano [10], [11], which is
a Python library for deep learning. The open-source toolkit Kaldi
[12] was used to extract i-vectors.
3.1. Feature Configuration
40-dimensional mel-filterbank feature was extracted by using 25ms
windows with 10ms shift, following [13]. Linear discriminant anal-
ysis (LDA) [14] was used to reduce the dimension of mel-filterbank
features to 10. The total feature of a frame is the concatenation of
the mel-filterbank feature vectors of the frame and 22 frames before
and after the current frame and an i-vector of the segment.
A diagonal GMM with 1024 components is trained with 60-
dimensional mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, and a total vari-
ability matrix that can extract an i-vector of 200 dimensions was
trained for 10 iterations. A 450-dimensional mel-filterbank features
(10 × (22 + 1 + 22)) and a 200-dimensional i-vector were concate-
nated to form 650-dimensional input feature for the DNN classifier.
3.2. Network Configuration
For Systems 1 to 3, MLP has four hidden layers, each having 512
nodes. For System 4, the MLP has 42 hidden layers, each having
512 nodes with a residual connection for every two layers.
The L-2 weight decay [15] with a lambda of 10−4 is applied.
Dropout [16] was applied to all systems with 20% dropout at the
first hidden layer and 50% for the rest of the hidden layers except
for System 4. The exclusion of dropout for System 4 follows the
practices in [5], [8]. Batch normalization [17] and learning rate
decay following implementation in [18] were also utilized. α and β
in our balancing cost were set to 1000 and 100 respectively.
For a residual network, the first and last hidden layers are nor-
mal fully-connected layers without a residual connection. In ad-
dition, when full pre-activation is applied, the batch normalization
and activation functions should be excluded for the first layer in the
first residual block. This is to avoid duplicate application of the
batch normalization and activation function.
3.3. Results and Analysis
Table 2 presents the validation results for the four-fold cross valida-
tion of our submitted systems.
In System 2, the balancing cost reduced the classification accu-
racy by 0.5%p compared with System 1. However, the balancing
cost does not require pre-training with only mel-filterbank features.
Thus, it can reduce the complexity of the system.
Applying stochastic data duplication led to a recognizable per-
formance gain for all folds except fold 1. However, because the
results of the validation set is utilized, strictly speaking in the per-
spective of validation set, this may not be considered a fair exper-
iment. The performances of Systems 3 and 4 with validation set
are therefore presented for reference only. The actual performance
gain from stochastic data duplication in the evaluation is addressed
in Table 2.
Table 2: Classification accuracy(%) of 4-fold average on validation
set and evaluation set.
System # Validation set Evaluation set
System 1 85.5 67.0
System 2 85.1 66.2
System 3 95.5 67.3
System 4 95.9 70.6
• System 1: dual input feature
• System 2: dual input feature + balancing cost
• System 3: dual input feature + balancing cost +
stochastic data duplication
• System 4: dual input feature + balancing cost +
stochastic data duplication + residual network
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the latest DNN-based approaches was evaluated by ap-
plication to audio scene classification with proposed approaches ap-
plied. System 1(baseline), which used dual input features, showed
67.0% classification accuracy with the evaluation dataset, 6.0%p
higher than the classification accuracy of the DCASE baseline sys-
tem. Necessity of pre-training was resolved with balancing cost in
System 2. A technique for further training the DNN for frequently
misclassified classes was applied to System 3. System 4 which ap-
plied proposed approaches in Systems 1 through 3 and residual net-
work achieved a classification accuracy of 70.6%, showing that the
proposed approaches are valid.
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ABSTRACT
Neuroevolution techniques combine genetic algorithms with ar-
tificial neural networks, some of them evolving network topology
along with the network weights. One of these latter techniques is
the NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) algorithm.
For this pilot study we devised an extended variant (joint NEAT,
J-NEAT), introducing dynamic cooperative co-evolution, and ap-
plied it to sound event detection in real life audio (Task 3) in the
DCASE 2017 challenge. Our research question was whether small
networks could be evolved that would be able to compete with the
much larger networks now typical for classification and detection
tasks. We used the wavelet-based deep scattering transform and
k-means clustering across the resulting scales (not across samples)
to provide J-NEAT with a compact representation of the acoustic
input. The results show that for the development data set J-NEAT
was capable of evolving small networks that match the performance
of the baseline system in terms of the segment-based error metrics,
while exhibiting a substantially better event-related error rate. In
the challenge, J-NEAT took first place overall according to the F1
error metric with an F1 of 44.9% and achieved rank 15 out of 34 on
the ER error metric with a value of 0.891. We discuss the question
of evolving versus learning for supervised tasks.
Index Terms— Sound event detection, neuroevolution, NEAT,
deep scattering transform, wavelets, clustering, co-evolution
1. INTRODUCTION
Neuroevolution algorithms evolve artificial neural networks using
genetic algorithms (see [1] for an overview). They have been suc-
cessfully applied for finding the solution policy in intricate rein-
forcement tasks such as guiding a robot through a maze [2] or au-
tonomous computer game playing [3]. Almost exclusively these
tasks are simulated or situated in virtual environments, where envi-
ronmental information is accessible without being affected by noise.
Neuroevolution performance in real world tasks is unclear and many
real world equivalents of the simulated tasks might be even out of
reach due to the time consuming nature of artificial evolution. For
instance, for the scenario of a wheeled robot driving autonomously
through a physical maze, robots might not be available in large
enough numbers and/or take weeks to complete a single full evalu-
ation run. In this study we employ neuroevolution in an heretofore
unfamiliar task, sound event detection with noisy real-world data in
The research leading to this submission was funded by EPRSC grant
EP/N014111/1.
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Figure 1: Structure of the first network of the ensemble with the best
training performance on the full data set for the ‘people walking’
detector. Blue lines represent forward connections (light blue neg-
ative, dark blue positive weights), red/orange lines recurrent con-
nections (orange negative, red positive weights). The relative mag-
nitude of the weight is indicated by line width. Input nodes are
depicted in green, bias nodes in dark purple and the output node in
yellow. Each node has its identification number next to it and in
square brackets the layer to which it was assigned. There is also
a letter coding the activation function, where S = sigmoid, St = a
steeper sigmoid function used in NEAT, T = tanh, I = identity, R =
rectified linear, RL = leaky rectified linear and M = softmax.
the form of the DCASE 2017 challenge Task 3 (sound event detec-
tion in real life audio) dataset.
Neuroevolution can be applied for only evolving the weights of
neural networks or for evolving the topology and the weights to-
gether. The latter class of methods is known as TWEANNs, Topol-
ogy and Weight Evolving Artificial Neural Networks. There are
two major encoding approaches: In indirect coding the code refers
to rules on how to construct the network phenotype, in direct encod-
ing all neurons and synapses are explicitly specified in the genome.
In this study we used a variant of the NEAT algorithm (NeuroEvolu-
tion of Augmenting Topologies) [4, 5], which uses direct encoding.
NEAT starts with a minimal network consisting of input, bias and
output nodes and then grows the networks using crossover (mating)
and mutations. It protects evolving, more complex networks that
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Figure 2: Structure of the second network of the ensemble with
the best training performance on the full data set for the ‘people
walking’ detector. See the caption of Figure 1 for the legend.
are likely to have lower fitness at the beginning through speciation:
Individual networks are categorised into species at each generation
based on their similarity and subsequently have to compete only
with other networks within their own species.
A variant of NEAT, Learning-NEAT [6], has been used in clas-
sification of small data sets (e.g. Fisher’s Iris flower dataset). L-
NEAT’s hybrid training scheme combines learning with evolution
by incorporating backpropagation into NEAT. For the two tested
datasets good performance was reported. However, the research
appears to have not not been followed up upon. Another variant,
termed Layered NEAT, closer to the original NEAT, was used for
shale lithofacies prediction in geology [7] with good results.
The current study makes makes three major contributions: The
application of neuroevolution to sound event detection, a novel way
of feature extraction (though based on established procedures, the
deep scattering transform and k-means clustering) and a unique ex-
tension of the NEAT algorithm introducing dynamic cooperative co-
evolution (for use of co-evolution in other neuroevolution methods
see e.g. [8] or [9]). The latter two contributions are to a large part
a consequence of the need to adapt the neuroevolution procedure
to the new task. In fact, the straightforward formulation of an of-
fline detection and classification task had also to be revised: Instead
of considering the entire input data set (or at least substantial parts
of it as in the mini-batch procedure in deep learning), our starting
concept included a sample-by-sample step-wise evaluation within
each generation, with the fittest individuals (producing the least er-
rors) progressing the farthest and the evaluation of unfit networks
stopped early. For practical reasons, the step-wise procedure had to
be later parallelised and the number of steps reduced and fixed in
order to take advantage of the speed of matrix computations over
loop executions in our implementation language of choice Matlab
(The MathWorks, Inc).
2. METHOD
2.1. Feature extraction
Most current neuroevolution algorithms can evolve only small net-
works within a reasonable time frame compared to even moderately
sized current classification networks with a single hidden layer let
alone deep neural networks. This is certainly true for the NEAT
algorithm (but see HyperNeat [10, 11] for an approach to funda-
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Figure 3: Structure of the third network of the ensemble with the
best training performance on the full data set for the ‘people walk-
ing’ detector. See the caption of Figure 1 for the legend.
mentally change this limitation). For classification and detection
tasks this entails that a compact feature representation is required
even on the expense of losing detail information. Due to the com-
putationally intense procedure of evaluating hundreds of individ-
ual networks over hundreds of generations the temporal resolution
of the acoustic input has also to be kept relatively low, at least so
long as standard desktop computers are used. The combined re-
quirements call for a representation that preserves high-frequency
properties of the data despite averaging over time and reduces the
parameters to a small number of components characteristic for the
data. The wavelet-based deep scattering transform [12, 13] fulfils
the first constraint. It computes in a cascade multiple orders of co-
efficients that are locally translation invariant. The second order
coefficients preserve transient phenomena such as the amount of
attack despite averaging over larger window sizes. The deep scat-
tering transform results, however, in a large number of coefficients
for each time slice, e.g., in our case with audio default settings and
a window size of 0.372 s in 520 coefficients. To reduce the number
of components we applied k-means clustering. In the clustering,
the dimensions were switched: The observations (samples) were
treated as input variables for the clustering, while the dimensions
(scattering coefficients for the different scales) were treated as ob-
servations on these variables. The resulting k by n matrix (with n
being the number of samples) of the cluster centroids constitutes a
low-dimensional representation of the data consisting of the major
modes of the scattering scale contributions.
The deep scattering transform was computed using the ScatNet
toolbox [14] for Matlab, progressing file by file through the raw
audio files of the development data set, using the first channel of
the stereo files. We used a window size of 142 samples and kept
all other parameters at the default values recommended by the cre-
ators for audio signals [15] (two orders, q1 = 8 and q2 = 1). We
re-normalised and log-transformed the coefficients using the rou-
tines provided by the toolbox and then concatenated all training
data for the clustering. In the clustering, we set k to 17 and used the
squared Euclidean distance as distance measure (keep in mind that
distances were computed on the original observations, i.e. samples).
We re-normalised the resulting matrix containing the centroids by
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subtracting the mean and dividing it by its standard deviation - sep-
arately for each component. We also calculated the channel differ-
ences from the raw spectral information to become the 18th input
component: The spectrum was computed with the same temporal
resolution as the deep scattering transform using the rastamat tool-
box [16]. For each of the 8193 spectral components the difference
between the two channels was calculated and then averaged to ar-
rive at a single number characterising the channel differences.
Since our target resolution was 1 Hz (matched to the DCASE
challenge’s segment length), we re-sampled the combined input
data with Matlab’s resample function.
2.2. J-NEAT - a novel coperative co-evolution extension of the
NEAT algorithm
For the event classification and detection task we devised a mod-
ified version of the NeuroEvolution and Augmenting Topology
(NEAT) algorithm [4, 5]. The modifications can be divided into
two classes:
• Modifications that adapted aspects of the original NEAT algo-
rithm within its general paradigm;
• Modification that extended NEAT and changed its nature.
In the first class fall many changes that were undertaken to stabilise
essential hyper-parameters, i.e., make them independent from each
other and from the input value range, as well as providing more
control over the rate of evolutionary weight increase and decrease.
Due to space limitations we cannot describe them here in detail and
focus on the more crucial second class, modifications that changed
some of the core mechanisms of NEAT and transformed it into a
new algorithm which we named J-NEAT for Joint Neuro-Evolution
of Augmenting Topologies.
1. New nodes added by the mutation process do not intersect
existing connections (synapses). If a new node is added, it
is not constraint by the current synapses of the network, but
established independently with two new synapses connect-
ing it to existing nodes (or a single synapse if it is a new bias
node). Additionally, new synapses between existing nodes
are added in the mutation process.
2. The number of offspring for each crossover pair is not fixed
to a single individual, but made dependent on the combined
fitness of the two parent individuals. Higher relative fitness
leads to a higher number of offspring in accordance with
principles from biological evolution.
3. Contrary to standard NEAT, synapses and nodes can also be
removed in the mutation process.
4. While in NEAT the activation function is fixed, we subject
the choice for each node to the evolutionary process (ex-
cept for the output nodes). During mutation a new activa-
tion function is selected from a pre-defined set (including
sigmoid, RLU, leaky RLU, softmax, identity and tanh). This
applies to both new nodes and existing nodes. The latter in
the form of activation function mutations, albeit occurring
only with a relatively low probability.
5. Following [7], we determine network layers by the longest
path of forward connections to reach a node - not only be-
cause it enables analysing the network structure, but also
because in our implementation it is required in order to be
able to distinguish forward from recurrent synapses. The
additional computational effort is reduced by only partially
determining layer assignments (that is, only for the af-
fected nodes) when a new node or synapse is added and re-
analysing the full network only when necessary, e.g., when a
node or a synapse is removed. We designed a fast recursive
algorithm for this task.
6. We included standard recurrence. Wang et al. [7] showed
that the recurrence calculation in the standard implementa-
tion of NEAT is not correctly working, revisiting nodes sev-
eral times, leading to higher computational costs and incor-
rect output values. Unfortunately, their suggested alterna-
tive implementation solves only the revisiting problem, but
does not realise recurrence in the standard way. It only cre-
ates a looped calculation of the current node states, which
might be helpful in itself, but differs from recurrence in the
typical definition, which requires the previous states (output
from the previous evaluation step) to be considered. In our
approach synapses that connect nodes of the same layer or
connect from a higher to a lower layer are defined as recur-
rent and work with the previous states of the source nodes.
Layer-wise the impact of the recursive nodes is computed
first and then the impact of the forward nodes before finally
the activation functions are applied.
7. To break the complex classification problem into smaller
partial problems, we introduced cooperative co-evolution.
Several populations exist concurrently and evolve simulta-
neously, coupled loosely through cooperation: Each of them
gets a part of the input at each sample point, but the individu-
als from the populations solve the overall task by cooperating
across population boundaries. In our set-up, there are three
populations and they receive each a third of the input, that
is, initially randomly chosen 6 values per sample out of the
18 components we obtained in the feature extraction. After
determining the output for the current sample, ensembles are
created based on their present energy (see below): triplets
consisting of one selected individual from each population.
The output of each individual network is considered as the
probability that the target event was detected and is treated
as a confidence value. Is is averaged within ensemble, but
with higher confidence values (closer to 1 or 0) boosted by:
w˜k = 1− 4 pk (1− pk), (1)
p˜k = (pk − 0.5) w˜k, (2)
po =
1
N
N∑
i=1
p˜i
1
N
N∑
i=1
w˜i
+ 0.5, (3)
where pk is the estimate of ensemble member k (from popu-
lation k),N the number of ensemble members (populations),
w˜ the boosting factor, p˜ the adjusted estimate and po the av-
eraged adjusted final output. This allows individual mem-
bers of the ensemble with high confidence to override the
influence of the others if these are weighing in for the op-
posite decision but are not too far from the 0.5 chance level
border. Based on whether the result is a true positive, true
negative, false positive or false negative rewards and penal-
ties are given equally to all members of the ensemble and
then converted into an energy measure. Ensembles are dis-
solved and reformed at the next evaluation sample and, thus,
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also not carried over to the next generation. However, the
individual members keep their acquired energy.
We used three populations with each 400 individuals. For each
sound event class a separate neuroevolution run was conducted, i.e.,
all networks had always only one output node. Each run started with
all individuals possessing a minimal, fully forward-connected net-
work, consisting of six input nodes, one bias node and one output
node with randomly assigned weights (drawn from a standard uni-
form distribution). The activation function of the output node was
set to the sigmoid function. For implementation reasons input nodes
possess an activation function, too. In the beginning we set them to
the identity function, but in test runs the evolutionary process often
replaced them by the hyperbolic tangent function in successful net-
works. We therefore decided to make tanh the default start input
activation function.
In each generation and each evaluation step we evaluated 250
randomly selected samples simultaneously. Their selection indices
were determined by drawing in each generation consecutive dis-
tance values from a normal distribution with mean 20 and standard
deviation 1.79 and accumulating them (e.g., values 18, 26 and 15
resulting in the selection of the 18th, 44th and 59th sample). Each
evaluation step progressed then by one sample, keeping all the dis-
tances intact. Forty-four steps were taken per generation, which
meant that each sample point was on average evaluated 2.6 times.
A complete run for a single class consisted of 500 generation. The
best fitness value achieved over the course of the 500 generations
was stored and the ensemble which accomplished it taken as the fi-
nal classifier network. The results were aggregated over classes and
folds and the final evaluation conducted using the Python routine
provided by the DCASE 2017 Task 3 organisers [17].
For comparison, we also ran J-NEAT with no co-evolution, em-
ploying only a single population and each network receiving the
entire input per sample. Finally, to gauge the impact of the feature
extraction method and create a minimal node-size classifier using
learning, we also applied a simple single-layer feed-forward net-
work with no hidden nodes. The learning rate was set to 0.2. No
regularisation techniques were used.
3. RESULTS
Figure 1 to 3 show as an example the three networks that formed the
ensemble with the best training performance on the full develop-
ment data set for the ‘people walking’ detector. Table 1 summarises
the performance results across the four-fold validation and Table 2
shows the results from the challenge evaluation [18].
Table 1: Performance on the development test data set showing both
segment- and event-based evaluation results.
Method Seg. ER Seg. F1 Ev. ER Ev. F1
Baseline 0.72 51.40 3.30 6.74
J-NEAT ensemble 0.73 49.24 1.46 6.46
J-NEAT plain 0.72 50.55 1.37 5.66
Single-layer FFN 0.69 56.47 1.40 5.85
4. DISCUSSION
One could question the wisdom of using neuroevolution for tasks
that are in principle solvable with supervised learning, presenting
Table 2: Challenge evaluation.
Segment-based value Rank
Method ER F1 ER F1
DCASE Baseline 0.936 42.8 19 8
J-NEAT ensemble 0.898 44.9 15 1
J-NEAT plain 0.891 41.6 14 12
Single-layer FFN 1.014 43.8 28 3
no obstacles for backpropagation of the error through the network.
Our interest in neuroevolution stems from the desire to develop par-
simonious neural network-based detectors and classifiers, consist-
ing ideally only of a few nodes. These small systems could be used
in, for instance, autonomous micro-robots such as insect-like air-
born robots. A powerful all-purpose (hard-coded) feature extracting
system might be available, but the detectors and classifiers would
need to be of minimal size: In real-world navigation and other task
solving a large number of them would be required, but the num-
ber of available neurons would be very limited. Neuroevolution us-
ing TWEANNs offers the potential to find small network solutions
without a human experimenter having to specify network size and
topology.
The results using the development data set demonstrated that
neuroevolution techniques can evolve small networks able to com-
pete with the much bigger network of the baseline. Here they were,
however, still outperformed by a minimal human-designed learning
network. The picture changes when taking the challenge results into
account. On these previously unseen data – never touched upon in
the system development – abstraction and regularisation shortcom-
ings become evident. The two J-NEAT systems performed approx-
imately equally according to the ER metric. Both were above aver-
age of all 34 submitted systems and substantially outperformed our
learning simple single-layer network. When looking at the comple-
mentary F1 metric the ensemble-based J-NEAT system clearly got
the upper hand over the plain J-NEAT system and indeed performed
better than all other submitted systems.
With caution this can interpreted as evidence for the ability of
ensemble-based J-NEAT classifiers to tune in on specific charac-
teristics of some but not all of the involved audio event classes and
avoid to a certain degree interference from overlapping sound events
in this difficult polyphonic task of the DCASE 2017 challenge. The
challenge results certainly establish J-NEAT as a serious alternative
to the DNN approaches, which dominated not just this challenge,
but by now reign over most of machine learning.
Future work will investigate task dependency problems more
closely. For static co-evolution it is advantageous for the subordi-
nate tasks to be as independent as possible [19]. If the input is split
to form subtasks as in our classification and detection system, in-
dependence is not likely. However, in our system ensemble assign-
ments change dynamically at each evaluation step. It is therefore
unclear whether greater independence would improve the results.
We will also explore alternatives to the current approach, for in-
stance by providing all populations with the full input, but still using
cooperative co-evolution in the form of dynamic cross-population
ensembles. A specialisation of individual networks on parts of the
input will then be left to evolution as well. Another alternative will
be to enable symbiotic relationships between networks of different
populations through synapses connecting networks across the pop-
ulation barrier.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes our method submitted to large-scale weakly
supervised sound event detection for smart cars in the DCASEChal-
lenge 2017. It is based on two deep neural network methods sug-
gested for music auto-tagging. One is training sample-level Deep
Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) using raw waveforms as
a feature extractor. The other is aggregating features on multi-
scaled models of the DCNNs and making final predictions from
them. With this approach, we achieved the best results, 47.3% in
F-score on subtask A (audio tagging) and 0.75 in error rate on sub-
task B (sound event detection) in the evaluation. These results show
that the waveform-based models can be comparable to spectrogram-
based models when compared to other DCASE Task 4 submissions.
Finally, we visualize hierarchically learned filters from the chal-
lenge dataset in each layer of the waveform-based model to explain
how they discriminate the events.
Index Terms— Sound event detection, audio tagging, weakly
supervised learning, multi-scale features, sample-level, convolu-
tional neural networks, raw waveforms
1. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the sounds of everyday life has received great at-
tention in recent years due to its practical applications such as the
hearing impaired, smart cars and smart appliances [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
Among others, Sound Event Detection (SED) is a particularly chal-
lenging task because it predicts not only possible descriptive words
of environment sounds but also their start and end times. Most
SED systems are based on hard annotated data where both event
classes and their timestamps are present [4, 6, 7, 8, 9]. However, it
is time-consuming and expensive to construct a large dataset with
such labels and so this has limited the use of highly data-driven
learning algorithms such as deep neural networks. To take account
of this problem, Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes
and Events (DCASE) Challenge 2017 has opened a new task [5]:
Large-scale weakly supervised sound event detection for smart cars
where subtask A is audio tagging and subtask B is sound event de-
tection. Especially for subtask B, the objective is to construct novel
SED system based on a dataset without timestamps.
Recent deep learning based SED systems that use timestamps
information can be divided into two approaches. One is using the
sequence information to predict the order of the timestamps, for
example, using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [6, 7]. The other
is dividing an audio clip into the same length of small segments (e.g.
1 second long) and using the segments as input for the models, for
example, using Deep Neural Networks (DNN) [4] or Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) [9]. This segmentation-based approach
does not use sequence information, but it can capture local audio
characteristics well [4, 9]. The effectiveness was shown in many
audio tagging tasks [2, 10, 11, 12]. The main difference is that
segments in the SED systems have their own labels depending on
the presence of events at the moment whereas those in audio tagging
systems are annotated with the same labels as long as they are from
the same audio file.
For the weakly supervised SED task, we mix the two settings.
That is, in training phase, we use the same labels for all segments
within an audio file whereas, in test phase, we regard the outputs for
segments as separate event predictions. With this setting, we can
apply some of the methods developed primarily for audio tagging
to the weakly supervised SED task. In the following sections, we
describe the methods and show that the approach is effective in our
target task.
2. PROPOSED METHOD
2.1. Combination of Multi-Scale Features
Event sounds have different timbre patterns in terms of feature hi-
erarchy and time-scales [13, 11]. For example, bicycle and motor-
cycle sounds are generated as a repetition of specific sound sources.
They tend to be local and repetitive within an audio clip. On the
other hand, car and train sounds are more sustained or ambient.
They are relatively more global and require longer audio segments
to discriminate them. We previously addressed the issue by using
multiple CNNs, each of which covers different time scales [11, 14].
The proposed method is performed in three steps: feature learn-
ing by multiple CNNs, feature aggregation, and final classification.
The CNNs are trained with the sound labels, taking different input
sizes to capture both local and global characteristics of the sounds.
We then use these trained networks as a feature extractor. Since
these feature extractors are trained with different input sizes, these
can capture different audio characteristics. After the features are
extracted, we summarize them for the given task-specific format.
For example, for the audio tagging task, we summarize segment-
level features to audio-clip-level by averaging the whole segment
features. For the SED task, segment-level features are averaged ev-
ery second. Lastly, the final prediction is performed using a fully-
connected neural network for each subtask.
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Figure 1: Feature aggregation method for subtask A of Task 4 (au-
dio tagging). The features of models with different input sizes are
concatenated.
2.2. Sample-level Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
Using raw audio as input allows the network to learn very low-level
features. Generally, in audio classification tasks, raw waveforms are
converted to a time-frequency representation before used as input to
the system. However, in this preprocessing stage, short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) parameters, such as hop size or window size, are
often ignored in parameter optimization even though optimal pa-
rameters for each sound class may vary [15, 16]. To take account of
this and also to avoid exhausting parameter search, we used the pre-
viously proposed network as a feature extractor which learns from
raw waveforms with very small sample-level filters [14].
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Datasets
The DCASE Challenge 2017 Task4 uses a subset of AudioSet [2].
This subset consists of 17 sound events and the classes are unbal-
anced and multi-labeled. The task setup comes with training, test-
ing and evaluation set. The split includes 51172, 488, and 1103
audio clips, respectively. Because the evaluation set is saved for the
challenge evaluation, we split the training set by randomly selecting
10% of audio clips for each class and using them as a validation set.
Since the audio clips are multi-labeled, we in fact selected more
than 10% audio clips per class. As a result, the sub-training set
consists of 45313 clips and the validation set contains 5859 clips.
3.2. CNN Models
We followed CNN model configuration and training settings in our
previous work [15]. For example, all audio clips are segmented ac-
cording to the network input size and each segment is used as a sin-
gle sample for training with its corresponding event labels. We used
a total of eight CNN models with different lengths of waveforms
as inputs from 372ms, 557ms, 627ms, 743ms, 893ms, 1486ms,
2678ms and up to 3543ms. After the networks are trained, they
can directly predict the results of subtask A and subtask B. This is
termed as Sample level Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (SD-
CNN) in our experiment.
The difference from the previous work is that the audio sam-
pling rate increased by a factor of 2 (i.e. 44100 Hz) and the model
Figure 2: Feature aggregation method for subtask B of Task 4
(sound event detection). The features of models with different input
sizes are concatenated.
size is expanded accordingly (11 to 16 convolution layers and 128 to
512 filters). Also, since we measure detection performance rather
than ranking, we predicted the presence of tags with a threshold
value. In the SDCNN model, we used 0.1 for the tagging task and
0.5 for the SED task.
3.3. Feature Aggregation and Final Classification
We also used the trained CNN models as a feature extractor instead
of using their prediction results, following the multi-level and multi-
scale feature aggregation approach [11]. By multi-level features, we
mean to use top three hidden layers in the sample-level CNN mod-
els. The purpose of using multi-level features is considering various
abstraction levels of the sound tags. Although the tag descriptions
are limited to smart cars and so the diversity in feature hierarchy is
not strong, we put the multi-level concatenation in our experiment.
For the tagging task, the features of all segments are averaged
into a single feature vector for each model as shown in Figure 1.
We then combined multi-scaled features and fed them into a fully
connected layer for final decision. For the SED task, we summa-
rized the features every second as depicted in Figure 2. If the input
length of the CNN model is less than one second, we computed the
number of segments by dividing one second by the input size and
rounding it up, and overlapped adjacent segments such that all seg-
ments fit within one second. We then averaged the features from
segments as a single vector. If the input length exceeds one second,
we extracted a single feature only. We then move the model by one
second for next event detection. Finally, we fed the features into a
fully connected layer to make a final decision for each period. We
term this setup as Multi-Level Multi-Scale (MLMS) model. In all
MLMS models, we used a threshold of 0.2 for tagging predictions
and 0.5 to SED predictions to make a final decision.
3.4. List of Submissions
Based on the experimental setup above, we submitted four settings
of models or DCASE Challenge 2017 Task 4 (Large-scale weakly
supervised sound event detection for smart cars) as follows:
• SDCNN: Sample-level Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
that takes 893ms of audio as input. This is one of the models
used as a feature extractor for the rest submissions.
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Table 1: The class-wise performance of submitted systems and their comparisons on the development set. In the middle section, we show the
results with multi-level only (termed as ML) to observe the sensitivity of tag prediction to different input sizes (the numbers after ML). When
the performance of a tag has a trend according to the input size, we highlighted the tag and the value of the optimal input size.
Subtask A
F-score
SDCNN893 ML372 ML557 ML627 ML743 ML893 ML1486 ML2678 ML3543 MLMS5 MLMS3 MLMS8
Train horn 48.7 22.8 32.4 36.8 26.3 28.5 33.3 36.8 27.0 47.6 41.0 41.0
Air horn, truck horn 43.9 27.7 27.7 27.8 31.5 35.9 22.8 17.1 37.8 35.0 36.8 41.0
Car alarm 27.7 0.0 6.4 0.0 6.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.4 0.0 0.0
Reversing beeps 40.0 6.5 18.1 12.5 23.5 28.6 28.6 18.2 12.5 18.1 33.3 18.2
Ambulance (siren) 40.0 21.6 24.4 40.9 29.2 34.1 15.8 21.6 10.8 50.9 27.9 36.4
Police car (siren) 44.6 38.6 43.6 43.2 44.4 46.3 41.3 44.9 47.1 42.9 46.6 43.9
Fire engine, fire truck (siren) 40.8 43.5 43.4 42.0 44.0 42.4 44.9 42.8 46.9 46.8 40.4 42.2
Civil defense siren 67.4 78.8 77.1 76.7 80.0 77.7 77.6 74.6 72.7 77.8 73.2 76.7
Screaming 52.6 40.9 41.6 47.8 48.9 50.0 48.9 36.7 44.9 53.1 39.1 48.0
Bicycle 42.5 58.1 58.0 52.3 55.1 48.5 56.1 55.7 44.8 53.1 45.6 61.0
Skateboard 71.4 71.1 70.0 72.4 75.0 80.0 72.4 73.3 71.2 77.2 73.7 71.4
Car 23.1 30.7 30.3 32.3 30.7 32.9 32.1 33.5 31.8 32.8 33.8 35.0
Car passing by 19.0 5.7 4.9 12.7 14.6 13.6 23.2 12.8 23.5 13.0 10.0 16.6
Bus 29.6 26.1 37.0 38.2 33.3 37.0 31.7 34.5 32.5 34.6 30.0 33.3
Truck 32.9 42.8 40.7 41.1 42.9 41.1 41.8 44.5 43.9 43.0 42.7 40.4
Motorcycle 53.8 61.0 54.2 52.8 52.6 46.6 49.1 54.5 46.1 53.3 46.4 57.6
Train 61.2 58.4 62.2 64.4 62.9 64.4 65.2 63.7 62.5 67.3 68.8 68.1
Subtask B
ER
Train horn 0.85 0.90 0.93 0.90 0.92 0.85 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.84 0.91 0.87
Air horn, truck horn 0.82 0.86 0.91 0.86 0.90 0.81 0.93 0.88 0.92 0.82 0.89 0.85
Car alarm 0.97 0.94 0.97 0.98 0.96 0.97 0.92 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.95
Reversing beeps 0.91 0.98 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.91 0.94 0.88
Ambulance (siren) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Police car (siren) 1.12 1.14 1.09 1.16 1.15 1.04 1.23 1.16 1.13 1.15 1.11 1.09
Fire engine, fire truck (siren) 0.98 0.95 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.01 0.99 0.97
Civil defense siren 0.58 0.60 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.58 0.63 0.62 0.64 0.62 0.59 0.59
Screaming 0.93 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.91 0.94 0.94 0.98 0.92 0.91 0.91
Bicycle 0.87 0.87 0.90 0.86 0.85 0.91 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.90 0.88 0.91
Skateboard 0.80 0.78 0.80 0.75 0.78 0.80 0.81 0.83 0.81 0.73 0.79 0.72
Car 3.32 3.29 3.66 2.83 3.42 3.03 3.62 3.29 2.82 3.00 3.00 2.85
Car passing by 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Bus 1.03 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.02 0.99 1.03 1.01 0.98
Truck 0.96 0.90 0.97 0.95 0.97 0.92 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.92 0.98 0.95
Motorcycle 0.92 0.90 0.97 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.99 0.91 0.96 0.95 0.91 0.93
Train 0.93 0.92 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.90 0.89 0.94 0.93 0.92
• MLMS5: Multi-Level and Multi-Scale features extracted from
models taking 372ms, 557ms, 627ms, 743ms and 893ms as
input.
• MLMS3: Multi-Level and Multi-Scale features extracted from
models taking 1486ms, 2678ms, and 3543ms as input.
• MLMS8: Multi-Level and Multi-Scale features extracted from
models taking 372ms, 557ms, 627ms, 743ms, 893ms, 1486ms,
2678ms, 3543ms as input.
Details about the models can be found in our DCASE submis-
sion webpage link1.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Evaluation on the Development set
We report the performance of the proposed method in Table 2 (tag-
ging) and Table 3 (SED). From the results, we can find that the
feature aggregation and final classification stage improve perfor-
mance compared to the direct result of SDCNN. Also, as the num-
ber of model combinations increases, the performance is generally
improved as well.
1https://github.com/jongpillee/dcase2017submission
Table 2: Instance-based results of submitted systems for subtask A
of Task 4 (audio tagging)
Development set Evaluation set
F-score Prec. Rec. F-score Prec. Rec.
SDCNN 37.8% 26.7% 64.8% 40.3% 31.3% 56.7%
MLMS5 44.3% 38.8% 51.7% 47.3% 48.0% 46.6%
MLMS3 42.2% 39.0% 45.9% 47.2% 49.6% 45.0%
MLMS8 43.8% 39.2% 49.5% 47.1% 48.5% 45.9%
Table 3: Instance-based results of submitted systems for subtask B
of Task 4 (sound event detection)
Development set Evaluation set
ER F-score ER F-score
SDCNN 0.88 28.1% 0.82 39.4%
MLMS5 0.86 30.7% 0.78 42.6%
MLMS3 0.86 31.2% 0.78 44.2%
MLMS8 0.84 34.2% 0.75 47.1%
We report class-wise performance as well on Table 1. From
the class-wise tagging results, we can find the sensitivity of tags to
different time scales. For example, tags such as Reversing beeps,
Ambulance (siren), Screaming, Civil defense siren and Skateboard
are optimal around one second. On the other hand, Bicycle andMo-
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Figure 3: Spectrum of the filters in the sample-level convolution layers which are sorted by the frequency at the peak magnitude. The x-axis
represents the index of the filters and the y-axis represents the frequency. The visualization was performed using a gradient ascent method to
obtain the input waveform that maximizes the activation of a filter in the layers [15].
Figure 4: Visualization of aggregated features with Train tags and
Motorcycle tags using t-SNE in the training set. Each dot corre-
sponds to one audio clip. The green dots indicate those belonging
to the tag denoted in the left side. ML372 indicates the model with
multi-level features and 372ms as input.
torcycle favor shorter seconds, and Police car (siren), Car passing
by, Bus and Train prefer longer seconds. These trends can also be
observed in Figure 4 where we displayed 2-D embedding space of
aggregated features in the ML models using t-Distributed Stochas-
tic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE). We can see that audio clips with
Train tags are more closely clustered in ML3543 whereas those
with Motorcycle tags are more in ML372. This may explain why
combining multi-scale features improves the performance. Also,
in Table 1, we can find that SCDNN shows good results in class-
wise performance. Especially when the sound is alarming ones,
for example, Car alarm, Reversing beeps, Ambulance (siren) and
Police car (siren). However, the MLMS models achieve better per-
formance on instance-based metrics as shown in Table 2 and 3. This
is probably because about half of the dataset have car tags and the
MLMS models tend to improve the performance for those with the
car tags significantly.
4.2. Comparison with other submissions in DCASE 2017
Nine teams submitted their algorithms to subtask A and seven teams
to subtask B in the DCASE2017 Task 4. Our team was ranked at
the 5th for subtask A and at the 3rd for subtask B. Most submit-
ted algorithms used mel-scaled spectrogram as input and CNN as a
classifier. These results show that our model using raw waveform
as input can be comparable those using spectrogram.
4.3. Filter Visualization of SDCNN
We visualize learned filters on each layer in the sample-level CNN.
Figure 3 shows the filers obtained from a gradient ascent method
[15] and sorted with the frequency at the peak magnitude. We can
observe that they are sensitive to more log-scaled in frequency as
the layer goes up. Compared to the learned filters from music audio
3, these filters tend to have more low-frequency concentration and
less complex patterns.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented sample-level DCNN models using raw
waveforms and multi-scale feature aggregation method developed
for the DCASE Challenge 2017. We showed that our proposed
method is comparable to CNN-based models using spectrogram
as input. Class-wise performance and feature visualization indi-
cate that audio clips with different tags are optimal in different time
scales. Combining the multi-scaled features improves overall per-
formance. We also visualized hierarchically learned filters in the
sample-level CNN. They showed the spectral patterns are adapted
to the characteristic of the acoustic scene sounds.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose to use an ensemble of convolutional
neural networks to detect audio events in the automotive environ-
ment. Each of the networks is based on various lengths of analysis
windows for multiple input scaling. Experiments showed that the
structures with tagging different scales are complementary to each
other on, i) detecting and ii) localizing sound events, therefore, an
effective ensemble results in performance improvements for both
tasks. The proposed model, an ensemble of the structures, achieved
0.4762 in the event-based F1-score and 0.7167 in the segment-based
error rate on DCASE 2017 in development set. And it achieved
0.536 in the event-based F1-score and 0.66 in the segment-based
error rate in evaluation set. Our model accomplished the 2nd place
on audio tagging and the 1st place on sound event detection.
Index Terms— DCASE 2017, Weakly-supervised learning,
Convolutional neural networks, Sound event detection
1. INTRODUCTION
Sound event detection (SED) aims to find sound objects and events
from the audio content. SED has been studied in the contexts of var-
ious applications including acoustic scene analysis [1, 2], surveil-
lance [3, 4, 5], health-care monitoring [6], and multimedia analysis
[7, 8]. One of the applications is the SED for assisting car drivers
which aims to help a driver to acknowledge the surroundings using
audio content analysis.
Human drivers use cognitive abilities to recognize the surround-
ings such as the location and movements of nearby objects, e.g., cars
and pedestrians. Obviously, a temporary decline in cognitive abili-
ties reduces driving performance and increases the risk of accidents
[9]. Object detection systems have been intensively studied over
the years as an assistant system for human drivers. Especially, vi-
sual object detection systems have made significant improvements
and deployed to the real system. However, visual sensors-based
systems are heavily affected by the environmental condition such
as lighting, shadows, and reflections, which limits the reliability of
the system, therefore motivates using SED for the safer driving.
‘Conventional’ machine learning techniques have been pro-
posed, e.g., using Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and
non-negative matrix factorization-based features [10, 11, 12, 13].
Recently, deep learning-based methods such as recurrent neural net-
works (RNNs) [14] and convolutional neural networks (ConvNets)
[15, 16] have been proposed. ConvNets showed the promising re-
sults in a number of computer vision tasks and have been actively
adopted for audio content analysis such as SED [16] and music re-
lated tasks [17, 18].
An effective use of ConvNets on audio signal requires the spe-
cialized designs and domain-specific procedures. One of the design
choices is the resolution/length of the audio input. Choosing the op-
timal size of audio input is usually task-specific and, to some extent,
arbitrary. For example, a relatively long window (29-second) was
used for music [19]. On the other hand, small window turned out to
be more suitable for instrument identification [20]. SED also used
a small length of window (below 100ms) as the optimal input size
[14, 21]. A comprehensive approach is to use a multi-scale input
and allows the network to learn to extract relevant information from
inputs with various scale selectively [22, 23].
In this paper, we propose a sound event detection system that
can recognize strong-labeled sound event from weakly-labeled data.
This is a technical paper regarding out submission to the detection
and classification of acoustic scene and events (DCASE) 2017 [24],
large-scale weakly supervised sound event detection for smart cars
which aims to simulate the SED problem in the real automotive en-
vironment by detecting 17 sound event categories including warn-
ing and vehicle sounds. Section 2 describes the proposed SED sys-
tem. Section 4 shows and discusses the experiment results based on
the results on the provided test set. Finally, Section 4 summarizes
the final results of the competition.
2. PROPOSED SYSTEM
2.1. DCASE 2017 Dataset
The dataset of DCASE 2017 is a subset of AudioSet [25] that con-
tains 17 warning and vehicle sounds that are related to the automo-
tive environment. The dataset is divided into a training set and a test
set, each with 51,172 and 488 audio clips. Each data sample may
correspond to more than one sound event, and a binary decision is
made for each class, i.e., the task is a multi-label classification prob-
lem. The audio signal is mono-channel and sampled at 44,100 Hz
with a maximum duration of 10 seconds. The development set has
only weak labels, i.e., only the presence of a given sound event is
labeled without the exact time stamps while the test set is strongly
labeled with both the categories of the existing sound events and
their timestamps. There is a heavy class imbalance in the data set.
The numbers of positive labels of the classes are between 180 and
25,077 and summarized in Fig. 1.
2.2. Audio Preprocessing
The amplitudes of the audio signal are normalized to the full-range.
There are 10,785 signals that are shorter than 10-second, and they
are zero-padded to equalize the length. 14 signals are excluded from
the training set since they contain nothing. For separated-model, the
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Figure 1: The class distribution in SED development set
waveform is segmented by 44,100 frames (1-second). It is chosen
because 1-second is presumably long enough to contain a complete
single sound event. The signal is converted into Mel-spectrogram
with 2,048 FFT points (46 ms), 128 mel-bins, then its magnitudes
are logarithmically mapped, i.e., X → log 10X . To simplify net-
work design, we use the hop size of 431 and 460 for the global-input
model and the separated-input model, respectively.
2.3. Background Noise Removal
An additional step in the audio preprocessing is performed to re-
move the background noise and enhance the target sound event in
the Mel-spectrogram. For each Mel-spectrogram, the 128 median
values are computed along the time axis and subtracted from it. It is
known to have the effect of eliminating low-frequency background
drift in continuous signals [26].
2.4. Network Architecture
The proposed system uses multiple models to predict audio events
in a short-time segment. There are two networks: global-input
model and separated-input model. It depends on whether the model
uses the entire or a segmented audio clip. The system outline is
illustrated in Fig. 2.
2.4.1. The global-input model
The details of the global-input model structure are illustrated in
Fig. 3. It uses a 10-second waveform as input. It then converted
to Mel-spectrogram with the shape of (1, 128, 1024) which corre-
spond to the numbers of channels, mel-bins, and the frame. We use
the homogeneous 2D (3 × 3) convolutional filters with the same
number of feature map, 64, to form a fully convolutional network
structure, which is similar to [19]. The double conv block and the
max-pooling layer alternates, learning features while reducing the
sizes of the feature maps. The double conv block is a stack of two
sets of a convolution layers, batch normalization, and a ReLU (rec-
tified linear unit) activation function. The global average pooling
layer follows after the last convolution block. The output layer is a
densely-connected layer with the sigmoid activation function since
it is a multi-class classification problem. The position of batch nor-
malization follows the recent study in [27]. The weights are initial-
ized using ‘He normal’ [28].
In the training, Adam optimizer [29] is used for an adaptive
learning rate control. We allocate 15 % of the development set as a
validation set and the final model is selected based on the validation
set performance.
2.4.2. The separated-input model
As mentioned earlier, the separated-input model predicts the oc-
currence of sound events in a short audio segment. It uses a n-
second segmented waveform as input. It then converted to Mel-
spectrogram with shape of (1, 128, 96 × n). The network structure
is similar to that of the global-input model with changing the sub-
sampling sizes as in Fig. 3.
Multiple models of the same structure are trained and corre-
spond to inputs of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5-second waveform with a 1-
second sliding window. All the segments that make up the same
clip are considered to have the same label. The other settings for
training are the same as for the global-input model.
2.5. Predict Time Stamps
The proposed system is designed to predict the sound event prob-
ability of a given audio clip in seconds. This procedure primarily
uses separated-input models. An input audio which has 10-second
lengths is divided into pieces, and each segment is used in the
separated-input model. Results from separated-input models are
then converted to sound event occurrence probability matrix with
the shape of (17 × 10) which correspond to the kind of events, and
the time in seconds. When the length of input segment is 1, each
result from an input segment is considered to the probability at that
time window. If the length of input audio is longer than 1-second, a
specific one-second can be contained input segment multiple times.
That is, for each one-second, the system can have a maximum n pre-
diction (for n-second of input). We then average all possibilities and
determine the existence of the event in that one-second. Once the
sound event occurrence probability matrix has been made, we can
easily mix multiple models to predict timestamps. The ensemble of
the individual models is computed by averaging the probabilities of
that time.
The global-input model is expected to have higher performance
because it uses the entire audio clips with the correct label. How-
ever, timestamps cannot be predicted using the global-input model
alone. We use the global-input model in two ways. Firstly, we use
it in the same way with the separated-input model (ClipAvg). In this
case, it is assumed that predictions from the global-input model are
spread evenly across the 10-second time windows. The probability
is then averaged together with other models above. Also, we use the
global-input model as a sound event detector and detect the location
using separated-input model only for clips where the event occurs
(ClipGate).
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Figure 2: The overall system architecture of the proposed system. The global-input model takes the entire audio signal as an input and predicts
the presence of an event in the signal while the separated-input model learns to find the presence of an event for given small segments. The
final prediction is then given by ensembling both models probabilities.
Figure 3: The detailed network structure of the global-input model
and the separated-input model.
2.6. Ensemble Method
We apply the ensemble selection method to find the optimal com-
bination of learned models, expecting a better combination than the
empirically chosen one. The ensemble selection algorithm method
proposed by Caruana et al. [30] is used since we can apply it to the
probability matrix that our system uses in the ensemble procedure.
It works by repeating iterations and adding a model that maximize
performance at that point.
We think that timestamped data is insufficient and fitting too
much into small data makes model vulnerable. Therefore, ensemble
selection is performed for the entire test data. We used F1 or ER as
the performance metric to choose the weights specialized to each
subtask. In addition, we used F1-ER as the performance metric,
because the process that satisfies both tasks is expected to work as
a kind of regularization.
2.7. Evaluation Measures
In DCASE challenge, the performances of classification and detec-
tion are evaluated by the event-based F1-score and the segmented-
based error rate, respectively. For the classification of the whole
10-second audio signal, F1-score is used:
F1 =
2 · P ·R
P +R
(1)
, where P and R indicate the precision and recall respectively.
To evaluate the detected time stamps of sound events, the er-
ror rate (ER) is calculated in one-second segments over the entire
test set. ER computes the percentage of all types of errors in every
1-second subsegment. For each data sample, ER is computed as
below:
ER =
S +D + I
N
(2)
, where N corresponds to the total number of event seg-
ments in the ground truth and S, D, I correspond to substitu-
tion/deletion/insertion errors.
3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The experimental results are summarized in Table 1. For the audio
tagging, the 10-second input model achieved the highest F-1 score.
It suggests that for the global classification, using the entire audio in
a single model and allowing the network to aggregate the prediction
works better than manually aggregating the predictions from mod-
els with the shorter inputs. Among the models with various segment
lengths, 3-second achieved the best performance, suggesting there
exists the most suitable duration, probably depending on the types
and intervals of the sound event.
Background subtraction improved the tagging performance of
most systems, but a significant degradation was observed in the 5-
second and 10-second input models, implying that our approach is
not suitable for long time windows. The effect on the error rate
is not clear, since the performance may be improved or decreased.
However, by combining multiple separated-input models with or
without BS, our system showed improved error rate than single
models. The combined systems with 3, 4 s input models and 10-
second input model (ClipAvg), show up to 0.7167 error. We assume
that although the model with background subtraction shows similar
error rates, behave differently, improving ensemble performance.
The result of ensemble selection is denoted in Fig. 4. The
weight is used for the mean probability calculation. It could be in-
terpreted as a kind of importance for each model. In this context, we
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Networks
Subtask A Subtask B
F-1 ER
Baseline (MLP) .1310 1.0200
10-second input (w/BS) .4745 (.3378) -
1s-segmented input (w/BS) .4125 (.4373) .7963 (.8362)
2s-segmented input (w/BS) .4229 (.4316) .8071 (.8007)
3s-segmented input (w/BS) .4538 (.4561) .7546 (.7610)
4s-segmented input (w/BS) .4304 (.4313) .7633 (.7718)
5s-segmented input (w/BS) .4335 (.3588) .8028 (.8431)
MeanProb of 5 models (w/BS) .4408 (.4448) .7667 (.7688)
MeanProb of 10 models .4430 .7475
ClipAvg in 5 best models .4762 .7167
ClipGate in 5 best models .4745 .7287
*Ensemble selection (F1) .5139 .7477
*Ensemble selection (ER) .4831 .7021
*Ensemble selection (F1-ER) .4885 .7089
Table 1: SED performance on the test set. The performance of 12
single models is listed with multiple input scales and with back-
ground subtraction (BS). MeanPorb model results using the mean
probabilities of ns-segmented input models with and without BS.
ClipAvg and ClipGate are the result using 5 best models (a 10-
second input model and the 3 and 4-second input model with and
without BS). Ensemble selection algorithm used the performance
metric in a bracket. Note that the result with * used test label which
should not be directly compared to other approaches.
Networks
Subtask A Subtask B
F-1 ER
Baseline (MLP) .182 .930
ClipAvg in 5 best models .523 .670
ClipGate in 5 best models .523 .670
Ensemble selection (F1) .526 -
Ensemble selection (ER) - .670
Ensemble selection (F1-ER) .521 .660
Table 2: The results of our system in the DCASE 2017 competition.
can again guess the effect of background subtraction. The 5-second
and 10-second models showed very low weights when using back-
ground subtraction, but the 1s-segmented models (w/BS) showed
higher weights, although the lower performance. It suggests that
the background subtraction works in a time window that is not too
long.
4. DCASE2017 SUBMISSIONS AND RESULTS
Our submission 1, 2, and 4 used the same ensemble model for sub-
task A and B, only submission 3 used distinct models for subtask
A and B. Details of submission are as follow: Submission 1 and
Submission 2 are the ensembles of the top five models with the us-
Figure 4: The weights of single models according to the perfor-
mance metric of the ensemble selection.
ing of ClipAvg and ClipGate, respectively. Submission 3 and 4 are
results of the ensemble selection method. We apply the ensemble
selection to the entire 12 single models to find the best combina-
tions of weights. Submission 3 is the result of ensemble selection
over-fitting to test data specific to audio tagging and sound event
detection, respectively. Submission 4 is the result of an ensemble
selection suitable for both tasks.
There is no big performance difference between the submission
when compared to the development set of the competition results.
It suggests that the strategy that prevents overfitting into small data
in ensemble method is valid, and the ensemble selection procedure
does not significantly affect our system. In the DCASE compe-
tition, Submission 3 achieved second prize on audio tagging and
Submission 4 achieved first prize on sound event detection.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we used the ensemble of ConvNets with multiple anal-
ysis windows for the SED task. We segmented audio with dupli-
cated labels to find the timestamps of weakly labeled data. The
global-input model is superior to other single models when detect-
ing the presence of the sound event in the entire audio clip, but there
is a limitation to analyzing a small time window. Therefore, our
system mixed the results from the global-input and separated-input
models to predict the timestamps of the input audio and minimize
errors using the ensemble selection methods.
We believe that there are potential improvements in our work.
1) In our experiments, the background subtraction is implemented
on the entire time axis of the input audio, while it has more advan-
tages in the short-time window. The ensemble of various models
using short-time background subtraction can lead to improvements.
2) Experimental results show that the segmented-input is still useful
for SED tasks, but all models in this study used the same structure
regardless of the input shape. We think that using tailored network
structures for analysis window in different lengths can improve the
performance further.
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ABSTRACT
Rare sound event detection is a newly proposed task in IEEE
DCASE 2017 to identify the presence of monophonic sound event
that is classified as an emergency and to detect the onset time of
the event. In this paper, we introduce a rare sound event detec-
tion system using combination of 1D convolutional neural network
(1D ConvNet) and recurrent neural network (RNN) with long short-
term memory units (LSTM). A log-amplitude mel-spectrogram is
used as an input acoustic feature and the 1D ConvNet is applied in
each time-frequency frame to convert the spectral feature. Then the
RNN-LSTM is utilized to incorporate the temporal dependency of
the extracted features. The system is evaluated using DCASE 2017
Challenge Task 2 Dataset. Our best result on the test set of the de-
velopment dataset shows 0.07 and 96.26 of error rate and F-score
on the event-based metric, respectively. The proposed system has
achieved the 1st place in the challenge with an error rate of 0.13 and
an F-Score of 93.1 on the evaluation dataset.
Index Terms— Rare sound event detection, deep learning, con-
volutional neural network, recurrent neural network, long short-
term memory
1. INTRODUCTION
Auditory information helps people recognize their surroundings. In
an emergency situation, auditory information becomes even more
important as it allows nearby people to react effectively and quickly.
Rare sound event detection (RSED) is a set of algorithms that aim to
automatically detect certain emergency sounds with high accuracy.
As part of such efforts, task 2 in Detection and Classification of
Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) 2017 is organized, which
asks to identify the presence of three target events – baby crying,
glass breaking, and gunshot – and their corresponding onset time.
According to its necessity, sound event detection has been stud-
ied extensively in recent years. Some studies aim to recognize
multiple sound events that occur simultaneously (polyphonic) [1],
[2], [3], [4] while others detect one prominent event among mul-
tiple candidates (monophonic) [1], [5], [6], [7]. In the case of an
emergency, monophonic detection is considered as more suitable
approach since the emergency-related sounds scarcely occur simul-
taneously. Hence, detecting single type of sound with high accuracy
is more valuable in such cases.
In terms of algorithms, a number of conventional research
efforts have applied machine learning algorithms such as hid-
den Markov model (HMM) [5], non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF) [8], [9], support vector machine (SVM) [10], and random
forest [7]. Recent approaches use deep learning-based methods us-
ing deep neural network (DNN) [2], convolutional neural network
(ConvNet) [11], recurrent neural network (RNN) [3], [12], and con-
volutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) [4].
In this paper, we apply a hybrid neural network of 1D ConvNet
and RNN with long short-term memory units (LSTM). Frame-wise
log-amplitude mel-spectrogram is fed into our proposed model, and
the model returns the output for every incoming sequence. It makes
possible to estimate a relatively accurate onset time by maintaining
small temporal resolution. This single model is applied to compute
event probability for all three target events. We also conduct exper-
iments with different fixed length input (timestep) and different set
of data mixtures to find the best hyperparameters. We confirm that
our proposed method shows significant improvement in the test set
of TUT rare sound events 2017 dataset compared to the baseline.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the proposed method. Section 3 shows the experimental
results with TUT rare sound events 2017 dataset. Conclusions are
presented in Section 4. Algorithm description for DCASE 2017
submission is presented in Section 5.
2. PROPOSED METHOD
Fig. 1 shows an overall framework of our proposed method which
consists of four parts: 1) extracting log-amplitude mel-spectrogram
from audio, 2) converting spectral feature with 1D ConvNet, 3) in-
corporating temporal dependency with RNN-LSTM, and 4) deter-
mining the presence and the onset time of audio event with post-
processing.
2.1. Log-amplitude mel-spectrogram
Mel-spectrogram is a 2D time-frequency representation extracted
from an audio signal. It has been recognized as a useful feature
and has been used for various deep learning-based audio analyses.
Unlike normal spectrogram, the frequency components are filtered
with log-scale filter banks to imitate the function of human ears.
It leads compression of high frequency components and helps to
concentrate more on low frequency components.
Considering these advantages of using mel-spectrogram, we
also use it as the input feature of our proposed method. To ex-
tract this feature, a window is applied to an audio signal with a size
of 46 ms, being overlapped with half size of the window. We also
apply 128 mel-filter banks on the spectrum of each frame and take
logarithm on the amplitude. The mel-spectrogram is divided into a
chunk with the size of a timestep (τ ), and fed into our network.
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Figure 1: Overall framework of the proposed method.
2.2. 1D ConvNet
Many audio contents analysis studies that use 2D input features
such as spectrogram, mel-spectrogram, and mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) apply 2D ConvNet [13], [14], which is often
used for image content analysis. It focuses on the spectral and tem-
poral locality from the audio features to extract meaningful infor-
mation. However, 2D ConvNet-based methods analyze the audio
in chunk-level rather than frame-level. Since the precise estimation
of onset time is necessary for this task, we apply spectral-side 1D
ConvNet that enables frame-level investigation.
The 1D ConvNet step consists of 1D convolution layer, Batch
Normalization (BN) [15] process, and pooling layer. Fig. 2 shows
the concept of the 1D convolution layer and the max-pooling layer.
The filter size of the convolution layer is set to 32, and 128 filters are
used in total. Therefore, 128 outputs each contains 97 (128−32+1)
elements are produced when single frame of the mel-spectrogram
(128 frequency bin) is fed into the 1D convolution layer. In the next
step, BN is applied on feature map outputs so that they maintain
the mean close to 0 and the standard deviation close to 1. After that,
rectified linear unit (ReLU) [16] is applied as an activation function.
Finally, max-pooling with the size of 97 is applied to each output to
extract representative value. Dropout is also applied with the value
of 0.3 at the end of ConvNet to prevent overfitting.
Figure 2: 1D-ConvNet structure for frame-wise feature extraction.
The output feature size is same as the input mel-band size at 128.
2.3. RNN-LSTM
RNN has proven to be a powerful model for identifying sequen-
tial information such as speech recognition [17] and hand writing
recognition [18]. In particular, RNN-LSTM is a well-known deep
learning model that prevents vanishing gradient that disturbs long-
term sequence learning [19]. Thus, we use RNN-LSTM here to
incorporate the temporal dependency of the extracted features.
Here, we use two RNN layers each contains 128 LSTM units.
Unlike general studies using forward or bidirectional RNN-LSTM,
we apply unidirectional backward RNN-LSTM. This is because the
information after the onset of an event is appeared to be more im-
portant for the precise onset detection compared to the information
before the onset. According to our experiment, this unidirectional
backward analysis has shown better performance than the other
methods.
Fig. 3 shows the processing structure inside the RNN-
LSTM step. The features extracted from the ConvNet
(xt, xt+1, ..., xt+τ−1) are fed into the networks that passes it
through the layers. Note that the 128-dimensional output vectors
(zt, zt+1, ..., zt+τ−1) are obtained for each frame. We use hyper-
bolic tangent (tanh) as an activation function and apply a dropout
rate of 0.3 for all RNN-LSTM layers.
2.4. Fully connected layer and post-processing
The returned features from the RNN-LSTM layer are fed into a fully
connected layer (FC) that contains 128 hidden units. Similar to the
previous 1D ConvNet step, BN and ReLU are applied as a nor-
malization function and activation function, respectively. The up-
dated features are then forwarded to a time-distributed output layer
with one sigmoid unit, of which output represents the probability
of presence of the target sound event. As a result, the probability
values are calculated for each frame of the mel-spectrogram during
the timestep.
In order to obtain the probability sequence of an entire audio
clip at the test stage, sliding ensemble method is utilized. As the
probability values are calculated in each chunk with our trained
model, this method combines the entire probabilities by sliding the
prediction chunk with a hop size of one frame (23 ms) and aver-
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Figure 3: RNN-LSTM structure for sequential learning. Two hid-
den RNN-LSTM layers (h) are applied in a backward direction.
They return the output (z) for all inputs (x) during the timestep (τ ).
aging the probabilities of the indices where the value exists. An
illustration of this method is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 shows an example of the determination of event pres-
ence and prediction of its corresponding onset from probability
sequence. In order to determine the presence of a sound event,
hard thresholding scheme with empirical assumptions is used. If
the maximum value in the probability sequence is greater than 0.8
(0.5 for ‘gunshot’), the audio clip is considered to include the tar-
get event. To find the onset time of the sound event, we select the
first index of the value greater than 0.5 among the 50 (200 for ‘baby
crying’) preceding frames from the maximum value.
3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
3.1. Dataset
For the task 2 of DCASE 2017, ‘TUT Rare Sound Events 2017’
dataset is provided, which consists of isolated sound events for each
target class and recordings of everyday acoustic scenes to serve as
background. In the dataset, three target sound events are considered:
‘baby crying’, ‘glass breaking’, and ‘gunshot’. The background
audio set contains recordings from 15 different audio scenes, which
are a part of ‘TUT Acoustic Scenes 2016’ dataset.
The source code for creating a combination of different event-
to-background is also given along with the audio recordings. Us-
ing the code, we can generate training data with different parame-
ters such as number of mixtures, event-to-background ratio (EBR)
and event occurrence probability. Annotations for the mixtures in-
cluding the name of the target event and its temporal position are
also produced automatically. We have created 4 sets of mixtures
(S1, S2, S3, S4). Each set consists of 15,000 audio clips (5,000 per
event class), generated with EBRs of -6, 0, 6dB and an event occur-
rence probability of 0.5. All mixtures are created as a 30-seconds
monaural audio with 44,100 Hz and 24 bits. For the training, these
mixtures are randomly divided into a train set and validation set at 8
to 2 ratios. Pre-combined test set which contains 1,500 audio clips
(500 per event class) is used at the test process.
3.2. Deep learning setup
In the training stage, after the input chunks are fed into the model
and converted to probability values, errors between the predicted
values and correct values (0 or 1) are calculated with a binary cross
Figure 4: An example of a sliding ensemble method using a model
with a timestep of 3. The predicted probability sequences from each
sliding window are combined into a single probability sequence in
this way.
entropy as a loss function. To optimize the loss, we apply adaptive
momentum (Adam) as an optimizer and the size of a mini-batch is
set to 256. The learning rate is initially set to be 0.001 and decayed
over each epoch with decaying factor 0.01 of learning rate. Learn-
ing is stopped early when a validation loss has stopped improving
for 10 epochs.
3.3. Evaluation metric
We evaluate our method using event-based metric [20], which re-
quires calculation of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), and
false negatives (FN). If the system’s output accurately predicts the
presence of an event and its onset, it is computed as TP. The onset
time detection is considered true only when it is predicted within
the range of 500 ms of the actual onset time. Meanwhile, FP in-
dicates that the system incorrectly detects the presence of an event
when there is no event. If the system output misses the event, it is
considered an FN. These metrics are used to calculate error rate and
F-score in the final step, which are mathematically defined as
ER =
FN + FP
N
(1)
F =
2PR
P +R
, (2)
where N denotes the total number of samples in the evaluation
dataset, and P and R denote precision and recall, defined as below.
P =
TP
TP + FP
(3)
R =
TP
TP + FN
(4)
These evaluation metrics were computed using sed eval toolbox
[20] which is given in the task.
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Figure 5: An example of applying a threshold to detect the presence
and the onset time of an event.
3.4. Result and discussion
We have compared the experimental results by changing the set of
mixtures and timestep. Then we have selected models that show
relatively high-performance, followed by the ensemble method to
combine them. Table 1 shows the types of models combined for an
ensemble method and their mixing weights. pba denotes the proba-
bility value calculated by the trained model using a mixture set of
Sa and a timestep size of b. Table 2 shows the event based error
rate and F-score results on the test set of the development dataset.
Both results of our proposed method show better performance than
the DCASE 2017 baseline system.
The result shows that our method achieves the best performance
on ‘glass breaking’ followed by ‘baby crying’ and ‘gunshot’. In the
case of ‘glass breaking’, the frequency component at the moment
when the glass breaks is clear compared to the background sound.
Therefore, the model with short timestep was effective for this class.
In the case of ‘baby crying’, since the length of the sound event
is longer than the others, it was better to apply a relatively longer
timestep. For the same reason, a long frame range to find the onset
time worked better as mentioned in Section 2.4. Still, there existed
misclassified events such as bird sound which has similar tonality to
the baby crying. In the case of ‘gunshot’, relatively short timestep
was used because similar to ‘glass breaking’, the moment of the
gunshot is obvious as it sounds like an impulse. However, since
the gunshot sound has a lot of reverberations, it seemed to require
slightly longer timestep than ‘glass breaking’. The result shows
that the performance of ‘gunshot’ detection is worse than the others
because the sounds vary according to the gun type. For that rea-
son, several misclassifications are observed on impulse-like sound
events such as footstep and metal door-closing sounds. Regardless
of the event class, the onset time was relatively accurate even if the
model estimated the presence of event incorrectly.
Overall, increasing the amount of training data by synthesizing
various mixtures seemed more effective for the performance than
adjusting the parameters of the model. The experimental result
showed meaningful performance improvement when we boosted
the audio clips 10 times more than the given mixture set.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a rare sound event detection sys-
tem using 1D convolutional recurrent neural networks. It has shown
Table 1: Selected models and their weights for an ensemble method.
Event Ensemble method
Baby crying
(
p
(100)
1
+ 2p
(50)
2
+ p
(50)
3
+ p
(100)
3
)
/5
Glass breaking
(
p
(5)
1
+ p
(5)
3
)
/2
Gunshot
(
2p
(14)
1
+ p
(50)
1
+ p
(10)
3
+ p
(10)
4
+ p
(20)
4
)
/6
Table 2: Performance of baseline and proposed system in the devel-
opment set.
ER F-score
baseline proposed baseline proposed
Baby crying 0.67 0.05 72.0 97.6
Glass breaking 0.22 0.01 88.5 99.6
Gunshot 0.69 0.16 57.4 91.6
Overall 0.53 0.07 72.7 96.3
Table 3: Performance of baseline and proposed system in the eval-
uation set.
ER F-score
baseline proposed baseline proposed
Baby crying 0.80 0.15 66.8 92.2
Glass breaking 0.38 0.05 79.1 97.6
Gunshot 0.73 0.19 46.5 89.6
Overall 0.64 0.13 64.1 93.1
promising results on IEEE DCASE 2017 Task 2. We believe that
three key factors in the proposed method have contributed to the
performance improvement. The first factor is frame-wise detection
of the model which is effective in finding the precise onset time.
The second is the internal/external ensemble method used in Sec-
tion 2.4 and Section 3.4 which reduces various noises. The last and
the biggest contributor to the performance improvement is a large
amount of synthesized data consists of various mixtures.
5. DCASE 2017 SUBMISSION
We applied the same model settings of the development set to the
evaluation set. For the final submission, we selected four different
results by applying four different threshold set of event presence
(mentioned in Section 2.4). We used the threshold set with 0.8 / 0.8
/ 0.5 (‘baby crying’ / ‘glass break’ / ‘gunshot’) for submission 1, 0.7
/ 0.7 / 0.5 for submission 2, 0.6 / 0.6 / 0.5 for submission 3, and 0.5
/ 0.5 / 0.5 for submission 4. The error rate and F-score was 0.13 /
93.1 for submission 1, 0.13 / 93.0 for submission 2, 0.15 / 92.2 for
submission 3, and 0.17 / 91.4 for submission 4. We achieved the
best result with submission 1 and the results of each class from this
submission are shown in Table 3.
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ABSTRACT
DCASE 2017 Challenge consists of four tasks: acoustic scene clas-
sification, detection of rare sound events, sound event detection in
real-life audio, and large-scale weakly supervised sound event de-
tection for smart cars. This paper presents the setup of these tasks:
task definition, dataset, experimental setup, and baseline system re-
sults on the development dataset. The baseline systems for all tasks
rely on the same implementation using multilayer perceptron and
log mel-energies, but differ in the structure of the output layer and
the decision making process, as well as the evaluation of system
output using task specific metrics.
Index Terms— Sound scene analysis, Acoustic scene classifi-
cation, Sound event detection, Audio tagging, Rare sound events,
Weak Labels
1. INTRODUCTION
Sounds carry a large amount of information about our everyday en-
vironment and physical events that take place in it. Humans are
very skilled in perceiving the general characteristics of the sound
scene around them, whether it is a busy street, a quiet park or a
quiet office environment, and recognizing individual sound sources
in the scenes, such as cars passing by, birds, or footsteps. Develop-
ing computational methods to automatically extract this information
has huge potential in several applications, for example searching for
multimedia based on its audio content [1], making context-aware
mobile devices [2], robots, cars, etc., and intelligent monitoring
systems [3, 4] to recognize activities using acoustic information.
However, a significant amount of research is still needed to reliably
recognize sound scenes and individual sound sources in real-life
soundscapes, where multiple sounds are present, often simultane-
ously, and distorted by the environment.
Building up on the success of the previous editions, DCASE
2017 Challenge supports the development of computational scene
and event analysis methods by comparing different approaches us-
ing common publicly available datasets. The continuous effort in
this direction will set another milestone of development, and anchor
the current performance for further reference. The challenge con-
sists of four tasks: acoustic scene classification, detection of rare
∗AM, TH and TV received funding from the European Research Council
under the ERC Grant Agreement 637422 EVERYSOUND.
sound events, sound event detection in real-life audio, and large-
scale weakly supervised sound event detection for smart cars.
Acoustic scene classification is a prominent topic in environ-
mental sound classification. It is defined as recognition of the en-
vironment in which a recording has been made, relying on the as-
sumption that an acoustic scene, as a general characterization of
a location or situation, is distinguishable from others based on its
general acoustic properties. It has been present as a task in DCASE
2013 [5] and DCASE 2016 [6], and has been approached in a variety
of ways. A review of the features and classifiers used for it is pre-
sented in [7], with features including the well-known mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients [2, 8] or more specialized features such as
histograms of sound events [9] or histogram of gradients learned
from time-frequency representations [10], and acoustic models such
as hidden Markov models (HMMs) [2], Gaussian mixture models
(GMMs) [8] or support vector machines (SVMs) [10, 11]. More re-
cently, the emergence of methods using deep learning is noticeable,
with many of the submitted systems for DCASE 2016 being based
on various types of deep neural networks (DNNs) [6].
Sound event detection is defined as recognition of individual
sounds in audio, involving also estimation of onset and offset for
distinct sound event instances, possibly for multiple sound classes.
It assumes that similar sounds can be represented as a single class,
and as such this class is sufficiently different from other sound
classes to allow recognition. The most used features for sound event
detection are mel-scale representations, namely cepstral coefficients
or log energies [12, 13, 14], and they are used with various machine
learning methods, including HMMs [12], non-negative matrix fac-
torization (NMF) [15, 16], random forests [11], and DNNs [14, 17].
Sound event detection in real-life audio presents many difficul-
ties for automatic methods, such as the inherent acoustic variability
of the sounds belonging to the same sound event class, or other
sounds overlapping with the sound event of interest. In some situ-
ations, the target sound events are very rare, imposing additional
burden on detection systems to avoid false detections. DCASE
2017 Challenge addresses rare sound events and highly overlapping
sounds through two separate tasks: detection of rare sound events,
sound event detection in real-life audio.
Sound recordings are shared on the Internet on a minute-by-
minute basis. These recordings are predominantly videos and con-
stitute the largest archive of sounds we’ve ever seen. Most of
their acoustic content is untagged; hence automatic recognition of
sounds within recordings can be achieved by sound event detection.
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However, most of the literature and the previous two iterations of
DCASE focus on audio-only recordings and supervised approaches,
by which the training and test data are annotated with strong labels
(including precise timestamps). Collecting such annotations hardly
scales to the number of web videos and sound classes. Therefore,
we argue that there is a need for semi-supervised approaches that
are trained and evaluated with weak labels (not including precise
timestamps). Current literature has shown potential using unsuper-
vised [18, 19, 20] and semi-supervised approaches [21, 22] some
of them employing weak labels [23]. Success in this task would
complement other modalities for video content analysis.
This paper presents in detail the DCASE 2017 Challenge tasks.
For each task we provide the task definition, information about the
dataset, the task setup and baseline system, and baseline results on
the development dataset. The baseline systems for all tasks rely on
the same implementation and use the same features and techniques;
they differ in the way they handle and map the input data to target
outputs, as this is application specific and was chosen according to
the task.
2. CHALLENGE SETUP
The challenge provided the potential participants with four tasks,
with publicly available datasets and a baseline system for each task.
Challenge submission consisted in system output(s) formatted ac-
cording to the requirements. In addition, participants were required
to submit a technical report containing the description of the sys-
tem(s) in sufficient detail, to allow the community to compare and
understand all submissions. The timeline of the challenge is pre-
sented in Table 1, and the general organization of the datasets and
baseline systems presented in detail in the following sections.
2.1. Datasets
A development dataset was provided for each task when the chal-
lenge was launched, consisting of predefined training and test sets
(for some tasks in a cross-validation folds format) to be used dur-
ing system development. A separate dataset, referred to as eval-
uation dataset, was kept for evaluation of the developed systems.
The development datasets consist of audio material and associated
reference annotations in a task-specific format, and an experimental
setup for reporting system performance on the development dataset.
The organizers’ recommendation was to use the provided exper-
imental setup, in order to allow a direct comparison between sub-
missions. Access to the datasets was provided through the challenge
website 1.
As general rules applicable for all tasks, participants were not
allowed to use external data for system development, with datasets
from a different task considered as external data. However, manip-
ulation of the provided training and development data was allowed,
for augmentation without use of external data (e.g. by mixing data
sampled from a probability distribution function or using techniques
such as pitch shifting or time stretching).
The evaluation datasets were provided as audio only, with-
out reference annotations, shortly before the challenge submission
deadline. Participants were required to run their systems on this
data and submit the system outputs to the organizers for evaluation.
Participants were not allowed to make subjective judgments of the
evaluation data, nor to annotate it. The use of the evaluation dataset
1http://www.cs.tut.fi/sgn/arg/dcase2017/
Table 1: Challenge timeline
Release of development datasets 21 Mar 2017
Release of evaluation datasets 30 June 2017
Challenge submission 31 July 2017
Publication of results 15 Sept 2017
DCASE 2017 Workshop 16-17 Nov 2017
to train the submitted system was also forbidden. Reference anno-
tations for the evaluation data were only available to the organizers,
therefore they were responsible with performing the evaluation of
the results according to the metrics for each task.
2.2. Baseline system
A baseline system was provided, with a common implementation
for all tasks. The system consists of a basic approach that was tai-
lored to each task. Its purpose is to provide a comparison point for
the participants while developing their systems. The performance
of the baseline system on the development set is provided for each
task. When run with the default parameters, the system downloads
the needed dataset and outputs the task-specific results [24].
The implementation is based on a multilayer perceptron archi-
tecture (MLP) and uses log mel-band energies as features. The fea-
tures are calculated in frames of 40 ms with a 50% overlap, using
40 mel bands covering the frequency range 0 to 22050 Hz. The fea-
ture vector was constructed using a 5-frame context, resulting in a
feature vector length of 200. The MLP consists of two dense layers
of 50 hidden units each, with 20% dropout. The network is trained
using Adam algorithm for gradient-based optimization [25]; train-
ing is performed for maximum 200 epochs using a learning rate of
0.001, and uses early stopping criteria with monitoring started af-
ter 100 epochs and a 10 epoch patience. The output layer of the
network is task specific, and will be described in the corresponding
section. The network is trained using the aforementioned features,
and the learning target is presented according to the implemented
task. The baseline system also includes evaluation of the system
outputs using a specific metric for each task.
The baseline system was implemented using Python, using
Keras for machine learning. It has all needed functionality for
dataset handling, storing and accessing features and models, and
evaluating the results, and allows straightforward adaptation and
modification of the various involved steps. Participants were al-
lowed and encouraged to build their system on top of the given
baseline system.
3. TASK 1: ACOUSTIC SCENE CLASSIFICATION
The goal of acoustic scene classification is to classify a test record-
ing into one of the provided predefined classes that characterizes the
environment in which it was recorded for example “park”, “home”,
“office”, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The dataset provided for this task is TUTAcoustic Scenes 2017,
which consists of TUT Acoustic Scenes 2016 [26] as the develop-
ment set, and a newly recorded evaluation set. The main difference
is that for this edition of the challenge, the original recordings of
3-5 minutes length were split into 10 s long segments which were
provided in individual files and considered as independent. Shorter
audio segments provide less information to the system for the de-
cision making process, thus increasing the task difficulty from the
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Figure 1: A schematic illustration of the acoustic scene classifica-
tion addressed in Task 1.
Table 2: Class-wise accuracy of the baseline system for Task 1.
Development set Evaluation set
Acoustic scene Acc. (%) Acc. (%)
Beach 75.3 40.7
Bus 71.8 38.9
Cafe/Restaurant 57.7 43.5
Car 97.1 64.8
City center 90.7 79.6
Forest path 79.5 85.2
Grocery store 58.7 49.1
Home 68.6 76.9
Library 57.1 30.6
Metro station 91.7 93.5
Office 99.7 73.1
Park 70.2 32.4
Residential area 64.1 77.8
Train 58.0 72.2
Tram 81.7 57.4
Overall 74.8 61.0
previous edition. This length is regarded as challenging for both hu-
man and machine recognition, based on the study in [2]. A detailed
description of the data recording and annotation procedure can be
found in [26].
The acoustic scene classes considered in this task were: bus,
cafe/restaurant, car, city center, forest path, grocery store, home,
lakeside beach, library, metro station, office, residential area, train,
tram, and urban park. A cross-validation setup containing four folds
was provided, splitting the available audio material in the develop-
ment set such that all segments obtained from the same original
recording are included to one side of the learning algorithm, either
training or test. For each class, the development set contains 312
segments of 10 seconds (52 minutes of audio material).
For this task, the baseline system was tailored to a multi-class
single label classification setup, with the network output layer con-
sisting of softmax type neurons representing the 15 classes. The
classification decision was based on the output of the neurons,
which can be active only one at a time. Frame-based decisions were
combined using majority voting to obtain a single label per classi-
fied segment. The system performance was measured using accu-
racy, defined as the ratio between the number of correct system out-
puts and the total number of outputs [27]. The system was trained
Figure 2: A schematic illustration of the detection of rare sound
events addressed in Task 2.
and tested using the provided four fold cross-validation setup, ob-
taining an average classification accuracy of 73.8% on the devel-
opment set and 61.0% on the evaluation set. Class-wise accuracy
is presented in Table 2. Ranking of the systems submitted for the
challenge is done using classification accuracy.
4. TASK 2: DETECTION OF RARE SOUND EVENTS
Task 2 focused on the detection of rare sound events, as illustrated
in Fig. 2. The audio material used in this task consists of artificially
created mixtures, allowing the creation of many examples at differ-
ent event-to-background ratios. Here, “rare” refers to target sound
events occurring at most once within a half-minute recording. For
each of the three target sound event classes, a separate system is to
be developed to detect the temporal occurrences of these events.
The provided dataset consists of source files for creating mix-
tures of rare sound events with background audio, as well as a set
of readily generated mixtures and the so-called recipes according
to which the mixtures were created. Additionally, a software pack-
age was provided, which performs further generation of additional
mixture recipes and generates the audio mixtures.
The background recordings originate from the TUT Acoustic
Scenes 2016 development dataset [26], with the exception of seg-
ments naturally containing the target class events and interference
frommobile phone, which were removed. The rare sound events are
of the following classes: baby cry (106 training, 42 test instances,
mean duration 2.25 s), glass break (96 training, 43 test instances,
mean duration 1.16 s) and gun shot (134 training, 53 test, mean du-
ration 1.32 s). The recordings were downloaded from freesound.org
through the API with python wrapper2. In the “source” part of this
dataset, these recordings were presented in their original form, and
were accompanied by the added annotations of the temporal occur-
rences of isolated events.
We isolated the target sound events from the full-length record-
ings acquired from freesound.org that may consist of the actual
event, silence regions and background noise in the following man-
ner. First, a semi-supervised segmentation [28] was performed us-
ing an SVM trained to classify high-energy and low-energy frames.
The active segments were then obtained with a dynamic thresh-
old computed as a weighted average of top 10% and lower 10%
of the onset probability values over all the analysis frames of a
recording. Thereupon, a human annotator listened to each obtained
segment, and segments containing irrelevant events were discarded
(baby coughs, unrealistically sounding gun shots such as laser guns
2https://github.com/xavierfav/freesound-python-tools
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Table 3: Baseline system results for Task 2, event-based metrics.
Development set Evaluation set
Event Class ER F-score (%) ER F-score (%)
Baby cry 0.67 72.0 0.80 66.8
Glass break 0.22 88.5 0.38 79.1
Gun shot 0.69 57.4 0.72 46.5
Average 0.53 72.7 0.63 64.1
etc.). In the process of such screening, additional manual refinement
of the timing of the events was performed with a step of 100 ms to
eliminate pauses before and after the event, while not introducing
any abrupt jumps at the boundaries.
The mixture generation procedure had the following parame-
ters. For each target class in both training and test sets, there were
500 mixtures. The event presence rate was 0.5 (250 mixtures with
target event present and 250 “mixtures” of only background). The
event-to-background ratios (EBR) were -6, 0 and 6 dB. The EBR
was defined as a ratio of average RMSE values calculated over the
duration of the event and the corresponding background segment
on which the event will be mixed, respectively. The background
instance, the event instance, the event timing in the mixture, its
presence flag and the EBR value were all selected randomly and
uniformly. The data required to perform the generation of the ex-
act mixtures (the filenames of the background and sound event, if
present, the timing and the amplitude scaling factor of the event)
was encoded in the so-called recipes. The recipes were generated
randomly, but with a fixed seed of the random generator, allowing
reproducibility.
The mixtures were generated by summing the backgrounds
with the corresponding target event signals according to the recipes,
with downsampling to 44100 Hz prior to summation in the case of
a higher sampling rate. The resulting signals were scaled with a
global empirical factor of 0.2, preserving the dynamics while avoid-
ing clipping. The files were then saved in 24 bit format in order to
avoid adding quantization noise.
The dataset is accompanied by a software package, which,
given the default parameters, produces exactly the same mixture
recipes and audio mixture files as in this dataset. It also allows for
tuning the parameters in order to obtain larger and more challeng-
ing training datasets: number of mixtures, EBR values and event
presence probabilities are adjustable.
The information needed to perform the split into training and
test sets in terms of underlying source data was provided. The split
of backgrounds was done in terms of recording location ID, accord-
ing to the first fold of the DCASE 2016 task 1 setup, yielding 844
training and 277 test files. The sound events were split in terms of
freesound.org user names. The ratio of target event examples was
set to 0.71:0.29, and the split was performed in such a way that the
isolated event counts are of a similar ratio. The resulting unique
event counts are therefore the following:
• baby cry: 106 training, 42 test;
• glass break: 96 training, 43 test;
• gun shot: 134 training 53 test.
The baseline system follows the common implementation, with
the following specifics. For each of the target classes, there is a
separate binary classifier with one output neuron with sigmoid acti-
vation, indicating the activity of the target class. The performance
of the baseline system is evaluated using event-based error rate and
Figure 3: A schematic illustration of sound event detection in real-
life audio addressed in Task 3.
event-based F-score as metrics using development dataset mixtures
(provided training and test sets). Both metrics are calculated as de-
fined in [27], using a collar of 500 ms and taking into account only
the sound event onset. The performance of the baseline system is
reflected in Table 3. The primary evaluation score for this task is
the event-based error rate, and ranking of the systems submitted for
the challenge is done using the average event-based error rate over
the three classes.
5. TASK 3: SOUND EVENT DETECTION IN REAL-LIFE
AUDIO
Task 3 evaluated the performance of sound event detection systems
in multisource conditions similar to our everyday life, where the
sound sources are rarely heard in isolation. A number of predefined
sound event classes were selected, and systems are meant to detect
the presence of these sounds, providing labels and timestamps to
segments of the test audio, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In this task, there
is no control over the number of overlapping sound events at each
time, not in the training, nor in the test audio data.
The dataset used for this task is a subset of TUT Acoustic
Scenes 2017, and is referred to as TUT Sound Events 2017. It con-
sists of recordings of street acoustic scenes (city center and residen-
tial area) with various levels of traffic and other activity. The length
of the audio is 3-5 minutes. The street acoustic scene was selected
as representing an environment of interest for detection of sound
events related to human activities and hazard situations.
Individual sound events in each recording were annotated by
the same person using freely chosen labels for sounds, according
to the annotation procedure described in [26]. Nouns were used to
characterize the sound source, and verbs to characterize the sound
production mechanism, using a noun-verb pair whenever this was
possible. The annotator was instructed to annotate all audible sound
events, decide the start time and end time of the sounds as he sees
fit, and choose event labels freely.
The target sound event classes were selected so as to represent
common sounds related to human presence and traffic. The selected
sound classes for the task are: brakes squeaking, car, children, large
vehicle, people speaking, and people walking. Mapping of the raw
labels was performed, merging sounds into classes described by
their source, for example “car passing by”, “car engine running”,
“car idling”, etc into “car”, sounds produced by buses and trucks
into “large vehicle”, “children yelling” and “children talking” into
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Table 4: Event instances per class in Task 3
Event label Dev. set Eval. set
brakes squeaking 52 24
car 304 110
children 44 19
large vehicle 61 24
people speaking 89 47
people walking 109 48
total 659 272
Table 5: Baseline system results for Task 3, segment-based metrics.
Development set Evaluation set
ER F-score (%) ER F-score (%)
Overall 0.69 56.7 0.93 42.8
Class-wise performance
brakes squeaking 0.98 4.1 0.92 16.5
car 0.57 74.1 0.76 61.5
children 1.35 0.0 2.66 0.0
large vehicle 0.90 50.8 1.44 42.7
people speaking 1.25 18.5 1.29 8.6
people walking 0.84 55.6 1.44 33.5
“children”, etc. Due to the high level of subjectivity inherent to the
annotation process, a verification of the reference annotation was
done using these mapped classes. Three persons (other than the an-
notator) listened to each audio segment annotated as belonging to
one of these classes, marking agreement about the presence of the
indicated sound within the segment. Event instances that were con-
firmed by at least one person were kept, resulting in elimination of
about 10% of the original event instances.
Partitioning of data into development and evaluation datasets
was done based on the amount of examples available for each sound
event class. Because the event instances belonging to different
classes are distributed unevenly within the recordings, the partition-
ing of individual classes can be controlled only to a certain extent,
but so that the majority of events are in the development set. A
cross-validation setup provided in order to make results reported
with this dataset uniform. The setup consists of four folds contain-
ing training and test subsets, and is made so that each recording is
used exactly once as test data. While creating the cross-validation
folds, the only condition imposed was that the test subset does not
contain classes which are unavailable in the training subset. The
number of instances for each event class in the development set is
presented in Table 4. Evaluation set statistics will be added in the
camera ready version.
The baseline system was tailored to a multi-class multi-label
classification setup, with the network output layer containing sig-
moid units that can be active at the same time. This way, multiple
output units can indicate activity of overlapping sound classes. The
results are evaluated using segment-based error rate and segment-
based F-score as metrics, using a segment length of one second.
The four cross-validation folds are treated as a single experiment:
the metrics are calculated by accumulating error counts (insertions,
deletions, substitutions) over all folds [27], not by averaging the in-
dividual folds nor the individual class performance. This method
of calculating performance gives equal weight to each individual
sound instance in each segment, as opposed to being influenced by
class balance and error types [29]. The system trained and tested
using the provided cross-validation setup obtained an overall error
rate of 0.69 and an overall F-score of 56.7% on the development set,
as shown in Table 5. On the evaluation dataset, the system obtained
an error rate of 0.93 and an F-score of 42.8. For completeness,
individual class performance is presented along the overall perfor-
mance. The primary evaluation score for this task is the overall
segment-based error rate, and ranking of the systems submitted for
the challenge is also done using the same metric, calculated on the
evaluation dataset.
6. TASK 4: LARGE-SCALE WEAKLY SUPERVISED
SOUND EVENT DETECTION FOR SMART CARS
Task 4 evaluated systems for the large-scale detection of sound
events using weakly labeled audio recordings. The audio comes
from YouTube video excerpts related to the topic of transportation
and warnings. The topic was chosen due to its industry relevance
and the under use of audio in this context. The results will help de-
fine new grounds for large-scale sound event detection and show the
benefit of audio for self-driving cars, smart cities and related areas.
The task consisted of detecting sound events within 10-second clips
and it was divided into two subtasks:
• Subtask A: Without timestamps (same as audio tagging, Fig 4)
• Subtask B: With timestamps (similar to Task 3, Fig 3)
The task employed a subset of AudioSet [30]. AudioSet con-
sists of an ontology of 632 sound event classes and a collection of 2
million human-labeled 10-second sound clips drawn from YouTube
videos. The ontology is specified as a hierarchical graph of event
categories, covering a wide range of human and animal sounds, mu-
sical instruments and genres, and common everyday environmental
sounds. To collect the dataset, Google worked with human anno-
tators who listened, analyzed, and verified the sounds they heard
within the YouTube 10-second clips. To facilitate faster accumula-
tion of examples for all classes, Google relied on available YouTube
metadata and content-based search to nominate candidate video
segments that were likely to contain the target sound. Note that Au-
dioSet does not come with precise time boundaries for each sound
class within the 10-second clips and thus annotations are considered
weak labels. Also, one clip may correspond to more than one sound
event class. Task 4 relied on a subset of 17 sound events divided
into two categories: Warning and Vehicle.
• Warning sounds: Train horn, Air horn Truck horn, Car alarm,
Reversing beeps, Ambulance (siren), Police car (siren), Fire
engine fire truck (siren), Civil defense siren, Screaming.
• Vehicle sounds: Bicycle, Skateboard, Car, Car passing by, Bus,
Truck, Motorcycle, Train.
For both subtasks, the data was divided in two main partitions:
development and evaluation. The development data was itself di-
vided into training and test. Training had 51,172 clips, which are
class-unbalanced and had at least 30 clips per sound event. Test had
488 clips, with at least 30 clips per class. A 10-second clip may
have corresponded to more than one sound event class. The evalua-
tion set had 1,103 clips, with at least 60 clips per sound event. The
sets had weak labels denoting the presence of a given sound event
within the audio, but with no timestamp annotations. For test and
evaluation, strong labels (timestamp annotations) were provided for
the purpose of evaluating performance on Subtask B.
The task rules did not allow the use of external data, such as
other datasets. Similarly, it was not allowed to use other elements
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Figure 4: A schematic illustration of audio tagging addressed in
Subtask A of Task 4.
of the video from which the 10-sec clip was extracted, such as the
rest of the video soundtrack, the video frames and the metadata
(e.g. text, views, likes). Moreover, participants were not allowed
to use the embeddings provided by AudioSet or other features that
used external data indirectly, such as the ones derived from Trans-
fer Learning. Additionally, only weak labels and none of the strong
labels (timestamps) could be used for training the submitted system.
The evaluation metric of the two subtasks was different. For
Subtask A, sound event detection without timestamps (audio tag-
ging), we used F-score, precision and recall, where ranking of
submitted systems was based on F-score. For Subtask B, sound
event detection with timestamps, we used segment-based error rate
(SBER) [27] and F-score, where ranking of submitted systems was
based on SBER for segments of length one-second.
The baseline system shares the code base with other tasks, with
detection decision based on the network output layer containing sig-
moid units that can be active at the same time. The system also in-
cludes evaluation of the overall and class-wise results. The baseline
was trained using the training set and tested using the test set and
later also tested on the evaluation set. The results for the testing
and evaluation sets are shown in Tables 6 for Subtask A and 7 for
Subtask B.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The DCASE 2017 Challenge proposed four tasks relevant to current
research in environmental sound classification. Compared to previ-
ous challenge, the current edition tackled two specific situations,
namely detection of sound events that may appear very rarely, and
the problem of using weak labels for training sound event detec-
tion systems. Of the established tasks, acoustic scene classification
and sound event detection in real life audio were seen as important
and yet to be solved research problems, worthy of inclusion in the
ongoing work.
Through its public datasets and reporting of results, the chal-
lenge promotes open research and publications, disseminating the
outcome to a large audience. The provided baseline system also
offered a starting point for further development, along with a set
comparison reference for each task.
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Table 6: Baseline system results for Task 4 - Subtask A, sound
event detection without timestamps (audio tagging) based on micro-
averaging.
Development set (%) Evaluation set (%)
F-score Prec. Rec. F-score Prec. Rec.
Overall 10.9 7.9 17.6 18.18 15.0 23.07
Class-wise performance
Train horn 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.1 100 7.6
Air horn, truck horn 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Car alarm 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Reversing beeps 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ambulance (siren) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Police car (siren) 35.8 29.1 46.6 38.8 32.6 47.8
Fire engine, 22.7 25.0 20.8 19.3 25.7 15.5
fire truck (siren)
Civil defense siren 57.5 47.7 72.4 47.9 34.0 81.0
Screaming 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Bicycle 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2 100 2.1
Skateboard 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Car 11.3 6.0 98.3 29.9 17.9 92.2
Car passing by 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Bus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Truck 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Motorcycle 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.2 100 7.6
Train 4.5 100 2.3 7.8 100 4.0
Table 7: Baseline system results for Task 4 - Subtask B, sound event
detection with timestamps, based on segment-based error rate. The
character [-] represents no prediction output by the system.
Development set Evaluation set
ER F-score % ER F-score %
Overall 1.02 13.8 0.93 28.4
Class-wise performance
Train horn 1.00 - 0.98 3.9
Air horn, truck horn 1.00 - 1.0 -
Car alarm 1.00 - 1.0 -
Reversing beeps 1.00 - 1.0 -
Ambulance (siren) 1.00 - 1.0 -
Police car (siren) 1.03 28.7 1.01 34
Fire engine, 1.02 8.4 0.98 16.5
fire truck (siren)
Civil defense siren 0.69 58.2 0.64 67.4
Screaming 1.00 - 1.0 -
Bicycle 1.00 - 0.99 2.5
Skateboard 1.00 - 1.0 -
Car 5.9 21.1 1.75 46
Car passing by 1.00 - 1.0 -
Bus 1.00 - 1.0 -
Truck 1.00 - 1.0 -
Motorcycle 1.00 - 0.97 6.1
Train 1.00 0.5 0.99 1.8
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ABSTRACT 
Although it is typically expected that using a large amount of 
labeled training data would lead to improve performance in deep 
learning, it is generally difficult to obtain such DataBase (DB). 
In competitions such as the Detection and Classification of 
Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) challenge Task 1, partici-
pants are constrained to use a relatively small DB as a rule, 
which is similar to the aforementioned issue. To improve Acous-
tic Scene Classification (ASC) performance without employing 
additional DB, this paper proposes to use Generative Adversarial 
Networks (GAN) based method for generating additional train-
ing DB. Since it is not clear whether every sample generated by 
GAN would have equal impact in classification performance, 
this paper proposes to use Support Vector Machine (SVM) hy-
per plane for each class as reference for selecting samples, which 
have class discriminative information. Based on the cross-
validated experiments on development DB, the usage of the 
generated features could improve ASC performance. 
Index Terms— acoustic scene classification, genera-
tive adversarial networks, support vector machine, data 
augmentation, decision hyper-plane  
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental issues in deep learning is availability of 
large labeled data set. It has been consistently shown over the last 
decade that larger labeled data set with deeper network layers can 
lead to improved results. However, it is not easy to collect large 
amounts of labeled data, so it is necessary to extract the maxi-
mum performance with a small amount of data depending on the 
application. An example of such constraint is the case of the 
IEEE DCASE challenge Task 1 for ASC [1-3]. Although it has 
been well known that the given ASC DB of the competition is 
insufficient for high classifier performance, there has not been 
much attempt on augmenting the insufficient amount of data 
among the participants by using methods such as semi-supervised 
learning (or pre-training) employing additional databases [4-7]. 
This is because one of the rules in DCASE challenge prohibits 
the use of external DBs other than the DCASE Task 1 develop-
ment set. Obviously, pre-training network using additional DB 
larger than the development set could improve ASC performance, 
as shown in our previous research [8]. However, this is not al-
lowed in the DCASE challenge. 
Therefore, to improve ASC performance without employing 
additional DB, our DCASE 2017 work focuses on DB generation. 
To generate new samples using only the development DB, we 
propose to use GAN models. The GAN learns two sub-networks: 
a generator and a discriminator. The discriminator reveals wheth-
er a sample is generated or real, while the generator produces 
samples to pass through the discriminator as real data. The GANs 
are first proposed by Goodfellow et al. [7] to generate images 
and gain insights into neural networks. Then, Deep Convolution-
al GANs (DCGANs) [9] addressed the issue of instability inher-
ent in training GAN. The discriminator of DCGAN can serve as a 
robust feature extractor. On the other hand, GANs also demon-
strate potential in generating images for specific applications. 
Pathak et al. [10] proposed an encoder-decoder method for image 
inpainting, where GANs are used as the image generator. Several 
researches have attempted to use the GAN generated samples as 
training samples. For labeling the generated samples, the gener-
ated samples were all taken as one class in the discriminator in 
[4-5]. Zheng [6] adopted a novel regularization approach by 
assigning a uniform label distribution to the generated samples. 
Although additional data generated by GAN may lead to im-
proved classifier training, it is not clear whether every data point 
generated by GAN would have equal impact in classifier perfor-
mance. As it has been shown by SVM, those support vectors that 
reside near decision boundary are generally crucial in providing 
key information in classification [16]. We believe that perfor-
mance could be improved by selecting the generated data by 
measuring decision value (distance) from decision hyper-plane of 
SVM for each class. 
Recently, GAN has been applied to several acoustic applica-
tions, such as voice conversion, speech synthesis and speech 
enhancement [11-13]. These applications have reference signals 
for training, such as the same contents of speech set that multiple 
speakers uttered [11], reference speech already generated by 
conventional synthesis methods [12], or noisy/clean speech sam-
ple pairs [13]. In the case of classifications, typically there is no 
reference signal which the generator can be built up from. There-
fore, instead of training the GAN based speech sample (raw 
waveform) generator, we propose to use the GAN as an ASC 
feature generator.  
For ASC feature extraction, we used a combined structure of 
LSTM and CNN with inputs, such as spectrogram and log Mel-
Filter Bank (MFB) energy. Using the extracted ASC features, a 
SVM hyper-plane and a GAN generator for each class were 
trained. Using the GAN generator, sample pool for each class 
were generated. Afterwards, based on the criterion of SVM deci-
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sion value and the classification rate on the seen/unseen valida-
tion DB, feature sampling and new SVM training are conducted 
iteratively. We used the feature set configuration, which shows 
the highest performance on seen and unseen data, as the final 
training DB. More details will be covered in Section 2.2. 
2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
The process of the proposed GAN based framework is depicted 
in Figure 1. Following the development DB setup of the baseline 
system [14], we divided the development DB at 3: 1 ratio for 
training and validation. For validating the GAN generated sam-
ples, we divided the training part in half, Tr-A and Tr-B in Fig-
ure 1. The GAN based feature generation and selection were 
done individually for each class. Therefore, a total of 15 GANs 
were trained. After the feature samples were generated and se-
lected by GAN and SVM, the augmented feature sets were used 
for training and validation with Fully Connected Neural Net-
work (FCNN) and SVM for final classification. For improving 
performance, we conducted late fusion on SVM and FCNN 
results. 
 
Figure 1: Block-diagram of the proposed framework 
2.1. Mid-level ASC feature extraction  
For spectrogram or Mel filter-based feature input, various types 
of networks have been studied in DCASE 2016 [3]. Among the 
various approaches, we chose a structure of parallel combination 
of LSTM and CNN [1] to extract both sequential and local time-
frequency associated information. Using the network in Figure 2, 
we could get the classification results directly for the develop-
ment DB, but we extracted the mid-layer values of network as 
ASC feature for further processing. For more information on 
mid-level feature extraction, see [15] or [8] for the visual object 
classification or ASC. As mentioned in the introduction, due to 
difficulty of generating raw waveforms using GANs, we used the 
mid-layer values as ASC features to train GAN and generate 
„fake‟ data. 
 
Figure 2: The neural net structure for the feature extractor 
 
Figure 3: The iterative routine of the DB generation/selection 
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2.2. Generative adversarial net based training feature set 
augmentation  
The process of the proposed GAN based feature generation and 
selection are depicted in Figure 3. As shown in step (a), a GAN 
for each class was trained using the part of the development set, 
which excludes the validation part for following steps. More 
details of GAN configuration will be covered in Section 3.2. 
Using the trained GANs, we generated „fake‟ samples and 
organized the sample feature pools for each class as shown in 
step (b). Before using the generated samples, an SVM hyper-
plane for each class (target class vs. the others) was first deter-
mined from the real data set to establish a baseline performance. 
We chose the bus class as an example. Note that half of the 
training set was used for training and the other half was used for 
validating SVM performance. As shown in step (c), we checked 
classification performance of SVM with the sum of the training 
and validation set accuracy. Considering the SVM update in the 
next step, we added a weight (α, which is bigger than 1) to the 
unseen data, i.e. validation accuracy.  
In step (d), we subsampled „fake bus‟ features from the 
generated bus feature pool and checked decision values on the 
SVM hyper-plane trained from Tr-A set. As shown in step (e), 
we sorted the fake samples by the distance order, and chose a 
preset number of the nearest samples. Additionally, we also 
included small number of samples near the hyper-plane that 
were classified as non-bus by handicapping their decision value. 
We then merged the near boundary fake samples with the real 
samples of Tr-A set. Step (f) shows the new SVM hyper-plane 
trained by the merged set. Before training the new SVM, we 
added random vectors, which are scaled to the magnitude of the 
samples, to reduce the sample bias of the generation using GAN. 
As was done in step (c), the classification performance of new 
SVM was checked with the sum of the training (Tr-A) and vali-
dation set (Tr-B) accuracy. If the accuracy score of the new 
SVM outperforms the previous SVM score, the reference SVM 
hyper-plane was replaced with the new one and the iteration 
continues again with the fake sample subsampling in the step (d). 
If not, the iteration proceeds to the step (d) without replacing the 
reference hyper-plane. All steps of subsampling, sorting, select-
ing, merging and performance checking are repeated until the 
iterative process reaches a preset number of rounds or the per-
formance converged. Once the SVM performance is optimized, 
the associated support vectors of fake bus features were used for 
the augmented training set. The entire process is repeated with 
the Tr-B as the training set for GAN and SVM, and Tr-A as the 
validation set. As shown in Figure 4, the whole processes are 
repeated for each acoustic scene class. The amount of feature 
pool was approximately 50 times that of the training DB (Tr-A 
or Tr-B), and amount of selected features was a similar to the 
training DB. In other words, the amount of the final augmented 
DB was about twice that of the original DB. 
 
Figure 4: Final augmented training set for 15 classes 
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS AND RESULTS 
3.1. Input features and mid-level feature extractor configura-
tion 
For generating input features, audio signals sampled at 22.05 
kHz sampling frequency were divided into 23.2ms frames with 
512-size Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). MFB and DFT 
spectrogram features were used as the input of the ASC feature 
extractor individually. Following [2], we used left, right, average 
and difference of both channel audio inputs. Total 4-types of 
sources were grouped into one DB set. We followed most of the 
details in neural network of [1]. The specific network architec-
ture of the mid-level feature extractor is depicted in Table 1.  
 
Table 1: The model specifications. (Batch size : 200 samples) 
 MFB case DFT case 
Input Input feature length : 1 [sec] / overlapping : 0.5 [sec] [40 (feat.) x 42 (time-frame)] [256 (feat.) x 42(time-frame)]] 
LSTM  
#1 & 2 
Hidden unit (300) / ReLU / 
Dropout (0.2) 
Hidden unit (400) / ReLU / 
Dropout (0.2) 
Conv. #1 
4 x 4 (stride 1) / 10 filters / 
ReLU / Dropout (0.2)/ 
2 x 2 max-pooling  
16 x 8 (stride 1) / 10 filters 
/ReLU / Dropout (0.2) 
2 x 2 max-pooling 
Conv. #2 
4 x 4 (stride 2) / 4 filters / 
ReLU / Dropout (0.2) 
2 x 2 max-pooling 
8 x 4 (stride 2) / 4 filters 
/ReLU / Dropout (0.2) 
2 x 2 max-pooling 
Mid-layer for 
ASC feat. 
Hidden unit (800) / FCNN layer consists of  
two hidden layers with 400 ReLU units for each 
FCNN 
#1-3 Hidden unit (300) / Final Soft-Max layer (15) / Dropout (0.2) 
3.2. Generative adversarial network configuration 
As mentioned in the introduction, various types of GANs have 
been widely researched. In this work, we do not focus on inves-
tigating more sophisticated sample generation methods. Instead, 
we use a basic GAN model [7, 9] to generate samples from the 
training data and show that these samples help to improve dis-
criminative learning for the unseen validation data. In the GAN 
for 2-D images, the convolutional layer of DCGAN is generally 
used [4-6, 9] for 2-D matrix, but in this work, we used FCNN to 
process the feature vector (800 x 1 [dim.]) for simplicity. In 
order to help convergence of the discriminator, we added the 
normalized mean feature vector of the each class along with the 
random value as a GAN input. The specific network architecture 
of the GAN is depicted in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5: The neural network structure of GAN for each class 
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3.3. Classifier and late fusion 
To assess the performance of the proposed DB augmentation, we 
conducted a number of experiments on the original DCASE 
2017 development set and the augmented DB set, which consists 
of original samples and selected fake samples. As shown in the 
lower part of the Figure 1, SVM and FCNN were used as classi-
fiers for the ASC feature inputs. The FCNN consists of 3-hidden 
layers with 300 hidden nodes and the SVM with a radial basis 
function kernel were used. For late fusion on the multiple classi-
fier, we used linear logistic regression [2,17] on classification 
scores of DFT features with SVM and FCNN, and MFB features 
with SVM and FCNN in both cases of original and augmented 
DB. (8 =2 x 2 x 2=[feat. types] x [classifier types] x [DB types]) 
3.4. Results 
We compared the average ASC accuracies over all scenes for the 
SVM and FCNN classifiers trained by the original DB and the 
augmented DB expended by the proposed framework. The file- 
based (10 [sec]) classification results are given in Table 2. For 
evaluation, the average waveforms on stereo audio input were 
used. Table 3 shows the class-wise classification accuracy on the 
fusion cases. As shown in Table 2, the proposed framework with 
the augmented DB set achieved higher accuracy than other cases. 
This can be interpreted that the proposed augmented DB set 
could infer properties of unseen DB and usage of the generated 
features could generalize or improve ASC performance. As giv-
en in Table 3, although the performances of the all classes were 
not improved by the proposed method, but the overall average 
accuracy outperformed the conventional approaches. 
Table 2: Comparing the performance of the conventional and 
the proposed method (average accuracy on 4-fold validation) 
Avg. 
acc. 
[%] 
with original 
development set with augmented set 
DFT- 
FCNN 
MFB- 
FCNN 
DFT-
SVM 
MFB-
SVM 
DFT-
FCNN 
MFB- 
FCNN 
DFT-
SVM 
MFB-
SVM 
75.4 75.1 78.2 79.3 83.2 83.7 81.6 85.6 
Table 3: The class-wise accuracy comparison on the dev. set 
Acc. [%] Baseline [14] 
Fusion w/o 
augmented DB case 
Fusion on 
all cases 
Beach 75.3 70.9 71.8 
Bus 71.8 82.1 87.2 
Café 57.7 71.8 87.2 
Car 97.1 89.0 88.5 
City 90.7 85.6 98.7 
Forest 79.5 97.3 94.9 
Groce. 58.7 83.3 79.5 
Home 68.6 76.0 89.7 
Lib. 57.1 82.0 96.2 
Metro 91.7 90.7 84.6 
Office 99.7 95.1 96.2 
Park 70.2 69.9 71.8 
Resid. 64.1 71.8 87.2 
Train 58.0 71.8 82.1 
Tram 81.7 84.6 91.0 
Avg. 74.8  81.5 87.1 
3.5. Submissions 
The experiments shown in the Table 2-3 were conducted with 
the default setting of the DCASE 2017 development (4-fold 
cross validation). However, in order to reflect more information 
of the development set for the challenge submission, we con-
ducted the additional ASC feature generation based on the vari-
ous DB configurations, such as 2-fold, 3-fold and 8-fold frame-
works. In particular, additional DB augmentation processing was 
conducted on similar class pairs, such as train/tram, home/library 
and park/residential area. We will analyze a quantitative rela-
tionship between DB configuration and performance for the 
future research, after ground truth of the evaluation DB is pub-
lished. 
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In order to improve ASC performance, this paper proposed a 
framework to generate feature samples using GANs. The novel 
method of using SVM hyper-plane to select features for perfor-
mance improvement was proposed. Based on the experimental 
result of DCASE 2017 development set, we confirmed that the 
usage of the generated features could improve ASC performance. 
GAN and Variational Auto Encoders (VAEs) have shown im-
pressive performance improvements in some studies, but it is 
still difficult to generate suitable training samples without bias. 
In order to alleviate the issue, we used an iterative method with 
added random values in the generated samples to mitigate the 
issue of sample bias and over fitting. Nevertheless, further statis-
tical considerations and additional quantitative experiments are 
needed for generalization of training from GAN generated sam-
ples. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper proposes new image features for the acoustic scene 
classification task of the IEEE AASP Challenge: Detection and 
Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events. In classification 
of acoustic scenes, identical sounds being observed in different 
places may affect performance. To resolve this issue, a 
covariance matrix, which represents energy density for each 
subband, and a double Fourier transform image, which 
represents energy variation for each subband, were defined as 
features. To classify the acoustic scenes with these features, 
Convolutional Neural Network has been applied with several 
techniques to reduce training time and to resolve initialization 
and local optimum problems. According to the experiments 
which were performed with the DCASE2017 challenge devel-
opment dataset it is claimed that the proposed method outper-
formed several baseline methods. Specifically, the class average 
accuracy is shown as 83.6%, which is an improvement of 8.8%, 
9.5%, 8.2% compared to MFCC-MLP, MFCC-GMM, and 
CepsCom-GMM, respectively. 
Index Terms— Acoustic scene classification, covari-
ance learning, double FFT, convolutional neural network 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Audio signals ranging from speech and general sounds (non-
linguistic sound) to background sounds may be quite informative 
in characterizing context such as presence of humans, objects, 
their activities, or the environment. Among these contexts, loca-
tion information is not only vital in multimedia analysis but also 
widely applicable to many tasks in scene understanding [1-2]. 
Location information is also useful as prior information for en-
hancing performance of speech/acoustic event recognition [3-4]. 
Thus, Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC) which focuses on 
identifying where the audio signal has been obtained has drawn 
considerable attention. IEEE AASP Challenge: Detection and 
Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) 2017 
also included this task as the ASC challenge. 
Typically, an ASC system consists of feature extraction and 
classification. In feature extraction, Mel Frequency Cepstral 
Coefficients (MFCCs) and Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) 
have been applied as the early stage of the proposed ASC sys-
tem. Low-level spectral features such as zero-crossing rate, 
spectral statistics, and timbre were employed for ASC by com-
bining them with MFCCs [5]. A Bag-Of-Frames (BOF) method, 
which considers an acoustic scene as a set of bags of various 
sounds, was applied to ASC [6-8]. The BOF approach has used 
statistical distribution (e.g. histogram) as features, which repre-
sents the occurrence count of cepstral features, quantized by a 
codebook like dictionary. However, the BOF approach is too 
sensitive to training data due to the requirement of training 
phases in both feature extraction and classification. 
Recently, approaches based on i-vector which is widely be-
ing used for speaker recognition has also been applied for ASC 
[9]. Since i-vector is extracted from hyper-dimensional vector 
space by applying factor analysis, potential discriminable char-
acters can be revealed with the feature. In the last challenge, 
numerous approaches based on deep learning were introduced. 
Mun et al. proposed a classification framework based on bottle-
neck feature extraction with Deep Neural Networks (DNN) [10]. 
Takahashi et al. investigated DNN-Gaussian Mixture Model 
(GMM) framework for classifying MFCCs [11]. Similarly, Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) was applied for classifying 
log-mel spectrograms [12]. In [13], an ensemble method which 
is composed of hundreds of CNNs was proposed for stochastic 
feature extraction. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based 
approaches were also proposed [14-15]. In [16], combined CNN 
and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model has been pro-
posed for ASC. For applying deep learning methods, sufficient 
training data is required to avoid local optimum problems. Thus, 
manipulation of development datasets is also considered as one 
of the major issues for training DNNs. 
Although many approaches have attempted ASC applica-
tions, they still suffer from realistic environment problems. Even 
in the same environment, audio signals may vary depending on 
presence of people, objects, and their behaviors. For example, in 
a café, a microphone may collect differing occurrences of sounds 
such as cleaning, coffee grinding, or people talking. Therefore, 
the feature vectors obtained in cafés will likely be widely scat-
tered in a feature space, although these vectors have originated 
from the same place. Meanwhile, features representing conver-
sations will always be observed in all environments where there 
are people. As illustrated by this example, performing location 
classification for ASC is a challenging task in realistic environ-
ments. 
This paper describes an ASC method which is applied for 
the DCASE 2017 challenge under this practical issue. According 
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to a hypothesis that sound frequency over the time may differ 
according to places, two types of image features, covariance 
matrix and double Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) image, are 
proposed. These features represent temporal energy density and 
energy variations for each frequency, respectively. Also, they are 
insensitive to training data, because they can be obtained with-
out any trained data. To perform scene classification with these 
features, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is considered. 
Additionally, the appropriate CNN structure is also investigated 
to improve performance. In experiment, the proposed method is 
demonstrated by using the DCASE 2017 challenge database [17]. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 explains proposed image features with its motivation. 
Section 3 introduces CNN approaches for classifying the pro-
posed features. After a discussion on the experimental results, 
conclusions are drawn in the final section. 
 
Figure 1: Human voice spectrograms included in develop-
ment dataset for DCASE2017 challenge; (a) in library, a 
part of “b027_190_200.wav” (b) in home, a part of 
“a031_100_110.wav” 
2. PROPOSED IMAGE FEATURE 
2.1. Motivation 
Although the spectrograms are obtained in distinct places, hu-
man voices are heard in both places, library and home as shown 
in Figure 1. In this case, many conventional features extracted 
from spectrum may encounter confusion due to not only human 
voice but also other sounds heard anywhere, because their spec-
trums look very similar to each other. To overcome this prob-
lem, it is necessary to search for difference by the combination 
of spectrums during a finite interval. One method to observe 
this combination of these spectral features is via histogram with 
BOF. However, BOF is too sensitive to training data, because it 
requires training phases for feature extraction as well as classi-
fication. 
In this paper, to representing combination of spectrums 
during a finite interval, covariance matrix and frequency analy-
sis of frequency bins are considered. Figure 2 shows covariance 
matrices and images obtained by performing FFT on spectro-
gram in each frequency bin. As shown in Figure 2, library and 
home can be distinguished by using these images. Based on this 
fact, two image features, covariance matrix of spectrums (COV) 
and Double FFT Image (DFI), are proposed. 
 
Figure 2: Two image features corresponding to Figure 1; (a) 
covariance matrix in library (b) frequency analysis in library 
(c) covariance matrix in home (d) frequency analysis in 
home 
 
Figure 3: Procedure for obtaining proposed image feature 
2.2. Image Feature Extraction 
Figure 3 shows the procedure of obtaining the two image fea-
tures. A 1-dimensional wave is transformed to spectrogram after 
pre-emphasis. In Filtering, a compressive Gammachirp fil-
terbank is applied to all spectrums for dimension reduction [18]. 
The result of Filtering is partitioned into several blocks that are 
composed of consecutive filter responses. For each block, COV 
is calculated by performing expectation as 
  [:, ] [:, ] ,   [:, ]Ti i i iE X m X X m X X m B     C   (1)  
where Bi is a set whose elements are filter responses included 
in the ith block. Ci is a covariance matrix of the ith block. X and 
Xi are filter responses in each frame and frame average, respec-
tively, and m is frame index. 
To obtain DFI, FFT is performed on each subband of filter 
responses as 
 1: [ ,:] ,   [ ,:]i ik KF X k X k B D   (2)  
where Di is a DFI of the ith block, F is a function for FFT. 
K and k is the number of frequency bin and frequency index, 
respectively. Finally, min-max normalization is performed on 
both Ci and Di for representing gray-scale image. 
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3. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK 
Many deep learning methods suffer from several problems such 
as over-fitting, local optimum, and training time. In CNN, the 
number of parameters is reduced by sharing weights in convolu-
tions to avoid over-fitting problems. Also, CNN is well known 
to be appropriate for classifying image. From these reasons, 
CNN is applied for classification of proposed image feature. As 
shown in Figure 4, the CNN structure consists of three parts; 
input, convolution, and fully connected. 
 
Figure 4: A CNN structure applied for classification of pro-
posed image features 
3.1. CNN Input 
Similar to human perception, stereo sound contains additional 
information such as direction of sound and spatial characters. 
Since these are also helpful for location recognition, CNN input 
is composed of four images which are COVs and DFIs obtained 
from each channel. These inputs are converted to gray scale 
image whose pixel value is integer within 0 to 255. Thus, all 
pixels in the proposed feature are normalized with zero-mean 
and unit-variance. 
In feature extraction, the number of filters included in the 
considered filterbank is set to 64, and the number of double FFT 
points is set to 128. 
3.2. Convolution 
 In training of the deep network, obtaining initialization param-
eters is very important to avoid local optimum problem. Since 
CNN structures are empirically determined, training time is 
also another issue. To alleviate these problems, batch normali-
zation has been applied in every layer [19]. Thus, three sub-
steps, convolution, batch normalization, and pooling, are con-
ducted in this step. 
In convolution, if a large filter is used, microscopic features 
can be obtained, but the number of training parameters is also 
increased. To avoid this constraint, convolutions are iteratively 
performed with a small filter. Based on this concept, filter sizes 
applied to final structure are depicted in Figure 4. After convo-
lution, Batch Normalization (BN) is also performed. 
In pooling, the image size is diminished in half by applying 
max pooling. Note that the number of tensors is increased after 
pooling. This is also iteratively performed after every convolu-
tion iteration. 
3.3. Fully connected 
After all iterations, the result of Convolution is reshaped to 
vector (8x8x32 dimension) for application to the fully connect-
ed network. In this time, Rectified Linear Unit (Relu) function 
is used for activation function. The number of nodes in each 
layer is depicted in Figure 4. 
4. EXPERIMENT 
4.1. Experimental Setting 
For performance assessment, DCASE2017 development dataset 
that consists of 15 scenes, bus, café/restaurant, car, city center, 
forest path, grocery store, home, lakeside beach, library, metro 
station, office, residential area, train, tram, and urban park, 
was used. By using four fold lists provided by DCASE2017 
committee, cross-validation tests were conducted. 
For performance comparison, several baselines were con-
sidered. Firstly, the results of MFCC-MLP and MFCC-GMM 
were provided by DCASE2017 challenge committee [20]. Sec-
ondly, CepsCom that is a 240-dimensional vector composed by 
concatenating four cepstral features was evaluated by using 128 
mixture GMM [21]. Finally, CepsCom based i-vector frame-
work was considered [22]. Based on 128 mixture GMM, a 400 
dimensional i-vector was extracted in this experiment. After 
applying multi-class Linear Discriminative Analysis (LDA) to 
400 dimensional i-vector, classification was performed by using 
a minimum Cosine Distance Score (CDS). 
In proposed method, the length of block was empirically set 
to 1 second. Thus, CNN was trained with approximately 33,000 
inputs in each fold test. (Note that about 45,000 inputs were 
used for evaluation) 
4.2. Experiment Results 
 The accuracies according to classes are summarized in Table 1. 
In baseline systems except i-vector-CDS, the performance is 
shown to be about 75%. Although logMel-MLP and MFCC-
GMM shows similar performance (i.e. class averaging accura-
cy), CepsCom-GMM shows the best averaging accuracy, which 
is an improvement of 0.6%. In logMel-MLP and MFCC-GMM, 
accuracies above 90% can be obtained in car, city center and 
office, and accuracy below 60% is shown in train. On the other 
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hand, MFCC-GMM outperforms other methods in café and 
residential area while logMel-MLP outperforms others in met-
ro-station and office. This difference may come from that dif-
ferent classifier, MLP or GMM, which has been applied to each 
method. In addition, the features is also different. Since 40 
filters for Mel filterbank are used for feature extraction, logMel 
is a 40-dimensional vector while MFCC is a 12-dimensional 
vector by conducting Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). In case 
of CepsCom-GMM, this method outperforms others in city 
center and tram. 
In i-vector-CDS, the performance is about 62%. An UBM 
is very important for extracting i-vector, and a huge volume of 
database including a lot of scenes is required for training UBM. 
Despite this fact, development dataset consisted of 15 scenes is 
only used for training UBM in this experiment. To obtain relia-
ble results using i-vector, a larger database is required to suc-
cessfully training UBM. 
According to the results, the proposed method outperforms 
other methods. The class average accuracy was observed as 
83.6%, which is an improvement of 8.8%, 9.5%, 8.2% com-
pared to MFCC-MLP, MFCC-GMM, and CepsCom-GMM, 
respectively, which implies that the best class accuracies were 
obtained for most classes. Additionally, confusion matrices for 
CespCom-GMM and the proposed method are shown in Figure 
5. As mentioned previously, spectrum based features such as 
MFCC and CepsCom confuse scenes where common sound may 
be heard. Although class accuracies have been lower than base-
line in café and office, the proposed method resolves this prob-
lem as shown in bus, library, home and train. To additionally 
improve performance of the proposed method, the confusion 
between park and residential area has to be resolved. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper proposed new image features, COV and DFI, for 
resolving an issue that common sounds can be heard anywhere. 
The COV is a covariance matrix of spectrums which represents 
energy densities for each frequency subband. The other feature, 
DFI, represents variation of energy in each subband, which can 
be obtained by performing FFT. These features can be easily 
obtained without training data. To perform classifying using 
these features, CNN is applied with several techniques for re-
ducing training time and resolving problems about initialization 
and local optimization. Efficiency of proposed method is 
demonstrated in experiment with development dataset provided 
for DCASE2017 challenge. From the results, proposed method 
outperforms other methods by means of class average accuracy 
with 83.6%, which is an improvement of 8.8%, 9.5%, 8.2% 
compared to MFCC-MLP, MFCC-GMM, and CepsCom-GMM, 
respectively. 
 
Figure 5: Confusion matrices for CepsCom-GMM and the proposed method (a) CepsCom-GMM (b) Proposed 
Table 1. Experiment results for four baseline systems and proposed system 
[%] Avg. beach bus cafe car city forest groc. home lib. metro office park resid. train tram 
logMel-MLP 74.8 75.3 71.8 57.7 97.1 90.7 79.5 58.7 68.6 57.1 91.7 99.7 70.2 64.1 58.0 81.7 
MFCC-GMM 74.1 75.0 84.3 81.7 91.0 91.0 73.4 67.9 71.4 63.5 81.4 97.1 39.1 74.7 41.0 79.2 
CepsCom-GMM 75.4 78.2 82.9 75.0 91.0 91.7 61.1 81.4 70.8 58.0 78.1 96.8 53.9 74.7 54.6 83.5 
i-vector-CDS 61.9 79.5 63.5 56.7 32.1 86.9 68.4 77.9 54.8 56.7 69.4 66.0 55.1 48.7 51.5 64.0 
Proposed 83.6 88.5 93.8 73.1 93.2 86.3 97.1 84.6 82.5 77.8 89.2 91.0 73.1 70.5 70.1 82.7 
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THE DETAILS THAT MATTER: FREQUENCY RESOLUTION
OF SPECTROGRAMS IN ACOUSTIC SCENE CLASSIFICATION
Karol J. Piczak
Institute of Computer Science
Warsaw University of Technology
ABSTRACT
This study describes a convolutional neural network model submit-
ted to the acoustic scene classification task of the DCASE 2017
challenge. The performance of this model is evaluated with dif-
ferent frequency resolutions of the input spectrogram showing that
a higher number of mel bands improves accuracy with negligible
impact on the learning time. Additionally, apart from the convolu-
tional model focusing solely on the ambient characteristics of the
audio scene, a proposed extension with pretrained event detectors
shows potential for further exploration.
Index Terms— acoustic scene classification, spectrogram, fre-
quency resolution, convolutional neural network, DCASE 2017
1. INTRODUCTION
The area of environmental sound classification has recently expe-
rienced a significant increase in the quantity of performed studies.
One of the main driving factors in 2016 was the organization of the
first DCASE workshop [1], complemented by an open challenge
focusing on the detection and classification of acoustic scenes and
events. This unique opportunity enabled researchers to exchange
ideas and evaluate various approaches on a common set of tasks and
datasets, a valuable initiative which continues in 2017 with a second
installment of the workshop [2].
Looking at previous submissions to this challenge, a clear pic-
ture emerges on how diverse the methods employed to tackle these
tasks can be. In 2013, when the very first DCASE challenge [3] was
organized, although most approaches used a support vector machine
(SVM) classifier, the input frames spanned a vast range of features:
• mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [4, 5, 6],
• mel spectrograms processed through a sparse RBM extractor [7],
• statistics from a cochleogram based on a tone-fit algorithm [8],
• responses of modulation tuned filters (2D Gabors) [9],
• visual features (HOG) computed on a constant-Q transform [10].
At the same time, other teams evaluated the usefulness of hid-
den Markov models (HMM) [11], an i-vector approach combined
with MFCCs [12], bagging of decision trees with MFCCs and
wavelets [13] and a random forest classifier working on an embed-
ding through dissimilarity representation [14].
In contrast, the DCASE 2016 challenge saw an emergence of
deep learning techniques with numerous systems shifting to deep
neural networks (DNN) [15, 16, 17, 18], convolutional neural net-
works [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24], recurrent models [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]
and their fusions with other approaches like the i-vector [30]. Al-
though MFCCs were still widely encountered as input features in
The source code for this study can be found at:
https://github.com/karoldvl/paper-2017-DCASE
sound event detection, more low-level representations such as mel
band energy and various forms of spectrograms were much more
common in the acoustic scene classification task.
When developing models relying on spectrograms as their in-
put, one of the decisions that has to be made is the resolution of the
data generated in the preprocessing step. What should it be? One
obvious response is: “the higher, the better”. As visualized by Fig-
ure 1, choosing a more fine-grained representation means less infor-
mation is being lost at the very beginning and this should hopefully
allow for more nuanced differentiation between similar training ex-
amples in later stages. However, there are three countervailing is-
sues that we have to take into consideration here.
First of all, although increasing the time and frequency reso-
lution of the employed representation may be desirable, the uncer-
tainty principle imposes a theoretical limit on how these two can be
combined. It is always a trade-off. Wide windows give good fre-
quency resolution, but their temporal resolution is affected for the
worse. Narrow windows behave in the opposite way.
One can counter this claim by stating that, theoretical limits
notwithstanding, in most cases it is still possible to maintain a tem-
poral resolution sufficient for an audio classification task while us-
ing wider windows. Even then, however, a practical aspect of re-
source constraints remains. Will the impact on memory and stor-
age requirements introduced by a higher resolution be acceptable in
a given application? Is a longer computation time, both in the pre-
processing and learning phase, really worth it? Especially in scenar-
ios combining real-time processing with deployment on low-power
devices these issues can become crucial.
Finally, dimensionality reduction of the input data is a proven
way to facilitate learning. Looking from this perspective, a single
audio frame of 10 milliseconds, sampled at 44.1 kHz, contains 441
datapoints in its raw form. On the contrary, MFCCs can succinctly
describe it with only a dozen of coefficients. With longer frames the
discrepancy will be even more pronounced. Therefore, a valid con-
cern arises whether a high-resolution spectrogram with hundreds
of frequency bands will not become an overkill that effectively im-
pedes efficient learning.
40 bands 60 bands 100 bands 200 bands STFT (1103)
Figure 1: A visual comparison of 3-second-long fragments of spec-
trograms with different frequency resolutions (first four use a mel
scale, the last one is a plain STFT).
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Evaluating related works in this area, it seems indeed that the
prevailing tendency is to limit the number of computed frequency
bands to less than 100. Although greater values can be occasionally
encountered (100 in [28], 128 in [31], 150 in [32] and even 1025
in [27]), 60 bands [20, 23] and 40 bands [17, 26, 29, 33] are the
dominant option. This would imply either that the gains potentially
achievable from a higher resolution are counterbalanced by other
negative factors, or that the issue is deemed, so far at least, only
tangential to the actual problem of model construction and has not
received much attention of itself.
This specific research question is the main motivation behind
this study. A thorough analysis of all the issues voiced in the in-
troduction is not possible in a scope of a short paper, so it will be
limited to an evaluation of a single submission to the acoustic scene
classification task of the DCASE 2017 challenge [2]. Nevertheless,
it will hopefully signal whether this problem could be worth inves-
tigating further in a more generalized manner.
2. EXPERIMENT SETUP
2.1. Task and dataset
The goal of the acoustic scene classification task proposed in the
DCASE 2017 challenge is to determine the context of a given
recording by choosing one appropriate label from a set of 15 prede-
termined acoustic scenes. For each scene, there are 312 audio seg-
ments in the development dataset with each segment having a length
of 10 seconds and a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. The challenge or-
ganizers prearranged the development dataset into 4 folds for com-
parable cross-validation in such a manner that segments originating
from one physical location are contained in the same fold. The final
scoring of submitted systems is based on the fraction of correctly
classified segments from the evaluation dataset. Further informa-
tion about the recording and annotation procedure can be found in
the paper describing the dataset [34].
2.2. Data preprocessing
The first step of the proposed solution consists in converting all
the provided recordings into spectrograms with librosa v0.5.1 [35].
Mel spectrograms are created with an FFT window length of 50 ms
(2205 samples), hop length of 20 ms (882 samples), and a num-
ber of bands that is either 40, 60, 100 or 200, in all cases covering
a frequency range of up to 22050 Hz. Additionally, a plain STFT
spectrogram (1103 bands) is created with the same window and hop
length for comparison. Finally, the spectrograms are converted to
a decibel scale and standardized by subtracting the mean and divid-
ing by the standard deviation computed on a random batch of 1000
examples. In this manner, the resulting dimension of a 10-second-
long segment representation is b rows and 500 columns, where b is
the number of generated frequency bands.
During training, slight data augmentation is introduced by
a uniformly distributed offset of the start time of up to 1 second.
Moreover, in each case a randomly sized tail of the generated ex-
ample is replaced with a different segment belonging to the same
class, creating some additional variety in the training batches.
2.3. Model architecture
Most acoustic scenes can be conceptually described as an ensemble
of two distinct elements. The ambience layer consists of a nonde-
script theme recurring in the background with little to no change
(e.g. sound of a noisy street). Every now and then a more specific
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Figure 2: A schematic of the model with its ambience part and
a possible extension with a detector module.
event of a short-lived nature occurs (e.g. a book page being flipped
in a library). In many situations the background information alone
is quite sufficient for establishing an actual context with little ambi-
guity. However, browsing through the provided dataset and trying
to deduce how human perception copes with such a task, it seems
that in some cases very subtle clues (as the aforementioned page
flipping) are the key elements that drastically shift the expectations
between similar contexts (e.g. home and library).
Based on this observation, a natural question is whether a ma-
chine learning model incorporating such an assumption would be
advantageous. On the other hand, taking into consideration the high
accuracy of the baseline solution and the results of Mafra et al. [36]
where the authors indicate that good results can be obtained by rep-
resenting each recording with only a single averaged frame, it is
thus very likely that a good architecture should not be overly com-
plicated in this case.
Therefore, the system described in this work has a very simple
design, coming in two flavors depicted in Figure 2. The first vari-
ant is a three block convolutional network focusing on processing
the ambience content. Its first layer takes the whole input spectro-
gram (b × 500) and applies a convolution with a stride of 1, filter
size of b × 50 (i.e. over fragments of 1 second) and the number of
filters set at 100. The response is batch normalized and processed
through a LeakyReLU activation (α = 0.3) combined with dropout
(pdrop = 0.25). The second processing block is identical, except for
the filter size which in this case is reduced to 1 × 1, meaning that
there is no spatial convolution but only aggregation across feature
maps. The final layer consists of 15 convolutional filters of 1×1 and
a softmax activation that is computed separately for each step. For
training purposes, output probabilities are averaged with a global
pooling layer. However, during the prediction step no pooling is
performed, but instead these values are binarized with a threshold
of 0.5 and only then averaged over the whole time span, which is
equivalent to a majority vote.
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Figure 3: Comparison of validation accuracy for the evaluated sys-
tems achieved on the development dataset. Results are presented as
a moving average over 50 epochs for better clarity.
The second variant extends this model with a module that we
will further call a detector. An architecture of a detector is exactly
the same as the already described ambience part with the difference
that convolutional blocks use only 10 filters and the last layer con-
sists of a single convolutional unit with sigmoid activation that is
max-pooled over the whole time span. The rationale behind this
is that the output of such a network should signal whether a given
event (template match) has occurred anywhere in the whole record-
ing. The whole variant then combines the ambient module with
a predefined number of detectors by concatenating their output to
the input of the last convolutional layer (same global event detec-
tion value is repeated for each step of the ambient model).
Two remarks about the implications of such an architecture.
First of all, while we are using a “convolutional” designation for
this model, were it not for some subtle differences coming from the
use of normalization layers and joint training, it could be validly
understood as a simple multi-layer perceptron that is being applied
to consecutive frames of the input, an approach very similar to the
baseline implementation.
Moreover, by filling the first layer with filters of a very large
size, spanning the whole frequency range, we can limit the impact
of higher resolutions to this layer only. This means that the increase
in computation time is not that severe. The prospects here would be
much worse with networks stacking multiple layers of small-sized
filters, where such changes propagate in the output dimensions of
deeper layers, a drawback which should not be overlooked.
2.4. Training procedure
Before training, all model weights are initialized with a He uni-
form [37] procedure. Training is performed for 500 epochs with an
Adam optimizer (learning rate of 0.001, batch size of 32) and a cat-
egorical cross-entropy loss function. 400 segments are carved out
from the training fold as an additional holdout batch. The best per-
former on the holdout batch is retained as the final model, whereas
validation results are calculated on a completely separate fold as
provided by the organizers. Separate models are trained for each
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Figure 4: Confusion matrix of the submitted amb200 model (ambi-
ence only, 200 mel bands) combined over all folds of the develop-
ment set. The rightmost column presents class-wise accuracies.
combination of training and validation folds. A hierarchical learn-
ing method similar to the one reported in [17] was tentatively eval-
uated, however the difference achieved with the employed architec-
ture was not noticeable enough to warrant further investigation.
3. RESULTS
The main system presented in this work, codenamed amb, consisted
solely of the ambience processing module (left part of Figure 2).
Five variants of this model were evaluated, four using mel spectro-
grams with 40, 60, 100 and 200 frequency bands respectively and
one working on STFT spectrograms with 1103 bands (denoted as
STFT later on). Additionally, a model combining the amb200 vari-
ant with 15 independent detector modules was created (detectors).
The results of these models are depicted in Figure 3 and presented in
a numerical way in Table 1, while Figure 4 more specifically details
class-wise performance of the amb200 model.
The analysis of these results indicates that a higher number of
mel frequency bands quite uniformly improves the achieved vali-
dation accuracy. There is almost a 4 percentage point difference
between amb40 and amb200 variants, showing that, in this setup
at least, higher resolution models have a greater predictive capac-
ity. The STFT variant is on average comparable to amb200, it is
however underperforming in fold 4 and strongly outperforming in
fold 2. Taking into consideration the processing overhead (approx-
imate epoch processing time on a GTX 980 Ti card was 23 s for
amb40 up to 25 s for amb200 and 52 s for STFT) the amb200 vari-
ant is a clear winner.
Figure 5: First 20 filters learned by the initial convolutional layer of
the amb200 model (ambience only, 200 mel bands).
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beach bus cafe car city forest grocery home library metro office park resid. train tram
Figure 6: Synthetic examples of input patterns resulting in maxi-
mum output activation for a given class (pclass(X) = 1.0). Slight
contrast squashing was applied for presentation purposes.
On the other hand, a disappointing behavior of the detectors
model combines poor validation accuracy with very high training
time. It is quite evident that for this particular dataset the capacity
of such an architecture is too high and after 100 epochs of training
significant overfitting occurs. Therefore, an additional model dishes
is proposed. What is peculiar about it, it extends the amb200 model
with only a single detector. Moreover, this detector module is sepa-
rately pretrained on additional hand-annotations specifically created
for this purpose indicating the occurrence of specific events in the
cafe/restaurant scene that could be described as sounds involving
cups, plates, kitchenware etc. Unfortunately, due to time constraints
and the effort involved in creating a more complete annotation of the
dataset, it was not possible to evaluate a model with a broader range
of pretrained detectors. However, taking into consideration that ini-
tial results reported here hint at a possible improvement, it could be
an interesting further avenue for research.
Finally, trying to understand a bit better on what is going on
behind the scenes, we can see that the ambience model learns to be
a strong frequency discriminator as seen both by the convolutional
filters visualized in Figure 5 and examples of patterns that induce
the strongest activation for a specific class (Figure 6). This would
explain why a high frequency resolution of the input data might be
so important for this task. However, especially looking at Figure 6,
the perceptual differences are minuscule apart from some intricate
patterns of narrow frequency bands, so a real question is on what
is being learned. Is it actually the semantic differentiator between
different types of scenes? In some cases, like interiors of vehicles,
most probably yes. However, for classes such as home or library it
is quite possible that these specific frequency patterns concentrate
on what would be perceived by a human listener as recording arti-
facts. Further study would be required, but there is a high risk that
the resulting model would be prone to adversarial attacks.
Table 1: Results of the proposed systems.
System
Development
Final
Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3 Fold 4 1—4
amb40 79.4 (0.5) 77.7 (0.8) 76.7 (1.0) 81.4 (1.0) 78.8 —
amb60 81.3 (0.6) 76.3 (1.0) 75.8 (0.9) 81.5 (1.0) 78.7 62.0
amb100 81.1 (0.6) 77.5 (0.9) 80.6 (0.7) 83.4 (1.3) 80.7 67.7
amb200 80.9 (0.8) 80.2 (0.8) 83.0 (0.9) 85.6 (1.3) 82.4 70.6
STFT 81.1 (0.9) 83.6 (0.8) 81.4 (0.9) 83.4 (1.3) 82.4 —
detectors 78.7 (0.9) 78.1 (1.1) 78.6 (1.3) 80.8 (1.4) 79.1 —
dishes 80.3 (0.9) 81.4 (0.7) 82.6 (0.6) 86.6 (1.0) 82.7 69.6
Mean (standard deviation) of validation accuracies across 50 final epochs of
training on the development set and official evaluation results for submitted
models. Values in percentages.
4. CONCLUSION
This paper described a submission to the acoustic scene classifica-
tion task of the DCASE 2017 challenge based on a convolutional
neural network model specifically limited to focusing on the ambi-
ent characteristic of auditory scenes by average pooling responses
for consecutive fragments of the recording. Experiments completed
in this study showed that a very important determinant of the fi-
nal performance in this task is the frequency resolution of the in-
put representation being used, most probably due to the fact that
the network is learning a form of a frequency discriminating func-
tion. Therefore, increasing the number of mel bands up to 200, well
above what is most commonly encountered in related works, proved
to be most effective. At the same time, using plain STFT spectro-
grams with even higher number of bands did not provide additional
gains, while considerably increasing the computation time.
It is hard to tell in the scope of this work whether these results
could be generalized for other contexts (e.g. event detection), where
apart from the frequency content, changes in time also play a crucial
role. Concurrently, while the exact scope of the increase in the pro-
cessing time when employing different types of models is not clear,
a valid concern is whether the gains achieved will compensate for
the longer training time, especially when using deep convolutional
architectures with very small filters. This would have to be evalu-
ated on a case-by-case basis. Nevertheless, the aim of this study is
to underline that this hyperparameter should also be taken into con-
sideration, even if only to squeeze some additional performance out
of the very final model.
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ABSTRACT
We investigate the effectiveness of wavelet features for acoustic
scene classification as contribution to the subtask of the IEEEAASP
Challenge on Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and
Events (DCASE2017). On the back-end side, gated recurrent neural
networks (GRNNs) are compared against traditional support vec-
tor machines (SVMs). We observe that, the proposed wavelet fea-
tures behave comparable to the typically-used temporal and spectral
features in the classification of acoustic scenes. Further, a late fu-
sion of trained models with wavelets and typical acoustic features
reach the best averaged 4-fold cross validation accuracy of 83.2%,
and 82.6% by SVMs, and GRNNs, respectively; both significantly
outperform the baseline (74.8%) of the official development set
(p < 0.001, one-tailed z-test).
Index Terms— Acoustic Scene Classification, Wavelets, Sup-
port Vector Machines, Sequence Modelling, Gated Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks
1. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic scene classification (ASC) is defined as classification of
the environment in which a recording has been made [1], which is a
subfield of Computational Auditory Scene Analysis [2]. It is based
on the assumption that, various acoustic scenes can be distinguished
from one another by their general acoustic properties due to general
characterisations of a location or situation [1]. In practice, ASC is
a challenging task since a certain scene is usually similar to others,
and shares commonalities of sound sources all across [3]. In recent
years, there is an increasing interest in finding more robust and ef-
ficient ASC methods to be applied into multimedia searching [4],
smart mobile devices [5], and intelligent monitoring systems [6, 7].
Previous DCASE Challenges in 2013 [8], and 2016 [9] attracted nu-
merous teams from across the world working on this uprising topic.
A recent overview on the ASC literature is found in [10]. The
acoustic features used for ASC include mel-frequency cepstral co-
efficients [5,11], histograms of sounds [12], and histogram of gradi-
ents learnt from time-frequency representations [13]. In terms of the
classifiers, hidden Markov models (HMMs) [12], Gaussian mixture
models (GMMs) [11], and support vector machines (SVMs) [13,14]
have been popular. More recently, a series of methods using deep
learning are applied to ASC tasks [3, 15–18].
In this contribution, we investigate the effectiveness of wavelet
features for the ASC task, which had been proven to be success-
ful in our previous work in snore sound classification [19–21].
A large scale typical acoustic feature vector extracted by openS-
MILE [22] is compared with, and combined in a late fusion process
with the proposed wavelet features. As to machine learning models,
SVMs [23], and gated recurrent neural networks (GRNNs) [24] are
implemented and compared. To train both models, we first extract
low level descriptors (LLDs) on the frame level; then, we apply
different functionals over clips. It is worth noting that the clip for
the SVM model refers to a long segment, whereas for the GRNNs,
it denotes a short episode which is sequentially segmented from a
long segment in a fixed duration length. Both for the SVMs and the
GRNNs, the models trained independently with wavelets and typi-
cal acoustic features, are fused later to make the final decision by a
margin sampling strategy [25].
In comparison to the enormous focus on cepstral and other
spectral features that do not optimise the Heisenberg-alike time-
frequency trade-off, there is little attention on the effectiveness of
wavelet features for the ASC task. This work thus explores av-
enues towards accordingly optimised novel features which are ef-
ficient in classification of acoustic scenes, and to investigate their
performances by the popular classifiers such as SVMs, and state-
of-the-art machine learning techniques like GRNNs.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 will give a de-
scription of the database and the methodology we used. The exper-
imental results will be shown in Section 3 before a conclusion is
made in Section 4.
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Database
To evaluate the proposed systems, we use the official dataset of the
IEEE AASP Challenge on Detection and Classification of Acous-
tic Scenes and Events (DCASE2017) [1]. This dataset is accessi-
ble through the challenge website 1. The development set contains
312 segments of 10 seconds in each of the 15 classes. The total
duration of the development set is 13 hours. The fifteen acoustic
scene classes needed to be recognised in this task are: beach, bus,
cafe/restaurant, car, city centre, forest path, grocery store, home,
library, metro station, office, park, residential area, train, and tram.
The organisers split the data such that all segments from the same
recording are put in either the train or the test partition, for all of the
four folds they generated for cross-validation. This is done to eval-
uate robustness of the proposed systems. The correct recognition
accuracy is used as the evaluation metric.
1http://www.cs.tut.fi/sgn/arg/dcase2017/
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Table 1: Parametres for wavelet features.
Wavelet Function Jmax # of LLDs
WPTE ‘rbio3.3’ 7 255
WEF ‘db7’ 7 287
2.2. Wavelet Features
We earlier introduced wavelet features into the area of snore sound
classification in [19]. Wavelets were found to be effective in lo-
calising different snore sounds, and performed better than the other
widely-used spectral feature-types such as mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients, formants, fundamental frequency, etc. One most re-
cent work on deep wavelet features for ASC was presented in [26].
Firstly, we use the wavelet packet transform energy (WPTE) feature
extracted by wavelet packet transformation (WPT) [27]. In contrast
to the discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) [28], WPT further
decomposes ‘detail’ components to obtain their own ‘approxima-
tion’. We use the normalised bank filter energy in [29] as our WPTE
LLDs, which is defined as:
EΩj,k = log
√
∑Nj,k
n=1
(wj,k,n)2
Nj,k
, (1)
wherewj,k,n are the coefficients calculated by WPT from the anal-
ysed signal at the subspace Ωj,k. Nj,k is the total number of
wavelet coefficients in the k-th subband at the j-th decomposition
level. The scale of k is 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2j − 1. Totally, 2Jmax+1 − 1
WPTE based LLDs are generated. The Jmax is the maximum level
for wavelet decomposition by a certain wavelet function.
In addition, another wavelet feature set based on DWT is de-
fined as:
E˜Ωj =
(wj)
2
∑
Jmax
j=1
(wj)2
× 100, (2)
wherewj are the coefficients generated by DWT at the j-th decom-
position level. Furthermore, the mean, variance, waveform length
(the sum of the absolute differences), and entropy are calculated
from the vector (see Eq. 2) as LLDs. In total, for a j-th decomposi-
tion of DWT, this procedure generates 4× (Jmax + 1) LLDs.
We combine the features extracted according to Eq. 1 with
Eq. 2, and refer to them as wavelet energy features (WEFs) as
in [21]. Subsequently, four statistical functionals, i. e., maximum,
mean, minimum, and bias of the estimated linear regression on the
frame-level features are applied to the LLDs of WPTE, and WEF.
These four selected functionals are shown to be efficient in [21].
The wavelet function was selected empirically based on initial ex-
periments, which are shown in Table 1, where the Jmax and dimen-
sions of LLDs of wavelets are included as well. The wavelet func-
tion names and the decomposition scripts are based on the Wavelet
Toolbox 2 of Matlab by MathWorks.
2.3. Temporal and Spectral Features
We use our toolkit openSMILE [22] to extract the large scale tem-
poral and spectral features, which has been proven to be efficient
on the ASC task in DCASE2016 [3]. In this study, we chose the
INTERSPEECH ComParE feature set [30]. This feature set con-
tains the ‘usual suspects’ of most popular acoustic features likemel-
frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC), root mean square (RMS)
2http://www.mathworks.com/products/wavelet/
Table 2: COMPARE acoustic feature set: 65 low-level descrip-
tors (LLDs). MFCC: Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient; RASTA:
Relative Spectral Transform; HNR: Harmonics to Noise Ratio;
RMS: Root Mean Square. Refer to [31] for more details.
55 spectral LLDs Group
MFCC 1–14 Cepstral
Psychoacoustic sharpness, harmonicity Spectral
RASTA-filt. aud. spect. bds. 1–26 (0–8 kHz) Spectral
Spectral energy 250–650Hz, 1 k–4 kHz spectral
Spectral flux, centroid, entropy, slope Spectral
Spectral Roll-Off Pt. 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9 Spectral
Spectral variance, skewness, kurtosis spectral
6 voicing related LLDs Group
F0 (SHS and Viterbi smoothing) Prosodic
Probability of voicing Voice quality
log HNR, jitter (local and δ), shimmer (local) Voice quality
4 energy related LLDs Group
RMS energy, zero-crossing rate Prosodic
Sum of auditory spectrum (loudness) Prosodic
Sum of RASTA-filtered auditory spectrum Prosodic
energy, harmonics to noise ratio (HNR), and others. The LLDs are
presented in Table 2, and some statistical functionals are applied to
these LLDs, which generate 6 373 features in total from one audio
sample. Details of the features can be found in [31].
2.4. Support Vector Machines
As a popular classifier, SVMs [23] are chosen as the baseline learn-
ing models in our experiments. Both the wavelet features and the
ComParE features are fed into SVM models in the format as func-
tionals. The original feature values are standardised before the
training phase, and the information of the training sets are applied
to the test sets.
2.5. Gated Recurrent Neural Networks
Zo¨hrer et al. introduced gated recurrent neural networks (GRNNs)
for the ASC task in [32]. GRNNs are built with blocks of gated
recurrent units (GRUs, see Figure 1) [24], which is a simple alter-
native to long short term memory networks (LSTMs) [33]. GRNNs
and LSTMs share the common characteristic of learning tempo-
ral information from the sequence as recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) [34]. In particular, GRNNs need fewer parameters than
LSTMs, when reaching a comparable performance. Figure 1 shows
the flow diagram of one GRU in which the z, and r are update, and
reset gates, governing the network to learn temporal information
from an input sequence. Details on GRNNs can be found, e. g.,
in [24].
When feeding features to GRNNs, our first step is to segment
the audio file (of 10 seconds) into episodes (of 1 second) sequenced
by time steps of 0.5 seconds. Then, the features are extracted from
the episodes in the format of functionals. Finally, features (stan-
dardised) are fed into GRNNs as the same index in the sequence of
episodes.
2.6. Decision Fusion
To improve the efficiency and robustness of our proposed systems,
we use a decision fusion process (see Figure 2) for combining mod-
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Figure 1: Diagram of a Grated Recurrent Unit (refer to [24] for
more details).
els trained independently on varied feature sets. A margin sampling
value (MSV) is defined as the difference between the first and sec-
ond largest posteriori probabilities estimated by the trained clas-
sifier for the given test sample [25]. The final label will be given
by the model which has the maximum MSV for the given test sam-
ple, which means this model is more ‘confident’ than others when
making this decision.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Setup
The SVM models are implemented by the toolkit LIBSVM [35].
We select the SVMs with a linear kernel, and the complexity
value C is optimised by searching within the grids spanned by
10−5, 10−4, 103, . . . , 103, 104, 105. The GRNNs models are im-
plemented by TensorFlow 3. We use a two-layer (120-60) GRNNs
structure, and empirically set the learning rate, the drop out rate,
and the epoch as 0.0002, 0.1, and 50 respectively. The LLDs are
extracted from the frame-level of the audio signals within a frame
length of 40ms, and an overlap of 20ms as the set in the official
baseline [1]. We combine predictions given independently using
different features; the final decision is made by considering themar-
gin sampling strategy mentioned in Section 2.6.
3.2. Results
We can see from both Tables 3 and 4 that, wavelet features (WPTE,
WEF) are comparable to ComParE features for the ASC task in this
study. Among wavelets, WEFs perform slightly better than WPTE
(77.8% vs 75.7% on SVMs, and 76.0% vs 72.6% on GRNNs).
Furthermore, by combining the models trained by wavelets, the fi-
nal performance can be improved. In particular, by a late fusion
of ComParE features with wavelet features, both models (SVMs
and GRNNs) can reach an averaged accuracy of more than 81.0%,
which significantly (p < 0.05, one-tailed z-test [36]) outperforms
the best performance (77.9%) achieved by the model (SVMs)
trained with a single feature set (ComParE). SVMs lead to a slightly
better performance than GRNNs considering the overall best perfor-
mance (83.2% vs 82.6%). Both methods considerably outperform
the official baseline (74.8%) at a significance level of p < 0.001 in
a one-tailed z-test.
Table 5, and Table 6 show the confusion matrices of the two
best-performing systems using SVMs, and GRNNs respectively. It
3https://www.tensorflow.org/
Table 3: Performance comparison obtained by different feature sets
applied to the original segments (of 10 seconds). Classifier: Support
Vector Machines (SVMs) with linear kernel. C-value is set to 0.01,
10 and 0.1 for ComParE, WPTE, and WEF, respectively. All the
models are trained independently, and combined to make the final
decision by margin sampling values generated by each model.
accuracy [%] Fold1 Fold2 Fold3 Fold4 Mean
ComParE 76.8 76.8 75.7 82.5 77.9
WPTE 76.1 75.9 72.8 78.3 75.7
WEF 79.9 79.0 75.2 77.1 77.8
ComParE+WPTE 80.6 82.3 79.9 85.5 82.1
ComParE+WEF 82.3 83.9 81.7 83.7 82.9
WPTE+WEF 80.1 79.8 76.4 80.0 79.1
ComParE+WPTE+WEF 82.4 83.9 81.7 84.7 83.2
Table 4: Performance comparison between different feature sets
(Sequentially Learnt). Classifier: Gated Recurrent Neural Networks
(GRNNs). The GRNNs are structured as two-layer (120-60) topol-
ogy, learning rate: 0.0002, drop out rate: 0.1, epoch: 50 for both
ComParE, WPTE, and WEF. All models are trained independently,
and combined to make the final decision bymargin sampling values
generated by each model.
accuracy [%] Fold1 Fold2 Fold3 Fold4 Mean
ComParE 79.3 74.8 77.0 81.0 78.0
WPTE 73.6 71.8 71.1 74.1 72.6
WEF 77.7 76.6 73.1 76.8 76.0
ComParE+WPTE 82.1 79.0 80.1 84.8 81.5
ComParE+WEF 83.2 81.2 81.3 84.7 82.6
WPTE+WEF 78.5 77.2 74.3 77.6 76.9
ComParE+WPTE+WEF 82.6 81.8 81.0 85.0 82.6
is common for both SVMs and GRNNs that, some acoustic scenes
like office and metro station are recognised with a high accuracy,
while others like park, residential area, and train are difficult to
be distinguished. The SVMs considerably outperform the GRNNs
in classifying city centre, park, residential area, andtrain while the
GRNNs perform better at classifying beach than the SVMs.
Note that, in our experiments, we intended to combine the
best two models, i. e., SVMs and GRNNs trained with wavelets
and ComParE features. However, the result (73.1%) is below the
achieved best performances – in fact even lower than the official
baseline. One of the possible future directions is to find an effi-
cient way to fuse the various well-trained models preserving their
strengths more efficiently.
Overall, the proposed wavelet features can help improve the
final recognition performance of the trained models. Both the two
learning models (SVMs and GRNNs) were found to be efficient on
the ASC task.
4. CONCLUSION
We found our proposed wavelet features can perform well, and help
to improve the performance of typical acoustic features in classifi-
cation of different acoustic scenes. Popular SVMs, and the state-
of-the-art GRNNs were compared as learning algorithms. In this
work, SVMs slightly outperformed GRNNs by measuring the best
averaged accuracy of 4-fold cross validation on the DCASE 2017
development set (83.2% vs 82.6%). Both the best models signifi-
cantly outperformed the official baseline (an averaged accuracy of
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Figure 2: The diagram of a decision fusion process. The input audio files fed to SVMs, and GRNNs are original segments (of 10 seconds),
and episodes (of 1 second) rowed as a sequence with time step of 0.5 second, respectively.
Table 5: Confusion matrix of the development set by decision fusion
of SVMs models trained independently on the ComParE, WPTE,
and WEF feature sets. Values are averaged by 4-fold cross valida-
tion on development sets.
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beach 61 0 0 1 4 2 1 1 0 0 0 3 6 0 1
bus 0 71 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3
cafe/rest. 0 0 63 0 0 0 3 5 1 2 2 1 1 1 1
car 0 1 0 71 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 5
city cent. 0 0 1 0 73 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0
forest path 1 0 1 0 0 66 0 2 0 1 2 1 5 1 0
groc. store 1 0 3 0 0 0 65 3 0 6 0 0 1 0 0
home 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 57 14 1 4 0 0 0 0
library 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 61 2 3 0 3 3 0
metro st. 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 2 73 1 0 0 0 0
office 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 75 0 0 0 0
park 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 57 13 1 0
resid. area 3 0 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 11 59 0 0
train 2 3 3 1 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 57 8
tram 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 67
74.8%, p < 0.001, one-tailed z-test). Some acoustic scenes, e. g.,
park, residential area, and train are difficult to be distinguished in
our study. In future works, we will focus on feature selection and
enhancement.
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ABSTRACT
For the Acoustic Scene Classification task of the IEEE AASP
Challenge on Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and
Events (DCASE2017), we propose a novel method to classify 15
different acoustic scenes using deep sequential learning, based on
features extracted from Short-Time Fourier Transform and scalo-
gram of the audio scenes using Convolutional Neural Networks. It
is the first time to investigate the performance of bump and morse
scalograms for acoustic scene classification in an according con-
text. First, segmented audio waves are transformed into a spectro-
gram and two types of scalograms; then, ‘deep features’ are ex-
tracted from these using the pre-trained VGG16 model by prob-
ing at the fully connected layer. These representations are then fed
into Gated Recurrent Neural Networks for classification separately.
Predictions from the three systems are finally combined by a mar-
gin sampling value strategy. On the official development set of the
challenge, the best accuracy on a four-fold cross-validation setup is
80.9%, which increases by 6.1% when compared with the official
baseline (p < .001 by one-tailed z-test).
Index Terms— Audio Scene Classification, Deep Sequential
Learning, Scalogram, Convolutional Neural Networks, Gated Re-
current Neural Networks
1. INTRODUCTION
As a sub-field of computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) [1],
acoustic scene classification attempts to identify the acoustic envi-
ronment. It has been used in several applications such as context-
aware computing [2], mobile robots [3], serious games [4] and
many more. This year’s scene classification task of the IEEE AASP
Challenge – DCASE2017 [5] – provides a unique opportunity to
present models and audio feature representations customised for
this task. The challenge requires the participants to classify the au-
dio data into fifteen classes based on the acoustic scene they repre-
sent. The corpus has been divided into a non-public evaluation set
and four-folds, each featuring training set and development set.
Different from the representations extracted from 1D audio
samples directly, such as energy, frequency, and voice-based fea-
tures [6], features extracted from 2D spectrograms recently show
significant improvement in music [7], snore sound [8], and acoustic
scene classification [9]. Those methods mostly extract Short-Time
Fourier Transformation (STFT) spectrograms from audio waves. In
contrast, wavelet transformation incorporates multiple scales and
localisation as an extension of Fourier transform to reach the op-
timum of the time-frequency resolution trade-off. Wavelet fea-
tures have been shown to be efficient in snore sound classifica-
tion [10–12] and acoustic scene classification [13] recently. Mo-
tivated by this success, we additionally investigate and present the
capability of the deep feature representations of two types of scalo-
grams in this study for the first time to our best knowledge in com-
bination with pre-trained deep nets for image classification.
In the recent years, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
became popular in deep learning for visual recognition tasks [14]
thanks to their capability of highly nonlinear mapping of input im-
ages to output labels. Several CNN structures have been presented
in succession, such as AlexNet [15], VGG [16], GoogLeNet [17],
and ResNet [18]. It is also worth to design CNNs for processing
spectrograms in acoustic tasks [7, 9, 19]. But as CNNs trained on
a large scale data set are more robust and stable than those neural
networks trained on relatively smaller number of (audio) samples,
it might be worthwhile to reuse such nets to extract features from
the spectrogram or scalogram for acoustic or other acoustic tasks
through transfer learning [20].
In the transfer learning context, feeding powerful representa-
tions from CNNs into a classifier, such as a support vector machine
(SVM), could achieve good prediction results [8]. However, as
acoustic scene audio waves are relatively longer than speech sig-
nals which happen in a short time, there is a limitation in learn-
ing sequence by sequence using SVM. To break this bottleneck,
several models for sequential learning have been proposed, in-
cluding recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [21], long short-term
memory (LSTM) RNNs [22], or Gated Recurrent Neural Networks
(GRNNs) [23]. LSTM RNNs and CNNs are combined in [24] to
improve the classification performance. Hence, sequential learning
methods will be helpful to achieve a higher performance.
The contribution of our approach for acoustic scene classifica-
tion is described as follows. First, we propose to extract the sequen-
tial features from a spectrogram (STFT) and two types of scalo-
grams, namely (bump wavelet [25] and morse wavelets [26]), by
the VGG16 model [16]. Second, we connect CNNs with a sequen-
tial learning method by feeding the features into GRNNs. Finally,
the predictions from the three models are fused by the margin sam-
pling value method. To our best knowledge, very little research
has been undertaken exploring deep CNN feature representations
of scalograms on sequential learning in audio analysis, let alone for
acoustic scene classification.
In the following, our work aims at proposing a novel approach
that makes use of CNNs and GRNNs by transfer learning, as well
as presenting the experimental results obtained on DCASE2017.
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Figure 1: Framework of our proposed system. One type of spectrogram (STFT) and two types of scalograms (bump and morse wavelet) are
generated from the segment audio files. Next, we use pre-trained CNNs to extract features from these images at the first fully connected layer
fc6. After that, the features are fed into GRNNs to be trained and the final predictions are combined by a decision fusion strategy.
2. METHODOLOGY
An overview of our system can be seen in Figure 1. It mainly
includes three components: deep sequential feature extraction,
GRNN classification, and decision fusion, which will be introduced
in this section after presenting the task.
2.1. Database
We evaluate our proposed system on the dataset of the acoustic
scene classification task in the IEEE AASP Challenge on Detection
and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events [5]. Each record-
ing is split into several independent 10 s segments. The dataset con-
tains 15 classes, including beach, bus, cafe/restaurant, car, city cen-
ter, forest path, grocery store, home, library, metro station, office,
park, residential area, train, and tram. The database is divided into
an unlabelled evaluation set and four folds, each of which contains
a training set and a development set. For each class, the develop-
ment set contains 312 segments of 10 s from 52 minutes of audio
recordings.
2.2. Deep Sequential Image Feature Extraction
2.2.1. Spectrograms
As written, we generate a STFT spectrogram and two types of scalo-
grams, which are now described in more detail as follows.
a) STFT spectrogram. We use the STFT algorithm [27] with a
Hamming window, a frame time of 40 ms and overlap of 20 ms, to
compute the power spectral density by the dB power scale. At the
time t, for a signal x(t) with window function ω(t) and time index
τ , the STFT is defined by
X(τ, ω) =
∫
∞
−∞
x(t)ω(t− τ)e−jωt. (1)
b) Bump scalogram. As a special type of continuous wavelet
transform (CWT), the bump wavelet [28] with the scale s and the
window ω is defined in the Fourier domain as
Ψ(sω) = e
(
1−
1
1−(sω−µ)2/σ2
)
1[(µ−σ)/s,(µ+σ)/s], (2)
where µ and σ are two constant parameters.
c) Morse scalogram. The morse wavelet generation is proposed
in [26], in which it is defined by
ΨP,γ(ω) = u(ω)αP,γω
P2
γ e
−ω
γ
, (3)
where u(ω) means the unit step, ω is the window, αP,γ stands for a
normalising constant, P and γ are the time-bandwidth product and
the symmetry.
The spectrogram and scalograms are plotted by MATLAB us-
ing the viridis colour map, which was shown to be better suited than
other colour maps or a gray image in [8]. It is a uniform colour map
varying from blue to green to yellow. Moreover, the plots are (obvi-
ously) made to have no axes or margins, and are scaled to squared
images with 224×224 pixels for VGG16-based feature extraction,
as shown in Figure 2.
2.2.2. Convolutional Neural Networks
With the spectrograms and scalograms for acoustic scenes, the pre-
trained CNNs are employed to extract our deep spectrum features.
We use the VGG16 model provided by MatConvNet [29] as it
worked successfully in the ImageNet Challenge 2014 1. VGG16
consists of 16 layers, including 13 convolutional layers, and 3 fully
connected layers. The convolutional layers are split into five stacks
with maxpooling layers, which use the same kernel size 3×3 and
different numbers of channels [64, 128, 256, 512, 512]. The final
fully connected layer is followed by a softmax function to generate
a 1000-label classification on ImageNet data set. A framework of
the VGG16 architecture is described in Table 1.
For our deep sequential feature extraction, the images are fed
into the pre-trained VGG16 as input and the features are extracted
1http://image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2014/results
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(a) STFT
(b) bump wavelet (c) morse wavelet
Figure 2: The STFT spectrogram and two types of scalograms for
the acoustic scenes. All of the images are extracted from the first
audio sequence of DCASE2017’s “a001 0 10.wav” with a label res-
idential area.
from the activations on the first fully connected layer fc6, which
includes 4096 neurons. Therefore, we extract deep features with
4096 attributes from all segmented audios.
2.3. Gated Recurrent Neural Networks
Similar to LSTM-RNNs, GRNNs are able to learn sequence infor-
mation as a special type of RNN. The GRNNs contain a gated re-
current unit (GRU) [23], which consists of two gating units (reset
gate r and update gate z), an activation h, and a candidate activa-
tion h˜, as shown in Figure 3. Different from LSTM, the information
flows inside the GRU without separate memory cells so that a GRU
needs less parameters. Hence, GRNNs converge faster than LSTM,
i. e., they need less epochs during training iterations to obtain the
best model [23].
Based on the deep sequence features extracted by pre-trained
CNNs, we design a two-layer GRNN, which is followed by a fully
connected layer and a softmax layer (see Figure 1). Therefore, we
obtain the classification predictions from the softmax layer for the
three different feature sets.
2.4. Decision Fusion
To improve the performance of our system, we apply a decision
fusion method on the three classification results from different fea-
ture sets. The Margin Sampling Value (MSV) method is introduced
in [30] as the difference of the first and second highest posteriori
probabilities for each predicted label of the test sample. We obtain
the final label by selecting the model which has the maximum MSV,
which is the most confident among the three models.
Table 1: Configurations of the VGG16 convolutional neural net-
works. ‘conv’ denotes convolutional layers, size means receptive
field size, and ‘ch’ stands number of channels.
Input: 224×224 RGB image
2×conv size: 3; ch: 64
Maxpooling
2×conv size: 3; ch: 128
Maxpooling
3×conv size: 3; ch: 256
Maxpooling
3×conv size: 3; ch: 512
Maxpooling
3×conv size: 3; ch: 512
Maxpooling
Fully connected layer fc6 with 4096 neurons
Fully connected layer fc7 with 4096 neurons
Fully connected layer with 1000 neurons
Output: softmax layer of probabilities for 1000 classes
z
hh
ht-1
ht
r
xt
Figure 3: Illustration of a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [23]. r and
z represent the reset and update gates separately, and h and h˜ are
the activation and the candidate activation.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Setup
Each audio file is first segmented into a sequence of 19 audio sam-
ples with 50 % overlap and 1 000 msec duration. Next, we apply the
pre-trained VGG16 model provided by the MATLAB toolbox Mat-
ConvNet [29] on the STFT spectrogram, bump and morse wavelet
scalograms, and features are extracted from activations in the first
layer fc6 of the VGG16 model. Then, we use two-layer GRNNs
(120–60), followed by a fully connected layer and a softmax layer.
We implement this architecture in TensorFlow2 and TFLearn3 with
a fixed learning rate of 0.0002 (the optimiser is ’rmsprop’), and
train it for 30, 50, and 70 epochs. Finally, the margin sampling
value decision fusion method described in Section 2.4 is selected to
combine the three neural networks to obtain the final predictions.
3.2. Results
We train the three models in parallel but end at different epochs.
Table 2 presents the performances of the 4-fold evaluation on the
development set and their mean accuracies. We can see that, all
2https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow
3https://github.com/tflearn/tflearn
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Table 2: Performance comparison of different epochs (epoch∈{30,
50, 70}) of GRNNs on features extracted by CNNs from STFT
spectrogram, bump, and morse scalograms. The GRNNs are im-
plemented in two layers with 120 and 60 GRU cells in each layer
and a learning rate=0.0002.
accuracy [%] Fold1 Fold2 Fold3 Fold4 Mean
(a) STFT
epoch 30 77.9 72.5 73.1 79.3 75.7
epoch 50 79.2 74.7 74.3 77.7 76.5
epoch 70 77.1 75.8 72.9 77.4 75.8
(b) bump wavelet
epoch 30 74.5 75.4 73.9 77.2 75.2
epoch 50 73.6 72.9 73.6 73.2 73.3
epoch 70 69.7 73.4 72.6 72.1 72.0
(c) morse wavelet
epoch 30 74.5 75.4 73.9 77.2 75.2
epoch 50 73.6 72.9 73.6 73.2 73.3
epoch 70 69.7 73.4 72.6 72.1 72.0
performances from the three models are comparable with the base-
line of the DCASE2017 challenge. The results of STFT and bump
wavelets perform slightly better than the baseline. We find that the
best accuracy of each model is obtained at different epochs. For
the STFT spectrogram, we observe the best performance (76.5%) at
epoch 50, but both for bump and morse wavelet (75.2% and 72.6%)
at epoch 30.
Therefore, we apply late-fusion to the three GRNNs results to
obtain the final results, as shown in Table 3. We observe that epochs
affect the performances substantially. The similarity, however, is
that, the best performances in all epochs are achieved when com-
bining results of all three models, corroborating our assumption that
scalograms are efficient for acoustic scene classification. A further
improvement is observed for the combination of the best epoch from
each feature representation (STFT: 50, bump: 30, morse: 30): up
to 80.9% accuracy with a significant improvement of 6.1% accu-
racy over the baseline of the DCASE2017 challenge (p < .001 in a
one-tailed z-test [31]). Table 4 shows the confusion matrix for the
best performance, combining the best epoch for the neural network
of each model. Some classes, such as beach and car, are classi-
fied with high accuracies, while others, such as park and residential
area, are not easy to be recognised.
To sum up, our proposed scalograms are helpful to improve
the performance on acoustic scene classification, and the presented
approach which connects sequence learning with pre-trained CNNs
can increase the accuracy on this task.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a method for classifying acoustic scenes that relies on
the ability of deep pre-trained CNNs to extract useful features from
STFT and wavelet representations. Using our deep image spectrum
features on GRNNs as a sequential learning method, we were able
to improve the performance significantly on the official develop-
ment set of the DCASE2017 challenge in a 4-fold cross validation,
achieving an accuracy of 80.9% (p < .001 in a one-tailed z-test).
In our experiments, we found that wavelet features are helpful to
increase the accuracy when combining with STFT spectrogram rep-
resentations. In future works, we will investigate which CNNs infer
Table 3: Performance comparison of different combinations of the
three feature sets by decision fusion on the multi-class classifier
GRNNs. The GRNNs are implemented in two-layers (120-60),
learning rate=0.0002, epoch∈{30, 50, 70,the best epoch (STFT:
50, bump: 30, morse: 30)}. All of the models are first trained inde-
pendently, and then combined to make a final decision by the MSV
method.
accuracy [%] Fold1 Fold2 Fold3 Fold4 Mean
ep
o
ch
3
0 STFT+bump 80.9 79.9 77.5 82.2 80.1
STFT+morse 79.8 79.4 76.8 81.5 79.4
bump+morse 76.7 77.5 76.0 77.5 76.9
STFT+bump+morse 80.9 80.1 78.7 81.7 80.3
ep
o
ch
5
0 STFT+bump 81.9 78.4 77.6 80.9 79.7
STFT+morse 81.5 80.4 76.4 79.7 79.5
bump+morse 76.7 77.5 76.0 77.5 76.9
STFT+bump+morse 82.1 79.9 78.4 80.0 80.1
ep
o
ch
7
0 STFT+bump 80.3 78.8 76.6 81.7 79.4
STFT+morse 80.3 78.3 76.1 80.9 78.9
bump+morse 72.8 75.9 72.5 76.1 74.3
STFT+bump+morse 80.2 79.1 77.2 82.7 79.8
b
es
t
ep
o
ch STFT+bump 82.6 79.5 77.5 80.9 80.1
STFT+morse 81.1 80.0 76.5 81.5 79.8
bump+morse 76.7 77.5 76.0 77.5 76.9
STFT+bump+morse 82.6 80.7 78.7 81.5 80.9
Table 4: Confusion matrix of the development set for the proposed
method, in which the values are averaged in the 4-fold cross valida-
tion. Our proposed approach achieves an accuracy of 80.9%.
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beach 68 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 4 0 1
bus 0 74 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1
cafe/rest. 0 0 59 0 1 0 6 5 1 1 2 0 0 0 3
car 0 1 0 74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3
city cent. 0 0 0 0 66 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 8 0 0
forest path 1 0 1 0 3 71 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
groc. store 1 0 5 0 0 0 61 0 2 6 1 1 0 0 1
home 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 61 5 0 9 0 0 0 0
library 1 0 1 0 0 3 2 3 58 4 3 0 1 2 0
metro st. 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 4 71 0 0 0 0 0
office 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 73 0 0 0 0
park 4 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 2 0 1 48 19 0 0
resid. area 2 0 0 0 7 3 0 1 1 1 1 13 50 1 0
train 0 7 3 2 8 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 45 8
tram 0 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 69
the best representations from our audio representations, and experi-
ment with data augmentations of the training data.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a Deep Neural Network architecture for
the task of acoustic scene classification which harnesses informa-
tion from increasing temporal resolutions of Mel-Spectrogram seg-
ments. This architecture is composed of separated parallel Convo-
lutional Neural Networks which learn spectral and temporal rep-
resentations for each input resolution. The resolutions are chosen
to cover fine-grained characteristics of a scene’s spectral texture
as well as its distribution of acoustic events. The proposed model
shows a 3.56% absolute improvement of the best performing single
resolution model and 12.49% of the DCASE 2017 Acoustic Scenes
Classification task baseline [1].
Index Terms— Deep Learning, Convolutional Neural Net-
works, Acoustic Scene Classification, Audio Analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [2] have become a popular
choice in computer vision due to their ability to capture nonlinear
spatial relationships which is in favor of tasks such as visual ob-
ject recognition [3]. Their success has fueled interest also in audio-
based tasks such as speech recognition and music information re-
trieval. An interesting sub-task in the audio domain is the detection
and classification of acoustic sound events and scenes, such as the
recognition of urban city sounds, vehicles, or life forms, such as
birds [4]. The IEEE AASP Challenge DCASE is a benchmarking
challenge for the “Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes
and Events”. Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC) in urban envi-
ronments (task 1) is one of four tasks of the 2016 and 2017 com-
petition. The goal of this task is to classify test recordings into one
of predefined classes that characterizes the environment in which it
was recorded, for example “metro station”, “beach”, “bus”, etc. [1].
The presented approach attempts to circumvent various limi-
tations of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) concerning au-
dio classification tasks. The tasks performed by a CNN are more
related to the visual computing domain. A common approach is
to use Short-Term Fourier Transform (STFT) to retrieve a Spec-
trogram representation which is in the following interpreted as a
gray-scale image. Commonly a Mel-Transform is applied to scale
the Spectrogram to a desired input size. In previous work we have
introduced a CNN architecture to learn timbral and temporal rep-
resentations at once. This architecture takes a Mel-Spectrogram as
input and reduces this information in two parallel CNN stacks to-
wards the spectral and the temporal dimension. The combined rep-
resentations are input to a fully connected layer to learn the concept
relevant dependencies. The challenge is how to choose the length
of the input analysis window. Acoustic events can be single sounds
or compositions of multiple sounds. Acoustic scenes could be de-
scribed by the presence of a single significant acoustic event such as
ship horns for harbors or by combinations of different events. The
temporal pattern of such combinations varies distinctively across
and within the acoustic scenes (see Figure 1 for examples of acous-
tic scenes). Choosing the wrong size of the analysis window can
either prevent from having sufficient timbral resolution or to fail to
recognize acoustic events with longer patterns.
Thus, we propose an architecture that trains on multiple tempo-
ral resolutions to harness relationships between spectral sound char-
acteristics of an acoustic scene, and its patterns of acoustic events.
This would facilitate to learn more precise representations on a high
temporal scale to discriminate timbral differences such as diesel en-
gines from trucks and petrol based engines from private cars. On the
other hand, low level temporal resolutions with ranges from several
seconds can optimize on different patterns of acoustic events such
a speech, steps or passing cars. Finally, the representations of the
different temporal resolutions, learned by the parallel CNN stacks,
are combined to form an input for a fully connected layer which
learns the relationships between them to predict the acoustic scenes
annotated in the dataset.
In Section 2 we will give a brief overview of related work.
In Section 3 and 4 our method and the applied data augmentation
methods are described in detail. Section 5 describes the evalua-
tion setup and results while results are presented and discussed in
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the paper and provides
conclusions.
2. RELATEDWORK
The presented approach is based on our DCASE 2016 contribu-
tion [6] and the modified deeper parallel architecture presented in
[7]. Approaches to apply CNNs and Neural Network (NN) archi-
tectures to audio analysis tasks were evaluated in [8]. The authors
conclude that DNNs are not yet outperforming crafted feature-based
approaches and that best performing results can be achieved through
hybrid combinations. Also the leading contributions to the DCASE
2016 ASC task were not based on DNNs [9, 10, 11] A similar data
augmentation method of mixing audio files of the same class to gen-
erate new instances was applied in [12] and similar perturbations
and noise induction was reported in [13]. Approaches to ASC us-
ing CNN based models were reported in [14, 15]. Combinations
of CNNs with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [16] have also
shown promising results.
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Figure 1: Example Mel-Spectrograms to visualize variances in length and shape of different acoustic events. a) dropping coins into the
cash-box, b) beating coffee grounds out of the strainer, c) Doppler effect with Lloyd’s mirror effect [5] of a passing car, d) chirping bird, e)
opening and closing of cupboards and drawers in the kitchen, f) arriving subway with pneumatic exhaust.
3. METHOD
The presented approach analyses multiple temporal resolutions si-
multaneously. The design of this architecture is based on the hy-
pothesis that acoustic scenes are composed of the spectral texture
or timbre of a scene such as the low-frequent humming of refrigera-
tion units in supermarkets as well as a sequence of acoustic events.
These events can be unique for certain acoustic scenes such as the
sound of breaking waves at the beach, but usually the characteristics
of a scene is described by mixtures of multiple events or sounds.
Spectral texture or timbre analysis requires high temporal resolu-
tions. To distinguish the trembling fluctuations of a truck’s diesel
engine from a private car an analysis window of several millisec-
onds is required. Acoustic events, as exemplified in Figure 1, hap-
pen on a much broader temporal scale. The pattern of beating the
coffee grounds out of the strainer of an espresso machine in a caffee
(see Figure 1 b) requires an analysis window of 0.5 to 1 seconds. Up
to 5 seconds are required for the very significant dropping sound of a
decelerating Metro engine with the pneumatic exhaust of the breaks
at full halt (see Figure 1 f).
Figure 2 visualizes different spectral resolutions at a fixed start-
offset from audio content recorded in a residential area. Figure 2
a) visualizes the low-frequent urban background hum at a very high
temporal resolution. At this level a CNN can learn a good tim-
bre representation for acoustic scenes, but it is not able to recog-
nize acoustic events that are longer than 476 milliseconds. Patterns
such as speech (see Figure 2 c) or combinations of patterns such
as people talking while a car is passing (see Figure 2 e) require
much longer analysis windows, up to several seconds. The prob-
lem with single-resolution CNNs is, that a decision has to be made
concerning the length and precision of the analysis window. A high
temporal resolution prevents from recognizing long events while a
low resolution is not able to effectively describe timbre. Increasing
the size of the input segment to widen the analysis window would
also increase the size of the model, its number of trainable param-
eters and the number of required training instances to avoid over-
fitting. If pooling-layers are extensively used to reduce the size of
the model, the advantage of the high temporal resolution gets lost
in these data-reduction steps.
Thus, we propose to use multiple inputs at different temporal
resolutions to have separate CNN models learn acoustic scene rep-
resentations at different scales which are finally combined to learn
the categorical concepts of the acoustic scene classification dataset.
3.1. Deep Neural Network Architecture
The presented architecture consists of identical but not shared Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN) stacks - one for each temporal
resolution. These stacks are based on the parallel architectures ini-
tially described in [17] and further developed in [6, 7, 4]. The fully
connected output layers of each parallel CNN stack, which is con-
sidered to contain the learned representation for the corresponding
temporal resolution, are combined to the multi-resolution model.
The Parallel Architecture: This architecture uses a parallel ar-
rangement of CNN layers with rectangular shaped filters and
Max-Pooling windows to capture spectral and temporal rela-
tionships at once [17]. The parallel CNN stacks use the same
input - a log-amplitude transformed Mel-Spectrogram with 80
Mel-bands spectral and 80 STFT frames temporal resolution.
The variant used in this paper (see Figure 3b) is based on the
deep architecture presented in [7]. The first level of the par-
allel layers are similar to the original approach [6]. They use
filter kernel sizes of 10×23 and 21×10 to capture frequency
and temporal relationships. To retain these characteristics the
sizes of the convolutional filter kernels as well as the feature
maps are sub-sequentially divided in halves by the second and
third layers. The filter and Max Pooling sizes of the fourth layer
are slightly adapted to have the same rectangular shapes with
one part being rotated by 90◦. Thus, each parallel layer sub-
sequently reduces the input shape to 2 ×10 dimensions - one
layer reduces the spectral while preserving the temporal infor-
mation, the other performs the same reduction on the temporal
axis. The final equal dimensions of the final feature maps of the
parallel model paths balances their influences on the following
fully connected layer with 200 units.
Multi-Temporal Resolutions CNN: The proposed architecture
instantiates one parallel architecture for each temporal resolu-
tion (see Figure 3b. Their fully connected output layers are con-
catenated. To learn the dependencies between the sequences of
spectral and temporal representations of the different temporal
resolutions an intermediate fully connected layer with 512 units
is added before the Softmax output layer.
Dropping out Resolution Layers: To support the final fully con-
nected layer in learning relations between the different reso-
lutions, a layer that has been added that drops out entire res-
olutions of the concatenated intermediate layer of the multi-
resolution architecture.
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Figure 2: Input Segments for the Convolutional Neural Networks with 80 Mels spectral and five different temporal resolutions with fixed
start-offset. a) spectral texture of residential area background noise, b) person saying a word (vertical wave-line), c) person talking, tweet of
a bird (horizontal arc), d) person talking, bird tweeting, e) person talking, bird tweeting, car passing (light cloud to the right)
4. DATA AUGMENTATION
The most challenging characteristics of the provided dataset is its
low variance. Table 1 depicts that for each class audio content of
3120 seconds length is provided. Nevertheless, this content orig-
inates from only 13 to 18 different locations per class. To create
more data instances these recordings have been split into 10 sec-
onds long audio files, but this does not introduce more variance due
to very high self-similarity within a location. This low variance
leads complex neural networks with a large number of trainable pa-
rameters to over-fit on the training data. Further, the limitation of
10 seconds per file prevents from using larger analysis windows. To
circumvent these shortcomings data augmentation using the follow-
ing methods is applied:
Split-Shuffle-Remix of audio files: To create additional audio
content by increasing the length of an audio file its content
is segmented by non-silent intervals. To create approximately
10 segments the Decibel-threshold is iteratively increased until
the desired quantity is reached. These segments are duplicated
to retrieve four identical copies which corresponds to 40 sec-
onds of audio. All segments are then randomly reordered and
remixed into a final combined audio file.
Remixing Places: To introduce more variance in the provided
data, additional training examples are created by mixing files of
the same class. Based on the assumption that classes are com-
posed of a certain spectral texture and a set of acoustic events,
mixing files of the same class would generate new recordings of
this class. For each possible pairwise combination of locations
within a class, a random file for each location is selected. The
recordings are mixed by averaging both signals.
Pitch-Shifting: The pitch of the audio signal is increased or de-
creased within a range of 10% of its original frequency while
keeping its tempo the same. The 10% range has been subjec-
tively assessed. Larger perturbations sounded unnaturally.
Time-Stretching: The audio signal is speed up or slowed down
randomly within a range of 10% at maximum of the original
tempo while keeping its pitch unchanged.
Noise Layers: A data-independent augmentation method to in-
crease the model’s robustness. The input data is corrupted
by adding Gaussian noise with a probability of σ = 0.1 is
to the Mel-Spectrograms. The probability σ has been empiri-
cally evaluated in preceding experiments using different single-
resolutions models. From the tested values [0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3]
a σ of 0.1 improved the model’s accuracies most.
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Figure 3: The Multi-Resolution Model (a) which consists of one
Parallel CNN Architecture (b) per temporal resolution.
5. EVALUATION
The presented approach was evaluated on the development dataset
of the TUT Acoustic Scenes 2017 dataset [1]. The dataset consists
of 15 classes representing typical urban and rural acoustic scenes
(see Table 1). 4-fold cross-validation was applied using grouped
stratification which preserved the class distribution of the original
ground-truth assignment in the train/test splits as well as ensured
that files of the same location are not split across them. The perfor-
mance was measured in classification accuracy on a per-instance-
level (raw) for every extracted Mel-Spectrogram as well as on a per-
file-level (grouped) by calculating the average Softmax response
for all Mel-Spectrograms of a file. For each audio file 10 log-
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Table 1: Per class dataset Overview. Number of different locations,
complete length as well as min/max/mean length of audio content.
Label num diff Audio length (in seconds)
locations sum min max mean
beach 17 3120 120 210 183.5
bus 18 3120 60 300 173.3
cafe/restaurant 16 3120 120 300 195.0
car 17 3120 90 270 183.5
city center 15 3120 150 270 208.0
forest path 18 3120 60 300 173.3
grocery store 17 3120 120 270 183.5
home 16 3120 90 300 195.0
library 16 3120 150 240 195.0
metro station 17 3120 90 300 183.5
office 13 3120 150 300 240.0
park 17 3120 120 210 183.5
residential area 17 3120 120 240 183.5
train 17 3120 90 270 183.5
tram 17 3120 60 300 183.5
amplitude scaled Mel-Spectrograms with 80 Mels times 80 frames
are extracted from the normalized input signal using random off-
sets and increasing FFT window sizes of 512, 1024, 2048, 4096,
8192 samples with 50% overlap. To augment the data, additional
10 random input segments were extracted for time-stretched, pitch-
shifted place-wise remixed audio content. Split-Shuffle-Remix aug-
mentation preceded all feature extraction processes. The neural net-
works were trained using Nadam optimization [18] with categorical
crossentropy loss at 10−5 learning rate and a batch-size of 32. The
learning rate was reduced by 10% if the validation loss did not im-
prove over 3 epochs maintaining a minimum rate of 5 ∗ 10−6.
The evaluation is divided into single- and multi-resolution ex-
periments. First, for each of the combined model’s resolutions a
separate parallel CNN model, and second, the full multi-resolution
model is evaluated. Both experiments are performed using un-
augmented (raw) and augmented input data.
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As shown in Table 2 and Figure 4 the proposed multi-resolution
model clearly outperforms the best performing single-resolution
models by 3.56%. Especially the classes train, metro station, res-
idential area and cafe/resaturant indicate that the model harnesses
dependencies between the temporal resolutions. Although an im-
provement can already be observed on un-augmented (raw) data,
the high complexity of the model especially gains from the added
variance of augmented data. An interesting observation though is
that the augmentation had no or a slightly degrading effect on the
classes car, grocery store and city center, which seem to be unaf-
fected or distorted by timbral and temporal perturbations or by mu-
tual remixing. Grouping and averaging the predictions for a file of
all single-resolution models (see ’grouped single’ in Table 2) does
not increase the performance of these models, nor is it comparable
to the multi-resolution model. It was further observed that lower
temporal resolutions perform better than higher. This could indi-
cate that the higher contrast of peaking spikes in the spectrograms
makes it easier for algorithms to learn better and more discrimina-
tive representations than from the noise-like pattern of higher tem-
poral resolutions. As already reported in preceding studies [6, 19, 7]
the grouped accuracy outperforms instance based (raw) prediction.
Averaging over multiple predicted segments of a test file balances
outliers in the classification results. The custom dropout which
dropped the output of two random resolution CNN stacks showed
little effect on the general performance of a model. Conventional
Table 2: Experimental results (classification accuracy with standard
deviation over cross-validation folds). Single-resolution model re-
sults provided on top, multi-resolution models at the bottom.
fft instance grouped instance grouped
win size raw raw augmented augmented
512 64.14 (2.84) 70.32 (2.96) 69.06 (4.33) 76.63 (4.44)
1024 66.32 (2.58) 71.27 (3.06) 71.70 (5.46) 77.06 (5.46)
2048 66.83 (1.52) 70.23 (1.99) 76.24 (2.53) 80.46 (3.30)
4096 69.50 (2.83) 71.92 (3.23) 79.20 (3.03) 81.66 (3.29)
8192 69.66 (2.58) 71.47 (2.95) 82.26 (2.40) 83.73 (2.63)
grouped single 73.12 83.19
multi-res 72.23 (4.15) 74.30 (4.81) 85.22 (2.11) 87.29 (2.02)
multi-res do 69.39 (2.77) 72.05 (3.26) 82.51 (2.37) 86.04 (3.03)
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Figure 4: Results per class and FFT window size with ascending
temporal resolutions. Multi-resolution results at last. Grayed bars
represent un-augmented data, red bars augmented.
Dropout with a probability of σ = 0.25 seemed sufficient.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The presented study introduced a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) architecture which harnesses multiple temporal resolutions
to learn dependencies between timbral properties of an acoustic
scene as well as its temporal pattern of acoustic events. The experi-
mental results showed that the proposed multi-resolution model out-
performs the all single-resolution and combined models by at least
3.56%. Future work woul concentrate on improved data augmen-
tation models, including evaluations on which augmentation meth-
ods have an improving/degrading effect on the classes (e.g. grocery
store) and which methods can be applied to make the lower per-
forming classes more discriminative.
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ABSTRACT
This report describes our contribution to the 2017 Detection and
Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) challenge.
We investigated two approaches for the acoustic scene classifica-
tion task. Firstly, we used a combination of features in the time
and frequency domain and a hybrid Support Vector Machines -
Hidden Markov Model (SVM-HMM) classifier to achieve an av-
erage accuracy over 4-folds of 80.9% on the development dataset
and 61.0% on the evaluation dataset. Secondly, by exploiting data-
augmentation techniques and using the whole segment (as opposed
to splitting into sub-sequences) as an input, the accuracy of our
CNN system was boosted to 95.9%. However, due to the small
number of kernels used for the CNN and a failure of capturing the
global information of the audio signals, it achieved an accuracy of
49.5% on the evaluation dataset. Our two approaches outperformed
the DCASE baseline method, which uses log-mel band energies for
feature extraction and a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) to achieve
an average accuracy over 4-folds of 74.8%.
Index Terms— Acoustic scene classification, feature extrac-
tion, deep learning, spectral features, data augmentation
1. INTRODUCTION
Environmental sounds hold a large amount of information from our
everyday environment. Sounds can be captured unobtrusevily with
the help of mobile phones (MEMS microphones) or microphones
(Soundman OKM II Klassik/studio A3) [1].
The process of acoustic scene classification involves the extrac-
tion of features from sound and the use of these features to identify
the class of the scene.
Over the last few years, many researchers have worked on
acoustic scene classification, by recognizing single events in mono-
phonic recordings [2] and multiple concurrent events in polyphonic
recordings [3]. Different approaches to feature extraction have been
introduced [4], data augmentation techniques [5], use of hybrid
classifiers [6] and neural networks [7] and finally comparisons be-
tween well-known classifiers and deep learning models using public
datasets [8]. However, it must be noted that the problem of audio-
based event recognition remains a hard task. This is because fea-
tures and classifiers that work extremely well for a specific dataset
may fail for another.
In this report we present two approaches for acoustic scene clas-
sification using the DCASE 2017 development dataset for training
and validation and the unlabeled DCASE 2017 evaluation dataset
for testing. Our first approach combines time and frequency do-
main features, applies statistical analysis for dimensionality reduc-
tion, and uses a hybrid SVM-HMM for classification. Our second
approach uses a CNN for classification and exploits data augmen-
tation techniques. It differs from other CNN-based methods [9, 10]
first, in that we feed the whole segment as input to the network (as
opposed to splitting it in sub-sequences) and second, in that we ap-
ply max pooling to both dimensions of the input (i.e. both time
and frequency). By doing that, we reduce the dimensionality of
the input in a more uniform manner, thus preserving more of the
segment’s spatio-temporal structure, yielding more salient features
with each consecutive convolutional-max pooling operation.
The remainder of the report is organized as follows. Chapter
2 describes the steps in acoustic scene classification. Chapter 3
presents the first approach using the SVM-HMM classifier and the
results obtained. Chapter 4 describes the CNN model and its per-
formance. Finally, chapter 5 concludes the report.
2. ACOUSTIC SCENE CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK
Audio Input Signal
Recording Environment
Detection
Audio Segment
Feature Extraction Classification
Segment Label
Training
Labeling
Acoustic 
Model
Figure 1: Typical Acoustic Scene Classification system.
Fig. 1 shows a typical Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC) sys-
tem and its main components. The detection module first segments
of the sound events from the continuous audio signal. Then features
are extracted to characterize the acoustic information. Finally, clas-
sification matches the unknown features with an acoustic model,
learnt during a training phase, to output a label for the segmented
sound event.
The Audio Input Signal collection is the first step in the pro-
cess. This step depends on the corresponding classification task.
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For instance, in handwriting recognition, this step involves splitting
each sentence into separate words and letters and performing other
initial tasks. For sound recognition, this step involves capturing a
sound from the environment and loading it into a computer. This
task is typically performed using a microphone. In addition, a com-
puter converts the analog signal to the digital format via sampling
and quantization.
Feature Extraction is the second step in the process. Feature
extraction involves selecting pieces of the input data that uniquely
characterize that information. The choice of features depends on
the application and it is based on the belief of which feature most
accurately characterizes the sound.
All these levels of understanding should be combined to pro-
duce a system that is able to extract the best features. For example,
a speech recognition system could use statistical techniques to iden-
tify when speech is passed into a microphone (speech/non-speech
detection). Syntactical techniques could then split the speech into
separate words. Each word could then be recognized and then a
semantic technique could be used to interpret each word using a
dictionary.
Classification is the third step in the process. For sound recog-
nition, many techniques have been used, including Hidden Markov
Models, Neural Networks and Reference Model Databases (as used
with Dynamic Time Wrapping) [11]. All of these techniques use
a training/testing paradigm. Training gives the system a series of
examples of a particular item, so the system can learn the general
characteristics of this item. Then, during testing, the system can
identify the class of the item being tested.
However, classification faces one challenge. It is important to
ensure that the testing and the training sets are recorded in the same
conditions in order to get optimum results. In an analysis of training
and testing techniques for speech recognition, Murthy, et al. [12]
explains how training data must be collected from within a variety
of different environments to make sure that a representative set of
training data is stored in the database. They use of a filter bank to
remove erroneous environmental sounds from the sound sample to
ensure that these do not affect classification. Hence, robust recogni-
tion techniques are most useful if noise and other factors affect the
training data.
3. PROPOSED SVM-HMM SYSTEM
In this section we describe the hybrid SVM-HMM system that was
implemented using the baseline code that was provided by the orga-
nizers. We have used well-known features from the field of speech
recognition and previous works in environmental sound classifica-
tion.
3.1. Feature Extraction
In the feature extraction phase all audio files are transformed into
the frequency domain through a 2048-sample Short-Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) with 50% overlap, in order to avoid loss of in-
formation. Each frame has a window size of 40 ms with a 20 ms
hop size from the next one. In our approach, we convert the 24-bit
depth stereo audio recordings to mono, then the spectrum is divided
into 40 mel-spaced bands, and the following features are extracted
for each band: Spectral Rolloff (SR), Spectral Centroid (SC), Mel-
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) (static, first and second
order derivatives) and Zero-Crossing Rate (ZCR).
For each mel band there are 12 cepstral coefficients + 1 energy
coefficient, 12 delta cepstral coefficients + 1 delta energy coefficient
and 12 double delta cepstral coefficients + 1 double delta energy
coefficient; making a total of 39 MFCC features.
Taking the average ZCR gives a reasonable way to estimate the
frequency of a sine wave. ZCR was important in recordings such as
the cafe/restaurant, grocery store, metro station, tram and train, in
order to separate the speech from the non-speech components.
SC and SR are defined based on the magnitude spectrum of the
STFT. They measure the average frequency weighted by amplitude
of a spectrum as well as the frequency below which 90% (in our
case) of the magnitude distribution is concentrated.
Statistics such as the mean, variance, skewness, first and sec-
ond derivatives are computed to aggregate all time frames into a
smaller set of values representing each of features for every mel-
band. One of the main problems is that whenever there is a large
dataset, using a large number of features can slow down the train-
ing process [13]. We used the Sequential Backward Selection (SBS)
[14], which sequentially constructs classifiers for each subset of fea-
tures by removing one feature at a time from the previous set and
finally outputs the classification error rate. The combination of all
the features along with SBS increased the classification accuracy in
4-folds from 77.1% to 80.9%
Table 1 shows a comparison between our hybrid SVM-HMM
approach, the DCASE2017 baseline based on Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM), using the development dataset, and the performance
of our SVM-HMM system with the evaluation dataset.
Table 1: Performance comparison (averaged over 4-folds) between
the DCASE2017 baseline based on GMM and our hybrid SVM-
HMM approach
Class
Baseline GMM
w/ MFCC features
(%)
(development dataset)
Our approach SVM-HMM
w/ MFCC,
ZCR, SR. SC features
(%)
(development dataset)
Our approach SVM-HMM
w/ MFCC,
ZCR, SR. SC features
(%)
(evaluation dataset)
Beach 75.0 78.8 23.1
Bus 84.3 90.1 42.6
Cafe/Restaurant 81.7 68.3 58.3
Car 91.0 94.2 66.7
City center 91.0 91.3 77.8
Forest path 73.4 85.6 86.1
Grocery store 67.9 80.8 64.8
Home 71.4 74.5 94.4
Library 63.5 65.7 39.8
Metro station 81.4 89.1 92.6
Office 97.1 99.0 54.6
Park 39.1 59.0 20.4
Residential area 74.7 79.8 72.2
Train 41.0 63.8 81.5
Tram 79.2 85.6 39.8
Average 74.1 80.9 61.0
3.2. Classification
The development dataset is split by the organizers in 4-folds each
containing 3510 training recordings and 1170 testing recordings
(75/25 split). For the training, we use the features that were men-
tioned in the previous section as an input to the HMM. Then, the
most probable model is associated with every sequence which needs
to be classified. The HMMoutput, which can be considered as a fur-
ther refinement of the HMM input features is in turn fed to the SVM
classifier in the testing phase, as it was originally proposed by Bisio
et al. [16] for gender-driven emotion recognition. For the SVM, we
used the Radial-Basis Function (RBF) kernel and after performing
grid search, we found that the best parameters were σ = 0.1 and C
= 100. The parameter σ of the RBF kernel handles the non-linear
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Figure 2: Block diagram of a Convolutional Neural Network.
classification and is considered to be a similarity measure between
two points. C is the cost of classification.
Fig.3 shows the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC)
curves of the SVM-HMM model. The system was not able to
create a good model for classes such as: library, park, train and
cafe/restaurant.
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Figure 3: ROC curves of the SVM-HMM model. Classes 0-14 rep-
resent the alphabetical order of the classes from the challenge.
4. PROPOSED CNN SYSTEM
In this section we describe the CNN system that was implemented in
Python using Librosa [17] for feature extraction and Keras [18] for
the development of the model.The network was trained on NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti and Tesla K40M GPUs.
4.1. Data augmentation
Environmental audio recordings have different temporal properties.
Therefore, we need to make sure that we have captured all the sig-
nificant information of the signal in both the time and frequency do-
main. Most environmental audio signals have non-stationary noise,
which is often time-varying correlated and non-Gaussian.
Based on previous research [5, 19], data augmentation proved
to significantly improve the total performance of the classification
system. In our approach we produced two additional augmented
recordings from the original ones. Hence the total training audio
files of each fold were increased from 3510 to 10530 and the testing
from 1170 to 3510. For the first recording we added Gaussian noise
over the 10 seconds of the recording; hence it has an average time
domain value of zero. This allowed us to train our system better,
since the evaluation recordings would also introduce various noises
(e.g. kids playing on the beach). For the second recording we re-
sampled the original signal from 44.1 kHz to 16 kHz. We kept the
same length as the original recording and padded with zeros where
necessary. We found that a lot of information at around 11 kHz was
necessary for classes such as ”beach” where there was a lot of noise
from the wind and the sea waves.
4.2. Feature Extraction
All the recordings were converted into mono channels. In this ap-
proach, we use the mel-spectrogram with 128 bins which is a suffi-
cient size to keep spectral characteristics while greatly reduces the
feature dimension. Each frame has a window size of 40 ms with a
20 ms hop size from the next one. We normalized the values before
using them as an input into the CNN network by subtracting the
mean and dividing by the standard deviation.
4.3. CNN description
Our network architecture consists of 4 convolutional layers (Fig.2).
In detail, the first layer performs convolutions over the spectrogram
of the input segment, using 3x3 kernels. The output is fed to a
second convolutional layer which is identical to the first. A 2x2
max pooling operation, then, follows the second layer and the sub-
sampled feature maps are fed to two consecutive convolutional lay-
ers, each followed by max pooling operations. Each convolution
operation is followed by batch normalization [20] of its outputs, be-
fore the element-wise application of the ELU activation function
[21] to facilitate training and improve convergence time. After each
max pooling operation, we apply dropout [22] with an input dropout
rate of 0.2. The number of kernels in all convolutional layers is 5.
The resulting feature maps of the consecutive convolution-max
pooling operations are then fed as input to a fully-connected layer
with 128 logistic sigmoid units to which we also apply dropout with
a rate of 0.2, followed by the output layer which computes the soft-
max function. Classification is, then, obtained through hard assign-
ment of the normalized output of the softmax function. I.e.:
c = argmax
i
yi, for i = 1, . . . , n (1)
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Table 2: Comparison of recognition accuracy between the proposed system and the second baseline system based on Log-mel band energies
and MLP for the DCASE 2017 dataset averaged over 4-folds
Class
Baseline
Log-mel band energies
MLP
(%)
(development dataset)
Our System (with data augmentation)
Log-mel spectrogram
CNN
(%)
(development dataset)
Our System (with data augmentation)
Log-mel spectrogram
CNN
(%)
(evaluation dataset)
Beach 75.3 97.8 35.2
Bus 71.8 92.3 23.1
Cafe/Restaurant 57.7 96.2 58.3
Car 97.1 97.4 63.0
City center 90.7 99.6 90.7
Forest path 79.5 100.0 90.7
Grocery store 58.7 99.6 57.4
Home 68.6 98.3 61.1
Library 57.1 95.3 20.4
Metro station 91.7 92.3 38.0
Office 99.7 100.0 53.7
Park 70.2 90.6 25.9
Residential area 64.1 90.2 45.4
Train 58.0 93.2 59.3
Tram 81.7 97.0 48.1
Average 74.8 95.9 49.5
yi =
expxi
∑N
j=1
expxj
(2)
where, c is the argmax-index position of each row (class) i in
the set 1, ..., N for which yi is maximum and x is the net input.
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Figure 4: ROC curves of the final CNN model. Classes 0-14 repre-
sent the alphabetical order of the classes from the challenge.
Fig. 4 shows the ROC curves of our CNN model. It proves that
we have a good model, as the area under the ROC curve (AUC) is
approximately 0.99. Table 2 compares the classification accuracies
between the baseline model and the proposed CNN model.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We presented two systems that use environmental sounds for event
detection in an indoor or an outdoor environment. In order to further
evaluate the performance of the proposed systems we have to test it
extensively with more public datasets (i.e. UrbanSounds 8K, ESC-
50, Chime Home, etc.)
Our system severely underperformed in the evaluation set, with
performance dropping by almost 50%. We attribute this to a combi-
nation of inadequate feature extraction and model capacity. While
our extracted features were adequate enough to encode information
present in the development set (and thus lead to good development
held out performance) they seem to have captured mostly local in-
formation, or at least failed to encapsulate the global structure hid-
den in the data. This, coupled with the relatively small capacity of
our model (only 5 convolutional kernels) played a significant role
in the worsening of the model’s performance in the evaluation set.
We plan to explore statistical feature selection with Analysis Of
Variance(ANOVA) and SBS for the CNN and compare the perfor-
mance with the addition of bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) layers. The data augmentation technique used for the CNN
will be tested with well-known classifiers. Furthermore, we will use
a Variational Auto-Encoder data augmentation method, since it has
proven to create robust models in the field of speech recognition
[23]. Finally, tests with binaural recordings will be conducted to
evaluate the performance.
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ABSTRACT 
In this study, we present a new audio event detection and 
classification approach based on R-FCN—a state-of-the-art fully 
convolutional network framework for visual object detection. 
Spectrogram features of audio signals are used as the input of 
the approach. The proposed approach consists of two stages like 
R-FCN network. In the first stage, we detect whether there are 
audio events by sliding convolutional kernel in time axis, and 
then proposals which possibly contain audio events are generat-
ed by RPN (Region Proposal Networks). In the second stage, 
time and frequency domain information are integrated to classify 
these proposals and refine their boundaries. Our approach can 
output the positions of audio events directly which can input a 
two-dimensional representation of arbitrary length sound with-
out any size regularization.  
Index Terms—audio event detection, Convolutional 
Neural Network, spectrogram feature 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Intelligent surveillance system is becoming increasingly 
ubiquitous in our living environment. At present, most of the 
video-based surveillance system is lack of robustness and relia-
bility in practical application. For example, video-based surveil-
lance doesn’t work well in some specific scenarios, such as the 
night or cloudy circumstances. Audio surveillance has been alone 
or in combination with video surveillance to solve this problem. 
The work in [1] described a framework for scene analysis in a 
typical surveillance scenario through integrating audio and visual 
information. Generally, audio stream is much less onerous than 
video stream and the audio devices are more inexpensive. Audio 
events detection has been one of the important components to 
intelligent surveillance of security. 
Unlike the static or changing slowly backgrounds in video 
surveillance backgrounds, there may be some impulsive sounds 
in audio backgrounds. Moreover, the audio signal is more versa-
tile when audio events are superimposed on one or more back-
grounds with different signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Thus, it is a 
challenge work to detect audio events correctly from an audio 
segment. 
Early works mainly concentrated on extracting different 
types of hand-crafted features, and training effective classifiers 
for recognition with traditional machine learning algorithms. The 
most typical classifier is Support Vector Machines (SVM). For 
instance, a method aimed at recognizing environmental sounds 
for surveillance and security applications is presented in [2], 
which applies one-class support vector machines together with a 
sophisticated measure. Another approach is to utilize a Gaussian 
Mixture Model (GMM) for sounds recognition. The proposed 
approach in [3] first classifies a given audio frame into vocal and 
non-vocal events, and then performs further classification into 
normal and target events using GMM. The non-stationary (time-
frequency) techniques are applied to sound classification and 
produce a good result. In [4], Jonathan Dennis et al. extract im-
age feature from the SPD image—a novel two-dimensional rep-
resentation that characterizes the spectral power distribution over 
time in each frequency sub-band. In [5], [6], features are extract-
ed from the spectrogram image of sound signals for automatic 
sound recognition. More recently, methods based on Deep Neu-
ral Networks (DNNs) have achieved good performance for sound 
event classification and detection. In [12], the authors outline a 
sound event classification framework that compares auditory 
image front end features with spectrogram image-based front end 
features, using deep neural network classifiers. The work in [13] 
employs an ensemble learning framework—a stack of ensemble 
classifiers named multi-resolution stacking (MRS). A concatena-
tion of lower building blocks’ predictions and the expansion of 
the raw acoustic feature is fed into each classifier in MRS. The 
lower building blocks describe a base classifier in MRS, named 
boosted deep neural network. In [14], the authors record a data-
base of sounds occurring in subway trains in real conditions of 
exploitation and use DNNs to classify the sounds into screams, 
shouts and other categories. In these audio events detection 
methods, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) mostly work as a clas-
sifier which achieve better performance than other traditional 
classifiers, but can’t directly detect audio events in real-time 
when the audio events occur. 
In this paper, we present a new audio event detection and 
classification approach by extending the R-FCN framework [11] 
which is a fully convolutional neural network used in visual ob-
ject detection. Inspired by the framework, the proposed approach 
also consists of three parts (not include the extracting of feature 
maps). The first part is RPN Network [10] for generating a list of 
proposals which possibly contain audio events. However, unlike 
the proposals with different widths and heights in [11], the pro-
posals in our extended R-FCN framework have the same height 
and just vary in width. We do this just because the sound is one 
dimension signal. The second part refines the boundaries of 
above proposals. The third part classifies above proposals into 
audio events or backgrounds. In the second and third parts, we 
not only use the information in time domain but also use the 
information in different frequency ranges for classification and 
boundary regression. Spectrogram features of audio signals are
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Figure 1: Overview of the system architecture for audio detection and classification 
 
fed into the architecture as inputs. Based on the capacity of Res-
Net network [8] for extracting features and solving the gradient 
degradation problem when training a deep neural network, fea-
ture maps are produced by the modified ResNet50 network fed 
with these spectrogram feature. These feature maps are shared by 
above three parts.  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pre-
sents the proposed deep learning approach for audio detection 
and classification. Section 3 discusses our experiments and re-
sults. Section 4 concludes this work. 
2. PROPOSED APPROACH 
Our approach follows the deep learning framework of R-
FCN which is a fully convolutional neural network for visual 
object detection [11]. We improve the Region Proposal Network 
(RPN) to make the framework suitable for audio detection. To 
make the overall system more simply and generate real-time 
result, we substitute ResNet50 for ResNet101, and modify Res-
Net50 network. The overall system architecture essentially con-
sists of two stages through three parts in Figure 1. Firstly, we 
detect the approximate position (proposal) of audio event and 
don’t care the audio event class by our first part. So, this can be 
treated as a binary classification problem. Secondly, we classify 
the proposal into audio events or background and refine the 
boundaries in our second and third parts. These proposals are 
also called as regions of interest (RoIs).  
2.1. The Modified ResNet50 Network 
Based on the capacity of ResNet50 [8] network for extract-
ing features and solving the degradation problem when training 
a deep neural network, we extract the shared feature maps from 
spectrogram feature by the modified ResNet50 network. Exper-
iments show that the performance will be reduced because of the 
reduction of feature maps’ resolution. So, we remove the last fc 
layer, pooling layer and three building blocks in ResNet50. The 
modified ResNet50 begins with a 7×  7 convolutional layer 
which has 64 kernels and a stride of 2, then follows a 3× 3 max 
pooling layer with a stride of 2, the rest of the modified Res-
Net50 are series of building blocks. The last convolutional layer 
has 1024 kernels, so the generated shared feature maps has 1024 
channels. 
2.2. The Improved RPN Network 
For audio events detection, the improved RPN network out-
puts the start time, the length of proposals with scores estimating 
the probability that these proposals belong to audio events or 
background. We model this process followed a fully convolu-
tional network [10]. The shared feature maps produced by the 
modified ResNet50 are fed into RPN network. 
A strip window slides over the shared feature maps to gen-
erate m base regions for proposals at each position on the time 
axis of feature map. These m base regions are different in length 
but start at the same time of audio signal corresponded to the 
current position of sliding window. The sliding window has a 
size of n × 1, n is the height of the shared feature maps. At each 
position of sliding window, 256-dimensional vector representing 
these m base regions simultaneously is generated, which is used 
to produce scores and coordinates of proposals based on these m 
base regions. The coordinates represent the difference of start 
time and length between a base region and proposal. The scores 
estimate the probability that these m proposals belong to audio 
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events or background. So, 2m scores and 2m coordinates are 
generated for each position of sliding window. In another word, 
we generate m base regions  at every few frames of audio signal, 
and extract 256-d feature vector from front part of these m base 
regions to represent all m base regions simultaneously. Then, the 
256-d feature vector is used for generating scores and refining 
the position. 
Taking inspiration from the character of convolutional layer, 
the improved RPN network is implemented by three normal 
convolutional layers. The 256-d feature vector is produced by a 
n × 1 convolutional layer which has 256 kernels and works as a 
sliding window. Then the 256-d vector is simultaneously fed 
into two sibling 1 × 1 convolutional layers—a classification 
layer (cls layer) and a regression layer (reg layer). The cls layer 
and reg layer have 2m convolutional kernels respectively. The 
cls layer outputs 2 scores that estimate the probability that the 
proposal belongs to audio events or background. So the cls layer 
has 2m outputs. The reg layer has 2m outputs representing the 
difference between base regions and proposals in start time and 
length. The key ideal of RPN network for audio detection is 
illustrated in the Figure 2. We use m lines with different lengths 
represent the m base regions in the Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Key ideal of RPN network for audio detection 
We use two 2-d vectors (Bs , Bl) and (Gs , Gl) denote the po-
sition of a base region and ground truth respectively. We are 
more concerned with the time that audio event occurs, so the 2-d 
position vector denotes the start and length of an audio event. 
We need to define an operation F to produce position vector of 
proposal from a base region: 
( )s l s lP P F B B˄ , ˅ ,                                        (1) 
Here, (Ps , Pl) denote the position vector of a proposal. When the 
base region near to the ground truth, we take shift and scale 
transformation into consideration from a base region. The opera-
tion F can be simply defined as: 
s l s sP B t B * ,            ( )l l lP B exp t *                   (2) 
ts ,tl is the shift factor and scale factor need to be learned, and 
they are the reg layer’s output for a base region. So, the corre-
sponding labels are defined as: 
* ( ) /s s s lt G B B  ,  * log( / )l l lt G B        (3) 
When training the improved RPN network, our loss function for 
audio detection followed the multi-task loss in [10] which can 
solve the classfication and coordinates refining simultaneously, 
defined as: 
        * * *1, , ,2 2i i cls i i i reg i ii iL p t L p p p L t t    (4) 
Here, i is the index of base regions, Pi represents the probability 
that base region i is predicted as an audio event or background. 
We set the balance weight λ=1. The classification loss Lcls is log 
loss over two classes (audio event or background). The ground-
truth label Pi* is 1 if the base region i is an audio event, other-
wise is 0. This means the regression loss Lreg (smooth L1 loss 
function, defined in [9]) is activated only for the base region 
near to ground truth. ti is a two-dimensional vector (ts ,tl) for 
base region i, which is produced by reg layer. ti* is a two-
dimensional vector (ts*,tl*) for base region i. 
2.3. The classification and refining of proposals 
After the first stage, we select 6000 proposals which are 
most likely to be audio events from the translations of all base 
regions. We do this by checking their probability to be audio 
event because the first stage is a binary problem. In the second 
stage, k2(C+1)-channel score maps are produced by a convolu-
tional layer which has k2(C+1) kernels and 2k2-channel coordi-
nate maps are produced by a convolutional layer which has 2k2 
kernels as seen in Figure 1. C is the categories of audio events 
(+1 for background), k equals 3, but which is a hyper parameter 
related to the parameter of the following RoI pooling layer. Giv-
en the 6000 proposals (RoIs), each RoI is divided into k × k 
parts, and k ×  k score / coordinate features are produced 
through RoI pooling layer from score / coordinate maps respec-
tively. The details of the RoI pooling layer defined in [11]. After 
the RoI pooling layer, a vote principle (implemented by an aver-
age pooling layer) is applied to every channel of scores / coordi-
nates features. Then the 2-d coordinates are generated, and the 
(C+1)-dimensional scores for each category are generated after a 
softmax layer. 
 In the score or coordinate maps, the three red, green, blue 
maps represent the high, middle, low frequency components 
respectively, and each of these three maps in every color (red, 
green, blue) maps represents sequentially one third segment of a 
proposal in time axis correspond to the color depth, the deepest 
color score map represents first segment of a proposal and the 
lightest color score map represents the last segment. Each com-
ponent of score / coordinate features is from average pooling on 
only one of k × k score / coordinate maps correspond to their 
same color. This can be understood that not only components at 
different time periods but also the different frequency compo-
nents at same time periods have different response to the classi-
fying or refining of a RoI. For example, there are three RoIs 
which have same size and one third overlap as showed in Figure 
3. However, the same one third part has different response to the 
classifying or refining of these three RoIs showed by the lighter 
of every color. Moreover, different frequency components have 
different response to the classifying or refining of each RoI 
showed by the different color (red, green, blue). What’s more, 
there are always k × k score / coordinate features regardless of 
the size of RoI. In another word, the sound with arbitrary length 
can be processed. 
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Figure 3: Illustration of the RoI pooling layer’s function 
3. EXPERIMENTS 
We perform experiments on the dataset of IEEE DCASE 
Challenge 2017 Task 2, which consists of isolated sound events 
for three target class (babycry, glassbreak, gunshot) and record-
ings of everyday acoustic scenes to serve as background. The 
background audio material consists of recordings from 15 differ-
ent audio scenes, and is part of TUT Acoustic Scenes 2016 da-
taset [7]. We regularize audio signals to same sample frequency 
of 44.1 KHz and synthesize our training data according to the 
event-to-background ratio (EBR, -6.0, 0, 6.0). Our training data 
has 15000 mixtures (5000 per target class, each mixture only 
contains a target class event). Then we generate the grayscale 
spectrogram through short-time Fast Fourier transform. A ham-
ming window with a length of 1024 samples and an overlap of 
441 samples is applied. The generated spectrogram feature has a 
height of 512. We evaluate our approach on the development 
dataset. The mainly evaluation metrics are Error Rate (ER) and 
F-Score (F) calculated using event-based onset-only condition 
with a collar of 500ms [15]. 
Table 1: The results for each class on development dataset 
 Class F (%) ER DR IR 
Baseline babycry 69.5 0.73 0.18 0.55 
glassbreak 88.1 0.23 0.17 0.06 
gunshot 51.2 0.85 0.56 0.29 
All 70.0 0.60 0.30 0.30 
Our  
approach 
babycry 97.2 0.06 0.03 0.03 
glassbreak 94.6 0.10 0.09 0.00 
gunshot 81.4 0.32 0.28 0.04 
All 91.4 0.16 0.13 0.02 
Table 1 shows the result on Event-based overall metrics for 
each class on development dataset compared with Baseline sys-
tem for DCASE Challenge 2017 Task 2. DR, IR are the Deletion 
Rate, Insertion Rate respectively [15]. The implementation of 
Baseline is based on a multilayer perceptron architecture (MLP) 
and uses log mel-band energies as features. The features are cal-
culated in frames of 40 ms with a 50% overlap, using 40 mel 
bands covering the frequency range 0 to 22050 Hz. The feature 
vector was constructed using a 5-frame context, resulting in a 
feature vector length of 200. The MLP consists of two dense 
layers of 50 hidden units each, with 20% dropout. For each of the 
target classes, there is a separate binary classifier with one output 
neuron with sigmoid activation, indicating the activity of the 
target class. Our approach has an ER value of 0.16, F-Scores of 
91.4% for all classes, which outperforms the Baseline system (ER: 
0.60, F: 70.0%). The ER values of babycry and gunshot are im-
proved by 0.67 and 0.53 respectively. It shows great improve-
ment for babycry and gunshot.  
The result on Event-based overall metrics for each EBR on 
development dataset is shown in Table 2. F-Scores and ER for all 
EBRs (not includes the mixture which doesn’t contain target 
event) are 91.7% and 0.15. The difference of ER value between 
each EBR is lower than that of Baseline system, which proves our 
approach is more robust to noise. Our approach has lower IR 
value for each class and EBR, which indicates our approach is 
more reliable. 
Table 2: The results for each EBR on development dataset 
 Class F (%) ER DR IR 
Baseline -6.0 60.0 0.72 0.45 0.27 
0 77.6 0.43 0.24 0.19 
6.0 82.7 0.34 0.20 0.14 
All 73.5 0.50 0.30 0.20 
Our  
approach 
-6.0 86.8 0.23 0.20 0.02 
0 93.3 0.13 0.12 0.01 
6 95.2 0.09 0.08 0.01 
All 91.7 0.15 0.13 0.01 
On the evaluation dataset, F-score and ER on segment-based 
metrics are 0.3173 and 82.0%, respectively. Our approach gener-
ally produced better result because of the two stage strategy. 
After the first stage, there will be a global summary for an audio 
event compared with Baseline’s strategy. The 5-frame context of 
Baseline system only has a local summary for an audio event.  At 
the same time, the using of deeper network and the integration of 
time and frequency domain information is another reason for the 
better performance. 
4. CONCLUSION 
We present an audio event detection and classification ap-
proach which can directly output the positions of audio events 
from an audio signals with arbitrary length. We improved RPN 
network for generating proposals which possibly contain audio 
events. Time and frequency domain information are fully utilized 
to classify these proposals and refine their boundaries.  
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ABSTRACT 
Making sense of the environment by sounds is an important 
research in machine learning community. In this work, a Deep 
Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) model is presented to 
classify acoustic scenes along with a multiple spectrograms fu-
sion method. Firstly, the generations of standard spectrogram 
and CQT spectrogram are introduced separately. Corresponding 
features can then be extracted by feeding these spectrogram data 
into the proposed DCNN model. To fuse these multiple spectro-
gram features, two fusing mechanisms, namely the voting and 
the SVM methods, are designed. By fusing DCNN features of 
the standard and CQT spectrograms, the accuracy is significantly 
improved in our experiments, comparing with the single spec-
trogram schemes. This proves the effectiveness of the proposed 
multi-spectrograms fusion method. 
Index Terms— Deep convolutional neural network, 
spectrogram, feature fusion, acoustic scene classification 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Environmental sound is a combination of sounds from many 
sources. It carries a lot of information that can help human to 
sense the surrounding environment. Acoustic scene classification 
(ASC) has been attracting the attention of researchers in machine 
learning communities and has been applied into surveillance, 
robotic navigation and context-aware services, etc.  
Deep learning based solutions have been receiving great at-
tentions from ASC researches. CNN[1][2], RNN[3], LSTM[1], 
DNN[4] and their combinations[1][3] have been applied to pro-
pose solutions. CNN has once again proved its powerful poten-
tial. In the DCASE2016 ASC challenge, a deep CNN solution[5] 
was proposed and won the rank first in the challenge task. 
In our DCASE2017 ASC submission, we also use a deep 
convolutional neural network (DCNN) based method to classify 
the acoustic scenes. Specifically, we produce multiple spectro-
grams from audio files which are used to train a DCNN model. 
We have explored two different productions of spectrogram: 
standard spectrogram and Constant-Q-Transform (CQT) spec-
trogram[6]. According to the sliding window width and shift step 
length, multiple standard spectrograms with different resolutions 
are generated. The classification performances of the DCNN 
model with multi-resolution standard spectrogram and CQT 
spectrograms are compared respectively. Next, we use the DCNN 
model to extract features, instead of classifying directly. A fea-
ture fusion method is applied in our submission. We have tried 
the fusion of features extracted from standard spectrograms with 
different resolutions, as well as the fusion of CQT spectrograms 
combined with standard spectrograms. Among our experiments, 
the CQT plus standard spectrograms fusion has achieved the 
best performance. 
 
Spectrogram Generation
Deep
Convolutional
Neural
Network
CQT + Standard 
Multi-resolution 
Standard
Feature Fusion
Voting
SVM
Classification
Result
Standard
CQT
Audio
  
Figure 1: Flowchart of our method. 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
2 introduce the generations of spectrograms. In Section 3, the 
detail of the DCNN model is given and the fusing algorithms 
used are described. Next, the experiment results are represented 
in Section 4. The submitted results are briefly explained in Sec-
tion 5. Finally, we conclude the report in Section 6. 
 
2. DATA PREPARATION 
2.1. Standard Spectrogram 
Instead of producing spectrograms from MFCC features[7], we 
generate spectrogram directly by performing Short Time Fourier 
Transform (STFT) on raw audio frames. Consequently, this spec-
trogram is referred to as “standard spectrogram”. According to 
different sliding window widths and shift lengths, multi-
resolution standard spectrograms can be generated; related set-
ting parameters are shown in Table 1.  
 
Table 1: Multi-Resolution parameters 
Resolution 
Name 
Sliding 
Window 
width 
STFT Bins 
× 
Freq 
Num of 
samples NFFT Pad Overlap 
R529 24 529 
1024 
176 1249×512 12×2 
R706 32 706 276 1025×512 8×2 
R882 40 882 176 625×512 6×2 
 
Once the spectrogram has been generated, we split it into 
several smaller patches with fixed width and shift length. Finally, 
we resize every patches into 143×143. Then these patches are 
used as the training/test samples for the DCNN model. 
 
2.2. CQT Spectrogram 
The CQT spectrogram is generated on the CQT features which 
are computed from the raw audio frames by using the python 
library Librosa 0.5.0. When invoking the cqt function in the li-
brary, the sampling rate is set as 44100 and the other parameters 
are set as default, namely the number of bins per octave is 12 and 
the hop length is 512, etc. For each audio file, we generate two 
CQT spectrograms (size 832×143), each for a channel. Once 
again, we split the spectrogram into patches and feed them into a 
DCNN model as training/test samples. The patch width is 143 
pixels and the shift step is 80 pixels. For each CQT spectrogram, 
10 patches can be generated. As a result, we can generate 20 
segments from a single audio file. 
As mentioned in [6], as for CQT, its frequency resolution is 
better for low and mid-to-low frequencies. Hence, we generate 
two versions of CQT spectrograms: one uses all the 84 bands; the 
other uses 80 bands (the 4 bands related to high frequencies are 
discarded). For convenience of distinguish, they are mentioned as 
CQT84 and CQT80 respectively in the rest of this paper.  
3. METHODOLOGY 
3.1. Deep Convolutional Neural Network 
Inspired by [5], we have adopted a DCNN model similar to the  
one proposed in [5]. The model follows a VGG style network for 
object recognition. As shown in Table 2, the input size of our 
model is 143×143. We have removed the global average pool-
ing layer from the model, compared to the DCNN model in [5]. 
The removal of the global average pooling improves the perfor-
mance in our experiments. The outputs of the next-to-last layer in 
Table 2 have fifteen feature maps of size 7×7. We flatten them 
into a 735-dimensions vector and feed it to the SoftMax layer.  
The optimization setting is as follows. The batch size is 96. 
The initial learning rate is set as 0.1 and is decreased with 0.998 
times every 10 epoches. We also use the L2-Regularization with 
a weight decay of 0.0001.  
 
Table 2: DCNN model 
Input 1 × 143 × 143 
5 × 5 Conv(pad-2, stride-2)-32-BN-ReLu 
3 × 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-32-BN-ReLu 
2 × 2 MaxPooling + DropOut(0.3) 
3 × 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLu 
3 × 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-64-BN-ReLu 
2 × 2 MaxPooling + DropOut(0.3) 
3 × 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-128-BN-ReLu 
3 × 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-128-BN-ReLu 
3 × 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-128-BN-ReLu 
3 × 3 Conv(pad-1, stride-1)-128-BN-ReLu 
2 × 2 MaxPooling + DropOut(0.3) 
3 × 3 Conv(pad-0, stride-1)-512-BN-ReLu  
DropOut(0.5) 
1 × 1 Conv(pad-0, stride-1)-512-BN-ReLu  
DropOut(0.5) 
1 × 1 Conv(pad-0, stride-1)-15-BN-ReLu 
Flatten 
15-way SoftMax 
 
3.2. Fusing Methods 
The DCNN can be used to classify acoustic scenes directly on an 
image sample. However, multiple samples have been generated 
from an audio file. To make good use of these samples, we fur-
ther consider the fusing algorithms here.  
3.2.1. Voting  
Voting is a straightforward method in this situation. Each sample 
produces one vote and the class which wins the most votes is 
considered as the final result. For example, when standard spec-
trum is used and the revolution is R529 (as shown in Table 1), 
there are 24 samples for an audio file. They vote to decide the 
“correct” class.  
By using voting, feature fusion can be easily implemented 
as well. If it is decided to use standard spectrograms (R529, for 
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instance) and CQT spectrograms together for classification of the 
scenes, 44 votes are responsible for the result.  
3.2.2. SVM 
Instead of using the result given by DCNN directly, we can also 
use the next-to-last layer in the DCNN model to extract features 
for each sample. By concatenating all features of the samples 
from the same audio file sequentially, we can obtained a very 
long feature. Considering the risk of overfitting, a PCA dimen-
sionality reduction operation is applied to the long features. As a 
result, a new feature has been generated which is encoded by all 
the samples. This new feature can be referred to as the aggregated 
feature.  
By using the method described above, one aggregated fea-
ture can be generated for an audio file, according to a specific 
preparation of spectrograms. In other words, we can produce one 
CQT aggregated feature for an audio file, as well as another R529 
aggregated feature, and so on (R706 etc.). When feature fusion is 
required, these aggregated features can be concatenated again 
into another feature. Note that PCA is not performed this time.   
Finally, a SVM model is used to tell the final result by using 
these features as training/test samples. The linear kernel is ap-
plied in our experiments. 
In our fusion experiments, SVM generally works better than 
voting mechanism. The reason for this is that the concatenating 
inputs of SVM provide sequential information which makes it 
possible for SVM to extract more comprehensive features for 
understanding the auditory scenes. 
 
4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
In this section, we will demonstrate the experiments using the 
data and methods mentioned above. The experiments use the 
TUT Acoustic Scenes 2017 dataset (the part of acoustic scene 
classification). The results are conducted on the 4-fold cross 
validation set exactly the same to the baseline system in [8]. 
4.1. Classifying with Standard Spectrograms 
Firstly, we try to explore the classification performances of stan-
dard spectrogram with different resolutions. The setting parame-
ters about the resolutions involved here can refer to Table 1. For 
each resolution (R529, for example), we will provide 3 types of 
accuracies: R529(DCNN) is the accuracy computed by the DCNN 
model (see Table 2 in Section 3.1) on the patch sample as a unit; 
R529(Voting) uses the voting algorithm to ensemble the baseline 
results from DCNN model; and R529(SVM) uses SVM method 
instead. The accuracy results are shown as follows. 
 
Table 3: Accuracies of standard spectrograms based solutions 
 Folder 1 Folder 2 Folder 3 Folder 4 Average 
R529(DCNN) 0.7749 0.7779 0.6948 0.7557 0.7509 
R529(Voting) 0.8598 0.8789 0.7656 0.8632 0.8419 
R529(SVM) 0.8615 0.8721 0.7732 0.8684 0.8438 
R706(DCNN) 0.775 0.7892 0.7065 0.752 0.7557 
R706(Voting) 0.8496 0.873 0.7928 0.85 0.8451 
R706(SVM) 0.853 0.8679 0.8227 0.8709 0.8536 
R882(DCNN) 0.772 0.7836 0.6532 0.7489 0.7394 
R882(Voting) 0.8513 0.8508 0.7573 0.8602 0.8299 
R882(SVM) 0.8581 0.8687 0.7622 0.8635 0.8381 
 
Looking at Table 3, we find that both voting and SVM can 
significantly improve the baseline accuracies of DCNN model for 
all the resolutions. Specifically, the SVM method is slightly bet-
ter than voting algorithm. In this group of experiments, the best 
average accuracy is 0.8536 which is achieved by the R706 (SVM) 
solution. 
4.2. Classifying with CQT Spectrograms 
Using the same DCNN model, we conduct several CQT spec-
trogram based DCNN experiments. The accuracy results are pre-
sented in Table 4.  
 
Table 4: Accuracies of CQT spectrograms based solutions 
 Folder 1 Folder 2 Folder 3 Folder 4 Average 
CQT84 (DCNN) 0.7278 0.6946 0.6958 0.7067 0.7062 
CQT84 (Voting) 0.8154 0.7928 0.7937 0.8188 0.8052 
CQT84 (SVM) 0.8231 0.7715 0.8005 0.8188 0.8035 
CQT80 (DCNN) 0.6972 0.6878 0.6885 0.6896 0.6908 
CQT80 (Voting) 0.7701 0.7715 0.7809 0.7872 0.7774 
CQT80 (SVM) 0.7846 0.7519 0.7801 0.7889 0.7764 
 
Generally, the accuracies of CQT spectrogram based solu-
tions are unsatisfactory, compared with the standard spectro-
gram. Furthermore, the accuracies of CQT80 are worse than the 
ones of CQT84, which is different with our original expectation 
[6].  
4.3. Classifying with Standard and CQT Spectrograms 
Although the accuracies of CQT spectrogram are not very com-
petitive, significant improvements can be achieved when fused 
with standard spectrograms in our experiments. We have tried 
several feature combinations and have presented their results in 
Table 5. 
 
Table 5: Accuracies of multiple spectrograms fusion solutions 
 Folder 1 Folder 2 Folder 3 Folder 4 Average 
R529 + CQT84 
(Voting) 0.8769 0.9088 0.8406 0.8889 0.8788 
R529 + CQT84 
(SVM) 0.8684 0.919 0.8764 0.9162 0.895 
R529 + CQT80 
(Voting) 0.8752 0.902 0.8465 0.8949 0.8796 
R529 + CQT80 
(SVM) 0.8641 0.9173 0.8764 0.9265 0.896 
R706 + CQT84 
(Voting) 0.8547 0.8917 0.861 0.8983 0.8764 
R706 + CQT84 
(SVM) 0.865 0.9037 0.896 0.9299 0.8986 
R706 + CQT80 
(Voting) 0.8504 0.8832 0.8576 0.9043 0.8739 
R706 + CQT80 
(SVM) 0.8556 0.902 0.89 0.9282 0.8939 
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As we can see, the four fusion solutions using SVM method 
have achieved satisfactory results. All of the four accuracies are 
greater than 0.89. Actually, the highest one is 0.8986 and the 
lowest one is 0.8939. It is easy to find that the differences of 
accuracies among these four are very slight. However, compared 
to the best results of standard spectrogram and CQT spectro-
gram solutions (0.8536 and 0.8052 respectively), the improve-
ments in accuracies of these fusion solutions are still significant, 
which proves the effectiveness of our multiple spectrograms 
fusion. Similarly, Table 5 shows the accuracy superiority of 
SVM method over the voting in the fusion scenarios. To better 
understand the fusion performance, the class-wise accuracies of 
the best result, namely R706 +CQT84(SVM), are further given in 
Table 6. 
 
Table 6: Class-wise accuracies of the best fusion solution 
 Folder 1 Folder 2 Folder 3 Folder 4 Average Baseline 
beach 0.8718 0.7564 1.0 0.7949 0.8558 0.753 
bus 0.9872 0.9615 0.8462 0.9615 0.9391 0.718 
cafe/rest- 
aurant 0.3333 0.7051 0.7564 0.8462 0.6603 0.577 
car 0.9744 0.9615 0.9744 1.0 0.9776 0.971 
city 
_center 0.8718 0.8333 0.9231 0.9103 0.8846 0.907 
forest 
_path 0.9615 1.0 0.9615 1.0 0.9808 0.795 
grocery 
_store 1.0 1.0 0.8718 0.9359 0.9519 0.587 
home 0.9744 0.8889 0.9753 0.8077 0.9116 0.686 
library 0.6282 1.0 0.9359 0.9487 0.8782 0.571 
metro 
_station 1.0 1.0 0.9872 1.0 0.9968 0.917 
office 0.9872 1.0 0.9359 1.0 0.9808 0.997 
park 0.6923 0.8462 0.6923 0.8974 0.7821 0.702 
residetial 
_area 
0.8846 0.9231 0.8718 0.8718 0.8878 0.641 
train 0.8077 0.9487 0.7179 0.9744 0.8622 0.580 
tram 1.0 0.7308 0.9872 1.0 0.9295 0.817 
total 0.865 0.9037 0.896 0.9299 0.8986 0.748 
 
The last column in Table 6 presents the performance of the 
baseline system provided along with the TUT Acoustic Scenes 
2017 dataset in [8]. As we can see, the average accuracy of our 
best fusion system outperforms the one of baseline system by 
20.13 percent. 
 
5. SUBMISSION RESULTS 
All the development data are utilized to train the model, and the 
submitted results are tested on this final model. According to the 
fusion methods, two systems are included in our submission to 
the DCASE2017 challenge (task 1). The first one is DCNN based 
voting system, which fuses the standard (R706) and CQT84 spec-
trograms by voting method (namely the R706+CQT84 (Voting) 
solution). The second one is DCNN based SVM system, which 
fuses the same data by SVM method (namely the R706+CQT84 
(SVM) solution). 
6. CONCLUSION 
In the ASC research domain, CNN is becoming more and more 
popular[1][2][5][6]. In this work, a DCNN solution is proposed 
for the acoustic scene classification. The main contributions of 
this work lie in two aspects as follows. First, a deep CNN model 
is presented, which is originated from [5] and is improved to be 
more suitable for the problem. Second, a multi-spectrogram 
fusion method is proposed. Multiple spectrograms are fed into 
the same DCNN model and the corresponding features are fused 
to improve the accuracy of classification. In this work, the stan-
dard spectrogram and the CQT spectrogram are studied. The 
best accuracy of using the standard spectrograms is 0.8536; and 
the one of using CQT spectrograms is 0.8052. Although the 
accuracy of using CQT spectrograms is unsatisfactory, it can 
significantly improve the accuracy when fused with the standard 
spectrogram. The best result of the fusion scheme is 0.8986 and 
outperforms the best results of the single spectrogram schemes 
by more than 0.045. We believe the performance can be further 
improved by using some other skills, such as fine tuning of pa-
rameters, normalization of spectrograms in the training of 
DCNN, utilizing the temporal characteristics, etc.  
In our experiments, the fusion of multi-resolution standard 
spectrograms is also explored. The accuracy is also improved 
slightly, compared to the single resolution schemes. In summary, 
using the multiple spectrograms can greatly augment the size of 
training samples, which will result in a better DCNN perfor-
mance.  
When generating standard spectrograms, the width of slid-
ing window as well as the overlap amount are important parame-
ters. In our opinion, they both impact the accuracies of classifica-
tion. Owing to the time limit, we have not performed grid search-
ing for their values. In our future work, we will further explore 
the correlations between these parameters and the accuracies. It 
would be beneficial for finding out the best resolution for the 
DCNN model. 
In [6], it is recommended to remove high frequency bins 
when preparing CQT inputs for the proposed CNN architecture. 
However, in our experiment, CQT84 works better than CQT80 in 
all cases, which differs with the results in [6]. In fact, the genera-
tion of CQT feature in our method is slightly different with the 
one proposed by [6], for example, we produce CQT samples for 
left and right channels separately. However, we don’t think this 
contributes much to the difference of the conclusions. Actually, 
the main difference lies in the architectures of the two CNN 
model. The CNN structure in [6] is much simpler than the one in 
this paper. We suppose that the DCNN model in this paper can 
more effectively utilize the high frequencies bins. This should be 
validated in our future work.  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper addresses the problem of sound event detection under 
non-stationary noises and various real-world acoustic scenes. An 
effective noise reduction strategy is proposed in this paper which 
can automatically adapt to background variations. The proposed 
method is based on supervised non-negative matrix factorization 
(NMF) for separating target events from noise. The event dic-
tionary is trained offline using the training data of the target 
event class while the noise dictionary is learned online from the 
input signal by sparse and low-rank decomposition. Incorporat-
ing the estimated noise bases, this method can produce accurate 
source separation results by reducing noise residue and signal 
distortion of the reconstructed event spectrogram. Experimental 
results on DCASE 2017 task 2 dataset show that the proposed 
method outperforms the baseline system based on multi-layer 
perceptron classifiers and also another NMF-based method 
which employs a semi-supervised strategy for noise reduction.  
Index Terms— Sound event detection, non-negative matrix 
factorization, sparse and low-rank decomposition, source separa-
tion 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Sound events such as gunshots, screams, glass breaks, etc. are 
often associated with hazardous situations. Automatic detection 
and monitoring of these sound events can be very useful for secu-
rity reasons. A key problem in sound event detection is the pres-
ence of the highly non-stationary and time-varying background 
noise in realistic applications [1]. Most existing methods using a 
well-trained classifier on environment-specific training data is 
designed for particular situations and is thus unable to handle 
unseen noise. In addition, even if it is possible to train a classifier 
with an enormous amount of data involving different types of 
sounds in different environments, it enables the flexibility in 
dealing with different noises but at the expense of sacrificing 
performance at specific environments [2]. The goal of this paper 
is to develop robust detection methods which can automatically 
adapt to background variations for practical applications.  
Techniques of non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [3] 
have been extensively studied and successfully applied in speech 
enhancement for separating speech from noise [4-6]. Recently, 
many sound event detection systems using NMF have been pub-
lished with promising results [7-11]. NMF models the spectro-
gram of a sound signal with a dictionary of spectral bases and a 
corresponding activation matrix. Since the activations may vary 
along time, this model can describe non-stationary signals to 
some extent. The key strategy for NMF to detect target events 
from noise is to express noise and target events by different sets 
of bases. The input noisy signal is first decomposed by this com-
bined dictionary and then the target events can be reconstructed 
by only using the event components.  
In sound event detection task, samples of the target event 
class are usually available and an event dictionary can be pre-
trained and kept fixed during test. Strategies differ when dealing 
with noise. If a noise dictionary is also pre-trained and used in 
the decomposition, it is the supervised case. In contrast, in the 
semi-supervised case the noise dictionary is unknown and needs 
to be updated concurrently during test. For example, Gemmeke et 
al. [7] extracted bases for both the target event and the back-
ground noise and kept the dictionaries fixed during test. But this 
method can only be applied in simple and fixed noise conditions. 
To better handle unseen noise, Komatsu et al. [8] adopted the 
semi-supervised NMF strategy.  A noise dictionary was intro-
duced and learned during test with the aim of modeling unknown 
spectra which were not included in the training data. Their meth-
od can adapt to different noises but is not suitable for handling 
non-stationary noises. Since it lacks control over the noise bases, 
this method may not obtain accurate separation results, especially 
when there are many interference sound signals in the back-
ground which exhibit similar spectral profiles as the target event.  
In order to enhance system robustness and reduce back-
ground interference, this paper proposes to first estimate a noise 
dictionary from the input test signal and then conducts the super-
vised source separation procedure. Noise dictionary learning is 
accomplished by the technique of sparse and low-rank decompo-
sition or robust NMF [4, 12-14] which has been proved useful in 
foreground/background separation. The underlying idea is to 
decompose a matrix into the summation of a low-rank matrix and 
a sparse matrix. This model also applies to sound event detection, 
that is, the foreground events are sparse due to its rare occurrence 
while the background noise is usually more stable and also less 
spectrally diverse than the foreground events and thus can be 
modeled by the low-rank part [13]. The low-rank part is further 
expressed by a linear combination of a limited number of bases 
(referring to the noise dictionary) upon NMF. Guided by the 
additional knowledge of noise bases, the event spectrogram can 
be better reconstructed via supervised NMF with less noise resi-
due and signal distortion. The proposed method shows its effec-
tiveness of adaptive noise reduction and achieves better perfor-
mance compared to the semi-supervised method especially when 
dealing with similar background interference.  
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2. PROPOSED METHOD 
The framework of the proposed method is presented in Fig. 1. 
Audio signals are all resampled to 44100 Hz and transformed via 
the STFT with a frame length of 40 ms and 50% overlap. Magni-
tude spectrograms are used as audio features and the dimension 
of the feature vector is 1025.  
In the training phase, an event dictionary is trained by un-
supervised NMF using the training set of clean event samples. 
The test phase mainly consists of three steps: noise dictionary 
learning, supervised source separation, and event detection. First, 
a noise dictionary is estimated from the input test signal by un-
supervised sparse and low-rank non-negative matrix factoriza-
tion (called SLR-NMF for short in this paper). Then, combining 
the estimated noise dictionary with the event dictionary, the 
input signal is decomposed again by NMF for supervised source 
separation. Thus the event spectrogram can be reconstructed by 
only using the event components. Finally, the estimated event 
spectrogram is further smoothed and then processed by an ener-
gy detector to generate the final onset/offset results.  
2.1. Offline event dictionary learning 
For each event class, an event dictionary is trained on all concat-
enated event spectrograms of the training data. Sparse NMF 
described in [15] is implemented using Kullback-Leibler (KL) 
divergence [16] as the distance measure and a sparsity parameter 
of 0.2. This produces an event dictionary denoted by 

 sN RsW , where N is the number of frequency bins, sR  is 
the number of event bases, and the subscript s refers to “event 
signal”.  
2.2. Noise dictionary learning by SLR-NMF 
Sparse and low-rank decomposition represents a matrix as the 
summation of a low-rank matrix and a sparse matrix. The inter-
pretation with respect to the low-rank part and the sparse part 
differs according to specific applications. For sound event detec-
tion, the foreground events rarely happen and occupy very lim-
ited entries of the input matrix and thus can be well expressed by 
the sparse part. In contrast, the background noise is usually more 
stable and also less spectrally diverse than the foreground events 
and thus can be modeled by the low-rank part.  
Let  N TV  denote the spectrogram of the input noisy 
signal with T time frames. The model of SLR-NMF is given by 
  n nV W H S    (1) 
in which  N TS is the sparse part representing the foreground 
events, and the low-rank part dedicated to the background noise 
is further represented upon NMF as the product of a noise dic-
tionary  nN RnW  and an activation matrix  nR TnH . nR  
is the number of noise bases satisfying  min ,nR N T  and the 
subscript n refers to “noise”.  
The following optimization problem is constructed to solve 
the decomposition in (1):  
   1
, ,
min |  
n n
n nDW H S V W H S S   (2) 
in which the first term is the KL divergence between the input 
matrix and its approximation, and the second term is a sparsity 
constraint on S which is measured by its L1-norm.  controls the 
weight of the sparsity constraint in the cost function and its se-
lection will be discussed later in Section 3. 
The multiplicative update rules for (2) are given as follows: 
  T T    n n n nn n
VW W H 1H
W H S
  (3) 
  T T    n n n nn n
VH H W W 1
W H S
  (4) 
  
n n
    
VS S 1
W H S
  (5) 
where 1 is an all-1 matrix with the same dimension as V and the 
superscript T means the transposition of a matrix. A B  and 
A B refer to the element-wise multiplication and division, re-
spectively. Hence, by solving (2) we obtain an estimate of the 
noise dictionary which directly describes the surrounding back-
ground of the current input signal. 
2.3. Supervised source separation 
Incorporating the noise dictionary nW  learned in Section 2.2 
and the pre-trained event dictionary sW , the input test signal can 
be decomposed into the noise part and the event part by NMF in 
a supervised way as follows: 
 
 s s n nV W H W H   (6) 
in which s sW H and n nW H represent the estimated event and 
noise spectrograms, respectively. Here we conduct a second sep-
aration to the input noisy signal in a way that is different from the 
totally unsupervised decomposition in Section 2.2. This step can 
obtain more reliable separation results since both the prior 
knowledge of the noise and the target event class to be detected 
is utilized.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Framework of the proposed method 
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Source separation problem in (6) is solved by minimizing 
the KL divergence between the input matrix and its reconstruc-
tion. The corresponding optimization problem is expressed as 
  
,
min | 
s n
s s n nDH H V W H W H   (7) 
Update rules for the activation matrices sH and nH in (7) are 
given by 
  T T
+
s s s s
s s n n
    
VH H W W 1
W H W H
  (8) 
   T T
+
n n n n
s s n n
    
VH H W W 1
W H W H
 (9) 
2.4. Event detection 
Like what is done in speech processing [4-5], Wiener filtering is 
conducted on the input spectrogram to get the final estimate of 
the event spectrogram, that is,  
 
ˆ s s
s
s s n n
 
W HV V
W H W H
  (10) 
For event detection, an energy detector is applied to ˆ sV by meas-
uring the accumulation of energies of all frequency bins per 
frame. High energy values exceeding a threshold in a number of 
successive frames indicate the presence of a target event.  
3. EXPERIMENTS 
The proposed method is evaluated on DCASE 2017 task 2 da-
taset. This task focuses on the detection of three types of rare 
sound events (baby cry, glass break, and gunshot) in artificially 
created mixtures. The background audio material is from 15 dif-
ferent audio scenes including home, park, metro station, etc., 
making it a very complex detection scenario. In our detection 
algorithm, only isolated clean sound examples for target event 
classes are used for training and an event dictionary for each 
target event class is trained separately. It should be pointed out 
that no background audio is used for training. The development 
test set which contains 500 mixture audio examples for each 
target class is used for evaluation. Different SNR levels are tested 
including 6 dB, 0 dB, and –6 dB.  
Metrics used in the challenge are event-based error rate (ER) 
and event-based F-score (see [17] for details). An event is con-
sidered correctly detected using onset-only condition with a col-
lar of 500 ms.  
3.1. Parameter settings 
Major parameters in the proposed algorithm are sR , nR , and  . 
We use the training mixtures in the development dataset for tun-
ing the parameters, which is disjoint from the test set. The search 
range for each parameter is empirically determined, that is, 
sR , nR {16, 32, 48, 64}, {0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1}. 
The numbers of event bases and noise bases are very im-
portant parameters. For qualitative analysis, using a sufficient 
number of bases is preferable to model audio sources precisely. 
However, using too many bases may degrade the performance 
since it would easily lead to the mixing problem, that is, noise 
may be wrongly described by the event bases or in the reverse 
way. After a grid search over the pre-defined range, we found 
that =32sR  and =32nR are good choices which guarantee excel-
lent performance and also a satisfactory computational load.  
The sparsity parameter   used in the noise dictionary 
learning step has a significant effect on performance. It controls 
the strength of the sparsity constraint on the foreground event 
part and thus determines a trade-off between noise reduction and 
signal distortion. A larger   means a sparser foreground esti-
mate and a more sufficient noise estimate but at the expense of 
including some foreground event components. Since the goal of 
this decomposition is to learn a noise dictionary, it is better not to 
retain too many foreground event components within the noise 
part. So   should be a relatively small value. According to the 
F-score results in Fig. 2, best results for glass breaks and gun-
shots are achieved around =0.1 . The performance degrades a 
bit under 0.1 and a larger   also yields poor results. However, 
the case for the baby cry class differs and it turns out that a rela-
tively large   produces better results. This may be attributed to 
the considerable difference between the baby cry spectrum and 
the noise spectrum which enables a tolerance of the event residue 
within the noise part. Hence we set =0.5  for the baby cry class 
and =0.1  for glass breaks and gunshots in experiments.  
For NMF implementation in our method, the matrices if 
needed are randomly initialized, and we run the algorithm several 
times to find the one which produces the lowest cost. The num-
ber of iterations is set to be 200 which is sufficient for conver-
gence in our experiments. For post-processing, the energy se-
quence computed from the estimated event spectrogram is further 
smoothed by a moving average filter. The duration of the filter is 
set to be a little shorter than the minimum length of the target 
event class. Very short detected events are also removed. Addi-
tionally, in order to obtain more accurate onset/offset results, a 
double-thresholding strategy is adopted. In other words, events 
are first detected using a large threshold, and then a small thresh-
old is used to search within a small range before and after the 
detected event for the final onset and offset. This strategy is nec-
essary and found to be useful especially for the baby cry class. 
Because there might be regions of short pauses within a baby cry 
event, the detector using one threshold may only locate the part 
with higher energies thus resulting in inaccurate onset or offset.  
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Figure 2: F-score results on the training mixtures with different 
values of the sparsity parameter  . Best results are achieved at 
0.1 for glass breaks and gunshots,  0.5 for the baby cry class. 
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3.2. Results and discussions 
The detection results for each target event class on the develop-
ment test set are presented in Table 1. Compared with the base-
line results provided by the challenge [18-19], our method 
achieves better performance. The average ER and F-score of the 
proposed method are 0.28 and 85.8% compared to 0.53 and 
72.7% of the baseline. The baseline system employs a multi-layer 
perceptron classifier for each target class and needs to be trained 
on mixture audio examples of different scenes and different SNR 
levels. In contrast, our method only uses isolated event examples 
for training and adopts an adaptive noise reduction strategy, 
which is an advantage over the baseline system. The results on 
the final evaluation set are also presented in Table 2 which are 
taken from the DCASE2017 Challenge website [19]. 
We also compared the proposed method with the semi-
supervised NMF method which was applied in several literatures 
[8, 20, 21]. In this approach, the noise dictionary in (7) is un-
known and needs to be updated along with other matrices in the 
source separation step. Parameters like the numbers of event and 
noise bases for this method are set to those that produce the best 
performance. This method to some extent has the adaptability to 
describe the time-varying characteristics of noise spectra. How-
ever, since it lacks control over the noise bases, it may wrongly 
decompose noise into the event part or conversely. So it can easi-
ly lead to noise residue or signal distortion within the estimated 
event spectrogram. The situation gets worse especially when 
encountering analogous background interference. The proposed 
method estimates a noise dictionary from the current input signal 
which directly models the surrounding background and thus can 
obtain accurate separation results in the supervised NMF step.  
It can be observed from Table 1 that our method outper-
forms the semi-supervised version and the detection results are 
improved for all three event classes. More detailed comparison of 
the two methods is illustrated by two test examples as shown in 
Fig. 3. In the baby cry detection example, there existed strong 
noise interference in the test signal. Our method had a fairly good 
effect of noise reduction and obtained excellent detection results. 
But for the semi-supervised method, the baby cry event was well 
captured by the event bases but part of the noise were also de-
scribe by the event bases, which led to harmful confusion in de-
tection. In the second example of gunshot detection, the back-
ground noise in the test signal was highly non-stationary and 
contained sounds whose spectral profile was very similar to that 
of a gunshot event. Our method demonstrated its ability of tack-
ling similar background interference and correctly located the 
gunshot event. However, it can be seen from the estimated event 
part of the semi-supervised method that many important event 
components were lost.  
4. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents a sound event detection method based on 
supervised source separation by NMF. In order to deal with non-
stationary noises and background variations, this paper proposes 
to estimate a noise dictionary online from the input test signal 
using the technique of sparse and low-rank decomposition. Be-
cause the estimated noise dictionary can exactly describe the 
surrounding background, the succeeding supervised source sepa-
ration via NMF can provide accurate separation of target events 
and noise. Experimental results demonstrate the noise reduction 
ability of the proposed method when dealing with non-stationary 
noises and similar background interference. The proposed meth-
od achieves better results than the baseline system based on 
MLP and also outperforms another NMF-based method which 
employs a semi-supervised strategy for noise reduction. Note 
that the proposed work needs a relatively long signal to learn a 
noise dictionary. It is not suitable for real-time applications. 
Future work will be dedicated to develop real-time noise dic-
tionary learning techniques.  
Table 1: Class-wise results on the development test set  
Event class Proposed 
Semi-
supervised Baseline 
ER F(%) ER F(%) ER F(%) 
Baby cry 0.20 89.9 0.27 83.5 0.67 72.0 
Glass break 0.22 89.2 0.31 80.1 0.22 88.5 
Gunshot 0.42 78.4 0.57 65.8 0.69 57.4 
Average 0.28 85.8 0.39 76.5 0.53 72.7 
 
Table 2: Results on the final evaluation set (taken from 
DCASE2017 Challenge website) 
Method Proposed Baseline ER F(%) ER F(%) 
Average 0.31 84.2 0.63 64.1 
 
Spectrogram of test signal: baby cry 7.2s-9.2s 0dB    Baby cry event 
 
Estimated event part and its energy curve 
Proposed method:                             Semi-supervised method: 
   
  
(a)  
Spectrogram of test signal: gunshot 5.7s-6.4s 0dB     Gunshot event 
 
Estimated event part and its energy curve 
Proposed method:                             Semi-supervised method: 
  
  
(b)  
Figure 3: Detection examples of (a) a baby cry event and (b) a 
gunshot event 
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